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Abstract

Overlapping resource demands made the Fraser River a contested site of development
politics in twentieth century British Columbia. Since the tum of the century, power
interests surveyed the river's flow, sited dams and promoted development schemes.
Fisheries interests, on the other hand, sought to maintain the river as salrnon spawning
habitat. They questioned the necessity of dams, supponed fisheries research and
rehabilitation and organized anti-development coalitions. Before the mid- 1950s a
number of dam projects proceeded on Fraser tributaries and major landslides at Hells
Gate modeled the dangers of main stem development. Because of the concerted political
Iobbying of fisheries groups, the skepticai appraisal of fisheries scientists to development
proposals and the legal and political authority of the federal Department of Fisheries and
the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission, major dam projects were

defeated on the Fraser in the late 1950s. Delayed development on the Fraser helped to
spur hydroelectric projects on other nvers in the province; the fish-power problern on the
Fraser altered the province's spatial economy of power. Once developrnent began on the
Columbia and Peace Rivers, the Fraser was protected by implication. The study
combines approaches from environmental history, the history of science and political
economy to demonstrate the intersections and interactions between nature. knowiedge

and society. Research was conducted at eleven archives in Canada and the United States
in the papen of organizations, corporations, govemment departments. politicians.
scientists and individuals.
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Introduction

"You cannot step twice in the same river," observed the pre-Socratic philosopher
Heraclitus, "for other waters are continually flowing on."' To write a history of a river,
then, seems a peculiarly elusive project, chasing a flow that cannot be constrained. And
yet, nven have served as both metaphon and subjects of history for thousands of years.

In Canada, rivers became routes for an unfolding nation in an eariier historiography;
today they appear more frequently in our witing as sites of pollution.' Romantic
highways have becorne sewers.

In British Columbia, rivers flow through the contemporary environmental
imagination. They cary salmon that are said to typiQ a region and its history. They
connect us to a place and its past. Frequently in British Columbia we tiy to step into the
same river twice, forgetting how the river has changed, and, more frequently still, how
we have changed with it.

This thesis is an environmental history of an enduring resource conflict: whether to
develop the Fraser River for hydroelectric power or preserve it as salmon spaw-ning
habitat. The Fraser is British Columbia's largest river and also the world's most
productive salmon mearn. Over the twentieth century, it has inspired dreams of
waterpower wealth and fisheries growth. Frequently, these dreams have collided. Fishpower contests have punctuated the history of many western North Arnerican rivers in the
twentieth century, but the Fraser's experience is unique. Whereas parallel cases like the

' Quoted in Philip Wheelwright, Heraclitus (New York:Athenum, 1964). p 29.
'The classic naternent of the Laurentian interpretation of Canadian history is Donald Creighto~a

Commercial Empire of the S t . k e n c e rev. ed. (Toronto: Macmillan, 1956); W New, "TheGreat River
Theory: Reading MacLennan and MuIgan," Essays in Canadian Wtitinq 56 (Fall 1995): 162- 182

Columbia River bear the weight of many dams, the Fraser remains undamrned on its
main stem. This study asks how contending interests have sought to leam about, control
and vie for precedence in the river's use and preservation? It asks how this conflict has
impacted the river and its fisheries and how changes in the natural world have altered
human perceptions and uses? It asks how the river remains undammed?
The Fraser River is large by any measure. Its fiow runs at Hope at an annual
average of 269 000 meten cubed per second. It stretches over a vast distance, ongmating
in the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains and curves in a long s-shaped southwestern
arc towards the delta, 1375 km away. The river's basin covers a wide swath of British
Columbia, 333 000 km squared, or about the size of three New Bninswicks. In Canada,
only the Mackenzie and St Lawrence Rivers carry more water, on the Pacific Coast of
North America, only the Columbia. The Fraser is one of the largest undammed nvers in
the world.'
No single river on the planet produces more salmon than the Fraser. This has
likely been the case for thousands of years, not only since the perturbations of modem
environmental change have decimated nins el~ewhere.~
Salmon of the genus
Oncorhvnchus, or Pacific Salmon, have utilized the river since the last ice age, and water
bodies across BC for tens of thousands of years. Pacific salmon are anadromous. They

k Daniel Moore, "Hydrology and Water Supply in the Fraser River Basin," in Anthony HI Dorcey and
Iulian R Griggs, eds. Water in Sustainable Develo~rnent: Explorin5 Our Cammon Future in the Fraser
River Basin vol 2 (Vancouver: Westwater Research Centre, University of British Columbia. 199l), pp 2 1
40; TG Northcote and Peter A M n , "The Fraser River- A Major Saimonine Production System" in
Dodge ed. Proceciinas of the International Large River Svmposium Canadian Special Publications in
Aquatic Science 106 (1989): 172-203; 1Lewis ~obiason,+he Fraser River." Canadian Enqclo~aedia2"1
ed. (Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, 1988) p 841
Northcote and LarW "The Fraser River"

-

'

spend their early life in fresh water environments, usually food-rich lakes or small
streams, migrate to the ocean for the bulk of their life history and, in their final phase,
return to natal streams to spawn and die. Five species of Oncorhynchus utilize the river:
Pink (Oncorhynchus eorbuscha), Chum (0.keta), Coho (0.kisutch), Sockeye (0.nerka),
and Chinook (0.tshawtscha). Sockeye salmon are the most productive, famous and
fiequently fought over. Much of this thesis will refer to this single species.'
The Fraser loorns largely in the history of the province, nation and continent.
Along its banks complex abonginal societies made the river home and its salmon a
keystone of diet and culturai life for thousands of years before European contact. During
the contact penod, European explorers traveled to and on the river; fur traders ate
abonginal salmon and traded for it. In the penod of resettlement, a gold rush in the
Fraser's upper basin marked the begimings of displacement of native groups and the
alienation of resources by an immigrant society. By the latter years of the nineteenth
century, a transcontinental railway Followed the nver's course and numerous settlements
emerged on the river's banks. Vancouver, the provincial metropolis and Pacific railway

terminus, rose near the river's delta. The river was a central element in British
Columbia's development, and it remained so in the twentieth century.
The arrivai of hydroelectric technology in British Columbia around the turn of the

century forever changed the fuhue of the Fraser River. Spinning steel turbines and hydro
dams altered the way people viewed the nver's purpose and place. By the middle of the
century, interests prornoting hydroelectricity and fisheries preservation fell into bitter

' C Groot and L Margolis, eds. Pacific Salmon Life Histories (Vancouver: UBC Press. 1991)

confiict. Their dispute seemed modem and recent, a product of postwar science and
technology. But its roots lay earlier, with the first turbines and the fint dams.
The greatest damages imposed on the Fraser's salmon by dams occurred in the
early twentieth century, before clear lines separated rival interests of fish and power and
before much scientific understanding of the relevant problems existed. Mining and
lurnber dams in the upper basin, hydroelectric dams in the lower basin and a series of
disastrous landslides in the Fraser Canyon annihilated local runs and leveled salrnon
populations as a whole after 19 13. Regdaton, native fishers and the commercial tishery
bore the brunt of these changes and adjusted in response. Before 1940, dispened
economic activity changed the river and its fisheries in an era of loose river regdation,
fractured interests and modest scientific knowledge of changing environmental
conditions.

The Second World War delivered a period of growth in which the rival interests

of fish and power began to solidi@. In the fisheries, a new international commission
restored the Fraser salrnon and oversaw an unprecedented rebound in salmon numbers
during the 1950s. In a parallel expansive moment, British Columbians demanded and
gained more hydroelectric power following a period of wartime restraint and the Fraser

flood of 1948. New institutions and corporations sought to develop the river and spur
industrial growth. State bureaucracies and key pcditicians helped to create pan-industry
positions in the fisheries. The phrase fish vs. p w e r entered the popular lexicon.
Increasing and overlapping demands on a scarce resource forced a definition of opposing
interests in what was conceived to be a zero-su. game.

During the 1950s, new contests pressed the boundaries of this garne and changed
the d e s . Major river projects that would place dams on the river's main stem introduced

the scope of the problem to public debate. Rival interests sought to pomay themselves as
proponents of the common interest. British Columbians discussed and debated the
meaning of these overlapping demands and asked what they portended for the future and
whether rival interests could be made to cooperate? Science was deployed to assist this
cooperative impulse, but no 'solution' resulted, only a finer sense of limits. The rules of
this game changed only when the parailel and linked development of the Columbia and
Peace Rivers reached a fruitful conclusion in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The interior
and northem development program gained impetus in part from the fish-power problem
on the Fraser and helped to ensure in tum that the Fraser would not be developed. Fish,
not power, won this contest, and this thesis seeks to explain why.
Perhaps the first historian of fish and power was Henry Doyle, a BC canner and
self taught scholar who produced a history of the Pacific Coast fisheries in the mid-1950s

in the hopes of educating the public and warding off the power threat. Although he tried
to publish this history, no press would take it, chiefly because of its heterodox theories of

salmon biology, but also perhaps because of its fierce denunciations of the power
intered Since Doyle's polemic, the subject has passed. Because there are no dams on
the Fraser, presurnably, their absence requires little explanation. Students of hydro
history have focused naturally enough on the riven where development did take place.7
-

-

%Bc Special CoUections and Archives, Henry Doyle, The Rise and Decline of the Pacific Salmon
Fisheries 2 vols. (nd, 1957?) Unpublished MS.
7
N d Swainson, Confiict over the Columbia: The Canadian Backgound to an Historïc Treaty (MontrealKingston: McGill-Queen's Press, t 979); David Mitchell WAC Bennett and the Rise of British Columbia

Historians of BC's fisheries have provided a number of excellent studies on the role of
business in the commercial fishery and on aspects of ethnic and native history8 Few
have asked how close the indusûy came to an end in the face of dam development9
There is a parallel to be noted in the Amencan literature concerning the Columbia River,

though with the opposite emphasis: because dams & triurnph mightily on this river, a
tone of inevitability has crept into Columbia histories, as if no alternative to development

cm be imagined." In one case a fiee-flowing river is taken for granted, in the other
development is descnbed but not always questioned.

(Vancouver: Dougias & McIntyre, 1983); John R Wedley, "The Werner-Gren and Peace River Power
. .
..
Development Prograrns," in SA T S E &ggml Pers~eçtiveson N o r t h British Colu& ed. Thomas
Thorner (Prince George: College of New Caledonia, 1989); John R Wedley, " InFrastructure and Resources:
Governments and Their Promotion of Northem Development in British Columbia. 1945- 1975" (PhD thesis,
University of Western Ontario, 1986); Jeremy Mouat, The Business of Poww: Hvdro-Electricity in
Southeasteni British Columbia. 1897-1997 (Victoria: Sono Nis Press, 1997). On the politics of power, see
MtchelI above and Paddy Shetman, Bennett (Toronto: McClelIand and Stewart, 1966); Martin Robin,
Pillars of Profit: Thc Compan~Province. 1934 to 1972 (Toronto: McClelIand and Stewart, 1973);Eileen
Williston and Betty Keller, Forests. Power and Policv: The Leaacv of Ray Wiliiston (Prince George:
Caith Press, 1997), especially chapter 2 "The Two Rivers Policy."
~ennerhJohnstone, The Aauatic Exploren: A Hinorv of the Fisheries Reseafch Board of Canada
(Toronto: University of TorontO Press, 1977); Geoff Meggs,
Fishcry (Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre, 1991); Aiicja Muszynski, Çheap Wasze Labour: Race and
Gender in the Fisheries of British Columbia (Montrd and Kingston: McGili-Queen's University Press,
1996); Dianne NeweU, Taneled Webs of Historv: Indians and the Law in Canada's Pacific Coast Fisheri~
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993); Dianne Newell ed The Develo~mentof the Pacific SalmonCanning Industrv: A Grown Man's Game (Montreal: McGill-Queen's, 1989); Dianne Newell, "The Politics
of Food in Worid War ïi: Great Britain's Grip on Canada's Pacific Fishery," Historical Papers 1987
Communications Historique: 178- 197; Dianne Neweli, "Dispersaiand Concentration: the Slowly Changing
Spatial Pattern of the British Columbia Salmon Canning Industry," Journal of Historical Geomphy 14( 1)
( i 988): 23-36; Dianne Newell, "The Rationality of Mechanization in the Pacific Salmon-Canning industry
before the Second World War," Business History Review 62 (Winter 1988): 626-655; David I Reid.
"Company Mergers in the Fraser River Salmon Canning Industry, 1885- 1902," Canadian Historical Review
58(3) (September 1975): 282-302; Keith RaIston, "Patterns of Trade and Investment on the Pacitic Coast,
1867-1893: The Case of the British Columbia Canning Industry," BC Studia 1 ( 1968-1969): 3745;.
Writers mching a broader popular audience have raised edme of these questions. however: John Roos,
Restorina Fraser River Salmon:A History of the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission 19371985 (Vancouver: Pacific Salmon Commission, 1991); Richard Bocking, MiPhtv River: A Portrait of the
Fraser (Vancouver: Dougas and McImyre, 1997).
'O Blaùie Harden, A River Lon: The Life and Death of the Columbia (New York: Norton, 1996); Paul C
Pitter, Grand Coulee: Harnessinn a Dream (PuIlman: Washington State University Press, 1994); Richard
White, The Orpanic Machine: The Remakina of the Columbia River (New York: Hi11 and Wang, 1995)

Many of the problems this study poses fit within the Innisian staples tradition of
Canadian political economy." The staples tradition seeks to understand the economic
developmwt of Canada by attending to the role of primary expon commodities in
national development; it provides a broad conceptual frarnework for understanding the
variable development of economies across space, the importance of export markets on
peripheral producer regions and the centrality of pnmary commodities to hinterland
development. In the last few decades, variations on this tradition have placed important
emphasis on questions of the role of the state and regulation in economic history.

'' By

treating two staples in collision, I hope to develop these concems and understand how
States and sucieties privilege one resource use over another.

My approach, however,

seeks a different point of departure From the staples tradition by considering how
resources are 'made' not found, how development impacts cultures and environments,
not just political economies.
In order to build on the staples tradition and in some aspects transfonn it, 1 have
tumed to a growing body of environmental histoncal literature on the westem United
States. l 3 Environmental historians attempt not only to understand how human history has

11

The classic staples texts include: Harold Adams Innis, The Fur Trade in Canada: An Introduction to
Canadian Econornic Historv (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970 rev ed.); Essa!s in Canadian
Econornic History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1956) ed. Mary QuayIe Innis. A more recent
cotlection that draws together much of Innis's diverse writing is: Staples. Markets and Cultural Change ed.
Daniel Dtache (Montreal: McGü1-Queen's Press, 1995)
12
See, for example. W Nelles, The Politics of Develo~ment:Forests. Mines and Hydro-Electncity in
Ontario 1849- 1941 (Toronto: Macmillan, 1974) and Christopher Armstrong and HV Nelles, Mono~olv's
Moment: The Orsanization and Reaulation of Canadian Utilities. 1830- 1930 (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 1986).
13
Some of the now classic t a s of western Amencan environmental history include: William Cronon,
Nature's Metromlis: Ctiicaao and the Great West (New York: Norton, 1991); Arthur McEvoy,
Fisherman's Problem: Ecolow and the Law in the California Fisheries. 1856-1980 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1986); Richard White, Land Use. Environment and Social Chanae: The Sha~inaof Island

changed the environment, but also how shifts in the rest of nature have in tum shaped an
evolving human society. Environmental history, as Richard White suggests, is a history
of a relationship." How we pomay and question this relationship introduces a number of
levels of analysis: the natural (how the rest of nature changes for reasons independent of

human forces but also because of human actions), the economic and technological (how
the rest of nature is put to use, remade, built upon and consumed) and the conceptual
(how the rest of nature is perceived, imagined, studied and represented).I5 Within
environmental historiography, considerable debate focwes on how best to weigh these

emphases and whether and how we cm conceive of the rest of nature as socially
constructed. William Cronon's recent collection, Uncommon Ground, has become a
lightning rod for these quest~ons.'~
Debate focuses on whether wildemess can or ought to
be portrayed as an artifact of human culture or as a place separate from hurnan society."
My own approach sees the rest of nature as inextricably linked with humanity (or the

Çountv. Washinatoq (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1980); The h a n i c Machinc; Donald
Worster, Dust Bowl: The Southern Plains in the 1930s (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979); Riveof Ern~ire:Water. Growth and the Amencan West (New York: Pantheon, 1985); Under Western Skies
Nature and History in the American West (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992)
" The Ornanie Machine. p x
15
Donald Worster, "Doing Environmentai History," in Ends of the Earth: Pers~ectiveson Modem
Environmental History ed. Donald Worster (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988);D o d d
Worster, "Transformations of the Earth: Toward an Agroecological Perspective in History," Journal of
American History 76(4) (March 1990): 1087- 1 106; Richard White, "Environmental Histocy. Ecology and
Meaning" Journal of American History 76(4) (March 1990): 111 1-1 1 16; William Cronon, "Modes of
Prophecy and Production: Placing Nature in History," Journal of Arnerican Histop 76(4) (March 1990):
1122-1 13 1
16
W'fiam Cronon ed., Uncommon Ground: Toward Reinventinu Nature (New York: Norton and Co.,
1995)
I7 A special roundtable discussion in 1996 in Environmental History 1(1) raised many of these concems:
William Cronon, "The Trouble with Wdderness; or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature," pp 7-28; Samuel
P.Hayes,"Comment: The Trouble with BiU Cronon's Wddernes," pp 29-32; Michael P Cohen.
"Comment:Resistance to WiIdernes," pp 33-42; Thomas R Dunlap, "Comment: But What Did You Go
Out into the Wdderness to Sa?"pp 43-46; WiUiam Cronon, "The Trouble with Wddemess: A Response,'
47-55

other way around if you prefer). yet begins with the assumption that ideas about the rest
of nature undergo continuous revision and change, triggered sometimes by shifis in the
environment, but also by cultural or political forces. Nature in this approach must be
historicized, just as its independence from human control needs to be considered and
examined.
A fmitful means to interrogate these problems is by examining the changing ideas

of science in society and nature. In the history of the western world, scientific
conceptions of the rest of nature hold a privileged status and are frequently considered to
be accurate reflections of nature or objective understandings of the world. Recent work

in science studies and the history of science seeks to question these assumptions by
examining how scientific ideas are created, how social contexts impact scientific ideas,
how metaphors help scientists constnict the world, how practices change knowledge.
Although rnuch of this Iiterature is accused of a relativist stance in its conception of
knowledge and reality, one of its leading proponents, Bruno Latour, believes that this
work has provided only a more realistic conception of how science operates. '51 While

agreeing with his general point, it might be acknowledged that there has been a much

greater attempt to understand how society influences science in this literature than how
the rest of nature changes ideas." While leaming fiom this literature's attempts to

'* For a recent historiogaphic overview, see: Jan Golinski, Makinu Naturd Knowledne:Connructivism
and the History of Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
l9 The critique of the saciai mtdy of science is discussed in Andrew Ross, Science W a n (Durham: Duke
University Press, 1996). Latour's latest statement on these rnatters is: Pandora's Ho~e:Essavs on the
Reality of Science Studies (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1999).
20
Other authors make substantiaiIy the same point, though draw different conclusions on how we should
overcome this bias of exclusion: Stephen Cole, MakinnScience: Between Nature and Society (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1992); Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern (Cambridge: Harvard

evaluate the social conditions of scientific knowledge, 1 have followed environmental
historias Arthur McEvoy, Richard Grove, Nancy Langston and Joseph Taylor III in
seeking to understand how scientific ideas frame and impact the environment and how a
changing nature forces questions and problems into scientific domains."
Rivers nin through jurisdictions, scientists' notebooks and university libraries as
well as landscapes. I have consulted a wide range of docurnentary and archiva1 material
in the course of researching this study. Mostly these are the traditional sources of
political economy and the history of science: papes of govemment departments and
commissions, politicians and lobby groups, unions and corporations, scientists and
university departments. 1 have also visited many of the places that I will discuss,
stepping into the nver twice, as it were, gaining a sense of the transformation of this river
by tourism rather than hydro dams. Less common to the historian's toolbox is the range
of scientific studies that I have consulted in the course of my reading. I have tried to gain
some sense of the natural history of this nver and the salmon in order to place past
scientific ideas in context and understand aspects of the natural changes this nver
undergoes on an annual basis and has undergone during the past century. No doubt some
will criticize my attempts to jurnp willfully over disciplinary boundaries, without the

appropriate footwear. I only hope that they can appreciate the value of making
connections.
University Press, 1993); Andrew Pickering, The Mande of Praçrice: Time. Aaencv. and Zçience (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1995).
" McEvoy, The Fisheman's Problem; Richard H Grove, Green Imperialism: Colonial Expansion Tropid
Island Edens and the Onoins of Conservation, 1600- 1860 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, t 995);
Nancy Langston, Forest ûreams. Forest Nirrhtmares: The Patadox of OId Growth in the lnland West
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1995); Joseph E. Taylor Ei,Makina Salmon:An Environmentai
Historv of the Northwest Fisheries Crisis (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1999)

The study is organized with a view to both thematic and chronological concems.
Chapter One asks how scientists encountered their subjects, built institutions for their
study and interacted with one another, state oficials and members of related industries?
It compares two fields-fisheries science and hydrologp to reveal the different and
shifting biases of federal and provincial involvement in scientific sponsorship and
jurisdictional control, as well as scientific method and practice. n i e second chapter
introduces a major series of landslides at Hells Gate in the Fraser Canyon that occurred
between 19 1 1 and 19 14. The chapter considers how the slides impacted salmon runs and
how fishenes depletion impacted different groups. Chapter Three examines the early use
of dams in mining, the forest industry and hydroelecuicity and evaluates what means
were used to protect blocked salmon runs. On one level a study of the regulatory process,
the chapter also explains the contextual reasons why early dam building did not exert
more environmental impacts than they did. After the decline of the Fraser sockeye runs

after the Hells Gate slides, Canada and the United States negotiated a convention to
restore the river and share international management of the resource. Chapter Four
studies how scientists rediscovered problems at Hells Gate. focused attention on the site,
conducted research and debated results. It asks how scientists came to know a complex
environmental site and how they interpreted and acted upon that knowledge? The growth
of BC's economy during the Second World War spurred demand for eiectrical energy,

public power development and expansion into hinterland regions. Chapter Five explains
the social and economic origins of the mounting political demands for power
development, the near-nationalization of the utilities sector in 1945 and the institutional

and political economic foundations of the spatial expansion of hydro development afier
1945. Chapter Six considen how the Aluminum Company of Canada's major power

development in the upper basin in the late 1940s changed the fish-power debate and
inspired the organization of a broadly based tisheries defense. It questions how the state
mediated and propelled this conflict and how resource lobbies cohered and divided?
During the 1950's the fiçh-power debate reached full strïde. Chapter Seven considers the
impact of the fish-power debate on the hydro politics of the province. It seeks to explain
how the debate over the Fraser influenced projects on the Columbia and Peace and how
the possibility of alternatives held development off the Fraser. Chapter Eight extends this
discussion by focusing on the role of science in this debate. It asks how did scientists aim
to change the fish vs. power debate, and how did the debate change science?

Chapter 1
'Nature's Method Has Been Improved Upon':
The Scientization of Salmon and Water in British Columbia, 1900-1935

Speaking before the inaugural meeting of the British Columbia Acaderny of Sciences in

1910, the Anglican Minister George William Taylor delivered a Presidential address in
which he reflected on the developrnent of science in the province. "In a new country..."
he said, "the efforts of the first settlers must necessarily be directed to the pressing
problem of how to win a livelihood on land or sea. From agriculture and hunting their
aîtention may tum to trading or mining; but not perhaps for a long t h e...to science or

art."
By Taylor's evolutionary model of social development, BC was reaching a state of
civilized refmement in 191O. Ten years previously a provincial agency had been
established to study and conserve the fisheries of the province. In 1908 Taylor had been
appointed Director of the Marine Biological Station on Vancouver Island. In 191 1,
scientific hydrographie surveys would begin to catalogue the waterpowers of BC,and
only a year later a provincial forester would be hired to help apply scientific conservation
to the province's timber wealth.2 New fields, experts and institutions were being
established in a great period of scientific improvement.
Taylor's model of science in a new land, however, reflected the biases of its
author. Although Taylor. a Minister, a naturaiist, a student of entomology and marine
biology, might have wished to see his life pursuit as the logical outcome of social
development, most of his colleagues in the new fields of science wou!d have understood
their roles differently. Their task was to understand nature so that it might be improved
or exploited more Mly. Each of these new fields of science drew on state support and

aimed to promote economic gmwth in some manner. Contrary to Taylor's hopes, much
evidence suggests that BC still existed in that evolutionary period when the "pressing
'Quoted in BCARS, Add MSS 28 12, ED Taylor, "A Very Gentte Man: The Reverend George William
Taylor, MA, FRSC, FZS, 18%- 1912" nd, p 1 8
%n the case of forestry, see: Richard A Rajala, Clearcuttin~the Pacific Rainforest: Production. Science
and Remdation (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1998).

problem" remained e h g "a livelihood on land or sea." This new age of science did
not represent a flourishing of refined culture, but the creation of knowledge for

instrumental goals.

This chapter seeks to consider how a new instnimentalist science re-inscribed the

lands, waters and life of British Columbia in the early twentieth century. Salmon and
water serve as cases studies of a broader problem. By inquiring into the origins of new
scientific institutions, the presumptions and practices of scientists and experts who
encountered an unfamiliar nature, and the evolving patterns of knowledge to 1930. the
analysis soggests the social and intellectuai bases of emerging scientific ideas. The
emphasis is on examining how social contexts shape science. Later chapters will take up

the important question of how science shapes society. Although there is a limited
literanire of the history of science in BC,3 my approach is more infiuenced by two
different but related bodies of literature in the historiography of science: writings on the
history of science in hinterland societies, and constructivist approaches to the analysis of
scientific knowledge creation.
A parailel exists between Taylor's view and that of George Basalla in his classic

evocation of the 'spread of western science? For Basalla, science in colonial or
hinterland settings emerged as an offshoot of metropolitan infiuences, reflecting the
leaming, institutions and theories of western centen of power. A refined colonial elite
received westem science and modeled their own institutions and snidies on metropolitan
precedents. As with Taylor's understanding there is a grain of truth in Basalla's model,
but not one that stands up to much empiricai venfication. Over the last twenty years an

emerging historiography of colonial and hinterland science has challenged the view that
3 ~ o an
r introduction to aspects of BC science, see: Douglas Cole, "Leiswe, Taste and Tradition in British
Columbia," in Hugh JM Johnston,ed. nie Pacific Province: A Historv of British Columbia Vancouver:
Douglas & Mcintyre, 1996)- pp 3 4 - 3 3 1.
4GeorgeBassala, The Spread of Western Science." Science 156(3775) (5 May 1967): 61 1-622

ideas flow unidirectionally fiom power, that hinterland societies did not create their own
knowledge and that scientific exchange between hinterlands was as important if not more
important than metropolitan ideas.5 In Green Imwrialism, for example, Richard Grove
argues "modem conservationism developed as an integral part of the European encounter

with the tropics and with local classifications and interpretations of the naturai world and
its symbolism."6 In a related vein, Nathan Reingold and Marc Rothenberg propose that
centers of ideas and power exist at many levels, "both intranational and international,
reflecting intellectual, political and social linkages." These authors summarize much
recent work in this area by dispensing with a model of imperial expansion in favor of a
heuristic model of the "polycentnc" origins of science.'
Constructivist studies suggest approaches that help to transcend the Basalla model
of the spread of science by focusing attention fundamentally on local contexts.8 Contrary
to a realist view of science that accepts scientific ideas as reflections of nature with
univenal meanings, constructivists such as Simon Schaeffer and Steven Shapin have
redirected attention to the highly contingent social problems involved in creating
'univenal' knowledge.9 Rather than accept science as universal, in other words, and
study its imperial expansion, constructivists seek to understand how scientists' ideas are
tied to local contexts and relationships, how scientific expertise and cultural authority are
S ~ oarbrief discussion of this litewre, see: Susan Sheets-Pyenson, Cathedrals of Science: The
Development of Colonial Natural Historv Museums D u h g the Late Nineteenth Century (Monireal:
McGill-Queen's Press, 1988), pp. 13-15. In the Canadian context, Richard JarreIl has made the most
consistent daims for understanding Canadian science in relation to other scientific hinterlands. See, for
example, "Differential National Development and Science in the Nineteenth Century: the Problems of
Quebec and Ireland," in Nathan Reingold and Marc Rothenberg, eds. Scientific Colonialism: A CrossCultural Cornparison (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1987), pp. 323-350.
fi Richard H Grove, Green Imperialism: Colonial Expansion, Tropical Island Edens and the Orbins of
Conservation, 1600-1860 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999, p.3
Nathan Reingold and Marc Rothenberg, eds. Scientific Colonialism: A Cross-Cultural Comparison
(Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, I987), p.xii
8 ~ oan
r exceilent introduction to consûuctivist snidies of science, see: Jan Golinski, Making NaturaI
Knowledae: Consûuctivism and the Historv of Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998)
:
Boyle and the Experirnental
9~tephenShapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air P u m ~ Hobbes*
Life (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985); see also Shapin's A Social Historv of Truth: Civility
and Science in Seventeenth-Centuw Endand (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994).
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socially constmcted and how universai ideas are projected and received in different
settings.
This chapter seeks to overcome a two stage (metropolitan-hinterland)mode1 of
scientific growth and examine the many levels at which science was created and
questioned in early twentieth century BC. Anaiyzing the origins of state institutions
devoted to fishenes and water developrnent demonstrates the various social forces-industrial, scientific, bureaucratic and regulatory- that helped to create the conditions for
scientific research. The personnel drawn to lead these institutions. and the models
employed to design hem, suggests a marked dependence on Amencan precedents, at
least in the first decades of the century. Following on an early descriptive stage,
institutions grew. scientists developed long range research investigations and the spatial
and temporal realms of state science expanded. The overarching utilitarian goals of

resource conservation and enhanced exploitation h e d the questions asked by scientists
and their avenues of approach. In the systematization of ideas about nature in scientific

investigations and reports, salmon scientists and hydrographie surveyon adopted
informa1 knowledge, dependent on local expenence, crossed it with metropolitan theory
and metrological instruments and produced novel hybrids. They exercised cultural
authority in selecting some ideas and rejecting othea. Science was thus "polycentric" in
its origins, but also reflective of and contributing to the evolving relationships of social
and political power in early twentieth century British Columbia.

**************************
n i e growth of state science around the tum of the century is a notable feature in the

institutional history of Canadian science. Despite previous state activity in the fields of
geology and agriculture, it was not until the twentieth century that scientific institutions
were invented at the federal and provincial levels devoted to a wide range of n a d

resources.[O A common pattern of growth, however, rnasks a wide variety of causes for
this new engagement of institutions. Industrial interests, scientists, politicians and

bureaucrats, al1 pressed for new areas of state-Ied research for widely different reasons.
The emergence of fisheries science gained initial impetus as a result of indushial
concems over fishenes depletion on the Fraser River at the tum of the century.
Prominent canners pressed the provincial government for the appointment of a scientific
fisheries expert for fear of a declining resource. In 1901, the expert arrived in the f o m of
John Pease Babcock, formerly of the Califomia State Board of Fish Cornmissioners, who
would lead the newly invented BC Fish Commission for the rest of his life. In the course
of'his activities Babcock would help to redefine knowledge of salmon and press for
conservation. sometimes against the industry that had backed his appointment. 1 1
Babcock was an expert, but he was not a scientist proper. The son of Lorenzo
Babcock. the first Attorney Generai of Minnesota, Babcock was born in 1855 and
educated at various private schools in Vermont and Wisconsin, but received no formal
scientific training.12 He gained his reputation as an expert working for the Califomia
State Board of Fish Commissioners in the 1890s- an agency that functioned as a kind of
"gentleman's club," according to one historian- restoring the Sacramento River.13 Haiied
locally for his feats in establishing hatcheries and seemingly reversing the environmental
loOn the pattern of marked growth around 1900, see: Richard Jarrell, "Science and Public Policy in
Nineteenth Century Canada: Nova Scotia Promotes Agriculture," in Profiles of Science and Sociew in the
Maritimes urior to 19 14 ed Paul A Bogaard (Acadiensis Press, i 990), pp 22 1-242 and "Science and the
State in Ontario: The British Connection or North American Patterns," in Roger Hall, William Westfall and
Laurel Sefion MacDowelI, eds. Patterns of the Past: Interpretin~Ontario Historv (Toronto: Dundurn Press,
1988). For state-directed science before the twentieth century, see: T'H Anstey, One Hundred Harvests:
Research Branch Agriculture Canada 1886-1986 (Ottawa, 1986); Morris Zasiow, Reading the Rocks: The
Storv of the Geoloeical Survev of Canada. 1842-1972 (Ottawa, 1975); Suzanne Zeller, Inventinp;Canada:
Earlv Victorian Science and the Drearn of a Transcontinental Nation (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1987).
l Ui3C Special Collections and Archives, International Pacitic Salmon Fisheries Commission Papers.
Canners' Scrapbooks (hereafter CSB), "The Salmon Industry," Victoria Colonist, September 25, 1901
I2university of Washington Manuscript and Archives (hereafter UWMA),Acc. 2597-77-1, William F
Thompson Papers, Box 6, File 3 contains biographicat materiats on Babcock. See also: "JP Babcock
Passes Here," Victoria Dailv Times, October 13, 1936.
I3~ichaelBlack, "Tragic Remedies: A Century of Failed Fishery Policy on California's Sacramento
River," Pacific Historical Review 64(1) (1995): 4 1

desmction of hydraulic mining and over-fishing, Babcock came to the attention of RP
Rithet, a BC canner with interests in San Francisco. In the hopes that California fish
culture might be brought to the shores of the Fraser, Rithet proffered Babcock's narne to
provincial politicians.
Fish culture and hatchery development attracted favourable attention nom
powerful cannery interests in the late nineteenth century. Babcock's fame, it could be
said, was the creation of a receptive audience. Developed earlier in eastem North
Amenca in response to drastic declines in salmon and bout populations, hatcheries
gained wide popularity in the Pacific States in the late nineteenth c e n t ~ y . 1A~faith in the
ability of technology to improve Nature's faults and a desire to expand stocks without
constraining the fishery were at the roots of fish culture's popularity. Individual canners,
state agencies. and the US Fish Commission al1 entered the field in the hopes of making
two fish where before there was 0ne.15 Although fish culture was practiced in BC by the
federal govemment, only one hatchery existed in the Fraser basin before 1900 and
cannery interests and newspapee dcubted the technical ability of the federal staff.l6 In
order to deliver the eariy promise of Amencan hatchery development, cannen in BC
believed that expertise would have to be imported and federal authority by-passed."
While representatives of the BC Fisherman's Union charged that conservation could be

achieved simply by removing Japanese fishers from the industry, BC canners had found
the religion of fish culture in the closing years of the nineteenth century and they raised

Babcock on their shoulders as the would-be salmon savior.18
140nthe Canadian Origins of fish culture, see: Hugh MacCrimrnon, "The Beginnings of Fish Culture in
Canada,"Canadian Geoeraphical Journal LXXI (3) (Summer 1965): 96- 1 03.
IS~rthur
F McEvoy, The Fisherman's Problem: Ecolow and the Law in the California Fisheries I850-198O
(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1986), pp 104-108; Joseph E Taylor, III, Makin Salmon: An
Environmental Historv of the Northwest Fisheries Crisis (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1999),
pp 68- 132
16cs13,"Provincial Fisheries; Importance of the Presewation of the Spawning Grounds,"Province, May
17.1901
17cs13, "Mr. Babcock's Appointment,"Province, October 18, 190 1
18cs~,
"Provincial Fisheries," Victoia Colonist, May 2, 1901.

While industrial concems helped to shape the personnel of the early BC
Commission of Fisheries, the oppomuiity to form the Commission was created by the
outcomes of recent constitutional disputes between the province of Ontario and the
federal govemment. As one of a nurnber of challenges to federal authority in the late
nineteenth century, Ontario appealed the question of federal jurisdiction of fisheries to the

JCPC on the grounds that federal control infi-inged on provincial propnetorial rights.19
The decision handed down in 1898 effectively split jurisdiction: rnaintaining the federal
right to regulate the fishery, but granting the province the ability to set licenses and
leases.20 Although BC's interest in the matter was limited, there was a background of
resentment in the provincial legislature over the fact that the federal department of marine
and fisheries spent less on administration in the province than it collected in revenue. In

light of the JCPC decision, the provincial govemment established the Commission
chiefly to claw back revenue through licenses; but it failed to follow Ontario's
interventionist lead. leaving much of federal jurisdiction unchallenged in the short term.21
Babcock's appointment to the Commission, therefore, was not based on the requirements
of the new agency in a strict sense, but may be read as a concession to the industry, which
had expressed concems about conservation and the need for fish culture. As one
newspaper editorial pointed out, this left the would-be savior of the salmon in the peculiar
position of being charged with restoring salmon nurnbers while holding little practical
authority to cany out his wishes. Even the collection of fish spawn needed to stock the
envisioned hatcheries would require federal pennission.~

190n the general constitutional context of the fisheries case, se+: Christopher Armstrong, The Politics of
Federalism: Ontario's Relations with the Federal Government 1867- 1942, chapters 1 and 2.
20~nthonyScott and Philip A Neher. The Public Remilation of Commercial Fisheries in Canada (ûttawa:
Economic Council of Canada, 198 1), pp 1 1 12; Dianne Newell, ed The Development of the Pacific
Salmon-Canning Industrv: A Grown Man's Game (Montreal: McGill-Queen's, I989), p10
pp12-13
U
~"Babcock's
~
Position."
~
. Victoria Colonist, October 17, 190 1 ;see also. "Sinecure is What They Say,"
Province, October 17, 190 1.
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The federal govenunent belatedly followed the province in hiring expert staff on
the Pacific coast in 1908, with the establishment near Nanaimo of a research station of the
Board of the Marine Biological Station, Iater the Biological Board of Canada (starting in
1912). Unlike the earlier provincial move, this effort owed little to industrial pressure. It
drew its support from a tacit alliance between scientists within the Board and elements of
the naturaiist and scientific cornmunity across Canada. EE Prince, an English-bom
scientist with experience as a lecturer in Scotland and as a surveyor of fisheries resources
in Ireland, headed up the Board's atternpt to establish a Pacific station in close
cooperation with George William Taylor, an Anglican Minister and prominent BC
naturalist who held the distinction of being the only fellow of the Royal Society of
Canada West of Winnipeg? Both men sat on the federal BC Fishenes Commission of
1905 and cooperated to insert a recommendation for the establishment of a research
station within the Commission's final proposals. Wearing another hat, as Secretary of the
Board, Prince accepted the Commission's suggestion and proposed to act on it. With
some political support from BC MPs, such as William Sloan and endonements from the
Vancouver Board of Trade, Prince's project was iaunched in 1908 by the federal
department of marine and fisheries, creating a West coast station to match earlier efforts in
Ontario and Nova Scotia. The station was built on donated land from the Lieutenant
Governor and local industrialist James Dunsmuir near Nanaim0.2~ Whereas the interest
in the provincial agency was strongly practical and members of the industry reached out
for an expert knowledgeable of hatcheries, in the federal case, the organized science
lobby's interest held sway and Taylor was hired to head up the new enterprise in the
interests of science. Although public expectations held that the new station would
z t ~ o biographical
r
details of EE P ~ c esee:
, CSB, "To Investigate Coast Fisheries," Province, August 3 1,
1905; and for Taylor, see: Taylor, "A Very Gentle Man";and "GeorgeWilliam Taylor," Transactions of
the Royal Society of Canada Third Series VI1 (19 13): xv-xix.
240n the establishment of the Nanaimo station, sec Kenneth Johnstone, The Aauatic Exploren: A Historv
of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977), pp 61-66.

perform practical research related to the salmon fishery, no direct connections with the

fishing industry were created initially and the research station had no role in regulatory
questions.25 Taylor began instead to reveal God's mysterious creation on the beaches

with studies of sea worrns and mollusks.
The systematic study of water in the province followed a different pattem. The

first attempts to provide a broad inventory of provincial waterpowers did not occur until
1911, and the move was propelled more by regulatory concerns than industrial or
scientific pressure. In the early 1900s. it was becoming generally acknowledged that the
provincial system of granting water nghts was in disarray. Since the 1858 Cariboo gold
rush and the first legislation on water in the gold mines acts. rights had been extended by
the province on a local basis with no centrai administration. Rights were gmnted in locai

land offices to a host of different water users including miners, imgaton, power
companies and municipal water agencies. The province had no idea how many water
grants existed, the extent of water already alienated or the total flows that might be
allocated. In an environment of plenty, haphazard control could continue undisturbed.

But when water rights came into conflict on a particular Stream or overlapped, disputes
arose over who held rights and which rights overrode others. In response to such rising
concems the provincial Minister of Lands, WR Ross appointed a Commission of
Investigation in 1907 to consider the problem. A revised Water Act, passed in 1909,
established a Board of lnquiry to reassess past licenses and create centralized procedures
for new ones.26

250n public expectations before the station was established see: CSB, "Fisheries Research Station for BC,"
Daily World, lanuary 28, 1905; "To Explore New Fishery Grounds," Province, January 28, 1905;
"FisheriesResearch Station,"Victoria Cofonist, January 28, 1905.
260n the Byzantine nature of early water administration in BC, see: Robert E Cail. Land. Man and the
Law: The Dis~ersaiof Crown Lands in Bt-itish Columbia,1 87 1 19 13 (Vancouver: üBC Press, I974), pp
1 15; BCARS, GR 1006, BC Water Rights Branch, Box 1, File 3 1, "Summary of the Tenure of Office of the
Senior Personnel of the Water Rigfits Branch, Now Known as the Water Resources Service" [1964].
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This initial revision of the system, however, was immediately placed in jeopardy
by an important test case over jurisdiction launched in 1907. The case pitted the Burrard
Power Company against a number of interests holding federai timber leases in the railway
belt. The belt was a legacy of the construction of the CPR,and the granted lands, cutting
through the economic heart of the province, were under federal junsdiction. n i e timber
interests feared that the power company's venture establishing a hydroelectric facility on
Lillooet Lake would flood their leases and they appealed to the federal government to
contest provincial control over water rights in the railway belt. A case followed, and with
it a dominion victory. The province's appeal to the JCPC resulted again in a judgment in
favour of the dominion in 1910. Past provincial water grants in the railway belt were
now invalid and the provincial attempt to rein in contentious water rights cases through
enhanced administration was thrown into confusion. A senes of federd-provincial
agreements over the next two years papered over the dificulty-- granting the province the
right to administer the belt's water. while withholding in pnnciple finai jurisdiction for
the federal govemment.27
In the midst of the difficulty, both the province and the fedenl government
engaged experts to suggest means to improve the situation and establish a b a i s for
regulating water. The province imported a handful of Arnerican experts to advise on
legal and administrative questions and conducted surveys in the southem interior. Such
surveying aimed to reassess water rights, but also reported on potential development
possibilities in a variety of wateeheds.28 Shortly before the First World War. Frank
Swannell led survey parties in the upper Fraser basin and on coastai streams. as part of a
general waterpower survey. With a background in mining engineering gained at the
27tbkJ pp 117-124
28~eports
by Samuel Fortier, HW Grunsky and OC MerriIl, American water developrnent experts, were
published in the 19 12 Annual Report of the BC Depment of Lands, along with repons on watersheds
and prelirninary provincial and federal survey work.

University of Toronto (1897-1899),Swannell entered water surveying following on a
short career in mining and railway surveying, some of which took place in the Nechako
Valley, the site of his later water studies.29 The major step towards establishing new
knowledge of water, however, occurred at the instigation of the federal govemment, faced
with the prospect of regulating water in the railway belt. Starting in 191 1, surveyon with

the Department of the Interior's Water Power Branch began a Railway Belt Hydrographie
Survey under the direction of CR Adams, a hydrographer with the US Geological Survey.
The aims were to provide some basis for granting future water rights, without overextending supplies, and to establish a knowledge foundation for fiiture hydroelectnc
development.30 By the end of 1913, federal engineers had established eighty-four
metering stations, within three divisions (Coast, Kamloops and Nelson), each under the
charge of a divisionai engineer and his survey staff." With a cooperative agreement
between the province and the fedenl governrnent in 1914, the survey extended its efforts
across the province. In association with the Commission of Conservation, these
provincial results were collected into an inventory of waterpower resources and
published. As opposed to the case of salmon, the creation of scientific knowledge of
water flows drew fiom state attempts to control industry, and promote wise use rather

than from industrial or scientific attempts to inspire state science.

The establishment of these new institutions and fields of inquiry depended on
various scientific traditions and institutional models. In the case of fisheries, the contrast
between the provincial and federal approach, at least in ternis of personnel, was striking.
Whereas the province opted for an American expert with expenence in saimon research
and hatchery development, an English-bom Anglican rninister in the naturalist tradition
z9 BCARS. Frank Swannell Papers, Add. MSS 392, biographical information.
3 0 ~ uVrWhite, Water Powen of British Columbia (Ottawa: Commission of Conservation, 1919), p 306.
~ I R G Swan. Report of the British Columbia Hvdrom~hicSuwev 1913 (Ottawa: Department of the
Interior. Water Power Branch, 19 1 3 , pp 5-7

led the federal effort near Nanaimo. Babcock's public statements called for the
improvement of nature; his practical efforts involved annual tours of the province's
spawning grounds; he engaged prominent zoologists from Stanford to conduct basic
research in the province in the 19L Os and 1920s and was penonally responsible for the
development of basic statistical indices of the fisheries. George William Taylor, on the
other hand, preached the need to "understand the works of the Creator [and] unravel the
secrets of Nature"; he spent his time studying the mysteries of insects and sea shells; and
designed the research station as a summer retreat for scientists studying marine biological
topics. few of which related to problems of direct economic importance? Although
Charles MacLean. Taylor's successor as Director in 1910. would turn to the study of
salmon, his research was also not of a practical bent. The scientific as opposed to the
practical side of the federal research program was nicely surnmarized by Wilber Clemens
when he recalled that when he first started working at the station in the 1920s, his
complete lack of knowledge of west Coast fauna was dismissed as irrelevant: many
Englishmen and scientists î?om Ontario had begun work at the station with the sarne
handicap he was told. His scientific credentiais were what mattered.33
Although the contrast between Babcock and Taylor and the personnel they
attracted invites cornparisons on the basis of differing national styles of science, there is
also a parallel to be noted. Both the Commission of Fisheries and the federal Board drew
on American institutional precedents. At the state and federal level, US govermnents had
established different scientific branches to inforrn fisheries regulation and support
hatchery de~elopment.3~In a certain sense, both the provincial and federal institutions
adopted different aspects of the US Bureau of Fisheries program: Iike the Bureau, the
3
2
~Add~MSS~ 2812,
~ ED~ Taylor,
, "A Very Gentle Man," quotation p 19; CSB. "Late Rev GW
Taylor," Province, August 27, 19 12.
I'WA
Clemens, Education and Fish (Nanaimo: Fisheries Research Board of Canada Station, MS Report
Series No 974, May 1968), p 34
340nthe emergence of fish culture within the Commission. see: Taylor, Makine Salmon, pp 68-132.

province had no clear regulatory authonty and thus justified its existence by focusing
scientific attention on problems of fish culture; the Board's emerging system of research
stations, on the other hand, mirrored that of the US Bureau's nehvork, established k t in
the 1870s.35 The province thus adopted American concems and institutional research
directions, while the federal department followed a similar institutional h e w o r k , while
aitering the nature of the research agenda.

In the case of water, the development of institutions shows a similar reliance on
Arnerican models. The province's move to administer water use more closely and reform
the system of water rights depended on the advice of Amencan expertise and mirrored
previous attempts in western Amencan States to establish uniform water regulations out
of a mixture of past legal traditions.36 The f e d e d Hydrographie Survey and the

Commission of Conservation's inventoria1 project, on the other hand. were created
following Amencan advances in conservation planning in the opening years of the
century.37 The Commission of Conservation's efforts to establish a national inventory of
waterpower resources directly copied the US Geological Survey's lead and survey work
by the US A m y Corps of Engineers and the US Bureau of Reclamation.38 Unlike the
case of fisheries in the early years, the survey mainly engaged Canadian engineen and
sweyors for its work, even though an Amencan engineer supervised the work. Past
hydrological research by the Department of the Interior and in eastern Canada provided
jSOn the early program of research stations under the control of the US Fish Commission, see: Dean
Conrad Allard, jr., Spencer Fullerton Baird and the US Fish Commission (New York: Arno Press, 1978).
chapter R, ppI64-179. Although Bard's intention was that the stations should conduct basic biological
research, the research mandate of the Commission swung quickly in the direction of fish culture, in terms
of budget appropriations.
To Reclaim a Divided West: Water, Law and Public Policv. 1848-1902 (Albuquerque:
3 6 ~ o n a J~Pisani,
d
University of New Mexico Press. 1992)
380n the ongins and early history of American state hydmlogy, see: Todd Shallat, Structures in the Stream:
Water. Science and the Rise of the US Armv Coms of Eneineers (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994);
Robert Follansbee, A History of the Water Resources Branch. US GeoIoeicaI Survev: Volume 1. From
Predecessor Survevs ta lune 30, 1919 (Washington, DC: US Geological Survey, [ 19381 1994). For the
international history, see: Asit K Biswas, Histow of Hvdrology (Amsterdam-London: North HoIland
Publishing Company, 1970)

the agency with a ready domestic supply of technical stafT.39 In the case of the provincial

s w e y s , surviving evidence also suggests the employment of Canadians in positions of
technical expertise. The general work of triangulations and surveys also engaged local
residents, without any particular expertise, to conduct the work of the surveys under the
guidance of trained surveyors and engineers? Nevertheless, individuals employed in
survey work at the federal and provincial level had varied backgrounds. It was not out of
place, for example. for surveyors to compare their experiences on the Columbia with their
earlier studies of the Congo.41

*******************************
Aithough the federal Department of Fisheries aimed to establish basic knowledge of fish
biology, it was really the provincial Commission of Fisheries, even with its practical
orientation. that built up the bulk of basic scientific knowledge about salmon in the early
twentieth century. The direction of the provincial commission depended almost solely on
the work of Babcock. with occasional and important contributions offered by University

scientists supplied on contract. It is no exaggeration to Say that the provincial agency,
under Babcock's leadership created a new formal knowledge of salmon where before
there was none. Only ten years before Babcock's &val, Ashdown H Green, speaking
before the Natural History Society on "The Salmonidae of British Columbia" confessed
the overwhelming ignorance of naturalists on the subject: "1 would say," he suggested,

"that this paper is written not so much to impart information as to shew how little we
really know about the most valuable fishes of our Province, and dso in the hopes that
some of our upcountry members will be interested enough to collect notes of the habits of
3 9 ~ ethe
e lin ofengineea and surveyors provided at the h n t of Swan's 19 13 report on the hydrographie
surveys in the raiiway M t ; three of the eight were rnembers of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers;
the others E have identified as Canadian engineers.
40 BCARS, Frank Swannell Papers, Add. MSS 392. Surveyor General to Swannell. May 13, 1920
contained in 1920 diary.
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of Work at Hydrographie Station Near Nebon," Annual Report Department
of Lands 1912 (1913), p 145

fish in their several localities, and forward them to the Provincial Museum."" Nor did
this remark reflect the ignorance of one individual or locality. Richard Rathbun,
Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian observed the same problem in his report on
fisheries in US boundary waters of Washington in 18%: "the great paucity of detailed or
accurate information," he concluded, was at the basis of problems of fisheries
regulation." How could the state regulate a resource it did not know?
Babcock started from a position of ignorance and anempted to overcome it by
creating a form of braided knowledge. The pattern he adopted for his weave was taken
in its general aspects fiom established scientific ideas generated by University scientists
in California. Following the pattern he sought to connect threads of ideas proposed by
canners, fishermen, native peoples and locals around the Fraser basin and tum them into
something new: derivative of the pattern, but ofFering variations and specific local
findings. The resulting fabric, an uncornfortable weave of contradictory ideas bom of
experience and interpreted meanings, represented the first systematic and fomalized
knowledge of saimon biology in twentieth century BC.
n i e two greatest intellectual influences on Babcock undoubtedly were David Starr
Jordan and Charles H Gilbert, both professors of zoology at Stanford, where Jordan held
the University presidency. The two scientists fonned something of a school: Jordan had
taught Gilbert as a graduate student in the 1880s at the University of Indiana, and the two
worked closely over their research careemu Whereas Jordan established the broad
directions of salmon biology fiom which Babcock drew, Gilbert provided hirn with

specificguidance and ideas about salmon in BC. Before Jordan put his hand to the

4 2 ~ author,
o
but probably Ashdown I-I Green, "TheSalmonidae of British Columbia," Pa~ersand

Communications Read Before the Naturd Historv Society of British Columbia vol l(1) (Victoria: Jas. A
Cohen Printer, 189 t ), p. 19
" ~ u o t e d in Johnstone, Aquatic Explorers, p.61
"For lordan's account of Gilbert's career, see David Starr Jordan. "Charles Henry Gilbert," Science LXVII
(1748) (June 29 1928): 644-645.

biology of Pacific salmon, the field was a confusion of categones. Early fish biologists
judged there to be perhaps thirty-five species of salmon on the Pacific and their
definitions of kinds and habits differed widely." With a precise knowledge of
ichthyology, Jordan revised understanding in the 1880s when he isolated six distinct
species on the coast according to established taxonomie principles. With a greater love of

the laboratory than the field, Jordan's knowledge of salmon life history was somewhat
less developed, though this did not make his confusions any less influential. Basing his
ideas on second-hand reports and the work of assistants, Jordan rnjoyed dismantling
popular theones of salmon biology: to the notion that salmon spend part of their life in

the ocean far fiom their points of origin, Jordan replied that salmon remain near estuaries
in their adult stage; to the daim that salmon spawn in their natal Stream, Jordan suggested
that salmon displayed no 'homing' ability; and to the idea that salmon retum to the sea
after spawning, Jordan said that it was not ~

0 . ~It 6is easy to

correct his confusions in

retrospect (his first two points were bunk, the last correct), but at the time, his ideas were
accepted as authoritative and difficult to question. Interestingly, it would be Jordan's
student, Charles Gilbert who would succeed in overtuming his principles of salmon life
history. Of the two men, Babcock had much the closer relationship with Gilbert.
Babcock and Gilbert were close in age and both hailed originally fiom the Amencan midWest. Babcock created the xnditions for Gilbert to perform scientific work in BC
unaffected by politics and paid for the favour. But this is to get ahead slightly, for
Gilbert's revisions of Jordan's ideas and his work in BC would not occur until the 191Os

and 1920s. Before that time, Babcock wove with Jordan's confused pattern.

450nJordan's science, see: Tim Smith, Scaline Fisheries, pp 28-30; Taylor, "Making Salmon,"pp 127-129.
i6~ora clear statement of Jordan's views on the home or parent sûeam theory, see: David Starr Jordan, A
Guide to the Studv of Fishes Vol II (New York:Henry HoItand Company, 1905), pp 8 1-86. Jordan
claimed in this statement rhat he went on record as early as the 1880s against the parent Stream theory.

Added to intellectual influences was Babcock's practical know-how, the very
point that made him an attractive candidate to the cannery interest in BC. The sorry
history of the Sacramento fisheries leads one to doubt Babcock's wizard-like ability as
was claimed at the time of his appointment, but he did hold a certain set of qualifications

that affected his later work on the FraserY He was first and foremost abreast of the
techniques of fish culture. Although not properly a scientific punuit, this activity was
well advanced in Caiifornia at the time Babcock entered the field and he understood the
latest principles of designing incubation boxes, fertilizing eggs, and raising fry, to narne
some of the necessary stages. His main experience was with Chinook salmon, the
Sacramento's prime commercial species, and he held the erroneous idea, based on faith
and Jordan's word that salmon from one spawning Stream could be transferred to different

habitats and raised successfully. Strictly speaking this may be possible, but it is very
doubtful that it worked in the hatchery conditions of the late nineteenth century. The
great promise Babcock propounded for hatchenes was quickly disappointed on his arriva1
in BC. He estabiished a hatchery at Seton Lake for Sockeye, not knowing their different
rearing habits from the Chinook and transferred eggs without success. Whereas he
crowed in early BC reports of his earlier work on the Sacramento ("Nature's rnethod has
been irnproved upon," he wrote),'g his Seton lake experiments were identified as
failures.

" ~ o rthe history of decline on the Sacramento. see: Black, "TngicRernedies".
4g~abcock,Rewrt of the Fisheries Commissioner. 1901 (Victoria, 1902). p.824. For a number of years
following his appointment, Babcock delivered lectures on the promise of hatcheries on the basis of his past
experience: CS& "Lecture on Salmon Hatcheries," Victoria Colonist, February 5, 1904; "Mr. Babcock on
Salmon Culture," Daily Ledger, February 26, 1904; "Propagation of Salmon," Dailv News-Advertiser
Febniary 25, 1904.
4%r descriptions of the Seton lake hatchery-some of them critical-, see: CSB, "Propagating the
Salmon," Province, Novernber 4, 1905; "Fish Die in Nursery," Daily World, January 22, 1906; "Chiefs
Write Letter to World," Dailv World, October 12, 1906; on the failure of the Seton Lake hatchery, see:
Geoff Meggs, Salmon: n i e Decline of the British Columbia Fishew (Vancouver: Douglas & Mclntyre,
1991), p 82.

Babcock's Seton Lake hatchery wouid continue its experiments for decades, but
he made his real mark not as a practical improver, as on the Sacramento, but as a

compiler and systematizer of extant informal knowledge. In any given year, Babcock's
routine included a great deal of travel around the province, initially acquainting himself

with conditions, and later reporting on subtle and sometimes dramatic annual variations.
From the cannery interest he collected data on the pack in Washington state and BC and
compiled an authontative statement on annual commercial yields. Commercial fishery
interests judged it to be far superior to any statistical offerings of the federal department
of marine and fisheries and it remains one of the most comprehensive serial sources on
the history of the salmon catch.50
Babcock's more adventurous work took him upriver, past the nets into the various
spawning grounds of rivers like the Fraser, Skeena and Nass. Although he did not tour
every river basin in any given year, over his thirty-year career he did become familiar
with some of the farthest reaches of salmon in their interior migrations. Babcock was

introduced to the spawning grounds through the experience of others and learned to
accept, vanscribe and reconfigure ideas of locals into systematic statements of conditions.
His reports are embedded with the views of people he met dong the way, his guides in
unknown temtory. Although no supporter of native fishing rights, Babcock came to
depend on native informants in certain regions, such as the Chilcotin country, to be kept
abreast of seasonal patterns. He also developed the habit of tabulating run sizes on the

bais of native catches, displayed on drying racks by fishing sites? When natives were
resüicted in their catch, he noted that his data was lost.52 O t h e s - ranchers, railway men,
timber cruisers to narne a few- also supplied observations, some of them based on long
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Sl~abcock,Rewrt of the Commissioner of Fisheries. 192 1 (Victoria, lgZ!), pp 65-66. Babcockts
dependence on native informants can be gleaned from every one of his annual reports.
p 65
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years of observation of specific places. In 1905, for example, Mr. Gavin Hamilton, a
resident in the Quesnel District and formerly an HBC factor kept a diary for Babcock of
the progress of salmon passing a dam into Quesnel Lake.53 It is impossible to know the
nature of the relationships Babcock formed with informants or how exactly he 'translatedi
their ideas. Wilber Clernens, a cornpanion on one of Babcock's tours in the 1930s
provides only a hint at the social complexity of the fieldwork when he recalled Babcock's
technique of smoothing the joumey and his connection with informants with a bottle of
scotch and a box of Havana cigars. On that occasion, Clemens States, the scotch was
stolen fiom Babcock.S4 The bespeckled American, bottle in hand, undoubtedly cut a
mixed figure of sociability and authority in the Fraser's hinterlands: here was a fisheries
official who wanted to know things, but to what end? It is plausible- and there is some
limited texhial evidence-- that native informants in particular found his presence
suspe~t.~s
AAer 1907, Babcock's informants were formalized to a degree when the
provincial Commission began the practice of hinng fisheries overseers in different
districts around the province.s6 Although Babcock still depended on local views to
ground his knowledge, he could now cal1 on a staff as well. Brought to BC to restore the

Fraser River, Babcock made a career out of telling the province what its people knew.
Babcock's task was measurement, and his approach ernployed a social gauge.

******************************
The paucity of forma1 knowledge about sahnon biology in early twentieth century BC
was matched in the case of hydrology, yet with an important variation. At the level of the
state, and in the public sphere, there was linle formal knowledge of river flows.

53~uotedin Babcock Report of the Fisheries Commissioners for BC 1905 (Victoria, 1906), pp 5-6.
54~lemens,Education and Fish, p.54
S*~abcock,
Reuott of the Comrnissioner of Fisheries. 1921 (Victoria, 1922), pp 65-66. Babcock
acknowledged, for example, that Indian informants did not wish to discuss catches in periods when they
were under federai restrictions.
and Neher, "TheEvolution of Fisheries,"p 12
S6~cott

"Speaking generally," noted the BC Yearbook of 1911, "there is no subject of econornic
interest in connection with the exploitation of the provincial resources concerning which
there is less known than the extent to which water powers may be rendered available."s7
When in 1903, the Fraser's height rose and recalled mernories in Vancouver of the
disastrous flood of 1894, the papers did not tum to state experts for advice (there were
none), but appealed instead to figures such as Captain Peele, a local authority renowned
for charting the river's seasonal heights according to his own system of gauging.58
Although around the tum of the century there was new state interest in urban water
supplies and public health, this was a different concem fiom flow regimes.59 On one
level, the local knowledge of water was like that of salmon- present but unsystematic
and informal. However, unlike the case of salmon, there were the begimings of a
corporate formal knowledge of water in early twentieth century BC, produced to assist
hydroelectric development schemes across the southem portions of the province. The
knowledge produced remained local- it referred to specific development sites rather than
river systems- but was created within the conventions of systematic survey.
Nevertheless, like Babcock's practice of blending informa1 reports with
metropolitan theory, early surveyors created corporate water knowledge frorn a
combination of metrological practices and extant social knowledge. When
Charles A Lee, an Assistant Engineer of the British Columbia Electric Railway Company
surveyed the Coquahalla River in 191 1, for example, he relied on the reports of a local

informant (Allan K Stuart) who had observed the changing conditions of the river but had
S7~uoted
111 White, Water Powers of BC, pl
g ~ "Old
~ Father
~ ,
Fraser Rising Steadily," Vancouver Ledger, June, 1903; see also the accounts of "two
practical minùig men" whose views of the flood threat were presented to the Provincial govemment,
"Waters Rising in Lower Fraser," Province, June 5, 1903.
5g~ouis
P Cain, "Water and Sanitation Services in Vancouver: An Historical Perspective," BC Studies 50
(Summer 1976): 27-43; In the early 1920s, the City of Vancouver's water observer, W Taylor took water
flow estimates on the North Shore on the Capilano River as part of his regular duties: BCARS, Add MSS
2625 W Taylor, Daily Journal 1922. For an account of early surveys in the vicinity of Vancouver, see:
Gabrielle Kahrer, From S~eculativeto Spectacular: The Sevmour River Vallev 1870s to 1980s; A Historv
of Resource Use (Vancouver: greater Vancouver Regional District Parks, 1989).
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never taken any forma1 gauge readings. " m e seems able," judged Lee, "to Say with a
considerable degree of accuracy what the flow has been during the lowest stages in the
pst three years." On the basis of Stuart's estimates, Lee pegged the low flow level at

four hundred cubic feet per second. Lee M e r conducted some gauge readings-- d e r
having established that the flow was "normal" on Stuart's advice- and then elaborated his
findings to produce annual totals. To broaden his findings he reported to his superion
about the estimated rainfall for the basin based on local informal reports and described
the topography with a view to siting a dam and a power h0use.6~ Although the findings
were expressed in forma1 terms- according to conventional procedures of surveying
topography and including figures of estimated cubic feet per second (cfs)-- this corporate
knowledge was dependent on local infamants Iike Babcock's inventonal studies. Yet
unlike Babcock's surveys, Lee's was pnvate, focused on a particuiar site and aimed only
to establish the feasibility of development rather than develop fundamental knowledge.
The waterpower bureau and the Commission of Conservation resticted their
collection of secondary knowledge to formal sources and thereby sought to avoid the
speculative aspect involved in collecting local knowledge. Faced with a blank map of

BC, the hydrological rngineen attempted to fil1 it in by elaboration: previous work done
by the US Geological Survey was collected to shed light on boundary nvers; information
about seasonal rainfall patterns wûs received fiom the Dominion meteorological service
and US Weather Bureau; Department of the Intenor data as well as that fiom private

companies became foundations upon which to build.61 Although this data was readily
available fiom govemment agencies in the US and Canada, the extraction of private
60U6CSpecial Collections and Archives, BC Electric Railway Company Papes, Box 12, File 521. Charles
A Lee, Assistant Engineer to GRG Conway, Chief Engineer, December 7, 191 1 ;and Lee, "Reporton the

Power Resources of the Coquahalla River". For sirnilar descriptions of survey tesearch practice, see: File
Bi384 "Extract fiom a Report by Sanderson and Porter, March 3 1 , 1908"which discusses surveys on the
Cowichan River, and Box 121, File 7 James T Garden to FS Barnard, Manager of the Consolidated Mining
Company, ApnI 7, 1897 describing the Stave Falk.
white, Water Powers of British Columbia, p 3

knowledge was cornplicated by the perceived conflict of interest between private
development and public conservation. Michel Girard, a historian of the Commission
suggests that industriai concems did not easily supply river flow data to the Commission
because of a fear that such information might be put to use in the interests of public
development, or the restriction of industrial use.62 Pnvate knowledge was valuable to
investoa by the very fact that it was private. To allow this knowledge to be part of the
public sphere meant practically shax-ing it with competitors. Private research
contributions, it t m e d out, proved harder for the commission to collect than glossy
corporate photographs of dams.
Whereas salmon biology referred to numbers of fish and depended on various
forms of measurement, it was also fùndamentally concemed with behaviour and had to
depend on experimental and qualitative analyses to develop a 'picture' of the resource. In
the case of water flows, the particular behaviour of rivers was not directly the issue, cubic
feet per second were. Thus, instead of involving a social gauge in the manner of
Babcock. state-led water research rested on a metrologicd foundation, involving the
collection of pre-existing counts and the creation of new ones according to established
principles of hydrological survey and units of rneasurementY M i l e Babcock needed to
establish particular explmations about particular sites, employing a theoretical pattern
developed in relation to the genus of Pacific saimon, hydrological surveyon employed a
seemingly universal technique expressed in a universal idiom about a resource that was
defuied-for the purpose- as just so much water passing at a given time. The cfs figure
was produced by a velocity-area method and consisted of two kinds of observations- one

for depth and width, using vertical staff gauges and chahs, and the other for water speed,
6 2 ~ i c h eFl Girard, L'Ecolo~ismeRetrouvé: Essor at déclin de la Commission de la Conservation du
Canada (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1994), p 121
63~orne
provincial surveys depended on local ranches to operate water gauges in order to develop serial
data on flow regimes: E Davis, 'The Collection and Filing of Hydrographie Data,"Annual Re~ortof the
BC Department of Lands 19 12 (19 l3), p 128.

employing Pnce electric current meters." Combined, the results yielded a measme of
discharge, expressed as quantity over tirne. A variable flow, in short, was crosscut,
measured, turned into a mean figure and tabulated. Contexnial information relating to
river head (the fa11 of the river over distance) and topographical features rounded out the
estimates. A different agenda--a concem for the potential for flooding, for examplewould have required a more thorough on-site approach with recordings at high and low
seasons over a period of years, but the survey's inventonal aim to suggest waterpower
potential and provide a general sense of flows and amounts for water rights licensing
purposes was ably fulfilled by surveys on the fly during lengthy sumrner seasons. Unlike
Babcock who was asked to predict and explain, the water sweyors merely sought to be
suggestive, albeit with a seerningly objective technique.

*****************************
Babcock's inventonal studies of salrnon and the Commission of Conservation's water
flow surveys represented a first stage of scientific research. This stage was marked by the
problems of systematizing the objects of study for the first time and collecting data to
provide general o v e ~ e w of
s conditions. The work was ovenvhelmingly descriptive.
Although Babcock speculated on the reasons for cycles in salmon populations, or the
growth patterns of fish and their swimming speeds, he did not conduct concrete
experimental work; his ideas were derivative of metropolitan influences and local
experience. Over the next two decades, the foundations built by this early empincal work

in fisheries science and hydrological survey would be expanded upon: analytical -dies
of salmon life history would be pursued by University scientists attached to the provincial
Commission of Fisheries and federal researchers at the Biological Board of Canada

research station. New provincial waterpower m e y s would add to the Commission's
*RG Swan, Report of the Bt-itish Columbia Hvdroerarihic Survev 19 13 (ûttawa: Department of l e
Interior, Water Power Branch, 19 1 3 , pp 9- 10

preliminary work and the inauguration of snow surveys would provide an enhanced
predictive capacity.
When Babcock conducted his tours of the spawning grounds in the first decade of
the century the salmon he observed and described were undifferentiated in many ways.
He knew of different species, understood that sdmon spawned in different places, and
accepted that there was a pattern of four-year cycles in the fishery.65 But he could not
explain why any of this was so. He hoped merely that intensi&ing hatchery production
and limiting over-fishing would retum enough 'seed' to the spawning grounds, much like
grain to a field. With the addition of hatchenes, the fluctuations in the mn could be
stabilized.66 With time, his perspective widened, and he began to rely less on Jordan's
broad pronouncements on salmon biology and more on that of his student, Charles H
Gilbert. Starting in 1912 and for over a decade, Babcock employed Gilbert through the
Commission on a contract basis to conduct research on 3 C salrnon in order to establish
basic features of life history. Published as an appendix to the Commission's annual
reports, Gilbert's "Contributions to the Life History of Sockeye Salmon" established a
new understanding of salmon that complicated the undifferentiated image and introduced

new leveis of variety. Gilbert's findings teased apart Babcock's weave; individual strands
were shown to contain funher threads and braids. The pattern was remade.
Gilbert developed a long term interest in his salmon studies in the possible
differences between separate population groups of salmon of the same species and the socalled 'home -streaml theory.67 The answer to the fint problem served to explain the
b a i s of the second. Employing a technique of random sarnpling of salmon scales,
65~abcock,Report of the Fisheries Commissioner for British Columbia 1902 (Victoria, l9O3),pp 3 4
%abcock, Report of the Fisheries Comrnissioner for British Columbia 1901 (Victoria, 1902), p 823:
Report of the Fisheries Commissioner for British Columbia 1903 (Victoria, 1904), p 3
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y
of Gilbert's contribution rests heavily on Ti Smith. Scaline Fisheries: The Science of
Measuring the ERects of Fishine. 1855- 1955 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, I994), p 28-33.
As weil. see Gilbert's annuai studies. "Contributions to the life histow of Pacific Salmon." in the annual
reports of the BC Fish Commission.
.
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Gilbert developed a system to explain the age and spawning location of fish by counting

growth rings under magnification, much as one might count the rings of a tree in crosssection. Age of maturity could be determined by the nurnber of rings, and aspects of life
history- early habitat location and spawning grounds- could be extrapolated from
characteristic patterns in the rings fiom salmon of the same locations. Whereas
previously the age of spawning salmon was a cause for debate, Gilbert began to
detemine locations of four-year m s , and their environmental contexts over their Me
history. These points alone held significant implications for fishenes regulation and
hatchery work, but his further insight into spawning habitats and populations recast the
formal understanding of the Iaws of motion of salmon in nature. Gilbert suggested that

the popular home-stream theory, disparaged by Jordan and Babcock in tum,68 held some
b a i s in fact: salmon species, he concluded, contained various "sub-races" or "colonies"
which retumed to natal spawning grounds according to regular patterns of timing.
"Evidence accumulates," Gilbert stated in 1921, "that the colonies bound for different
tributaries enter the river in regular order and on cornparatively constant dates. Year by
year, relative to the other colonies, they seem to maintain their proper place in the
procession."69 Whereas previously salmon runs were considered simply as one aspect of

a species whole, with no particular characteristics, Gilbert introduced new levels of
differentiation. Although Jordan remained skeptical of Gilbert's daims, Gilbert provided

the most comprehensive basis to date for understanding population swings in the
fishery.70 Now that age of maturity could be determined, as well as the location of

spawning, the m e r insight that population trends were not merely variable, but related
to spawning conditions four years before maturation in specific locations, could be firmiy
68~abcock,Rewrt of the Fisheries Commissioner for British Columbia 1905 (Victoria, 1906). p 6
6 9 ~ h a r ~Gilbert,
es
"Contributionsto the Life History of Sockeye Salmon No 7." Reoon of the
Commissioner of Fisheries, 1921 (Victoria, 1922), p.17
'O'Tim Smith, Scaline Fisheries, p 30

made. Although his ideas were not made the basis of policy in the short term, Gilbert's
research suggested the necessity of a staggered closure period in the fishery, allowing
salmon of different "sub-races" to pass unhindered at their different times of migration.
Joining with Babcock he pointed to the problem of over-fishing as the single greatest
threat to the continuation of the fishery. "How cornplicated this business is becoming,"
Gilbert said to Babcock in 1927, "the more we know of the habits of the Iittle beasties."71
Federal research added its own contributions to the increasingly complicated
understanding of salmon li fe history that Gilbert identified. Charles MacLean, the
director of the Nanaimo station fiom 1911 to 1917, increasingly emphasized practical
concerns in the station's research agenda and hired personnel with a view to the analysis
of salmon fishery problems. MacLean's research testified to the importance of Gilbert's
lead by focusing on the scale analysis of Coho salmon, after Gilbert's method. Over his
career MacLean would become well known as a specialist in this area. In 1917 he was
hired at the newly established University of British Columbia (founded in 1915) to head
up the University's fledgling biology department and in so doing helped to set a precedent
to be followed fiequently in years to come of an exchange of personnel between the
University and the Nanairno station?
The more rnarked shift towards practical scientific work occurred in the 1920s. In
the late 191Os, the lack of emphasis on applied research at the Board's research stations
was called to account by the department of marine and fisheries, and the Board's
independence was very nearly ended. Under the chairmanship of AP Knight (19211925), the Board re-oriented the research agenda and encouraged closer attention to

practical regulatory and developmental problems.73 In BC, this new outlook provided for
1
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n ~ o rbiographical aspects, see the file list for the Charles MacLean Papers, UBC Special Collections and
Archives; Box 1 on of the colIection contains the notebooks for MacLean's studies of saimon and scales.
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the establishment of a new technological station at Prince Rupert and the engagement at
the Nanaimo station of a new class of researchers trained in PhD programs in Canada and
the US. Wilber Clemens (PhD Cornell), the Director of the station starting in 1924 and

RE Foerster (PhDUniversity of Toronto) pursued basic research in salmon life history,
Iike their predecessors, but c o ~ e c t e dthis work more directly to practical management
pro blems.
The new practical direction of federal research was s h o w most concretely in
Foerster's study of hatchery r e m s conducted at Cultus Lake in the 1 9 2 0 ~ Following
.~~
the collapse in Fraser salmon numbers afier 1917 (see Chapter 2), it became increasingly
clear that hatcheries could not maintain or restore Fraser River stocks. Babcock's early
optimistic daim that hatchenes produced ninety per cent mature salmon fiom eggs as
opposed to ten per cent under natural conditions could not be bom out by the tallies of the
post- 19 17 period.75 In 1925, Babcock suggested pnvately to federal fisheries staff "we

are groping in the darkness for lack of data... Our field of ignorance of Nature's methods
is as great now as it was seventy years ago.''76 Questions arose in public, in the press and
in government as to how to improve hatcheries and restore the fishery.77 Within this
discussion there was little certainty as to the actual effects of hatchenes; throughout the
history of west coast fish culture, no expenmental work on fish returns had occurred. In
order to contribute to this debate and reassess the productivity of federal hatchery work,
Foenter proposed an arnbitious research prograrn, centered on the spawning beds at
74Other practical work in this period centered on tagging investigations conducted to assess the ocean
movements of salmon.
75~abcock,RepoR of the Fisheries Commissioner. 1901 (Victoria l9O2), p 823
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Cultus Lake south of Vancouver, long the site of a federal hatchery. To know how many
fish lefi the lake as fry and returned as spawners two yean later, he argued, researchers
would have to count each f i ~ h . ~Because
8
a narrow Stream entered the lake, it would be
possible to erect counting fences to assess the number of departing two-year-old fry and
retuming spawnen. By comparing the resulting figures with the fry release fiom the
hatchery, it would be possible to gain a sense of the productivity of the Cultus hatcheryraised fish and the federal department's fish culture program in generai. From 1922 to
1931. this work proceeded under Foerster's guidance with the support of Clemens. When
Foerster reported in 1931 after several cycles of the experiment that the hatchery raised
salmon retumed at about the same rate as 'natural MS' (4.16 % plus or minus 0.6 %), the
federal department of marine and fishenes adopted his results and closed dl federal
hatchenes in the province? The speed with which Foerster's ideas gained official
acceptance may have been due largely to budgetary constraints. Expenditures on Fraser
River hatcheries alone from 1912 to 1931 totaled $775.365.01 ;for the province as a
whole, the department spent $2,173,884.99 fiom 1913 to 1934.80 This represented the
third largest budget item of the department's expenditures in the province, o d y behind the

Fisheries Patrol and the separate Fishenes Protective Service. Despite the financial
aspect, however, it is noteworthy diat the research station's science was now granted a
prominent role in policymaking. Unlike the United States where fish culture remained a
78~etai1s
of the Cultus Lake work can be found in NA, RG 23, Department of Fisheries, Vol 1495.Charles
Gilbert, not one given to praising Canadian federal scientists, judged the project to be very important:
BCARS GR435 BC Department of Fistienes, Box 58, File 536, Gilbert to Doyle, February 24, 1925. See
also: Johstone, A~uaticExplorers, p 127
79~ohnstone,Aauatic Ex~lorers,p 127;RE Foenter, "A Cornparison of the Natural and Artificial
Propagation of Salmon, " Transactions of the Amencan Fîsheries Sociew 6 1 (1931): 121-130;RE Foerster,
"Comparative Studies of the Natural and Artificial Propagation of Sockeye Salmon." Proceedings of the
FiAh Pacific Science Conwess Canada, 1933 V (1 934): 3593-3597;RE Foerster, "An Investigation of the
Relative Efficiencies of Naîural and Artificial Propagation of Sockeye Salmon (Oncorfi~ichusnerka) at
Cultus Lake, British Columbia," Journal of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada 4 (3)(December
1938): 151-161.
8
0 GR 1378
~ BC Commercial
~
~Fisheries~Branch, ~Box 1. File 4, Department of Fisheries Canada,
"Cost of Fish Culture Service (Fraser River Watershed) From 1912-13 to 1930-3 1";and NA RG 23
Department of Fisheries, Vol 17,File 1, "Expenditure & Revenue re Fisheries Services for British
Columbia fiom 1913-14 to 1933-34incIusive."

cornerstone of fishenes management, despite compelling criticism, in Canada hatcheries

lost their beneficent reputation and would not reappear as an aspect of fishenes
management until the 1950s." Foerster's study provided the justification for this shifi in
fisheries managementWhile Babcock had initiated the earliest work on salmon in the province in 1901,
by the 1%Os, the federal research station at Nanairno had overtaken the provincial
Department of Fisheries in terms of research ability and practical contributions. The
growth of federal research occurred with the expansion of federal funding to research
stations and the incorporation of University-trained scientists in the 1920s.82 Although
Babcock remained in his position until the mid-1930s and in an advisory role to the
province until his death in 1936, his research remained largely descriptive and focused on
practicai problems such as river obstructions and lobbying for an international treaty to
conserve Fraser sockeye. Praised as a man of science on his arrivai to BC in 190 1, he
was remembered in the 1950s by the journalist Bruce Hutchison as a rugged, white-haired
man, devoted to his practical tasks of touring the spawning beds and waming the industry

of impending d o ~ r n His
. ~ ~successor, George Alexander, was a man with long expenence
in the commercial fishery, as a fisher and cannery manager but with no credentials as a
scientist." The federd researchers by contrast were looked to increasingly in the 1920s
and 30s as the leading scientific experts on Pacific salmon. To complete the symbolic

transformation in roles, WiIber Clemens and his wife took over Gilbert's studies of life

history in different BC watersheds in 1924!5

8i~laska'sfish hatcheries were similarly closed. For a perspective on the comparative causes of closure
and non-closure, see: Taylor, "Making Salmon,"pp 346-350.
82Thisperiod of growth would corne to an abrupt end in 1930. On the Board's depression years, see:
fohnstone, Aquatic Expiorers, Chapter 13,
%ruce Hutchison, The Fraser (Toronto: Clarke, Invin & Company, 1982 [ 1 WO), pp 270-273
84 Cicely Lyons, Salmon Our Heritaee: The Storv of a Province and an Indu*
(Vancouver. BC Packers,
1969), p 408
8s~ohn;tone.Aquatic Explorers, p 128

The inversion of relative institutional importance in the field of fishenes research
fiom the beginning of the cenniry to the late 1930s, was paralleled by a similar switch in
water power survey research, though with the opposite federal-provincial emphasis: the
leading research of the early part of the century conducted by the water power branch and

the Commission of Conservation was overtaken by new provincial efforts in the 1920's
and 1930's. Although federal gauging work continued in the dominion waterpower
branch afier the demise of the Commission of Conservation in 1920, the province
assumed the lead in suweying new waterpower sources. In contrast to the early era of
hydrological surveying, provincial research t m e d increasingly to applied problems and
away fiom general inventoria1 work. Since the appointment of the Board of Investigation

in 1909. the provincial department of lands had taken on the responsibility of surveying
water rights cases, but also conducted some studies of power development potential,
particularly in the southem portions of the province in the vicinity ofmining areas.
Under the auspices of a the water resources section in 1920, this earlier activity was
extended in order to provide concrete data and power estimates on rivers susceptible of

with Commission
99-

development. Rather than merely estabiishing estimates of flow as

s w e y s , the water s w e y branch pursued a focused agenda of surveying ninety prime
development sites between 1920 and 1924. The aim was to allow pnvate interests to
assess development possibilities.86

One of the leaders of this program was Frederick Knewstubb, a Civil Engineer
and surveyor who conducted some of the most important water surveys in the interwar
period. Educated at McGill University in the eariy years of the century, he joined the
provincial water branch in 1911 as a draughtsman, advancing to the position of division
engineer before leaving for war in 1916. FolloMng his return, he became central to the
-

--

. ---

%CARS GR 1006, Box 4, File 10, Draft History, " 1920- 1946". 1979, p. 1. Authorship of this history is
unclear, it may be Mary Aikens and Stephanie Parker.

post-war waterpower surveys, and, despite lingering ailments from his military service,
led teams of surveyors on long surnrner field seasons during the late 1910's and 1920's.
Knewstubb. his assistants and their mule trains, marched up and down the Campbell,
Quesnel, Nechako and Hornathko Rivers over these years. By 1928, he attained the post
of Chief Hydraulic Engineer of BC and used his new authority and a window of generous
provincial fùnding to press forward on an extensive survey program between 1928 and

1931. Much of this work drew from Knewstubb's conviction that BC's great water
development opportunities lay in interior-to-coast diversions. By damming rivers of the
upper Fraxr basin. he observed, and diverting their flow through the Coast range, sharp
vertical drops could be maximized and converted into massive hydroelectnc head.8'

The Homathko River project epitomized these possibilities and became the
promotional jewel in the water branch crown when it came under investigation in 1928.
The Homathko River was a westward flowing Stream that descended from the Coastal
range to the sea north of the lower mainland. It paralleled the Chilko River in some
sections, had a high head and a variable seasonal flow. If only waters fiom the Chilko- a
Fraser tributary- could be diverted into its main course, provincial engineen believed, it

would be ripe for damming. From 1928 to 1930, teams of survey crews hacked their way
dong the Homathko's course, gauging flows, surveying dam and powerhouse sites and
considering the problems of diversion.88 Although properly systematic, the work aimed
to market opportunities to the private sector, not establish baseline data. Similar surveys,
though in less depth, followed on the Nechako River, at Taseko Lake and at Moran on the
Fraser River. Although none of these projects attracted investors in the short terni, and
Sparks, "The Early British Columbia Water Surveys of FW Knewstubb," Transactions of the
Seventh British Columbia Natunl Resources Conference (Victoria: BC Natural Resources Conference,
1954), pp 29-32
"For accounu of this work from the surveyors point of view. see: BCARS, Add Mss 1 147, Stanley
Howard Frame Papen, diaries fiom 1928-1934 covering survey work on the Homathko project; and RC
Farrow, "The Search for Power in the British Columbia Coas&"Geographical Journal CVI (3-4)
(September-October 1 945): 89- 1 17.
87 WH

the surveys were canceled after 1931 in the course of provincial cuts, each of these
promotional surveys gained the attention of power companies in the post-war period.
Fish-power controvenies of the late 1940s and 1950s would find their ongin in blueprints
that Knewstubb and his crews penciled in the wilderness.

The promotional aspect of provincial surveying in the 1920s points to the
contradictory aspects of conservation and its rhetoncal aims in the intenvar period.
Whereas in the fishenes the decline in salmon runs suggested the necessity to understand
the 'laws' of salmon reproduction and distribution in order to enhance and rebuild stocks,

in the field of hydrological survey the problern was to encourage use to promote
economic growth and end the 'waste' of the water resource into the sea. In one case,
waste was created by a lack of knowledge of natural cycles and the proper management

of the resource; in the other it was the product of underdevelopment. As in other resource
sectors. such as forestry and rnining, conservation's intent was not to restrict
development. but merely to place it on a basis of wise use. The keyword was use: nature
had to be understood, controlled and consumed. Its irregularities were to be refonned, its
ailments rehabilitated.
The one area in which provincial surveyors aimed to create new fundamental
knowledge of water flows was in snow surveys. Stepping back from the edge of streams
and looking up the slopes of BC's mountainous ranges, the idea was to estimate the pack
of snow over the winter months in order to develop reliable annual forecasts of run 0ff.89
Such forecasts could provide flood warnings and an annual prediction of base and peak

flows for whatever economic interests required them. As with Babcock's spawning
ground tours, the snow surveys were onented towards predicting naturai futures.

9 Fanow.
~
~ "Snow Surveys for the Purpose of Forecasting Smamflow," Forestrv Chronicle Vol XII1 (1)
(February 1937): 1 15; "Snow Surveys: A New Medium for Forecasting Run-Off," Engineering Institute of
Canada Transactions XXI ( 1 0) (October 1938): 45 1-45s; and "ForecastingRun-Offfiom Snow Surveys,"
The Geo.aphica1 Journal C (5-6) (November-December 1942): 204-2 18.
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B e g h i n g in 1934, RC Farrow of the provincial water branch designed these surveys on
the example of previous investigations in Nevada and Utah conducted by James E

C h ~ r c h . ~A* successor to Knewstubb in the post of Chief Hydraulic Engineer, Farrow
had professional s w e y experience in Canada and f?om his military service, but also drew

from a strong practical background in the US where he worked for the T. Edison
Company on various hydro-elecrric projects in the mid-1920s.9' Like river gauging,
snow surveys were premised on a logic of averages: specific points would be chosen in
river bains- usually ten to fifieen- and deemed to represent 'normal' conditions.
Together these points, and their elaborated results, formed a "snow course." Sweyors
would attend to the sites in the spnng, sample snow using special coring devices and
determine water quantities in snow packs, as opposed to simply measuring depth.
Combining this data with past river flow figures, Farrow and his team would create
estimates based on past relationships between snow packs and river flows, taking into
consideration variables such as fluctuating spring precipitation conditions (which could
melt the pack more quickly) and the charactrr of soi1 absorption at given sites. Ail of this
work--described by Farrow as laborious in the extreme-sought to produce a finer-tuned
mode1 of natunl shifts on an annual basis. As opposed to recorded inventonal data on
flows, based oniy on river gauging, the snow surveys promised to provide predictions of
results, not just statements of their annual effect. They also introduced an expansion-across space and through tirne- of scientific knowledge: surveyon were coming to
encornpass the hydrological cycle in al1 its phases.

..............................

90~emard
Mergen. "SeekingSnow:James E Church and the Beginnings of Snow Science,"Nevada

Wistorical SocieW Ouarterlv 35(2) (Summer 1992): 75- 104
1 Smedley
~
Andrews. " Major Richard Charles Farrow, B.C.L.S..P.ENG.. 189% 1950." The Link 13(1)
(March 1989): 3-6
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The institutionalization of science, the growth of knowledge and the increased authonty
of scientists did not preclude a robust questioning of the project of scientization. In fields
such as fisher-ies biology and hydrological surveying, with so many interests dependent
on research outcomes, creating a privileged space for authontative statements on nature
was difficult to achieve. As we have seen. some forms of authority were based on

reputation (Babcock), access to extemal knowledge centee and science bureaucracies, as
well as scientific instruments judged to be exact and impartial. Expertise was also
constmcted in the language and self-representation of scientists in published reports and
in the fiequent acceptmce of such representations in the print media. What is more
difficult to establish are the complex ways in which the public audiences of science
interpreted this projected authority, accepted it and sometimes subverted it. In order to
hint at some of the cultural boundary problems inherent in the establishment of new
scientific fields, consider the case of Henry Doyle and 'the experts' to illustrate the many
levels at which authonty was created and questioned.
There was perhaps no member of the cannery elite in early twentieth century BC
so fascinated by the promise of science, so wishing to be a part of its project and yet so
fkequently rebuffed as a crank by scientists as Henry Doyle. The Arnencan son of an
Irish immigrant, Doyle gained expenence in the cannery business as a young man in
California and becarne one of a nurnber of canners to enter the BC business around the
turn of the century when large supplies suggested enormous growth possibilities. One of

the founding partners of the BC Packers- a firm that merged sixty per cent of the Fraser
River cannea in 1902-Doyle was a respected member of the commercial fishery, and
remained so f i e r he left the Packen and set up independently on the northem fishing
grounds at N a m ~ . ~Over
* the course of his career he wrote an unpublished treatise on
9 2 ~ obiographical
r
aspects, see: Dianne Newell, ed. The Develooment of the Pacific Salmon-Canning
Industrv: A Grown Man's Game (Montreal: McGill-Queen's, 1989), pp 2 1-28.

salmon, as well as a number of speculative n a d history essays and in retirement a
history of the Pacific salmon fishery.93 At different times he engaged scientists with his
own views, evaluated theirs and entered public debate attacking and bolstering science,
depending on the situation.
No subject animated Henry Doyle quite like fish culture. Hatcheries, he believed,
held the key to restoring salmon runs on diminished rivers and expanding nature's supply
by means of science's arthl hand. His enthusiasm was owing to the lucrative possibilities

of expanding supplies as well as a fascination with the technical challenge of improving
on nature- an attribute he s h e d with many amateur hatchery tinkers on the Pacific
Coast in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. such as RD Hume, a prominent
Columbia River canner.g4 However, the intellectuai basis of his concem was tied to his
heierodox theory of salmon populations: contrary to the idea that a certain rate of fishing
could be sustained. given sufficient escapements, Doyle believed that future salmon
populations would register every lost spawning fish, leading ineluctably to a collapse in
supply: "The Fraser in British Columbia, as well as al1 the various other f-resh water
streams of the coast will yet leam by experience that

of the losses caused by

commercial fishing requirements must be offset by artificial means of replenishment.
Left to itself, nature will never build up the runs to their original proportions, anymore

than she will restore the dinornis, the ichthyosaurus, the dodo, or other species of animal
life that have answered the inevitable caiI."9* Added to his zealous faith in the necessity
of artificiai propagation, Doyle was convinced that past atternpts at hatchery production

had proven insuffiicient and at worst harmful to existing mns. Here lay his ambivalent
93Universityof Washington Manuscripts and Archives. Acc 86 1- 1, Henry Doyle Papers. T h e Pacific
Salmon: A History of the Fish and the Commercial Fishing Industry" 1905; UBC Special Collections and
Archives, Henry Doyle, The Rise and Dectine of the Pacific Salmon Fisheries 2 vols (unpublished MS,
t957?); UBC Special Collections and Archives, Henry Doyle Papers, Box 5, File 5-7, Doyle, "nie Deep
Sea Life of the Pacific Salmon".
Salmon," p.239
" ~ a ~ l o r"Making
,
95~oyle,
1905, p 29-30

attitude to science: while he wished to join the magnificent project to build hatcheries and
tinker with nature's rnachinery, he had doubts about the direction and execution of
hatchery work to date? He thus confronted science as an avid enthusiast with criticisms
based on practical experience. "[Allthough admitting a lack of scientific training," he
wrote characteristically to one US Bureau of Fishenes scientist in 1922, "1 have
nevertheless acquired some knowledge From the school of experience. To that school can

be traced most of the notable achievements of mankind and while my case may be 'the
exception which proves the mie' 1 think in view of the lack of results obtained in past

methods of artificial propagation my conclusions may not be wholly lacking in rnerit?7
It was in such a vein- bold, pugnacious and irritable- that Doyle corresponded

with most of his scientific acquaintances. His most congenial relationships were formed

with technical employees. willing to trade data and ideas with his own. Doyle also seems
to have maintained a civil relationship with Babcock. Apart from any persona1
connection between the two, Babcock was generous in supporting Doyle's hatchery
crusade and also depended on the confidence of men like Doyle for his own public
legitimacy. While the two men held different views on subjects such as the home stream
theory (Doyle for, Babcock against), they maintained open communication about these
differences, without letting disagreements tum bitter. Doyle's connections with federal
scientists were slight and he was highly cntical of their past work. fo the Chief Inspecter
of Fisheries in BC, he complained in 1921 "of the bare and inaccurate statistics" produced
in the Department's annual reports and judged that the research station near Nanaimo "has
not added one iota to our knowiedge."98

9 6 ~ e eDoyle's views in CSB, "Propagationof Sockeye Can Be Made Successfùi," Province, August 30,

1919.
7 Special
~ Collections
~
and Archives, Henry Doyle Papers, Box 2, File 2-1 1, Doyle to Dr HM Smith,
Bureau of Fisheries, Washington, DC, January 2, 1920 (copy)
9
8 Special
~ Collections
~
~ and Archives, Henry Doyle Papers, Box 2, File 2-12, Doyle to WA Found,
October 20, 1921
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Other scientists, more distant fiom the web of interests in the BC industry, were
less willing to endure Doyle's criticisms and questions with a semblance of politeness
amongst colleagues. In one such instance, Doyle upbraided Charles Gilbert the
distinguished Stanford zoologist when he believed he had discovered a fiaw in Gilbert's
theories of racial distinctions based on scale evaluation. In short, drawing on his study of

fish at Narnu, his consultation with native fishers and his own variety of theorizing,
Doyle believed he had established that transplanted nins of salmon at Namu were
reverting to the patterns of native fish. Scales, presurnably, would thus not correspond to

sorne kind of inhented traits as Gilbert argued, but would be environmentally malleable.
He cited Charles Darwin to Gilbert for effect? Gilbert was not above corresponding
with canners- they provided him with data-- but he did believe that scientists held a

distinct authority over amateurs based on their methodology. Speaking to a group of

Canadian and American canners in 1918, he stated that
For a number of years 1 have been trying to express myself to the effect that the scientific standpoint is
precisely the sarne as the standpoint of those who are engaged in the industry. The only difference in hem
is chat the scientific men use tools for the purpose of acquiring their information which are especially
tempered for the purpose, and they may in that way, and do, perhaps, in that way obtain information which
is more readily verified, for the reason that it stands on a better foundation than that which cornes lrom
those who observe but do not attempt to closely verifi either their facts or their conclusions.100

Due to Gilbert's strong sense ofsuperior knowledge, based on "tools for the purpose," he
was not pieased with Doyle's challenge. "1 have smiled-- rather grimly- over your recent

Letter," Gilbert replied. "Such apparent waste of energy, such misdirected effort, as we
have displayed these last years. Had we only consulted you in the fint place concerning
the complex history of the salmon, and accepted your a priori conclusions, years of futile

*UBC Special Collections and Archives, Henry Doyle Papen. Box 2, File 2-10. Doyle to Gilbert,

September 9, 1919, and November 4, 1919.
~OOBCARS
GR 1378 BC Commercial Fisheries Branch, Box 2, File 1, "Minutes of Meeting of Canadian
and Puget Sound Conference, Seattle March 2 1, 1918," p5

investigation would have been spared us."lOl Exasperated and sarcastic, Gilbert, a
devotee of empirical verification found Doyle's theoretical Bights of fancy disturbing and

his presumptions not worthy of the slightest attention.
The example might be dismissed as one row between difficult penonalities, but it
is revealing of a more general problem: how amateurs and scientific experts related on the
tenain of authority. Gilbert did not simply dismiss the episode as an aberrant bit of mail,
but copied the correspondence in full and forwarded it to Babcock for his persona1
amusement.Io2 Amongst the experts, the put-down of the amateur became a parlor game-

- a subtle operation in policing the boundary of insider and outsider. For his part, Doyle
reacted to such condescension with characteristic pluck: he tried to clarifi his position,
thanked Gilbert for his time and then refened him to his own forthcoming article in the
Pacific Fisherman that disputed Gilbert's criticisms of over fishing.103 In keeping with
the triangular relationship between the Califomian, the canner and the Commissioner,
Doyle also wote to Babcock, sending a copy of his reply to Gilbert.104 Doyle thus did
not accept the distinction between his own knowledge and that of Gilbert based merely on
authority, though it did creep into his thinking: his reply was polite, and in an act of silent
sublimation he scrawled hostile, but unsent replies in the margins of much of his 'expert'
correspondence.
Doyle's ideas on salmon biology never did create much of a dent in officia1
scientific discourse. His studies at Namu were highly idiosyncratic and he had a
tendency to veer off in one direction after a certain new enthusiasm: stressing the
1 0 1Special
~ ~ Collections
~
and Archives, Henry Doyle Papers, Box 1 , File 1-8, Gilbert to Doyle,
December 18, 19 19. The wo had corresponded previously on the problems of scale identification: GiIbert
to DoyIe, November 1 1, 1919, and November 12, 19 19.
1
0
2 GR ~435 BC
~ Depamnent
~
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~of Fisheries, Box 57. File 525, Babcock to Gilbert, Nov 15, 19 19
(copy) responds to Gilbert's letter to Doyle.
lo3UBcSpecial Collections and Archives. Henry Doyle Papers, Box 2, File 2-10. Doyle to Gilbert,
December 9, 1919 (copy)
lWLJI3
Special
c
Collections and Archives, Henry Doyle Papers. Box 2, File 2-10, Doyle to Babcock,
December 10, 19 19 (copy)

importance of Stream rearing for certain salmon species in hatcheries at one stage, and
then holding up the Oregon 'pond method' at a later date and importing Arnerican experts
to demonstrate its efficiencies.lO5 The sum total of his theorizing introduces his
unpublished history of the Pacific Salmon fishery, and it is a curious mixture of ideas.
When Doyle vied to publish it in the early 1950s with an academic press, it was rejected
everywhere, owing to his peculiar theories of sdmon life history rather than his
shortcomings as a historian.106 With a fittingly repressed form of revenge, Doyle railed
against the 'experts' in the margins of rejection letters, explaining dutifully for future
histonans the arbitrarincss of expert as opposed to practical knowledge.
S*S*SSSSSf8SSSt+SSS*******SSfr(r

Was nature improved upon as Babcock hoped?

Over the course of the early twentieth century a new scientific vision of nature
developed in British Columbia. Salmon and water were transformed into objects of
knowledge. This transformation depended upon the rnarshaling of new institutions, the
attraction of expert personnel; it required an engagement with local ideas and a
c o ~ e c t i o nwith metropolitan theories. Over two decades, an early descriptive penod of
research gave way to more extended research programs that were problem-based and
arnbitious. Pioneer institutions of science lost their leadership status to paraIlel
institutions: the Biological Board succeeded the provincial fisheries commission;
provincial water research surpassed federal hydrographie surveys and the Commission of
Conservation.
But the improvement of nature was about more than institutions and personnel.
From 1900 scientists and surveyors attempted to understand Nature's irregularities, bon
1 0 S U BSpecial
~
Collections and Archives, Henry Doyle Papers, Box 2, File 2-12. Doyle to HS McGowan,
January 2, 1920
lo6Forconespondence on publication, see: UBC Special Collections and Archives, Henry Doyle Papen.
Box 1, File 1-14.

out its faults and explain why, unlike a factory, Nature did not produce commodities on
t h e and in shape. The hatchery crusade, more than any other case, demonstrates the
desire to transcend Nature's limits. The failure to do so suggests the hubris of the
scientific impulse-- among the new class of state scientists and the canners as well.

But then science was supposed to fulfill so many goals, protect and promote so
many interests, that to speak of any unified scientific prograrn is to obscure the diversity
of science- in conception and pnctice, as social ideal and as messy regulatory reality.
Henry Doyle and Charles Gilbert had different ideas about the meaning and purpose of
science, just as George William Taylor, Frederick Knewstubb and John Pease Babcock
approached their tasks fiom utterly different backgrounds. The contrasting histories of
hydrological s w e y and salmon science underline the point further: science was practiced

using widely different techniques, some relying on metrological foundations others on a
mixture of observation and a translation of local ideas.
The nature of British Columbia was nevertheless re-drawn. Its makers had
insinuated science in ail of its diversity into the economic and political discourses of the
day. By the mid-1930s it was inconceivable for a hydroelectric project to be sited
without first receiving authoritative state measurements of water flows. And it was
impossible to set fisheries regulations without appeal to scientific ideas about sdmon life
history. In the next chapter the analysis turns to consider what happened to these new
scientific ideas when an episode of envimnmental destruction forced scientists into
prorninent positions of environmental and social regulation. Having demonstrated how
society can impact science, in the next chapter we will examine, in part, how society and
environment can impact science.

Chapter 2:

Land S M n g at Hells Gate
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Map 3: He& Gate and the Canyon

Photograph #1: Hell's Gate c. 1867. "Hell's Gate Canyon or the Great Canyon, 23 miles
above Yale." Photo taken by Frederick Dally (1 838-1914}. BCARS # A003874

"Rockslide, Fraser
River at Hell's Gate,"
March 2, 19 14.
Photographer
undetermined. BCARS

In the summer of 1913, rnigrating salmon encountered barrien to their passage in the
Fraser Canyon. A senes of landslides had changed the river's course, filled pools and
eddies and created impassable falls. At the river's narrowest point, in a gorge named
Hells Gate, the slides had exacted the worst damage.' The gate had tumed into a dam.
Observers reported scenes of milling throngs of sockeye, backed up for ten miles. It
was," said John Pease Babcock, BC's Assistant Commissioner of Fisheries, "a wonderfbl

sight.lt2 From 191 1 to 1913, railway construction crews had triggered these slides while
laying track on the river's east bank. For two years following, govenunent construction
crews attempted to remove the debns. At Hells Gate, the slope continued to slide.
The Hells Gate slides contributed to the precipitous decline of salmon runs in the

Fraser basin after 1913. By delaying the passage of salmon, and at times, blocking them,
the gate became a population leveler. The first 'big year' cycle affected by the slides in
1917 registered a drop to one-fifth the catch in 1913; four years later, the catch fell to
one-thirtieth the 1913 level.' In combination with fishing pressure, habitat destruction
and changing oceanic conditiohs, the slides decimated the Fraser fishery.' In 1921, John
Pease Babcock declared, "the Fraser is fished out of sockeye. The big mn has been
destroyed.

"'

The remaking of the Hells Gate site irnpacted the social relations of the Fraser
fishenes. Regulators imposed new restrictions on native fishing in the canyon and
beyond. Declining stocks undercut the supplies of the commercial fishery in the US and

'1 have foilowed the BC gazetteer's spelling of Hells Gate, despite the widespread use of an apostrophe- as
in Hell's Gate. The original spelling disthguishes Hells Gate from Hell's Canyon.
John Pease Babcock, "Conditions Above the Fishing Limits," Report of the BC Commissioner of
19 13 (1 9 14): 22
'Fisheries
George A. Rounsfell and George B. Kelez, "The Salmon and Salmon Fisheries of SwiAnue Bank, Puget
Sound, and the Fraser River," Bulletin No 27, BuIIetin of the Bureau of Fisheries Vol X L K (Washington

DC:US Department of Commerce, 19381, p 762

For a nuarked discussion of the many +cts of fisheries depletion, see: Joseph E Taylor III, Making
Salmon: An Environmental Histow of the Nortfiwest Fisheries Crisis (Seanle: University of Washington
Press, 1999), chapter 2 "Historicizing Overfishing," pp 39-67
'BC,AnnuaI Remrt of the Commissioner of Fisheries for 192 1 (Victoria, t 9 Z ) , p 6

Canada Fishenes officials and scientists experienced new challenges to their authority as
experts capable of restoring a broken nature. The landslides had cascading political and
economic effects linked to the physical and the biological events.
Historians tend to describe and analyze this environmental episode as a tale of
fortuitous destruction with clear causes, consequences and social rneaning~.~
Biologists
have been more circumspect about their judgments of the natural effects.' Tourism
promoters and popular historians have created a Hells Gate mythology.' Few have tried
to examine how contemporaries viewed the event or constnicted meanings around it. A
retrospective certainty has erased the record of questions and doubts.
Yet, if we are to understand the impact of the slides, it is important to consider
what WH New calls "land sliding," as well as land slides? In a bnlliant reading of
languages of the land in Canadian letters, New andyzes the disparate h c t i o n s of landbased metaphors in articulating relationships of social power. The land "slides" in our
language, he argues; shifting visions make new social Iandscapes. Complementing an
emerging body of literature in environmentai historiography that examines the social
meanings of environmentai change as well as environrnental and economic ramifications,

New's approach provides a suggestive starting point. How did the land slide in
perception as well as fact?

'See as examples: Cicely Lyons, Salmon Our Heritane: The Stow of a Province and an Indusm
(Vancouver: BC Packers, 1969); Geoff Meggs, Salmon: The Decline of the British Columbia Fisherv
(Vancouver: Douglas &McIntyre, 1991).
The key anaIysis was published in 1945 by WF Thompson and will be treated in a Iater chapter: WF
Thompson, Effect of the Obstruction at Hells Gate on the sockeye salmon of the Fraser River (International
Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission Bulletin 1, 1945); see also, John F Roos, Restonng Fraser River
Salmon: A Historv of the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission. 1937-1985 (Vancouver.
Pacific Salmon Commission, 199l), and Derek Ellis, "Constniction- Hell's Gate (Canada)," in his
Environrnents at Risk: Case Histories of Impact Assessment (Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1!W),pp. 17-36; ES
Pretious, "Sahon Catastrophe at HeIl's Gate," BC Professional Enaineer (February 1976).
'http~l~~~.hellsgate.bc.ca/histary2.h~;
Derek Pethic, British Columbia Disasters (Langley, BC:
Stagecoach hiblishing Co., 1978), pp 161- 172; Bruce Hutchison, The Fraser (Toronto: Holt Rinehart,
1950). For an amusing reflection on the conversion of the site into a tourism attraction, see: Mac Parry,
'The Legitimimtion of HeWs Gate," Affairs 2(24) (JuIy-August 1972): 24-29.
WH New, Land Slidine: Imanining Soace, Presence, and Power in Canadian Writinq (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1997)

This reading of the event thus seeks to reflect upon the social construction of the
slides in the historical record, as well as analyze their ecological, economic and political
consequences. Afier opening with a reconstruction of Hells Gate's long term natural and
cultural history, the chapter considea the different vantage points of the salmon's many
claimants it seeks to view the slides From the perspective of the fisheries officiais who
observed and wrote about hem; it establishes contexts for interpreting the perspectives
and interventions of native peoples and commercial cannen; it demonstrates the

continuing confusion about the slides' impacts by exarnining the scientific studies of the

canyon in the 1920s. Different perspectives do not produce a composite image, however;
c
J between
they serve rather to underline how ideas and perceptions of this event &

different groups and within them.
The Hells Gate slides were important in their own right, but they also held

consequences for later river politics. The event was never forgotten. The havoc created
by an earth dam modeled the potential dangers of power dams. In the 1940s' scientists

with the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission again studied the site and
sought to reconstnict it physically. At the same time, water developers considered the
location for dam development. As different interests sought to gain control of Hells Gate,
the weight of past expenence affected debate about fùture development. The land
stopped sliding, but perceptions of its meaning did not.

Hells Gate consists of two large granodiorite walls. They narrow the river, raise its
velocity and make upstream salmon passage dificuit. This has occurred for thousands of

yean.1°
"J Lewis Robinson, "FraserRiver," and "Fraser River Canyon," in Canadian EncycIopedia 2nd ed
(Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, 1988), p 841 ;Michael Church, "A River in Tirne: The Naturai History of
the Fraser River," Vancouver Institute Lecture, February 28, 1998; TG Northcote and PA Larkin, "The
Fraser River: A Major Salmonine Production System,"in DP Dodge, ed. Proceedings of the international

Located in the Fraser Canyon, Hells Gate is 260 kilometers fiom the river's
mouth. It was created during the Miocene (23.7-5.3 million years ago), when the river
carved deep into the Interior plateau in its search for a route to the sea between the coast
and interior mountains. At Hells Gate, the canyon's walls rise 1000 m above the river.
The slopes are sheer and imposing. Between the winter low and summer high, flows rise

and fa11 in the gate as much as thirty-five meters. The river at this place is a variable
element, recording with its movements the shifls of climate and flow.
Salmon began to pass Hells Gate after the 1st de-glaciation, colonizing the basin
from four to six thousand years ago." Long tongues of ice formed wedges and dams in
the upper basin, creating large interior reservoirs and lakes. As these tongues melted and
disappeared, the upper basin opened to salmon; the lakes became spawning habitat. As

with other falls and rough sections on the river. salrnon encountered dificulty at Hells

Gate; while passing, they hugged its margins and rested in back eddies.
Ever since the retreat of the last ice sheets, native peoples have lived with the river
and the canyon." Archaeologists find evidence in the southem intenor of nomadic

occupation by deer and elk hunters around 7000 years ago, and then note a transition to

cultuml groups that bear markings of coastal influences (the Pebble Tool Tradition) over
the next two thousand yean. These human migrations into the interior followed on those
of salmon. Around 4000 years ago, winter pit houses began to appear on the Fraser, as
they did on the upper Columbia, rnarking increased cultural complexity built on an
elaborated saimon economy. Isotopic studies of hurnan skeletal remains in the intenor
Large River Svmposium Canadian Special Publication of Fishenes and Aquatic Sciences 106 (1 989): 172204; WH Mathews, "From Glaciers to the Present," in The Fraser's Historv (Burnaby: Bumaby Historical
Society, 1977), pp 9-1 8,
" C Groot and L Margolis, eds. Pacific Salmon Life Histories (Vancouver, UBC Press, 199 1); and ID
McPhail, "The Origin and Speciation of Oncorhvnchus Revisitecî," in Deanna J Stouder, Peter A Bisson
and Robert J Naiman, eds. Pacific Salmon and Their Ecosvstems: Status and Future Options (New York:
Chapman and Hall and ITP, 1997), pp.2938.
''This summary of prehistory draws on Roy L Carlson, "The Later Prehistory of British Columbia," in Roy
t Carlson and Luke Dalla Bona, eds. Early Human Occupation in British Columbia (Vancouver:
University of British Columbia Press, I996), pp 225-226.

suggest that groups with access to the fishery obtained fiom half to two-thirds of their

dietary protein Eom salmon over the past two thousand years." Salmon was by no means

the only b a i s of early human occupation of the canyon and Interior- hunting and
gathenng were important as well-- but it was an essential staff of life.
Hells Gate was one of the many M i n g stations that dotted the canyon in the pre-

and post-contact period. The earliest photographs of Hells Gate show the wooden drying
racks of the Nlaka'pamux (Thompson Indians), bearing loads of salmon." This station,
like other pnzed fishing places, afforded excellent opportunities to catch fish hugging the
river's edge in their attempts to escape rough water. It also offered fish that had Iost part
of their fat content and could be preserved well for winter storage. Standing on wooden
platfoms that hung by rope fiom rocks and cliffs, fishers employed long dip nets that
cinched their catch to a close. These stations belonged to kin groups and were inherited
through the male 1ine.I5 In the Iate nineteenth and early twentieth century Salishan groups
moved up the river to fish in the lower canyon, while Nlaka'parnux hom the canyon, the
Nicola valley, and as one report fiom an Indian Agent in the 1920s makes clear, fkom as

far away as Kamloops and Williams Lake, fished around Hells Gate and throughout the
canyon and as far north as the Bridge River rapids."

''NC Lovell, BS Chisholrn, DE Nelson, HP Shwarz, "Prehistoric Salmon Consumption in Intenor British
Columbia," Canadian Journal of Archaeology 10 ( 1986): 99- 1O6
"BCARS. Photo # A-05620 "Indian Fishing Place, Hell's Gate River" (1 89-) Photographer undetermined;
#A-03874, Hell's Gate c. 1867. "Hell's Gate Canyon or the Great Canyon, 23 miles above Yale." Photo
taken by Frederick Dally (1838-1 9 14).
ames es Alexander Teit, The Thompson Indians of British Columbia The lesup North Pacific Expedition
Vol 2 pt 4 Amencan Museum of Natural History Memoir 2 (New York: Knickerbocker Press, pp 249-250,
293-294; Andrea Laforet and Annie York, Spuzzum: Fraser Canyon Histones, 1808- 1939 (Vancouver:
UBC Press, 1998), pp 60,69.David Waytt, ''The Thompson," Deward E Walker jr ed. Handbook of North
Arnerican Indians Vol 12 Plateau (Washington DC: Srnithsonian, 1998). For a close study of the related
fishing practices of Lillooet Indians, see: Steven Romanoff, "Fraser Lillooet Salmon Fishing," in Bryan
Hayden ed. A Complex Culture of the British Columbia Plateau: Traditional Stl'ati'imx Resource Use
(Vancouver: UBC Press, 1992), pp.22-265; see also Michael Kew's excellent overview of the cultural
implications of the resource in the same collection, "Salmon Availability, Technology, and Cultural
Adaptation in the Fraser River Watershed," pp 177-221
'%AC, RG 23, Vol 679, File 7 13-2-2181 H Graham Indian Agent, Lytron BC to Duncan Campbell Scott,
Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, November, 7, 1925; Cole Harris, "The Fraser Canyon
Encountered," in n i e Resettlement of British Columbia: Essavs on Colonialism and Geotqaphical Change
(Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997), p 108; Laforet and York, Spuzzum, p 137.

According to the Nlaka'parnux origin taie of salmon, the transformer and tricher
figure Coyote made Hells Gate and the canyon!

Recorded by ethnologist James Teit at

the turn of the centui-y, this story finds close p d l e l s in the traditions of various culture
groups of the Fraser and Columbia plateau regions." In earlier times, the story goes,
peoples who lived at the mouths of the Fraser and Columbia Rivers constmcted dams and
kept salmon as their prisoners. In those days, the people of the interior did not fish.
Coyote decided to change this. He disguised himself as a piece of wood and drifted down

the river. When he reached the river's mouth, he guided the salmon around the dams and
led them to tributaries and lakes in the interior. Later he did the same on the Columbia
River. Finishing his work, Coyote declared "henceforth salmon should ascend into the
interior each year..."l 9 With the remains of the broken dams, he forged rocks and made
canyons on the Fraser and Columbia. Hells Gate was part of Coyote's work.

This gorge impressed the fist Europeans to encounter it, not for the excellent
fishing it afforded, but for the perils it created for travel. Hells Gate enters the European
historical record with the account of Simon Fraser, on his journey to the Pacific in 1808.
Passing down the canyon, Fraser was disturbed by the roughness of the water and decided
to walk this portion of his joumey. "1 have been for a long period among the Rocky
Mountains," he wrote, "but have never seen any thing equal to this country, for I cannot
find words to descnbe our situation at times. We had to pass where no human being

should venture. Yet in those places there is regular footpath impressed, or rather
""Coyote and the Introduction of Salmon," in James A Teit, The Mvtholow of the Thompson Indians
Memoir of the American Museum of Natural History, New York, Vol VI11 (New York: GE Stechert,
19 12), pp.301-304.
"Laforet and York, S~uzzum,p 37. Laforet mentions that mon of the work for Teit's mythology was
conducted In 1898. On other tellinps of the Coyote story, see Joseph E Taylor III, Makinr! SaImon: An
Environmentai Historv of the Northwest Fisheries Crisis (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1999), p
29; and Dorothy ID Kennedy and Randy Bouchard, "Sti'atl'imx (Fraser River LiIlooet) Fishing," in Hayden
ed., A Comdex Culture.. . pp 275-278. On James Teit's career and political activities, see Peter CampbeII,
"Wot as a White Man,Not as a Sojournef James A Teit and the Fight for Native Rights in British
Columbia, 1884-1922,'' left histov 2(2) (FaII 1994): 37-57; Wendy Wickwire, "'We Shall Drink from the
Stream and So Shan Yod: James A Teit and Native Resistance In British Columbia, 1908-1922," Canadian
Historical Review 79(2) (June 1998): 1 t 9-236
%
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b p.303.

indented, by frequent traveling upon the very rocks." 'O In 1859, Commander RC Mayne
described his travels past IIells Gate, confessing that the temtory "makes one's nerves
twitch a little at first.'"' Like Fraser, Mayne depended on Native paths and rope bridges
through the rough sections of the canyon. In the 1820s, Hudson's Bay Company (HBC)

traders estimated the population of the canyon at around 7,500 people between Yale and
just south of Boston Bar, a thirty-five kilometer distance. It is likely that this population

was in a period of demographic rebound after the devastation of smdl pox epidernics,

originating on the coast in 1782." Over the next century, Europeans would follow Fraser
and treat the canyon and Hells Gate as a point of passage, a comdor en route to the
Pacific or the interior.
For the most part. the canyon route passed by, but not thmugh Hells Gate. Water
transportation, as Fraser had discovered, was virtua1ly impossible. In 1882, the HBC sent
a steamer named "The Scuzzy" through Hells Gate, and it required the force of one
hundred fifty Chinese immigrant labourers, straining on the canyon walls, to pull the boat
through. The feat would never be attempted again." During the 1858 Gold Rush to the
upper Fraser Basin, native and fur trade routes were transformed into a passage for
miners; later the Royal Engineers m e d it into the Cariboo Road. Alongside this route,
across the river, the Canadian Pacific Railway marched past the gate in the 1880s,
connecting the canyon with the coast and transcontinental markets. Now, not only the
river carried a fieight of salmon, but also railroad cars hauled stacks of chopped saimon

in cans to eastern markets. With each progressive connection, space and time

'

'"wKaye Lamb,ed, The Letters and Journals of Simon Fraser 1806-1808 (Toronto: Macmillan, 1960),
.96.
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g o t e d in
=Cole Harris, "The Fraser Canyon Encountered," in The Resettlement, pp. 105- 107; Wilson Duff offers a
population figure for aII Interior SaIish (Thompson, Lillooet and Shuswap) at 13,500 (1835), 5,800 (1 885)
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Indian Histow of British Columbia: The Impact of the White Man (Victoria: Royal BC Museum, Memoù
No 5, 1969), p.39.
nES hetious, "SalmonCatastrophe at Hell's Gate," p. 17

compressed, making the fiction of distance less intense and introducing new agents of
change to the canyon and its peoples: land surveyors, missionaries, rniners and settlers.

The infrastructure of white Canadian society, and waves of Amencan, European and
Asian immigrants transformed this place and its connections with the world."
In 191 1- 1912, the Canadian National Railway, the second transcontinental, cut the
canyon's walls. The Railway's financial difficulties at this date, Ted Regehr explains, led
to "hurried constmction" and a lack of "due caution" by the contracting finn, the Northem
Construction Company." Crews cleared their path with dynamite and left the carved
rock and debris to fa11 down the bank and into the river. At Sc-

Rapids, at China Bar

and especially at Hells Gate, the land began to slide. Here the railroad not only
transfomed relationships of time and space, but also consumed its physical surroundings.
With a cruel irony, Coyote's legacy was filled with rocks and earth. The dams he broke
were rernade.

*****************************
The effects of the slides on salmon migration came into view in the summer of 1913.

During the 'big year' of sockeye migrations, the slides acted as an enormous dam blocking
passage. The evidence at first was conking.
In eariy August, John Pease Babcock, BC's Assistant Cornrnissioner of Fishenes,
approached the canyon during his annual tour of the spawning grounds. Advance reports
suggested trouble ahead; obstructions were apparentiy blocking f i ~ h . ' ~Babcock m h e d to
the scene. At Hells Gate he stood on the cliffs above the river and observed numerous

fish, milling in eddies below the passage. He could also see some salmon swimming
through. But water levels were hi&, the river a muddy brown. Activity beneath the
='On al[ of these themes, see: Cole iianis, "TheFraser Canyon Encountered,"in The Resettlement, pp. 103136.

% Regehr, The Canadian Northern Railwav: Pioneer Road of the Nonhem Prairies. 1 895- 1918

p t o : Macmillan, 1 W6), pp.39 1-392.
My account of Babcock'sjourney to the canyon is based on: John Pease Babcock, "ConditionsAbove the
Fishing Limits," in Report of the BC Commissionet of Fisheries 1913 (1 9 14): 20-3 8.

water surface was difficult to see. Moving about the canyon. Babcock spoke to natives
who claimed that they had caught few fish above Hells Gate since mid-My. At Seton
Lake, where Babcock had established a fish hatchery a decade before, only a thousand
fish had yet returned. This was well below expectations. He wondered hopefully
whether fish were passing below the surface, beyond his obscured view. Four days later,
accompanied by Stanford zoologist, Charles H. Gilbert, Babcock walked the banks of the
river through the canyon. Above Hells Gate, every eddy before the Scuzzy Rapids was
filled with a "milling mass of sockeye." Not many fish seemed to be passing Scuny
Rapids, perhaps some pinks and a few sockeye. Retuniing south they found a now
familiar sight at Hells Gate: "Vast numbers were seen approaching the Gate on both sides
of the channel. They filled every inch of space where they could make headway against
the Stream. and even in the most rapid parts of the channel fish were seen çtniggling to
advance.""
The next day Babcock began to talk with local residents to see what light they
could shed on the matter. William Urquhart, a track watchman with the CPR, living in
S p u m , said that there were more fish in the canyon than he had seen in twenty years.
James Paul, Chief of the Spuznim Band, said that salmon always massed in great
numben in August and September of the big run years. But he too could not recall a year
with so many fish, except a time "many years ago." Henry James. a native of the canyon
(described by Babcock as "another intelligent Indian") said, "al1 the old Indians remember
only one other year, many many years ago, when the salmon had been so thick as this
year." Edward Farr, a CPR masonry inspector, said that it was true that salmon massed in

the canyon in a big year, but that the CNESconstruction had thrown rocks above and
below Hells Gate, filling resting bays for salmon and changing the current. Other CPR

employees, D. Creighton and Thomas Flann recognized that there was a hold-up, but
"believed that al1 would pass through in time."28
But would they? Babcock went north to investigate. Initial reports fiom the
Chilcotin and Quesnel Rivee suggested good returns as in previous big years. But the
arrival of fish in mid- and late August at these points was followed by mysterious weeks
of no fish. James Moore. a BC Department of Fisheries watchrnan at the Quesnel dam,
reported spotty results. Weeks of healthy returns were followed by weeks of Iow r e m s .
Native peoples fishing on the Chilcotin similarly found fish for a time, but then reported
that the renims had fallen off in early September. The patterns, if there were patterns, did

not make sense. In a big year escapements to the upper basin should have been uniformly
high. Babcock surmised that there must be serious problems in the canyon. He
abandoned any fùrther investigations in the upper basin and retumed to Hells Gate on
September 1 8.
What had changed? Water had dropped by about fifteen feet, but the picture of
salmon milling in eddies remained. With the water lower, the full extent of the rock

debns was becoming more visible, and, it appeared, more difficult for fish to surmount.
Babcock abandoned his earlier hope of sub-surface passage. He began to formulate
emergency restoration plans. Rock would have to be cleared at Scuzzy Rapids and at
Hells Gate, and quickly. Babcock did not yet redize that problems existed at China Bar

and White's Creek, as well. As the water dmpped, these problems would rear up visibly
against the flow. But for now he decided explosives were the thing: clear the debns with

some well placed dynamite at the two worst points and hope for an easier passage. To
this point working independently of any federal officials, Babcock passed on word to
Victoria of the problems and the Department of Marine and Fishenes in Ottawa was

contacted for support. By September 28, a degree of passage was opened, and the matter

seemed in hand. Work ceased and officiais of the federal and provincial governments
departed. Babcock returned on October 10, o d y to find that the water level had dropped
and the former artificial channels lay dry. Blaming the problem on a native employee he
had left in charge of the site, Babcock made pains to disassociate himself fiom the
difficulty in a subsequent report. The situation was as bad as it had been at any point in

the season. Babcock secured men fiom the CPR, wired for help, and then set clearance
activities in motion again. Later in the month one federal official would write to his
supenors of their labours at "that hated place Hells Gate."29
To this point, the clearing of the obstructions had been haphazard, and the effects

of the rockslides unclear. Now, with a sense of urgency and official suppon, clearing of
the rock debris began in earnest. For two rnonths. GP Napier of the Provincial Public
Works Department oversaw opentions, but was replaced in December by SH McHugh an
engineer of the federal department of marine and fisheries." Work began at Hells Gate
and Scuay Rapids and entailed the planting of sticks of dynamite (usually forty at a

time) in wedges between the boulders. As the rocks blew apart, masses of rotting Besh

and fish bones flew into the air. Some provincial fisheries staffkollected exhausted fish
below the blockade, slit them open and took their spawn to provincial hatcheries."
Crews were sent into the woods to hew timber to produce towers on either side of the
river to support a crossing of cables, carrying a shovel to dig out the mess fkom above.

Through the winter, progress seemed steady. The water had dropped. Conditions were

%AC, Pacific Region Office, RG 23, Vol 2307, File 1-1 1, H Walter Doak to AP Halliday, Assistant

lnspector of Fisheries, Oct 22, 1913
'"Napier wrote a short account of the clearing conditions: GP Napier, "Report on the Obstructed Conditions
of the Fraser River at S c u q Rapids, China Bar, Heli's Gate, and White's Creek," Re~ortof the BC
Commissioncr of Fisheries 1914 (19 15): 39-42. McHugh's detailed discussion of the clearing activities is
contained in: JH McHugh, "Report on the Work of Removal of Obstructions to the Ascent of Salmon on
the Fraser River at Heli's Gate, S
m [sic] Rapids, China Bar and White's Creek during the Year 1914,
and the early portion of the year 1915," in Annual Report, Fisheries Branch. Department of Naval Service
1914-15 (1915): 263-275.
"UBC Special Collections and Archives, International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission Papes,
Canners' Scrapbooks (hereafter CSB), "CIearBlockade in River Canyon," Province January 23, 1914

easier, if colder. Sometimes up to ninety men dug, cleared, and passed the rock above the
river and across the channel.
And then al1 the work was destroyed. On February 10, 1914, local CPR workea

felt a steady shower of small rocks during the day; that night, around 10 pm, a huge
section of the cliff, and a fifty-foot section of the CNR railway bed fell into the passage at

The river was
Hells Gate. Railway ties lay by the water's edge "twisted into all ~hapes.")~
again rernade.

When McHugh assessed the damage the next day, he tried io gain a sense of the
width of Hells Gate under the press of the new material. He tossed a rock across the
passage, attached to a line and measured it at around seventy-five feet. Fifieen of those
feet were consumed by barely covered debris underwater. Before the slides, it is
estimated that the passage measured one hundred ten feet in width. The velocity of the
curent passing the gate was now intense; McHugh and his assistants lost their gauges
when trying to rneasure it. The slides had "practically formed a dam," wrote the federal
chief inspector FH Cunningham. And the problems, he continued, were new: "[qhese
rocks will change the currents, and will, of course, obliterate the eddies which existed,
and which assisted these fish in their ascent of the river. In fact, one might say that the
whole character of the river at this point is changed, and this slide has created an entirely

new problem for consideration.""
Standing on top of the ruins of the railroad, examining the scene, McHugh
understood well enough the difficulties ahead, particularly in view of the fact that the
salmon migrations would be upon hem again by July. After the CNR's reluctant response
to the federal department's demands for assistance, the Pacific Coast Dredging Company
was engaged to assist McHugh at cost plus ten per cent profit. What had worked before
-

AC, Pacific Region Office, RG 23,23 1 1, File 5-2 Cunningham to WA Found, Superintendent of
Fisheries, Febniary 18, 19 14
I3[bid.

was tned again. Explosives were employed, the shovel was used, and as material
loosened undenvater, the force of the current carried material away. Similar methods
were used at Scuzy Rapids. By March the water level began a steady creep up the gate's
wall, one foot a day, in McHugh's estimation. Ninety men cleared and fought against the
rising current at the busiest times of the season, trying to ensure as much clearance as
possible before the arriva1 of salmon.
And then they came. On July 3, salmon were observed trying to pass Hells Gate.

McHugh recalled, "the most interesting part of the work was at hand.'13' For over a week,
there was no sign of fish passing Hells Gate. On Juiy 15, three were caught above the
gate. But the massing of bodies below the rough water was becoming ever more
noticeable, and when contrasted with the meager numbers above the gate, called for
attention. Three natives were employed for a number of days, dressed in oil slicks and
souwesters, and instructed to catch fish in the rough water and eddies using dip nets."
Cinching the fish, they would tum and place them in wooden flumes to swim up and
around the obstruction. They assisted perhaps up to twenty thousand fish in this manner.

Other f l u e s , jutting into the rough water, were set up by men hanging from ropes,
"drenched in icy spray" in order to steer the fish through a three hundred foot d i ~ e n i o n . ' ~
Some fish entered, most did not. Below the çrews, the fish danced in a circle: some
climbed up dong the bank on the CPR (west) side of the river and passed through; many
others followed the West bank and then tried to cross the river and pass on the east side,
facing an intense current. Most of these fish were swept back down the river, hit an eddy

and were bmshed yet again into the throngs of salmon attempting passage on the West
side. "1can test@," wrote one CPR employee who viewed this struggle, "that the fish
were doing their best, throwing themselves out of the water in their eagemess and
34McHugh,"Report," p 270
"NAC, Pacific Region Office, RG 23, Vol 2307, File 1-18, McHugh to Cunningham, August 23, 1914
"CSB, "Work on Hells Gate Describeci," Province April 16, 1914

wounding themselves against the rocks or the side to get a purchase against the current.""
By mid-August, it appeared that most of the fish trying to do so had passed. But then,
many had probably floated down river, unspawned, as they had the year before. Babcock
judged at the end of the season that few had reached the spawning grounds. "1 ran up to
Adams Lake," he wrote to Charles Gilbert, the Stanford zoologist, "and the Indians there
tell me they had taken but six fish this year. 1 could find none in the Adams River. At
Seton Lake we have about 150 fish. You will admit that the prospect is a poor one."" By
December after the last fish had arrived much of the clearing work was cornplete, and
with the water lower, the site could be inspected at the different points of difficulty.

The results were reassuring. The force of the river seemed to have carried away
many of the large boulders at China Bar and Scuny Rapids, previously weakened by
explosives. The fa11 at Hells Gate. measunng five feet before the slides was now at about

nine feer. It had stood at fifteen feet at the worst moments before the clean up, and six
feet of progress seemed like a lot to McHugh, though it would mean four extra feet for
passing salmon. Only one man had died. Only four men were injured. This seemed like
a good result to the engineer in charge. nie cost of al1 the work totaled 6 1 10,2 12.70. It
would later be paid by the CNR by means of a reduction in a government grant to the
company, after the railway baiked at the expense and an outright payment. At last it
could be said that the matter was finished.
Encomtering an environment without fixed meanings, Babcock and McHugh
explained their experiences in narratives of discovery. They ordered their subjects
through measurement: Babcock tried to account for salmon numbers, McHugh assessed
distances and gauged velocities. They gathered local knowledge and intenvove it with

"NAC, RG 23, Vol 678, File 7 13-2-2[2], William P Anderson to Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
September 26, 1 9 14
"BCARS, GR 435 BC Deparmient of Fisheries, Box 56. File 510, Babcock to Gilbert, Augun 29, 19 14
(copy). Babcock continued his dismal assessrnent in a series of letters to Gilbert in this file.

established principles of biology and engineering: Babcock interpreted intewiews with
locals to produce meaningfbl signs of change and discord, McHugh adopted native
fishing methods in order to help fish pass around the slides. Like discoverers, they took
possession: both Babcock and McHugh ordered the Iandscape and assumed to know how
to correct it; they held the authonty to control space and resources and used it. Although

the event and immediate afterrnath of the Hells Gate slides occurred under a cloud of
confusion, the authors of the accounts, which provide the backbone of the preceding
narrative, imposed sets of meanings that cm only be considered tentative and partial.
From a certain perspective, their emphasis on the unknown served to excuse their
inability to identiQ and correct the problems sooner: the accounts contain an embedded
rhetoric. Unfortunately, it is difficult to balance their descriptions and judgments against
others; they are the only authors of substantial accounts of the slides and clearing
activities. To begin to understand the flow of meanings through Hells Gate in 1913-14,
and then the continuing Stream of questions and arguments that followed in their path, it
is necessary to establish contexts for understanding the significance of the slides for
native peoples, the commercial fishery, regulators and scientists.

**************+***************
The slides at Hells Gate and the restoration attempts that followed them changed the
conditions of the native fishery and impinged on native access to the resource. During
the clearing episode new fishery regulations irnposed drastic cuts on the native catch and
set a precedent for future restrictions. As in other regions of BC in this period, the native
fishery was displaced in the name of conservation and as a means to preserve the supply

of the commercial fishery. Attempts by the Department of Indian P L f f ' , the state
overseer of native rights, failed to protect native access to the resource. In an atmosphere
of nsing political unrest at the conditions of native land and resource rights, native

peoples of the canyon waged an organized defense of their fishing rights and attempted to
alter restoration efforts at the Hells Gate site.
In the midst of clearing the Hells Gate slides, JH McHugh was imtated by the
arriva1 of native peoples, preparing to conduct their traditional fishery. While McHugh
and his teams laboured to excavate debns and blow up portions of the passage, pony
trains arnbled down the hillside in July 19 14, some fiom as far away as the Nicola Valley.
The fishery of the Nlaka'pamux was about to commence. McHugh understood that the
fishery at Hells Gate dated to "time immemonal." but as the natives unpacked their gear
and readied themselves for the arriva1 of the salmon, he becarne convinced that a
"wholesale slaughter" was about to commence. He reasoned that al1 the restoration work
would be for naught, if the fishery were allowed to proceed. In the face of "strong and
organized objection," McHugh ordered restrictions placed on the natives and their
fishery, and assigneci special guardians to police the area and enforce the informal order.

Why were the natives so agitated? McHugh stated that it was possibly "the first time this
ancestral privilege had been in any degree interfered with." He felt sure, nevertheless,
that in the moments when fishing was allowed that season, the natives "doubtless
received al1 the fish they required." It was a self-serving judgment and natives of the
canyon di~agreed.'~
After the slides and the imposition of a new regulatory presence, natives

organized their defense. By the end of M y , after having missed almost a week of prime
fishing, a number of chiefs in the canyon made common cause to publicize their
predicament and force the Department of Indian Affairs to correct the matter. While the
local Indian agent attempted to broker a solution with the Assistant Chief Inspector
Halladay of the Department of Marine and Fisheries on Iuly 25, natives developed
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McHugh, "Report on the Work of Removal of Obstmctions..."p 27 t

another strategy:'

Bypassing their state guardian, Chiefs James of Yale, Michael of

Maria Island, Paul of Spuznim, and Jimmy of Ohamil wrote the departrnent:
We the representative of the tribes of Indians between Hope and Lytton wish to notify you that the fishery
department of New Westminster have stopped us fiom catching salmon in the Fraser River, for our own
use. This we refuse to do. There is no sense of justice in this order, as al1 the fish we Indians would catch
in the year would not equal the number caught in one day by the white men at the mouth of the river. We
Indians wish to tell you that the way to Save the fish is to stop the white men from setting traps and nets, so
blocking the mouth of the river that the fish cannot get up. The white man are to blarne for the scarcity of
fish, and yet they would take away From us Indians the only means of making a living after taking
everything back From us. This we positively refuse to submit to, and look to you for justice. We have now
been stopped six days and we expect damages for this delay.

" m e are the original owners of the land," they continued, "and we know more on the

fish than any individual or government."" After three days without reply, the chiefs
teiegrarnmed again on July 29, demanding action." The following day the department
responded that it had contacted the Department of Marine and Fisheries about the matter
and that this department would send an oficial to investigate and report. No action
would be taken until the said report was received. The chiefs. obviously initated at this
treatment. prornptly leaked the correspondence to the press; it was repnnted in full in the
Vancouver Sun. it was not until the end of the month, after the federal fisheries officer

FH Cunningham had surveyed the scene, that it was decided to change the restriction to a
four day per week fishery?) Cunningham admitted on his return to Vancouver that
natives were indeed "aggrieved" by this decision but that they were sticking to it?' M e r
investigating their legal options, and engaging the firm of Harris,Bull, Harrington and

Mason to press their claims with the Department of Marine and Fisheries in Ottawa,
natives were faced with little choice but to accept the new restrictions or face anest?

SOCSB,"Indians Resent Fish Embargo," Colurnbian, July 25, 1914. In private correspondence, Halliday
wrote that H Graham, the local Indian Agent was agreed that Indian fishing should be restricted: NAC,
Pacific Region Office, Vol 23 11, File 5-7, Halliday to Cunningham, July 28, 19 14
"CSB, "lndians Determined to Get Fish Supply." Vancouver Sun August 4, 19 14
Wh;rl

-

Pacific Region Once. RG 23, Vol 2307, File 1 18, Cunningham to Found. August 13, 1914
"CSB, "Much Debris Still to Move," Columbian August 24, 19 14
4WAC,Pacific Region, RG 23, Vol 2307, File 1-18, Harris, Bull, Harrington and Mason to Halliday,
August 18, 1914
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The cnsis of Hells Gate and its restoration served as the initial trigger for
changing the practice of native fishing nghts in the canyon. But it paralleled a more
general shifi in the regulation of the native fishery in BC that involved increasing
restrictions and a decreasing native catch. In the pioneer period of the commercial fishery
natives worked in and fished for canneries and rnaintained their own food fishery without
significant interference. Their right to fish uninhibited was established in the origind
Douglas treaties on Vancouver Island and outlined in the Fisheries Act proclaimed in BC

in 1878. Such measures recognized the long-standing importance of salmon in native
economy and culture and as a commercial product in native-white trade in the fur trade

e n and after. But with the sharp expansion of canneries around the turn of the century,
native involvement in the commercial industry declined (they were fiequently displaced

by immigrant Japanese fishers), while commercial pressure on the governent to restrict
the native food Cishery grew? In an environment of decreasing supply and an expanding
commercial fishery, native uses of salmon were equated with waste. Natives became
portrayed as depraved animal killers, destroying a resource that could be profitably put to
use. Some cornmentators suggested that a ration system for natives would be better than
preserving their access to fish."
Across the province a series of confrontations after 1900 introduced the new
regulatory regime. Using previously ignored sections of the Fiçhenes Act outlawing
obstructions on rivers and streams, fisheries oficials cracked down on native fishing
traps and weirs across the province, at the behest of local canners. At Babine Lake, on

the upper Skeena, a major stand-off in 1906 over the right of natives to employ fishing
weirs led to a senes of arrests and prosecutions, sensational metmpolitan newspaper

*Arthur J Ray, 1 Have Lived Here Since the World Bepran (Toronto: Lester Publishing and Key Porter
Books, 1996), pp.296-298,302. In 1888 the native fishery was defmed in the revised Fisheries Act and
restrictions were pIaced on gear that could be used.
"CSB, Vancouver News-Advertiser, September 23, 1906, no titîe.

coverage (the event was dubbed the Babine 'uprising'), and finally a trip by chiefs and a
local Oblate missionary to Ottawa to meet with Prime Minister Laurier in order to resolve
the dispute. Other similar incidents occurred on the Cowichan River in 1897, 1908 and
1912, and on Clayquot Sound in 1906? In another case over the use of fishing traps near

Salmon Arm, two arrested chiefs were s p m g from court by a group of fifty native

supporter^.^^ The shift in the regulatory regime produced resistance.
Conflicts over fishing rights were part of a more general struggle over the land
question in BC. M e r 1900 increasing settlement and the expanding white resource
economy placed intense pressures on native societies. As Dianne Newell argues, fishing

rights held a special position within the debate over resource rights, since they
underpinned such a significant aspect of native e~onorny.~'Spurred on by conflicts like
those discussed above, native peoples created local groups to defend their interests, such
as the Nisga'a Land Cornmittee, and the Intenor Tribes, and also forged a pan-regional
organization, the Indian Rights Association. These groups introduced white society to a
new generation of mission-educated leadership with the political skills to engage the
senler society and the practical concems to maintain aspects of traditional livelihood."
At the time of the Hells Gate slides, natives in the canyon were involved in the broader
political debate and were part of a lobby to press for a resolution of resource concems.

One forum for this stniggle, in part created in response to native pressure, was the
joint provincial-federal McKenna-McBride Royal Commission of 1913." Intended to
vent native fiutrations and reassess previous reservation allotments, the Commission
UCSB, "Indians Barricade Cowichan River," Province May 30, 1908; Dianne Newell, Tangled Webs, p.90
' 9 ~ "Indians
~ ~ , are Troublesome," Vancouver News Advertiser Augus 18, 1908
Wianne Newell, Tangled Webs of Historv: Indians and the Law in Canada's Pacific Coast Fisheries
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1993), p.3
'RM Galois, "The Indian Rights Association, Native Protest Activity and the 'Land Question' in British
Columbia, 1903-1916," Native Studies Review B(2) (1 992): 1-34; Paul Tennant, Aboriginal Peo~leand
Politics: The Indian Land Question in British Columbia, 1849-1989 (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1990), pp 8495
'60n
the role of native pressure in forcing some form of response. see: RM Galois. pp 16-19.
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toured the province in 1913 14, interviewing natives and Indian agents and surveying
native communities. Narrowly conceived in the view of many native protesters, the
commission was boyconed by some groups for excluding more fundamental questions of
land title. In the fa11 of 1914, a few months &er the dispute between native groups and
the Department of Marine and Fishenes, the Commission toured the Fraser canyon. Not
surprisingly, the commissionen heard more than they might have expected to about fish.
Representatives of the Boothroyd, Cisco, S p m , North Bend and Yale bands al1 raised
the problem. The question put to the commissioners by Chief Paul Heena of the

Spuuum band aptly summarizes the concem: "Whose fault was it that I hadn't suficient
food to eat this year? Who was the cause of our poverty? It was not my fault that today
we are poor. I was stopped from providing mysdf with food. No one should be stopped
from providing themselves with food. When they carne to stop me they told me that if 1
did not obey 1 would be put in gaol." One of the cornmissionen pointed out in reply that

the slides originated fiom a variety of causes and that fish needed protection. Heena
countered, "The reason of this slide was caused by the white man." Commissioner

McKema observed that the slide "was not an act of man-it

might have happened if the

white man had never corne to this country." Another speaker, Patrick of Boston Bar
insisted that "God Almighty put me here..." and suggested that it was not God's will to
impose restrictions on native uses of the lands and riven. "...1 don? want to be stopped
from fishing salmon in the River. God made those for our use, and it is fiorn salmon that
1 make my living. Therefore I wish everything to be set free."" In a world of increasingly

circumscribed economic roles, limited lands and new forms of regdation, the slides at
Hells Gate and the fishing restrictions devised to help correct them appeared to native

residents of the canyon as consequences meted out upon innocent bystanders.
"commission testimony may be found in NA, GR 123, Canada Depamnent of Indian Affairs, BC Records,
Vol 1 1025, File A-H-7; quotations are from pp 127 and 275. Cole Harris considers this testimony within
the broader context of encounter in, "The Fraser Canyon Encountereâ, " in The Resettkrnent, p. 134.

Nor did natives fud much to admire in the specific measures chosen to restore the
fishery. As a previous quotation makes clear, there was a strong sense arnongst native
peoples that "we know more on the fish than any individual or govemment." Such
sentiments were not new. Seven yean previously, local Lillooet Indian chiefs had
criticized the Seton Lake hatchery as a destroyer of salmon populations. Afier
marshaling their case in the Vancouver World, they asked rhetorically: "And now is there
anybody who dares to say that we the Indians are the cause of the disappearing of the
salrn~n?"'~Disregarding the authority of salmon experts they identified the instruments
of scientific salmon production as harmful. Subsequent analyses would confirm ihis

view."
At Hells Gate, following the slides and their supposed correction. native

inhabitants of the canyon again cast a jaundiced eye on the practical abilities and
knowledge of fisheries officiais. In the fail of 1916 as McHugh oversaw some continuing
work on Hells Gate, he was confronted by what he called a "deputation" of Indians fkom
the Lytton and Nicola Districts, eager to discuss the department's previous work and
suggest irnprovements.56In particular. they believed that the removal of a key rock in the
gate would help passage significantly. McHugh was prone to dismiss the idea, believing
it would intensify the fiow and remove certain resting pools, but the natives were
adarnant. "They are inclined to criticize the improvement work already done by this
Department at Hells Gate, and suggest that the CPR are standing in the way of
improvernent work at Hells Gate because of the likelihood of destroying the scenic
beauty of this place should they be ailowed to work out their own ideas. This suggestion
%SB "ChiefsWrite Letter to the Worid." The World October 12, 1906
"CSB "Seaton [sic] Lake Hatchery a Miserable Failure"The World n.d., but probably October, 1906;
Gcioff Meggs, Salmon:The Decline of the British Columbia Fishey (Vancouver: Douglas & Mcintyre,
1%I), pp 82-83; Joanne Drake-Teny, The Same as Yesterday: The Lillooet Chronicle the Theft of Their
Lands and Resources (Lillooet Tribal Council, 1989), pp 215 and 224; William F Thompson, Effect of the
Obstruction at Heli's Gate on the Sockeve Salmon of the Fraser River Bulletin 1 (International Pacific
SaIrnon Fisheries Commission, 1945), pp 59-6 1
%AC RG 23, Vol 678, File 7 13-2-2[6], IH McHugh to FH Cunningham, 16 October, 19 16

was, of course, dismissed as being ri di cul ou^."^^ The comment is revealing of a strong

suspicion that matters of environmental regulation were not set simply by fisheries
officiais, but related to a complex industriai and aesthetic politics. Despite McHugh's
dismissal, the practical aspects of the natives' proposai were taken with a degree of
seriousness, or at least according to procedure. FH Cunningham forwarded a photograph
to department officiais in Ottawa showing a group of Natives by the rocks they wished to
remove, accompanied by a letter fiom Chief Benedict of the Boothroyd Band.'

On

reflection, the department turned the suggestion d o w d 9 The local Indian agent,
admitting that he had been under pressure to gain permission for the rock removal for
some time. stated that the band would be deeply disappointed; he noted that it was
"doubly difficult for the Indians to get their winter supply as of 01d."~Whether or not the
specific measures proposed by membee of the Boothroyd band would have improved the
situation. they were keenly aware, by their own expenence fishing, that al1 was not right
with the gate.
In the years and then decades afier the Hells Gate slides, fishing decreased as a
contributor to native economy on the Fraser. In the canyon continuing fishing regulations

and the decreased mns reduced catches to the point where one band allegedly offered to
se11 its fishing rights to the Department of Marine and Fi~henes.~'Such an event was
exceptional, but it points to the disastrous effects of the slides. At certain points during
World War One,native peoples in the canyon had to rely on rations to survive. Altered
fishing regulations in the 1920s made native access increasingly difficult throughout the
"Ibid.

%ACRG 23, Vol 678, File 713-2-2[6], FH Cunningham to WA Found, 20 October, 19 16. 1 have been
unable to locale this photograph.
'9--,Found to Cunningham, 27 October, 19 16
S Stewart, Acting SuperintendentGeneml to GJ Desbarats, Deputy Minister of M&ne and Naval
Service, 27 October, 1916, containing enclosure: H Graham [Indianagent] to Department of Indians
Affiirs, 2 1 October, 1916
6'Depamnentof Fisheries, AnnuaI Report, 19 18 ( f 9l9), p. 12,cited in Dianne NewelI, Tangled Webs,
p.117.
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Fraser basin." "The s a h o n question," protested Chief James Paul of Spuzzum in 1922,

"is the mon important of al1 things for us. We must have fiee access to the salrnon for
our food?"

At Spuuum, some natives like Willie Bobb responded to the new state of

affairs by finding waged work on the raihoad, gardening, fishing and working at a mining
claim; still others retreated into the mountains, hunting "in the old ways as long as they
were able.. .'* North of the canyon on the Nechako plateau, Carrier groups reonented
their livelihood, hunting more intensively for moose than previously, turning to the
Skeena system for fish and exploiting a nse in fur prices to respond to changing
environmentai condition^.^' The slides produced long-term effects for native economy
and society in the river basin.

*****************************
Operators in the commercial fishery had a more oblique connection to the Hells Gate
slides than native peoples in the canyon and were less affected by its irnmediate
consequences. At the comrnanding heights of the industry, there was little knowledge of
the incident until the story was carried in the metropolitan press in the fdl of 19 13, and
even then there was precious little outpouring of anxiety or c o n f u ~ i o n .What
~ record
exists of industry attitudes, however, is revealing. In the fa11 of 1914, a gathering

occurred of the BC Canners' Association-- made up of al1 of BC's important fish
processing firms-- with two fishenes officiais, the federal Chief Inspector FH
aThe Depamnent of Indian Affairs objected to the increased restrictions: NAC RG 23 Box 679, File 7132-2[8] H Graham, Indian Agent, Lytton BC to Duncan Campbell Scott, Deputy Superintendent General of
lndian Affairs, Nov 7, 1925. Scott fonvarded this correspondence to the Department of Fisheries, but the
de~artmentwould not change the re~ulations.
" b o t e d in Laforet and YO&, souz&m, p 190. This protest recorded the views of Paul and "seven othen"
as reported by James Teit in a 1922 report for the Department of Indian on the economic affairs of natives
of the raser.^
Laforet and York, S~uzzum,p 106
6s~ougIas
R Hudson, "Internd CoIoniaIism and Industrial Capitalism," in SA TS'E:Historical Perspectives
on Northem British Columbia ed. Thomas Thorner (Coflege of New CaIedonia, l989), pp. 178-1 8 1. This is
a chapter fiom Hudson's PhD thesis on the Carrier Indians of northern BC.
&Oneexception to this genenlization was HB Bell-Irving. See his account of the slides recorded in 1913
quoted in: HB Bell-irving, "Conditions in the Fraser Canyon- A Canadian View," Pacific Fishennan 28(8)
( J ~ l y1930): 16-17.

Cunningham and the Provincial Deputy Commissioner, McIntyre. Discussing a number

of important issues for the fishing industry, the meeting ended with a series of concluding
motions. One of them refened to Hells Gate:
That this meeting heartily endorses the efforts made by the Government for removing slides and other
obstructions which prevented sahnon from reaching the spawning grounds, and also in preventing Indians
and others from taking out fish which were temporarily barred from ascending until such obstructions were
rerno~ed.~'

With a bluntness appropriate to the genre, the cannery representatives established their
approval for state actions in protecting their interests against environmental obstructions
and native claims. It was characteristic of canner-state relations in the early twentieth

century that issues of habitat restoration could provide grounds for agreement and
acceptance. Although over-fishing might logically have been implicated in the poor
retums to spawning grounds in 19 13, it was easier to focus attention elsewhere.
Well before the fish struggled at Hells Gate in 1913, they had passed a gauntlet of
nets. Reniming From the ocean by the West coast of Vancouver Island, the majority of
fish approached the mainland via Juan de Fuca Strait. Crossing invisible human
boundaries, sketched on parchment, they entered Amencan waters and were caught in

fish traps and purse seine nets, in high numbers. When fisheries officiais tabulated the

pack at the end of the season, it would be s h o w that Amencans, fishing for Puget Sound
canners, had reaped about sixty per cent of the total catch." Once back into Canadian
waters, fish proceeded to the Fraser estuary, where again gillnets appeared, hanging fiom

the hulls of boats sporting sails and oan, and staffed by natives, whites, and Japanese
fishers. They would be canned in one of thu-ty-five canneries in the Vancouver region,
and handled in these places by a predorninantly native and Iapanese female labour force.

1913 was an exceptional year, one of the famous big years of the sockeye runs, and the
canneries overfiowed; well over two million cases were produced. Reports of the season
6 7 ~Special
~ C Collections and Archives, BC Salmon Canners' Association Minute book (March 13, 19 14October 9, 1920), entry Nov 25, 19 14, p.2 t
*See actual figures of the catch as reported in the Report of the BC Commissioner of Fisheries below.

told of fishen throwing fish overboard because the cannenes were il1 prepared for the
comucopia."
The force of this fishery- international, competitive, and largely open- was
barely restrained by the state. Despite some notable attempts, no international agreement
bound the US and Canada's catch levels; with more efficient (and destructive) technology

like fish traps, and fewer regdations than in Canada, American fishers reaped large
retums without concem for conservation. Canadian fishers were only slightly more
constrained. Ever since the reception of Canadian fishery legislation after Confederation,
the emphasis of federal policy had been to allow the industry to grow, while supporting
measures to increase ~upply.~'Experiments with limited cannery licenses, weekiy closed
periods and gear restrictions helped to impose certain limits, but were fiequently ignored
by the industry and poorly enforced." The state was more effective when collecting
statistics, or, as occurred increasingly in the 1920s, excluding Japanese fishen on racist
grounds with support of white and native fishers and cannes.'' Conservation, such as it
existed, opented in the limited field of habitat restoration and hatchery production.
Supported by canners in their quest to improve upon nature, the federal and provincial
departments sponsored hatchery programs and became ever more vigilant in their quest to
remove native fishing traps, decrepit mining dams, landslides and logging slash in
smaller s t r e a ~ n s .Rather
~ ~ than contend with the boiler politics of fishing regdation,
fishenes officiais used the field of habitat restoration as a regulatory release valve.
Although the state imposed a light regulatory hand, the industry created its own

foms of control on the rapacious growth of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
*~eggs,Salmon, p 95

'O~nthonyScott and Philip A Neher, "The Evolution of Fisheries Management Policy," in Scott and Neher
eds., The Public Regdation of Commercial Fisheries in Canada (Ottawa: Econornic Council of Canada,
1981). P 1 1
"~ewell.Taneled Webs, pp 70-71 ;Scott and Neher, p I 1
%ewell, Tannled Webs, p 85; Arthur Ray. 1 Have Lived Hne, p.305
"Lyons, Salmon, "Appendix 17 Salmon Hatcheries operated in British Columbia by the Dominion
Government, 1884- 1935". p 668; NeweIl, Taneled Webs, p 52

century. Since the first canneries had been planted on Lulu Island in 1871, the industry
had grown to include sixteen cannenes in 1890 and forty-two by 1900." In the pioneer
fishery, until the late 1880s, these canneries were locally controlled and small in scale.
As the fishery developed, and new markets for canned salmon of different varieties
opened in Britain, the commonwealth and parts of Europe, outside capital fiom the US
and Britain provided the basis for expansion." In an attempt to scale back cornpetition

and benefit fiom economies of scale, BC Packers was formed in 1902, merging twentytwo previous fims and absorbing control of over fifty per cent of the Fraser ~ a t c h . ' In
~

terms of regulating the size of the catch, attempts were made at different times to agree on
closed periods to ailow for fish escapement to the spawning grounds."

In a few extreme

periods when catches declined sharply, some canners proposed the total cessation of
fishing for a four year period to allow runs to rebuild; with al1 of the different interests
involved, however, and uncertainty as to the practical results of such an undertaking, a
closure of this kind never occurred. Less drastically, certain firms sponsored their own
hatcheries as a means to supplement their 'capital stock'." Memben of the canning
interest were thus highly conscious of the potentiai volatility of the industry imposed by
changing conditions and unchecked growth in catch capacity. But in a resource economy
of lightly controlled access, such concems, even when backed by powemil cannery
interests, could not begin to establish boundaries of conduct.
In a peculiar sense the Hells Gate episode of 1913- 14 bore out the concems of
indusû-y and state about the health of inland waters, while diverting attention yet again
'4~yons,p 706. Note that the number of canneries operating fluctuated from year to year, depending on
expectations of a big run, or a low year. After 1902 and the merger into BC Packers certain canneries
were closed. The number on the Fraser fell to 2 1 in 19 10, 15 in 19 1 1, 14 in 19 12, but then expanded again
to 35 in 19 t 3 in expectation of a big m.
" ~ a v i d1Reid, "Company Mergers in the Fraser River Salmon Canning Industry, 1885- 1902,"Canadian
Historical Review 58(3) (September 1975): 282
"~eid,"Company Mergers"

fiom questions about the fishery. Its results were slow to arrive, as the sockeye spawning
cycle operates on a four-year basis. Whereas native fishen felt the slides' effects
immediately because of increased regdations and declining r e m s above the canyon, the
commercial fishery experienced a four-year delay. But in 1917, at last, the full effects of
the slides reached the cannery interests downstrearn and with crushing force. Whereas

the 19 13 catch stood at 2,40 1,488 cases (Fraser canners took 736,66 1;Puget Sound
canners, 1,664,827), in 1917 it was a paltry 559,732 (148,164 for Fraser Canners,
41 1,538 for Puget Sound Canner~).'~Although John Pease Babcock assured the public
that the slides had been cleared and returned to their original condition, the big year cycle

of sockeye appeared to have been destroyed, or at the very least diminished substantiaily.
The Industrial Progress and Commercial Record, an optimistic booster of BC business as
its title suggests, announced "The Decline of the Sockeye" in August 1917. The Hells

Gate disaster was fingered as the major cause.80 Henry Bell-Irving, a pioneer canner and
a prescient observer of the industry, stated before a Royal Commission investigating the
fishery in 1916 that the Fraser fishery was "practically a thing of the past." He hoped the
sarne fate would not befdI the northem rivers?

Table 1: Fraser River Sockeve Catches on the 'Bip Year9 Cvcle 1901-1933"
I

Year
1901

Total Catch

"Rewn of the Commissioner of Fisheries (BC) 1917 (1918), p. 19. This report revised earlier figures for
19 13 that were slightly higher.
DOTheDecline of the Sockeye,"Industrial Prouess and Commercial Record Vol V(4) (August 19 17):
385-390
%id.
a x e s e statistics are taken fiom the calculation of the combined Canadian and Arnerican catch in George
A Rounsfell and George B Kelez, The Salmon and Salmon Fisheries of Swihure Bank. m e t Sound and
the Fraser River Bulletin 27 of the US Bureau of Fisheries Vol. XLiX (Washington: US Department of
Commerce, 1938): 76 1-762

1929
1933

The Hells Gate disaster helped to reinforce a spatial and species shifi in the
organization of the BC commercial fishery. Already, before the slides, growth in the
industry was occurring on new fishing grounds in the north, on the Skeena, the Nass and
at Rivers Inlet. Aft er 1913, expansion to these new fields only increased, as Fraser stocks
declined? The remaining fishery on the Fraser responded to new conditions by
expanding the breadth of its reach: reacting to new markets for pink salmon and other fish
species, canneries diversified their product lines. Following a pattern of industrial
fisheries worldwide. the Fraser canners responded to species collapse by bottom feeding:
fishing less lucrative species more intensively, and traveling down the food chain in

search of new products.
The 19 13 big year catch was the last of its kind. From the vantage point of the
coastal metropolis in 1917, the Hells Gate slides appeared like a mystenous interior force,
destroying an indusuy built on the myth of inexhaustible supplies. The cannery interest
failed to take the opportunity to examine seriously its own role in the downtum, but
instead reinforced pressure on govenunent to improve conditions, and allow industry a
free hand to reorganize its fishing effort. Responding to market factors and the
environmental conditions created in part by the Hells Gate slides, the industry expanded
its spatial focus and plumbed the ocean's depths.

The decline in the commercial catch placed new pressures on state regulators to respond
to concerns over habitat restoration and to monitor the Hells Gate site for m e r
problems. Mer 1914, an on-site guardian reported on conditions at Hells Gate for the
federal department, and John Pease Babcock continued his annual inspection. At
aDianne NewelI, "Dispersai and Concentration: the Slowly Changing Spatial Pattern of the British
Columbia Salmon Canning Industry," Journal of Historical Georrra~hv14(1) (1988): 22-36

different times, Amencan authorities, encouraged by an increasingly skeptical Puget
Sound cannery lobby, toured the scene and offered more critical assessments suggesting
that problems might still exist at Hells Gate." Pressure on fisheries oficials rose as
Fraser River cannen, starved of their former supply, began to criticize govenunentai
efforts as well. Two exposés written by Paul M Smith and published in The Province
[on August 15 and September 4, 1926,] focused the department's attention by charging
that Hells Gate was a menace to salmon and that former clearing efforts had failed."
In a move aimed to stem cnticism, restore official legitimacy and sincerely
approach the basis of the concern, a board of engineers was appointed in 1926 under the
auspices of the Department of Marine and Fishenes. Was Hells Gate restored to its
former condition, or could it be improved? Those were the questions put to the board
consisting of JH McHugh (Fisheries Engineer, Department of Marine and Fisheries), CE
Webb (District Chief Engineer, Dominion Water Power and Reclamation Survey), PE
Doncaster (District Engineer, Public Works Canada), and HW Hunt (Assistant Engineer,
Department of Marine and Fisheries). To answer the criticisms, the engineers conducted
tests in hydraulics. They pursued a series of investigations at the Hells Gate site on
Stream flow, velocity levels, and turbidity over different points of the year; they
constnicted contour maps, painted a new gauge on the gate's granite walls and managed
to develop a more finely tuned mode1 of water movement than had existed previously.
They found that at low water the surface width of the channel was eighty-£ive feet, but
could attain a width of one hundred eighty feet at high stages. The remarkable variability
of the gate was etched in sharp relief.'
M N ~ CRG
, 23, Vol 679, File 7 13-2-2[12], Arthur S Einarsen, Washington Division of Fisheries, ''A Report
on an Inspection Trip to the Fraser River Watershed," June 29, 1939 [Look at Doyle paper notes for other
instances]
WAC,RG 23, Vol 679, File 713-2-2[8], J McHugh, "htenrnReport o f the Engineers Enquiring into the
Fraser River Conditions at HeIl's Gate and Bridge River Canyon,"nd. McHugh mentions the Province
articles in spuning the first meeting of the Board.
%AC, RG 23, Vol 679, File 713-2-2[9], CA Webb, "Interim Report on Hydraulic Investigations, carried
out by Dominion Water Power and Reclamation Service on Hell's Gate, July 1927"[dated July 9, 1927

The engineers also sought the aid of fisheries officiais and recorded their views.

TE Scon the federal guardian at the site believed fish did not encounter unusual obstacles
at Hells Gate. As the direct observer of the site since 1913, his views held considerable
weight. Furthemore, Babcock, the provincial assistant commissioner, concurred. He
believed that previous work was satisfactory and that M e r intervention might h m
rather than improve current conditions. In confidence, he told one canner that he believed
that negative reports emanated "from men who are desirous of getting con tract^."^'
However, AP Halladay, the federal inspector of fisheries for district nurnber one,
disagreed. He felt that Hells Gate was still a problem and that more work was required.
He hoped the engineen could propose solutions."
The Final Report of the Board of Engineers released in 1928 provided an
ambivalent answer. The Engineers weighed their evidence and suggested that turbulence
was probably the greatest problem for fish. Turbulence was created by the "conflicting
currents set up by the great irregularities on both river banks as well as on the Stream
bed." To counteract this condition, the river could be straightened. This might not
reduce velocity (it might increase it), but it could well reduce turbidity." Although it is
impossible to know, it would be interesting to discover how close this rock removal
recornmendation came to that suggested by memben of the Boothroyd Band in 1916. At
any rate, conscious of the limits of their knowledge, the engineea suggested a cautious
response.
The stunbling block of the report was that it could not answer enough questions

for the Department of Marine and Fishenes about how al1 of this would affect fish. The
-

-
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"BCARS, GR 435, BC Depamnent of Fisheries, Box 108, File 1069. Babcock to Bell-Irving, AngloBritish Columbia Packing Company, May 22, 1928 (copy)
uMc~ugh,"InterimReport..." and NAC, RG 23, Vol 679, File 7 l3-2-2[9], I A Motherwell, Chief Inspecter
of Fisheries to WA Found, Director of Fisheries, Department of Marine and Fisheries, March 15, 1927.
'%AC, RG 23, Box 679, File 713-2-2[1] M McHugh, CE Webb, PE Doncaster, RM Taylor and HW Hunt,
"Final Report of the Engineers Enquiring into Fraser River Conditions at Weil's Gate, 1926-1928," July 27,
1928

omission of trained fishery experts from the investigation is striking and it points to the
inability of the department to raise a team competent for the task at this date, and the
implicit assumption that problems of construction and river training should involve
engineers, and only engineers. At one point WA Clemens of the Biological Board in
Nanaho suggested that tagging experiments be conducted to measure the rate of fish
passage, but his idea was not taken up either by the Board of Engineers or the station at
~ a n a i m o ? As a later chapter will suggest, this omission was tragic. Faced with a report
on physical conditions, senior fisheries officiais asked biological questions.
"Unfortunately," wrote JA Mothenvell, the federal chief inspector in the province, in
response to the report, "there is evidently no one who can Say just what a salmon is
capable of doing under the several phases of fluctuating conditions experienced at points
where rapid or broken water o c c ~ r s . "Consequently,
~~
Motherwell judged, the report
failed on the crucial lack of knowledge of salmon, and therefore, could not be
implemented without serious risk of harming fish. No changes were made. Members of
the fishing industry, hlly briefed on the investigation and the department's conclusions,
accepted that the state had responded to their request for a re-examination and thanked
them for their efforts?' Here was the Board's only success: in revising the public
perception of the department's legitirnac~.~~
The focused scientific investigation of Hells Gate fiorn 1926 to 1928
demonstrated that scienrists and fisheries officials were also challenged by the longer-

-

WAC, RG 23, Box 679, File 713-2-2[9], JA Motherwell to WA Found, A p d 19, 1928. Why it was not
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canyon." BCARS, GR 435, BC Department of Fisheries, Box 107, File 1064, CW Harrison to Motherwell,
September 29, 1927 (copy).

term consequences of the slides. M e r over ten years since the slide clean up of 19131914, officiais were still responding to doubts and attempting to shore up their legitimacy
in the face of industry criticism. The flow of meaning through Hells Gate was as much a
political problem for the department as a strictly physical question of flow and turbidity.
Its response, pnvileging hydraulic research over the biological, and then jettisoning
recommendations for the lack of salmon knowledge, suggests the confused understanding
of the problem and the perception of the dangers of any attempt to tamper with the flow-either in its physical or syrnbolic aspects.

***************************
The Hells Gate siides remade the Fraser River, the salmon and their clairnants. Moving
earth, rock and debris changed the river's flow, threw up an obstacle to salmon and
transfomed the way that water and salmon confronted the gate. Throughout its history
Hells Gate has been a focusing point of ecological and social power. Along its banks
complex systems of social regulation emerged in native societies to control access. M e r
the slides, fisheries oficials annexed social authority at Hells Gate; native resource nghts
were ignored and ovemdden. Pressed by a commercial fishery with an expanding
appetite for product, fisheries oficials atternpted to repair the dificulty and Iater restore
confidence in the soundness of conditions.
The natural and social changes stemrning fiom the slides were experienced within
shifiing spatial realms. At Hells Gate, native access was limited; fisheries officiais
incorporated the canyon as a zone of control and concem; the fishing industry gained
infiuence in the regulation of salmon spawning habitat. By restncting salmon migration,
the slides created new natural spatial limits: above the canyon salmon became more rare,
and in the ocean less numerous. The salmon's clairnants, native peoples and the
commercial fishery, re-directed their activities in space: native peoples shifted their
econornies towards more hunting, gathering, agricultural and wage labour activities; the

commercial fishery aitered its emphasis to different species and re-directed the bulk of

fishing effort to northern rivers. A slide, triggered by a technology aiming to cornpress
time and space, produced a cascading set of effects that reordered the natural and social
spaces of British Columbia Fraser's legacy collided with Coyote's world.

Chapter 3:

Building Dams and Protecting Salmon: The F i n t Stage

One year before the discovery of the Hells Gate slides, a Vancouver firm with the modest
title of The International Railway and Development Company (IRDC) announced plans

to build a hydroelectnc dam. There was nothing startling in that. Dams of this sort had
been erected in the city's hinterland since 1903; plans for other dams were on the drawing
board. But this dam seemed different; it inspired superlatives in those who described it,
and their adjectives were always synonyms for bigness. A breathless reporter suggested
that the firm, backed by English capital, had five million dollars imrnediately available,
and twenty million in the ofTing. It intended to create a system of electric railways
throughout the Lower Mainiand- no matter that the market was already served by
cornpetitors. Most spectacular of ail, the company's dam- the comerstone of the venture-

- would span the mighty Fraser, "the father of British Columbia waters", crossing the
river "two miles and a half above Yale, right where the whole torrent of the erratic and
hitherto regarded as unconfinable river pours its glacial flood between the nmow walls of
a deep canyon that has taken countless ages to wear."' The dam's location, in other
words, would be just below Hells Gate.
A spectacular promotion, no doubt: but was this anything more than a speculative

venture aiming to unsettle the already fiactious local utilities market? Perhaps not, but
the proposal was more than superficial. On the syndicate sat the MP HH Stevens and a

local insurance agent, EW Leeson; the firrn had a credible engineer, Daniel MacDuff. In
a few months they would present detailed plans to the provincial government, drawn on
blue oil paper, accompanied by a persuasive document suggesting that a dam like this one
would bring great economic growth. The IRDC applied for water rights and a storage
area of 5000 acres stretching up the canyon.*
*WC SpeciaI Collections and Archives, International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission Papen,
Canners' Scrapbooks (hereafler CSB), "Will Halt River and Erect Huge Power PIant," The World, June 24,
1912
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The fisheries interest sat up and took notice. The day following the
announcement, caMery operators interviewed by the press expressed concern that hami
might be done to the salmon fishery. "Cannes state that while small dams have at times
been erected in streams tribuîary to the Fraser River, they have always been a menace to
the fishermen even though equipped with fishways up which salmon theoretically could

climb." The cannen promised to protest the scheme to the provincial and dominion
governments.3
The company's application to the provincial governrnent attempted to deflect the
fisheries argument. The plans for the dam portrayed a river cut in two: a power channel,
protected by fish screens ran parallel to a free conduit, the reputed fish passage. In narrow
spots, Eish ladders would be installed. "We absolutely guarantee to keep fish out of our
proposed Power Canal, and we shall not consider the cost in accomplishing that feat, to
the entire satisfaction of the Department of Fisheries," wrote Company directors with

much self-confidence but probably little sense of costs.4
Accommodation, however, was not the only game. With a rhetonc that set a fine
standard for later power developen, the Company appealed to the governrnent's sense of
economy and progress. "The economic importance of the Fraser River fishenes is
unquestioned. The economic importance, however, of the vast amount of electric energy
which the Fraser River is capable of generating, and the still greater economic importance

of the eiectric railways, new farms, new toms, and new industries, -- al1 of which are
possible, and probable, with an ample supply of Power, must not be lost sight of, for the
point at issue not only affects the use of the Fraser, but also every other similar fish

~ C S B"Salmon
,
Canners May Oppose Dam," The World, June 25, 19 12
4 ~ CGR435,
~ ~Department
~ , of Fisheries, Box 6 1, File 565, Daniel MacDuff to Babcock, December 1 1.
1912; and "Information for the Department of Fisheries, Victoria, BC in Co~ectionwith the AppIication
of the International Railway and DeveIopment Company,Ltd, Vancouver BC for Water Power Righi.. on
the Fraser River." [nd]

Stream in the Province." Would it be, the company asked, fish or progress for British
Columbia?s
Before provincial politicians could muster an answer, the whole venture fell apart.
The reasons why are unknown. Did the Comptroller of Water Rights tum d o m the idea?

He had certainly received an unenthusiastic review of the proposa1 fiom the provincial
fishenes cornmissioner.6 Had the company caught wind of the fact that the federal
Department of Fisheries intended to block the scheme? It was within the realm of
possibility. Or had that magical financial backing melted like the snows that fed the
mighty river, d e r a winter of chilling promise? The reasons hardly matter, for in place
of this dam of destiny, another more infamous dam would fil1 the void. Hells Gate would
slide into the canyon where the IRDC proposed to build. A celebrated scheme would be
surpassed by an infamous disaster.

..........................
Whereas Hells Gate slid, without design or malice, the IRDC dam was planned,
met with critics, faced a governrnental process of regulation and failed on the shoals of
financiai inability. Although the IRDC dam was never built and- put in its proper
context-never

posed a threat to the Fraser, or to other electrical utilities in the

Vancouver region, its momentary rise and fa11 provides a parable of the beginnings of
fish-power conflicts in the early twentieth century. The questions posed and
incompletely answered about this dam would be raised in a variety of disputes fiom the
ni of the

century to the 1930s: What is the public interest? How it is to be decided?

What happens when public interests collide?

In attempting to understand how these questions h e d different disputes, this
chapter considers a vatiety of dam cases involving a wide cast of characters. The
~ CGR~435,~Deparhnent
~ , of Fishenes, Box 61, File 570, Deputy Commission of Fisherics to IF
Armstrong, Acting Comptroller of Water Rights, December 5, 1912 (copy).
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approach is chronological and follows a spatial trajectory ftom the upper basin, to the
lower basin to Vancouver Island. Disputes over resource extraction dams at Quesnel
Lake and on the Adams River around the turn of the century suggest the problems of
regulating hinterland facilities; the accounts of the rise of hydro-electric dams fiom 1903
to the 1920s introduce the political and economic forces driving and constraining dam
development in the lower basin; and dam fights over Buttle Lake and the Nimpkish River
on Vancouver Island in the late 1920s focus attention on looming contlicts over
jurisdiction and policy at both the provincial and federal Ievels. Each case is introduced
with necessary detail to dlow for consideration of the connecting question of the chapter:

how were dams regulated by the state?
Students of the regulatory process have considered rnost of the industries that
constructed dams in the Fraser basin and beyond in the early twentieth century. Mining,
forestry and utility development in BC have al1 been well served by historians asking
how the state sought to control private capital in the public interest? For the most part,
however, historians have considered regulation as pnmarily a political and economic
pro blem. By inserting an extemality- the environment- within this established

framework of analysis, this chapter attempts to approach some old questions with some
new evidence and a modified approach.

The problem of designing dams to accommodate salmon migration was a minor
concem of dam developers and most provincial and federal officiais before the 1920s.
Compared to electricity rates, closed seasons in the fishery, or timber lease policies, the
problem of fish passage was a relatively ûivial matter. Only in events of major
7~hristopherAmistmng and HV Nelles, Monowlv's Moment: The Or~anizationand Reeulation o f
Canadian Utilities. 1830- 1930 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986); Patricia Roy, "The British
Columbia Electric RaiIway Company, 1897-1928: A British Company in British Columbia," PhD Thesis,
University of British Columbia, 1970; Jeremy Mouat, The Business of Power: Hvdro-Efectricitv in
Southeastem British Columbia 1897- 1997 (Victoria: Sono Nis, 1997). One study that does consider interconnections between environmental change and regulation is: Richard Rajala, Clearcutting the Pacific Rain
Forest Production. Science and Reeulation (Vancouver: üElC Press, 1998).

environmental impact and organized protest from the cannery interest did state regulation
of dams for the fishery arnount to much. And even in such events, the exercise of state
authority sometimes did not occur effectively because of technical inability, jurisdictional
confusion or the accornmodating practice of the federal department. Only in the late

1920s did a concerted discussion of policy between federal and provincial officiais occur
in the light of a dam dispute on the Nimpkish River and in the shadow of Amencan
developments on the Columbia. With such a haphazard state response to the dangers of
dams, it is remarkable that more damage- and what occurred was considerable- did not
befall salmon runs in the Fraser basin. Two tentative contextual reasons may be offered
to explain the Iimits of darnage: first, the (largely) monopolistic character of power
development in the Vancouver region encouraged a conservative development schedule
and the intensification of existing sites rather than rapid growth into new watersheds;

second, because of the collapse of resource export markets in the 1930s, a number of
power schemes in important salrnon streams were canceled. Salmon, arguably, were
more Iikely to be protected in the early twentieth century by serendipity than any formal
regulatory process.

The state could control or modiQ dam development in a number of ways in the early
twentieth century. Jurisdiction, as in so many mattea, was split between the federal and
provincial govemment. Leaving aside for the moment the complicating factor of railway
belt jurisdiction (discussed in Chapter One),authority over water development fell within
the provincial field and fisheties the federal. Questions of navigation and boundary

waters were also assigned to the federal power, but in the cases under discussion, these
factors did not play a significant part.
As alluded to earlier, provincial control of water development projects in the early

twentieth century underwent a major re-organization to rein in an unwieldy system. At

the tum of the century, the relevant legislation found its core in the original Gold Field
Acts of 1859; water licensing occurred on a local b a i s with no overall system
articulation. The problem of water rights conflicts and the looming possibility of large
water development projects led to change by the end of the century's fint decade. In
1909 revisions to the Water Act, proposed and designed by American water experts hired
for the purpose, overhauled the Legislation to provide a centralized form of control that
coordinated water surveys and nghts, and imposed limitations of beneficial use.
Overseen by a centrai administrator- the Cornptroller of Water Rights- the system of
granting rights became more public and judicial in character. Projects required public
advertisement in advance and objections could be raised by outside parties in forma1
hearings oveneen by the Comptroller. Premised on the virtues of centralization,
rationalization and expertise, the Water Act of 1909 established a new conservationrninded system that paralleled reformist water legislation in various North Arnerican
jurisdictions, as well as legislation in BC's other resource fields.8 The relationship
between water development and the fisheries, however, was not explicitly broached until
the 1914 revision of the water act. It stated "proper provision shall be made by every
licensee to the satisfaction of the Comptroller...for the erection and maintenance by the
licensee of a durable and efficient fishway in the stream or other waterway affected by the
w ~ r k s . "By
~ virtue of the change, the provincial Comptroller could- in theory-- control
or halt water projects in order to protect the fisheries. This rarely occurred in practice.
The federal govemment, by contrat, could only react to dams, not halt them. In
the Canadian Fisheries Act (1868), the federal department was granted the authority to
demand fish passage by the ownen of water projects. Section 12 of the Act stated that
Every dam, slide, or other obstruction across or in any stream where the Minister may determine it to be
necessary for the public interest that a fish passage should exist, shall be provided by the owner or occupier
.

-

a ~ u c has the US Reclarnation Act and the BC Forestry Act.
9~uotedin Arthur White, p. 12

with a durable and efficient fishway, to be maintained in practical and effective condition, in whatever
place and of whatever form and capacity will admit of the passage of frsh through the same.1°

A vestige of earlier fishenes legislation in the Canadas, the state's power to adjust dams

for fish passage found precedents in various eighteenth century British and Amencan
statutes, fIom which the Canadian Act probably drew.il The original intention of the
legislation likely referred to mil1 dam obstructions, but the general purpose of
accommodating development to pre-existing resource rights held in the public interest,
remained consistent. A fonnd authority, however, whether stated in the BC Water Act
(1914) or the Canadian Fisheries Act (1 868), was not the same thing as actual application
and enforcement. As the following cases will suggest, the state's power was fiequently

compromised from within and without.

Apart fiom the Iegal and constitutional questions relating to regulating dams,
there were technical problems. What could be done to domesticate a dam, to make it
passable for fish? The answer to this problem was specific to each individual case and
changed over the penod under discussion. But in some variant the answer was a
fishway: a device to carry salmon past dams. In the early years of the century, fishways
were uniformly undependable and expenmentai. Not until the Devlin design of 1909
(which featured a graduated slope with rimes to allow fish to rest) did fishway designs
approach a standard that took fish biology as well as engineering principles into
account. l2 Contemporaneous with the Devlin design, fishways in Canada included a
wide assortment of approaches: EE Prince invented a "fish elevator" for use in New

10~ominion
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Vic. Reg. CAP. LX, Section 12, p 7.
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'*CHClay, Desim of ~ishwavsand Other Fish Facilities (Ottawa: Department of Fisheries, 1961), pp 1415

Brunswick dams in 1913; JP Babcock camed a trench around a rock obstruction on the
Mezidian Falls the year before; and wooden sluiceways were used to pass the Hells Gate
slides in 1913.13 But despite the creativity of such designs fishways remained in a
rudirnentary condition. The Stanford zoologist Charles Gilbert once joked to his
colleague Babcock that he would not spend fourteen cents for most of the devices he had
seen." In any event, fishways could only work on srnaller dams. Anything above
twenty-five or thirty feet judged Arthur White in a Commission of Conservation
publication would be too diffcult to s u r m o ~ n t .Thus,
~ ~ whatever the legal possibilities
for installing fishways, it should be remembered that this legal solution to the problem of
two conflicting resource interests was not aiways, if ever, an environmental panacea.

*****************************
The nineteenth century search for gold in the Fraser basin left a legacy of landscape
artifacts grafled on to the river and its tributaries. Broken sluice boxes hung fiorn
hillsides (some of which remain), placer slides ran into nven, filling them with mud and
gravel, and wooden diversion dams interrupted natural courses before being washed out

and reclaimed. In this respect, die Fraser was no different than other streams of the
Pacific slope that witnessed the rapid onslaught and then departue of placer mining
development in the nineteenth cenniry. In California, in particular, the damage wrought
by hydraulic methods of mining and diversion dams was legion. By the late nineteenth
century, Congress initiated the California Debris Commission to remove derelict mining
structures and d e b r i s . l W l e California moved towards restoration, however, a new
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mining diversion dam rose in the Fraser basin that would make earlier structures, thrown

up in the boom of the 1858 rush, pale in cornparison. The dam built on Quesnel Lake in
1898 was larger and had more potentid to change the river than any of its predecessors.
Quesnel Lake is located in the northeast section of the Fraser's upper basin. It sits
at the base of an elaborate system of tributary lakes and strearns, including the Horsefly
River. Represented on a map, these tributaries look like a set of fingers pointing east,
with Quesnel Lake as the connecting palm. Through this palm, and into the tributary

fingers, passed a significant proportion of the Fraser's sockeye salmon population at the

tum of the century.17 It was at the outlet of Quesnel Lake, where the lake tumed into the
Quesnel River, that the mining diversion dam was sited. It was stuck, so to speak, at the
base of the palm, cutting off salmon circulation.

John Pease Babcock provided a vivid description of the dam in 1902 on the
second of his annual tours of the basin.18 Brimming with confidence, yet still green with
inexpenence of BC conditions, Babcock judged the dam to be an unmitigated disaster for
the commercial salmon fishery. "No other condition affecting the spawning grounds of

the province is of such pressing moment," he stressed.19 When Babcock first encountered
the dam it must have appeared like a high fence, blocking the precious spawning beds
beyond it. The dam measured eighteen feet high and had a length, fiom end to end, of
763 feet. A curved stnicture, built of wood and rock, it wrapped around the lake in an arc
with a radius of 460 feet. At one end a one hundred foot wide raceway, equipped with a

series of gates, dlowed the lake water to re-enter the naturai river course. Babcock
-
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gauged it flushing past at between twelve and fourteen feet per second. Through one of
these gates a four foot wide structure jutted into the water at a gentle incline: this was the
fishway.

If size alone were not enough to explain the dam's dangers, Babcock painted a
landscape of degradation and decline. Standing on the bank, he described the pointless
effort of the milling sockeye, fighting to climb up the raceway. Apparently unaware of
the fishway, these salmon flew back against the force of the cunent. At the base of the
dam a lone "Chinaman" collected the discharge and cured his winter's supply at the river's
edge. Walking around the site of the dam, Babcock came across the remains of a native
village, deserted, he supposed because the fishery had declined.20 No sign of progress
could be read in the dam's legacy: it symbolized in Babcock's description, a rogue
intrusion into nature's spawning factory.

Part of the effectiveness of Babcock's literary despair was that the dam could
hardly be called a necessary cost of progress. It was an unqualified failure. The dam's
purpose was to hold back the Me's fa11 freshet so that miners might scour the bed for
precious nuggets of gold. The provincial govemment had granted the original water
license to constmct the structure in 188 1 and this was amended three times (though for
what reason is unclear, besides a possible extension). Finally in 1898 the dam was
complete and ready for use. Despite its hopeful name, the original owner and builder of
the dam, the Golden River Quesnel Company, found that the riverbed was more sand than
gold. By the time of Babcock's visit the fim was banknipt and the dam had paçsed into
the hands of English debenture holders.21 Later the Cariboo Hydraulic Mining Company
purchased the rights, but it too would abandon the dam without discovering any gold.

Protest against the dam long preceded Babcock's encounter with the structure. In

the year of its completion and then again the year following, the Fraser River Canner's
Association wrote to the federal department of marine and fishenes to protest the threat it
posed to the spawning grounds. Members of the Association "eamestly prayed that the
Department" would instail a fishway to dlow the salmon passage."

A fishway- entirely

inadequate to the task-- did exist at the time of Babcock's visit, though it is unclear when
it was installed or by whom. The Province newspaper claimed that it was installed by a

federal fisheries oficer who was incompetent; Babcock believed it was added by the
original dam designer Joseph Hunter, CE; and Raymond Prefontaine, the federal minister
of marine and fisheries, claimed in 1903 that his department had recommended against a
fishway and advocated a more ambitious cut in the dam? The thoroughly confused story
sturounding the dam's regulation is evident in the record of the fishway's origin.
Darnaging though the dam was, no public agency seemed ready or willing to
bring its ownen to heel. The decentralized provincial water licensing system in 1899
provided no practical avenue to rein in destructive ventures, had the provincial
government been willing to do so-- and it showed no intentions. The federal Department
of Fisheries. on the other hand, with statutory authority to force remedid work on the

dam, delayed and rnay or may not have demanded a fishway, depending on different
reports. This feeble regulatory response is understandable to a degree: the extent of the

salmon resource was not well known at the time and so too the possible damage fiom the
dam rnay have been unclear; m e r , fishway design in 1899 was not well advanced and
any installation was likely to be expenmental; and lastly, the federal department's
regulatory focus remained the fishery and not the spawning habitat in the late nineteenth
*PSCA, File 1 180.1-17 "Quesnel Dam," WD Hardie to Gordeau, Deputy Minister of Fisheries, May 20.
1899
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~Province
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century, no matter what its legal authority. Yet, bearing this in mind, it does seem odd
that the federal department would expend considerable effort in removing native fishing

weirs and so-called naturai obstructions in the same years, when a dam Iike that on
Quesnel Lake proved so much more of a threat to fishenes reproduction.24 Without any

hard evidence, it is tempting to suggest that the Federal department preferred to earn
public plaudits by 'improving' on nature and attacking native fishing, while ignonng the
messy process of regulating private capital and appearing to restrict progress.
The first serious govemment effort to alter the dam came after Babcock's
intervention in 1902, though he was by no means the prime mover. In February 1904,
following the release of Babcock's report, a group of canners, representing al1 the major
firms operating on the Fraser, arranged a conference in Victoria with the newly elected
Premier Richard McBride.25 Although the question of regulating dams for the fishery
was a federal responsibility, the canners had tried that route in 1898 and 1899 and found

it wanting. The still new provincial fisheries commission-- created because of lobbying
by the cannery interest- provided a new political opportunity to by-pass federal
authority. The deputy cornrnissioner, Babcock, was keen to prove his usefulness to the
industry. And fortunately and fortuitously, the minister who had guided the creation of
the commission through the legislature in 1901 was now sitting as Premier. The canners
met with Babcock and McBride at the Parliament buildings and demanded the installation
of a satisfactory fishway, to be overseen by Babcock. Apparently without concem for
jurisdictional complications, McBride approved the idea. Shortly after the meeting, the

canners sent a telegram to a Mr. Hobson, a representative of the dam's current owner, the
" ~ e echapter on Hells Gate, re: native fishing wein.
2s~riorto the meeting the position of the canners was made public in a cal1 for the dam's removal: CSB,
News Advertiser September 9, 1903. The issue was Iater taken up in the federat parliament, yet without
the governent taking any fim position: CSB, Colonist September 29, 1903. An account of the meeting is
contained in: UBC Special Collections and Archives, IPSFC Collection, Minutes of Committee Meetinps
of the Fraser River Canners' Association, Vancouver. BC (1 900- 19O4), p 294, re: meeting, February 4,
1904.

Cariboo Hydraulic Mining Co.: "Delegation Victoria Vancouver Canners interviewed
Provincial Govemment re Quesnelle [sic] Dam. Govemment agreeable to install fish
ladder as recommended by Babcock. Kindly wire Babcock your consent, so necessary
work can be commenced quickly insure completion this year."26 The consent was
apparently received for by the time of the 1904 spawning season, Babcock had installed a
much wider fishway that, by al1 reports, was a great improvement.
The federal department raised no objection to the provincial role; in fact, it
encouraged it. The federal minister, Raymond Prefontaine instnicted the provincial
minister of mines RF Green in 1903 that although the dam was illegai and the
responsibility of the federal department, the province's original approval of the dam
suggested that it too bore some responsibility.27 AIthough this daim was without any
statutory basis, it did provide the political reasoning behind the federal department's quiet
acceptance of an expanded provincial role. Using the provincial fisheries comrnissioneven corresponding on its behaif- the cannery interest had forced provincial action and
by-passed fedenl jurisdiction entirely. The role of the provincial government showed it
to be a client, rather than as an impartial regulator, of the cannery interest- a reputation
that the government earned in a variety of resource fields.28 The federal department, on
the other hand, appeared not pliant, but inattentive and possibly incompetent.

The debacle of the Quesnel Lake case may have had some Iimited eflect in
focusing federal attention on the problem of dams. In 1909, following reports of
problems with a dam on the Adams River, used for flushing logs down river to the t o m
of Chase, federal oficials rook an active role in cooperating with the provincial deputy
commissioner, Babcock, to establish satisfactory fish passage. Although the fishway
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proved to be somewhat deficient, according to later fisheries scientists, there was, at least,

an attempt made to force the Company to comply with the federal Fisheries Act. The
failure in this case was not due to federal inattention in the first instance, but to the
rudimentary state of fishway technology and the lack of sustained observation.29 As in
the Quesnel case, the hinterland location had a detrimental effect on the ability of
fisheries officiais to assess problems on an on-going basis.
The Quesnel dam was findly dismantled in 1921.'O The drearn of gold had faded

and the danger of a dam break provided the excuse for its wholesale removal. But this
was not before the dam had done considerable darnage to an important upper basin
spawning habitat. In its early years, depending on water levels at the entrance to the
dam's first fishway. the dam played havoc with m s . Although runs allegedly passed the

d a m in 1898 and the fishway in 1901. in 1899 they did not pass at all; in 1900 the runs
were delayed three weeks; and in 1902 they stayed below the dam for nine weeks, many
dying un~pawned.3~
The success of spawnen afler the installation of a new fishway in
1904 was much better according to observers, but how much better is dificult to say. Of
al1 the dams constnicted in the Fraser basin before the 1940s, the Quesnel dam was
arguably the most destructive." It blocked passage to spawning areas in Quesnel Lake

and the Honefly Eüver that provided the largest single site of spawning habitat in the
basin. Babcock estimated that this region accounted for one quarter of the Fraser's
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productivity.33 Retrospective reconstructions of salrnon populations suggest that dong
with over-fishing, the Quesnel dam accounted for major swings in s a h o n population
numbers before 1904.J4 AAer that time, the populations did rebound, only to be hindered
once again when the slides in the Fraser canyon afTected al1 upper basin areas. Besides
the Adams River dam- a notable rival in an ignoble cornpetition-- the Quesnel Lake dam
made a far greater impact on Fraser River salmon than any other dam in the basin before

the 1940s.35

*************************
In the same year that cannes met with Premier McBride in Victoria to plead for fishways
at Quesnel Lake, another dam rose in the lower basin, in the vicinity of Vancouver. The
first hydroelectric facility in the basin, the Coquitlam-Buntzen project would be the
comerstone of supply for the BC Electric Railway Company (BCER), the dominant firm
in the local utilities market. Sited at Lake Coquitlam on the upper end of the Coquitlam
River, the dam diverted water through a pipeline to a powerhouse at Lake Beautihl
(renamed Lake Buntzen) on the north end of Burrard Inlet. Although initially provided
with fishways, after an expansion in 1909 the dam destroyed the runs. While the BCER
fought cornpetitors and played govemments off against one another, it transformed the
river from a place where salmon reproduced, and from which domestic water could be
safely procured, to primady a power river.
The Coquitlarn-Buntzen project remade the course of flowing water. The dam
hemmed in Lake Coquitlam, changing it fiom a headwaters to a storage basin. The
reservoir held the seasonal coastal precipitation, creating a constant source of flow for the
system's turbine generators. A wo and one quarter mile pipeline diverted the water into
33~abcock,R e ~ o nof the Fisheries Commissioner of British Columbia 1902, p 1 1
34niompson.Effect of Obstructions
35 On the environmental efTects of the Adams River dam, see: Mark Hume, Adam's River: n i e Mystew of
the Adams River Sockeve (Vancouver: New Star Books, I994), pp83-84; Roos, Restorinn Fraser River
Salmon, pp 16- 1 7.

Lake Buntzen, fiom which it flowed into Burrard Inlet. The water was channeled through
a powerhouse where turbines transformed the gravity bestowed by the flow into electrical
power, ready for transmission to the urban market. Two formerly separate lakes were
joined to make one source of power.
Hailed as a talisman of progress when e s t erected in 1903, the CoquitlamBuntzen project represented a new level of electrical development in the Vancouver
region in the early twentieth century. Although hydroelectric projects had been in
operation in the Victoria region and the central intenor for nearly a decade, Vancouver's
electn'cal system remained tied to central stations deriving their main power fiom s t e m
generation.36 Now the Coquitlam-Buntzen facility promised to surpass that earlier stage
of development and create more hydropower than any other installation in BC. Rising
nineteen feet from the riverbed. the diversion dam and the powerhouse produced 1500
KWs17 The new project not only marked a technological advance for the BCER, but also
demonstrated the rise of Vancouver as a regional metropolis, with the infiastructure to
match its ambitions and sense of self-importance.
As in most regions of North Amenca, electricity arrived in BC first in the form of
outdoor lighting and then- following quickly behind- in the seat of an electnc street
railway car.38 In Victoria incandescent street lighting arrived as early as 1883 and gained

a firm footing six years later when the Victoria Illuminating Company expanded the
capacity of the local generating plant; in Vancouver similar lighting did not appear until

360n electrical development in the southeast, see: Jeremy Mouat, The Business of Power: HvdroElectricitv in Southeastem British Columbia 1897-1997; on Victoria: Patricia Roy, "The Illumination of
Victoria: Late Nineteenth Century Technotogy and Municipal Enterprise," BC Studies 32 (Winter 197273): 3-24.
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after the fire of 1886. By 1889, electric streetcars ran in Victoria and one year later in
Vancouver. Organized and financed by local businessmen who were supplied through
continental networks of technological transfer, these systems remained small in scale.
During the 1890s, they faced declining profits and volatile demand; one fïrm tried to sel1
its operation to the city of Vancouver without success. Seriously undercapitalized, they
were ripe for plucking by interests that could envision system expansion and- most
critically- finance it.39
The end of what George Green called the pioneering phase of light and power in

BC came with the arriva1 of British capital and organizational expertise under the
umbrella firm, the BC Electnc Railway Company in 1895. In that year, RM HornePayne, on behalf of a group of British investors, took control of the skeletal street railway

systems in Victoria and Vancouver, collected the different illuminating firms and tried to
put this mg-tag coilection ont0 a sure footing as one integrated venture. AAer a number
of years of problems- punctuated with a bankmptcy in Vancouver-- the provincial and
municipal govemments proved only too willing to accommodate. In 1895, the company
obtained a charter fiom the provincial government that rolled over statutory rights of the
pre-existing fimis and provided the BCER with a mandate for further expansion through
mergers and new utility fields, such as telephones. The company also obtained a
'protective clause' to insulate it fiom municipal competition. Six years later, the BCER
negotiated a consolidated agreement with the city of Vancouver on favourable terms that
tied together its different holdings? Added to these formal agreements, over the next
two decades the BCER cultivated relations with the provincial Conservative party under

- -
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Richard McBnde, reminding him when necessary of the BCER's power to disnipt the
province's credit in London markets, should regul-ation become too onerous.41
Before 1903 a s t e m plant in Vancouver fulfilled al1 of the BCERYsmainland
requirements. Although the BCER began investigations of hydroelectric prospects in
1898, the directors of the firm did not rush into an early investment. Developed under a
subsidiary, the Vancouver Power Company beginning in 1902, the Coquitlam-Buntzen
project delivered power to the city for the first time in December 1903.
Two bookends marked 'cornpetition' framed the development of the CoquitlarnBuntzen project fiom its start in 1903 to its expansion six years later. A rival in the local
energy market, the Vancouver Gas Company, provided the fint bout of competition. Just

as the Vancouver Power Company broke ground on the new scherne, the gas Company
began a price war to unsettle its growing riva1.Q As it turned out, the challenge was not

fundamental; strangely the gas company's eastem owner, William Mackenzie, pursued it

as a form of revenge against the BCER's generous wage rates.l3 Having weathered this
first storm, the BCER decided to avert future ones and bought out the gas Company in

1904. With the Coquitlam-Buntzen project complete, the B CER dropped its electricity
rates and watched rising demand take up its vast new supply. Cornpetition had suggested

a lesson in power marketing: lower rates expanded demand and created new markets.u
From 1906 to 1912, the nurnber of commercial customers for BCER electricity rose fiom
246 to 2,555.45
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The rapid expansion of electrical use in the Vancouver region led to a M e r
expansion of the Coquitlam-Buntzen facility beginning in 1909. At this time a new rival
appeared in the hydroelectric market, the Stave Lake Power Company. The company
controlled Stave Lake a possible countenveight to the Coquitlam-Buntzen site in the local
geography of power, located some fi@

miles east of New Westminster, north of the

Fraser River. Surveyed in 1897, a year before similar investigations at Lake Coquitlam,
the Stave site promised great potential power possibilities through the combination of
storage in Stave Lake and a substantial head, created by an eighty foot high set of falls.46

The Columbian newspaper later waxed poetic that the site made "one wonder if an Al1
Wise Providence did not have an electric power plant in mind when fashioning this part

of the face of the earhVJ7Organized by a local group of businessmen in 1901, the Stave
Lake Power Company sought to displace the BCER fiorn the industrial electicity market.
But despite its early promise, the Stave Lake Company no sooner appeared than it
dropped fkom the scene.'!

The BCER's hold on the market and its move to drop rates in

1903-1904 probably discouraged the Stave Company's imrnediate pIan~.~9
Yet, the
company did not sirnply dissolve. Holding the water rights for a fine power site, it is
probable that shareholders were waiting coyly for an offer fiom the BCER. By 1909,
with no offer in sight the company was re-organized by the Bank of Montreal and rechristened, the Western Canada Power Company. With renewed financial backing, the

firm plunged into the Stave Lake project, racing the BCER to completion. Both the
Coquitlam-Buntzen expansion and the Stave Lake dam were completed in 19 12.
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The competition could not help but be a little unsettling for the BCERs
management. BCER manager Johannes Buntzen, for example, felt the threat keenly. It
required the self-confidence of the director Home-Payne-- assuming he could control the
spending habits of the City- to convince Buntzen that no rival would stand a chance of
raising the necessary funds in the London bond market to wage a serious challenge.50
When a doubtfùl shareholder wrote the Company in 1909 to ask how the Stave threat
could be held off, he was soothed by one BCER manger with the statement, "Our attitude
in regard to Stave Lake is that there are water powers within fifty miles of Vancouver,
mounting up to 500,000 HP on which we hold engineen' reports, we need not be in the
least disturbed by an occasional development."51 Although the BCER did not crush its
cornpetitor, it managed to arrange a marketing agreement with the WCPC in 1913 that
saved both cornpetiton from a pnce war: the BCER held on to lighting and heating
contracts, as well as those with a load of less than 120 kws, while the WCPC gained
industrial customers with a load of over 150 kws. Contracts in between these two
categories would be fair garne for both.52 Added to the marketing agreement, the BCER
promised to purchase from the WCPC at least five thousand kws and expand that load
over twenty years. In a growing market, this collusion--and it was that- provided the

BCER with a flexible supply should its demands grow? It stands to reason that the
BCER did not purchase the WCPC outright in 1912, but waited until 1920 when a
growing market suggested the need for M e r expansion." Without hwing to tum a
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shovel, the finn had displaced the risk of another hydroelectric development ont0 another
cornpetitive concem, yet stood to reap a nurnber of significant benefits.
Apart fiom cornpetitors, the BCER's Buntzen-Coquitlarn project gained some

spirited cntics in its first decade of development, but as with the cornpetition, the
Company tumed the criticism to its advantage. As in the Quesnel case, the Fraser River
Canners Association raised a nurnber of concems about effects on local salmon nins with
the development of the dam at Lake Coquitlam. Previously, the lake served as spawning
grounds for an early run of Sockeye (dubbed "bastard sockeye" by local fishery
authorities); and the Coquitlarn River provided spawning habitat for Coho and "Dog
Salmon" (probably Chum)? Guided by the federal Department of Fisheries, the
Vancouver Power Company duly installed a twelve-foot wide fishway in the dam and
agreed to release water over the dam in May when the Sockeye ran.56 Despite these
actions, complained the Fraser River Canners in 1906, the fishway did not work. WD
Burdis, Secretary of the Canners' Association, had information fiom a local observer that
none of the over one thousand migrants at the base of the dam in 1905 passed through the
fishway. Part of the problem was surely technical, but Burdis offered a more
conspiratonal possibility: the firm was deliberately ignonng the fishway in order to fend
off another set of critics entirely- the local rnunicipalities.s7
Before becoming a power reservoir, Lake Coquitlam was not only a spawning
habitat but also a domestic water supply source for the surrounding municipalities of
Coquitlam and New Westminster. AAer the dam's construction, municipal politicians
fiequently raised the fear that the water supply would be made impure. Rotting salmon,
no longer cleared by river circulation after spawning, posed one such possible source of
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pollution. The general flooding produced other problems as well. Pre-existing
vegetation in the riparian zone and the surrounding forest decomposed in the reservoir

and afTected water quality. From the beginning, the municipalities challenged the
BCER's dam on the grounds of possible pollution, and renewed calls for changes in water
treatment in 1907 and later in 1913, following a series of studies on water chemistry.58 It
is not unimaginable that the fishways- one potential source of pollution- were made
inoperative in order to allay a controversy over water purity. At the very least, the
fishway once found to be ineffective was not improved. One form of dam criticism may
have been employed to quash another.

Yet, the BCER by no means submitted to the concems of the municipalities. Its
manager simply bided his time until an opening appeared to tum the cnticism to
advantage. AAer the municipalities complained in 1907 about the possible threats to
water purity and dam safety as a result of a nse in the water level, the BCER used the
criticism as an argument in favour of expansion. A bigger dam, the BCER manager
Johannes Buntzen stated innocently to the press during his visit to the coast in 1907,
would surely be safer.59 Calling on political debts and creating some of their own, the
BCER secured provincial support then federal approval to build on lands surrounding the
lake. M e r mon of the real decisions were made, and the appropriate donations to party
coffers pledged, the provincial government granted the BCER the desired license to
expand the project following a senes of hearings in 1909 with BCER, municipal and
federal representatives present.60 The license allowed for a new dam, an expanded
pipeline and a larger powerhouse, on the condition that the foundation was secured and
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that a provincial engineer could monitor water quality.61 In a time-honored tradition of
backroom lobbying and taking advantage of jurisdictional rivalry, the BCER utterly
outflanked the local rnunicipalities.
In the background, the fishway, neglected and forgotten, was swept aside in the
expansion. The new dam planned for Lake Coquitlam was to be substantially higher than
the original, standing seventy feet at its tallest point fiom the riverbed. If the fishway in
the first dam was unsuccessful, how was this new dam to be modified to allow fish

passage? The problem seemed insoluble to the federal Department of Fisheries. N
Venning, the Dominion Superintendent of Fisheries wrote to CB Sword, the BC Inspector
of Fishenes in the fa11 of 1909 to ask whether the fishway question should be put to rest.
He had received representations, Venning wrote, that the fishway did not work and that
whatever fish had passed needed to be removed after spawning because of the risk to the
purity of the municipal water supply. Given the height of the dam and these other calls

on "the general interest," he asked whether any M e r action was prudent.62 Sword, the
fisheries man on the spot, believed not. Although he thought that the past performance of
the fishway was better than generally supposed, he did not think that its future held much
point or that the dam should be held up to accommodate fisheries concems. The run was
minor in the grand scheme of things, while the dam was important. And in any event, he
wrote, Coho salmon "are apparently not very particular where they spawn." Perhaps they
would simply migrate elsewhere.63 It was a disingenuous hope. But the views of Sword
were probably not out of line with local canners. No record of protest exists surrounding
the expansion and removal of fishways. And John Pease Babcock, so conspicuous a
presence in the Quesnel Lake controversy, made no entrance at Lake Coquitlam. Either
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the threat was too small or the power politics too over determined to attract these other
players.
After the completion of the new dam in 1912, it was only a matter of time before
the nins were depleted. In the fa11 of 1913 when the cycle of Sockeye that had left Lake
Coquitlam in 1909 returneà, Coquitlam natives appealed for a special fishery, fearing that
this would be the last. Gathering signatures fiom local commercial fisheries operators in

Vancouver, the natives petitioned the federal department of marine and fishenes for
fishing access and the nght to sel1 their catch commercially.~As this was deemed to be

the last nin, the department permitted the r e q u e ~ t .In
~ ~the early fdl of 19 13, at the time
of the discovery of the Hells Gate slides, natives stood below the Coquitlarn dam, gaffing
the last sockeye of a soon-to-be exthguished local stock. Remembering these two
episodes in 1919, one resident of New Westminster named Parnell Keary wrote a letter to
the editor of the

stating that native fishing had not diminished the Fraser's salmon:

the white man's barricades were to blame.66 It was an unusual point of view in its day, a
clever inversion of rhetoric. Yet, the BCER the builder of the Coquitlarn barricade had
no concern for such carping: the municipalities were in their place, the fishenes
department was entirely coopentive, and the cannery interest or local natives posed no
threat. Against the progressive rise of the Lake Coquitlam dam, the native concems were
lost sight of, if even imagined by the BCER. Natives were just one other interest whose
pre-existing relationship with Lake Coquitlam had to be ended. This was now a power
lake, materially and politically.

*************************
Not until the 1920s did the BCER need to expand the power supply created through the
Coquitlam-Buntzen project and the 19 13 purchashg agreement with the WCPC.
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Following a recession after the Fint World War, rapid growth in manufacturing and
resource export industries drove a steady increase in power consumption in the city and
beyond. The opening of the Panama Canal, and the Crow's Nest Pass Agreement fueled
new export possibilities for BC's forestry and mining industries and re-directed portions
of the prairie wheat trade through Vanc0uver.6~Manufacnving concems in the city
increased their numbers by fifty percent from 44 1 in 1921 to 68 1 in 1931.68 "Industrial
customers," writes Patncia Roy, "were, by f a . the largest individual consumers of power
[during the 1920~1.Although the Street railway remained the major user of electrical
energy, the sawmills, the sugar refinery, the oil refineries, the department stores and the
new grain elevators provided the backbone of the company's power business on the
rnainland."69 Domestic consumers drew more power over the decade as well, as the

BCER began to market its electricity more vigorously to households by selling electrical
appliances, and extended transmission- however grudgingly- to the municipalities of
Aggasiz, Maple Ridge and West Vancou~er.~*
Most importantly, the city's population
more than doubied over the decade to 246,593 by the time of the 1931 census." In the
province as a whole. Mary Doreen Taylor reports, the number of domestic power
customers doubled fiom 69,909 in 1920 to 125, 171 in 1930.72
The BCER met the challenge of the growing market of the 1920s by expanding its
supply network. After having survived a threat of municipal take-over in Vancouver in
1917, and provincial regulatory threats for the nem three years, the firm set about firmly

staking its monopoly statu in the 1920s, cannibalizing rivals and small concems and
67~eanBarman. The West Beyond the West: A Histoni of Btitish Columbia (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 199 1 ), pp 23 7-239
68~anadian
Census. 193 1 figures cited in Roy, Vancouver: An Illustrated Histow (Toronto: Lonmer,
1!NO), appendix section.
6 g ~ o y"British
,
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71~anadian
Census, 193 1 figures cited in Roy, Vancouver, appendk section.
n ~ a r yDoreen Taylor. "Developmentof the Electricity Industry in British Columbia," MA Thesis
(Geography), University of Bntish CoIumbia, 1965, p 45

setting in motion an ambitious building pr0gram.~3It purchased the Western Canada
Power Company in 1920, and conducted a substantial re-fit of the Stave Lake dam and its
powerhouse in 1924. Then it developed the Alouette site, taken over in the purchase of
the Burrard Power Company in 1917, in order to divert water into Stave Lake to enhance
the generation potentiai of the existing facility. And later, with steady increases in
demand, the BCER investigated both the Ruskin dam, sited on the Stave River, below the
original Stave Lake dam,and the Bridge River project, purchased from a fim by the
same name in 1925. The BCER added new territory to its empire as well. The company
purchased local electrical systems on the no& end of Vancouver Island and at Kamloops
in 1929.74 The second purchase included the dams formerly owned by the city of
Kamloops on the Barriere River, a tributary of the Thompson.75

By the late 1920s it seerned as if the growth would never end, and the BCER
found itself racing to meet production targets. In 1927, a BCER engineer estimated that
the firm would experience an annual increase of ten per cent in its total electrical load,
which would require a doubling of output in seven or eight years. Mainland plants
produced a total of 123,325 kv.a at the time. To double this capacity by 1934, around
$25,000,000 would need to be expended in new hydroelectric projects, transmission and
related facilities.76 In the same year company official considered two large projects: one
at Bridge River and the other on the lower Stave. The fmt prornised a considerable

increase in potentiai load, and despite a relatively long transmission distance fiom the

-
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upper Fraser canyon, Company engineen believed that a short cut via the Capilano River
on Vancouver's North Shore could keep it a f f ~ r d a b l e .The
~ ~ second was a smaller project
but held the advantage of tying into existing BCER facilities: it would be sited below the
existing Stave Lake dam, putting falling water through another huristile, so to speak, and
its power could be delivered through established transmission lines. Ultimately, both

projects would be announced. but only the Ruskin project would move forward in 1928.
The growth of power demand at the time required an almost immediate addition to the

BCER's load and al1 resources were focused on getting the Ruskin project ninning before
turning to the larger project at Bridge Ri~er.~8

Even with this strategy, BCER managers womed that the finn might not be able
to keep Pace with demand. BCER manager, WG Mumin wrote to Vice-President AT
Goward in May of 1929 without disguising his concem: "It is impossible for me to overrate the seriousness of this matter. Unless the Ruskin plant is in operation by October of
next year, Vancouver will be short of power and her industries on part time, and the time
schedule is a very close one and does not allow for any unseen delays. Only by
continuous work can we get this plant through in time and 1 shall be glad if you will
explain the seriousness of this matter to the Attorney-General when you are asking for the
necessary permission."79 The problem would turn out to be worse than that: below
average rainfall in the Summer and FaIl of 1929 left the BCER's mainiand storage
capacity below target.80 Nature's vagaries were combining with market fluctuations to
push the BCER to the wall. Beyond appealing to the Attorney General, the BCER
pleaded with suppliers for expeditious service. Canadian Westinghouse, for example,
7 7 ~BCER
~ CF,
~ "Choose
,
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was wamed of the impending "catastrophe" should its generator not arrive on time.81
During the summer of 1929 workers for the Stuart Cameron and Co contractors worked
double shifts: four hundred and seventy-nine men installed the powerhouse and dam in a
year at a cost in the range of six million dollars.** The looming catastrophe was averted.
The expansion program of the 1920s, as the Ruskin example suggests, did not
allow for much reflection or public consultation about other consequences of dam
building. But whereas the Coquitlam-Buntzen project had been delayed and hampered by
municipal criticism and jurisdictional battles as well as complaints from fisheries oficials
and cannen, the expansion program centered at Stave Lake proceeded almost without
objections.83 The placid waters of the reservoir mirrored the quiet, and non-existent
protests of traditional critics. Why was this so? The lack of municipal criticism is easily
accounted for: the Stave Lake site was further fiom the city; there was no pre-existing
domestic water c o ~ e c t i o nand hence no conflict of interest. The absence of significant
fishenes concem is more dificult to explain.
One relevant factor was that the Stave River projects posed fewer environmental
threats to salrnon habitat than might have been expected. Stave Lake sat, originaily,
above an eighty-foot high set of falls, beyond the reach of migratory salmon species.84

Thus the two projects on the Stave River at Stave Lake and lower on the river at the

Ruskin site did not directly block a migration route. They may well have disturbed
8 1 ~BC ~Electnc
~ , Railway Company Papers, Box 158, File 6, Mumn to NS Braden, Vice President,
Canadian Westinghouse Co., August 17, 1929 (copy)
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Another report, dating fiom 1940, pegged the cost of the first Ruskin development at $6,470,468.65: file as
above, EE Carpenter, Construction Department to Mumn and Adams, March 6, 1940
831have found evidence of two complainants: a Mr. Stoltze of Stoltze Manufacturing complained that if
hydraulicking occurred in the construction stage, the river would be sitted up and make transport of his
products diffÏcu1t. He was assured that this would not be so: W C ,BC Electric Railway Company Papers,
Box 158, File 6, HA Stoltze to Stuart Cameron and Company, April5, 1929. Another Complaint was
registered by a local conservation association, but with regard to scenic rather than fisheries concerns: fiIe
as above, Anthony S Taulbut, Mission Conservation Association, to NS Lougheed, Minister of Works,
Victoria, September 20, 1930 (copy forwarded by Ministry).
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spawning down river by altenng water discharge patterns, but they did not directly
obstruct runs. The fact that the BCER created most of its expanded mainiand supply
from this location delayed its move into other rive= near Vancouver- on which it held
engineering reports and water rights. The intensification strategy thus incidentally
preserved salmon habitat elsewhere by focusing growth in a location without significant
risks to salmon.
Where darnage did result from the Stave-centered program was in the diversion of
the Alouette River. At the time of construction in 1923, fisheries officiais established
that the river was used by five species of pacific salmon.as Yet, no fishways were
installed at the project and the federal Departrnent of Fishenes, or canners organizations
raised little protest. On the assurnption that the dam would flood previous spawning
groounds. Chief Inspector of Fisheries. JA Motherwell decided against insisting on
fishways to the BCER, judging the situation hopeless. "Under the circurnstances,"
Mothexwell wrote JP Babcock in 1923, "it has been decided that no further action should
be taken by this Departrnent and that there should be no obstacle placed in the way of the
proposed development."86 In the subsequent decade, the salmon runs to the Alouette fell
off markedly, despite hitless attempts to relocate thousands of spawners in 1927, the
year of the dam's completion.87 Over the next half-century spawners in the Iower river
survived in diminished nurnbers, facing the erratic schedule of water releases based on
waterpower pnnciples, not naniral run-off. The inaction of the federal department built

on established precedents, but why did the cannery interest, or the provincial fisheries
commission raise no protest?
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Babcock, November 5,

Part of the answer is that the importance of the Alouette River as a salmon strearn
paled when cornpared to other possible sites of development being proposed in BC during

the late 1920s. Two projects in particular gained wide public attention and initiated an
important round of policy discussions between the provincial and federal governments on

the looming corulict of fish vs. power: the Campbell River scheme, announced by Crown
Willamette Paper in 1927 and the Nimpkish River project initiated in 1928 by Canadian
Forest Products.
An editorial published in the Province in March 1927 stated a tniism that would
only be underiined with the announcement of the Campbell River and Nimpkish projects

in the months ahead: "Ourforests," it read, "and our power streams are indissolubly
joined together by the physical facts of nature, and they are almost as closety joined in the
economy of industry."as What the editorial meant was that the ability to add value to
forest products, to process them and tuni wood into pulp and paper, depended on access
to cheap water power; thermal plants or extensions fiom existing transmission systems
were proliibitively expensive.89As continental markets for pulp and paper boomed in the
1920s, waterpower sites on coastal inlets near to centers of timber supply became highly

sought after. On the northem haif of Vancouver Island- a region rich in timber
resources- the Campbell River and the Nimpkish represented two of the largest
hydropower sites on the Island.
The Campbell River project, announced in the fa11 of 1927, was immediately
complicated, not by protests fiom the cannery interest, but by park preser~ationists.~O

Buttle Lake, the headwaters of the river, was Iocated within Strathcona Provincial Park,
established in 191 1. During the 1920s, a number of battles were fought over the park.
8 ~ Province,
~ ~ , May 6 , 1928
8 9 ~ a r Doreen
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9 0 fine
~ study of the controvenies surroundhg the park is: Paula Louise Eng, "Parks for the People?
Strathcona Park 1905- I933," MA thesis, University of Victoria, 1996.
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TD Pamillo, the Minister of Lands and future Premier, first allowed holders of timber
leases in the park to develop them in 1926, thereby dispensing with an earlier tacit
understanding that timber leases antedating the park's establishment would not be
exercised. The announcement of the Crown Willamette's plans to dam the river
superseded an earlier claim on the river by the Campbell River Power Company. Pattullo
canceled this in 1927- presumably for lack of development- and Crown Willamette was
granted the right to proceed. Pattullo also introduced revisions to the Strathcona Park Act
allowing for changes in the lake level. A storm of critical press coverage followed, led by
the Province, and various interests rose to denounce the scheme, including the Victoria
'
Willamette was
Chamber of Commerce and various park preservation g r o ~ p s . ~Crown
not quick to exercise its nght to develop the site and in the election of 1928, the Buttle
Lake development became a partisan issue, with the Liberals for and the Conservatives
against. The Consemative victory under Tolmie did not lead to an immediate rescinding
of the liceme-- it held for another year. But the province did purchase timber leases on
the edge of the lake, threatening to sue Crown Willamette for damages, should the lake be
flooded.92 This holding tactic worked. When the water license expired in 1929, the
province revoked Crown Willamette's nght and invited other bids. The BCER obtained
the sarne in 1931- 1932, though with no immediate development plans.93 The politics of

scenery and park preservation undermined the Buttle development, without once
involving the cannery interest or the federal Department of Fisheries. The dispute was
over a lake, aesthetics and tourism, not fish; yet it did focus public attention in an
unprecedented fashion on the need to consider hydro development's destructive
capabilities.
..
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In the year afler its blunt treatment of the Cowichan River situation, the provincial
ministry of lands, now under a Conservative government, granted a water license on the
Nimpkish River to Canadian Forest Products in order to erect a two hundred foot high
dam for waterpower development. The dam threatened to destroy a significant fishery
and harm other interests b e ~ i d e s .During
~ ~ the water licensing hearings, JC MacDonald,

the provincial Comptroller of Water Rights, heard from lawyers representing rival
forestry fims with timber leases in the area and another representing the Canadian
Fishing Company; representatives of the federal Department of Indian Affairs made
submissions, as did JA Motherwell of the Department of Fisheries and Lindley Crease of
the Anglican Mission at Alert Bay, representing a group of native fisherrnan9s Concems
were raised that the dam would end an important fishery, flood valuable timber lands and
inundate sections of Indian reserves as well as destroy the native food fishery.
Nevertheless, no substantial changes were made to the license originally granted by the
provincial ministry of lands. One new stipulation called on the developers to satisfy the
federal Department of Fisheries should a fishway be called for- in other words, the
provincial ministry simply instnicted the Company to obey the law as contained in the
Fishenes Act. The Company for its part also pledged to compensate natives for lost
lands, through the Department of Indian Affairs, although it was the fishery rather than

the land base that natives were more concerned about?

In this instance the provincial

ministry of lands decided in favour of the importance of water development over the
fishery or other interests. Perhaps after the Campbell River debacle, and after a decade of
spending on provincial water surveys, the Water Comptroller JC MacDonald and the
provincial Cornervatives felt that an initiative of this kind was overdue.
g 4 t J K , BCER CF, "Power Dams Wony Fish Interem," Province, May 6, 1928.
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At any rate, the scope of the project entirely re-cast the nature of the fish-power
problem in the province and led to an important re-consideration of the limits and
obligations of provincial and federal policy. Having identified the federal Department of
Fishenes as a central player in a possible dam development-- a fact reported widely in the
press-- the provincial Comptroller of Water Rights placed an unprecedented public focus
on the federal department's legal authority to regulate dams. Without much practice in
exercising this authority, the federal department found itself suddenly under pressure
fiom the cannery interest and others to see that a functional fishway be added to the
project. The federal department referred the matter to the department of justice for
guidance as to its legal authority and tned to brief the cannery interest, through the BC
s might be encountered. both legally and
Canners Association, as to the d i ~ c u l t i e that
t e ~ h n i c a l l y .Given
~ ~ the height of the dam, many assurned in the press and behind closed
doors, that little could be done to correct the matter.

In the year following the water hearings, before the Canadian Forest Products
Company had broken any ground, a meeting of fishenes officiais, salmon scientists and
interested persons occurred in Vancouver under the officia1 sponsorship of the recently
created International Salmon Investigation Federation.98 Much of the discussion centered

on the question of hydro dams. For the problem- as al1 were aware-- was not limited to
the Nimpkish River. On the Columbia River dam projects were much under discussion.

By the early 1930s dams would be under construction at Rock Island and Bonneville. As
if the Columbia suggested the Fraser's future, JA Mothenvell the federal Chief Inspector
of Fishenes in BC, warned the meeting, "there [is] nothing to prevent the establishing of
a hydro-electric plant at Hells Gate, which would block the Fraser and the recently signed

7 ~ PSFC
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,
BC Salmon Cannen' Association Minute Book, December 13. 1928. At this
meeting Major Motherwell briefed the canners on the Nimpkish situation and responded to questions.
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saimon treaty of al1 its ~alue."~9
Both Arnerican and Canadian representatives spoke of
the necessity of devising ways to pass fish successfully around large dams and hoped that
appropriate policies could be devised between different agencies and levels of
govemment to make fishways and ladden an integrai aspect of dam design, with the costs
to be bom by power interests.
This discussion and interaction between Canadian and Arnerican oficials
presaged an important policy discussion that occurred the sarne year between the
provincial ministry of lands and Forests and the federal Department of Fisheries. Initiated
by a provocative memorandum. written by the Provincial Comptroller of Water Rights in
April 1929, the discussion focused on the limits that should be placed on power interests
in the protection of the fishery resource.~OO Drawing on the example of the Nimpkish
case and another application on the Stamp River, still under consideration, JC
MacDonald, the provincial Comptroller put the problem starkly: "Unless means c m be

found to p a s fish over such dams, the development of several million horsepower must
be held up or what remains of the salmon industry m u t be completely destroyed."I0'

MacDonald stressed that the costs and benefits of both industries would have to be
weighed with each new project. Although willing to cooperate with the federal
authorities, he stressed that it was their responsibility to devise means to overcome the
technical difficuities ahead. The provincial role was to weigh between competing
interests and decide.
When this document reached the provincial commission of fishenes, it gained

additional comrnentary, also forwarded to Ottawa. John Pease Babcock, the perennial

deputy commissioner showed his tme progressive colours and recommended the
-
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formation of a board of experts of some kind to investigate the problem on an on-going
basis.102 SL Howe, the provincial commissioner, on the other hand, undencored the
importance of Babcock's suggestion, in a cover letter delivering MacDonald's
memorandum for discussion to federal oficials, by airing the kind of reasoning that
would inform provincial decision-making:
Consideration of the relative annual values of fish and of the power which cari be developed indicates
clearly where the greater public interest lies. At the hearings hetd by our Comptroller of Water Rights for
the Nimpkish River, Vancouver Island, one of our rninor salmon streams, the annual value of the fish
caught was placed at 560,000, and a low estimate of the yearly value of the power that is to be developed
shows it to be worth E 1,200,000. Surveys made of the Fraser between Lytton and Quesnel show that at
minimum flow 2,800,000 horsepower can be produced yearly, and its value is placed at $56,000,000. The
average value of the fish of the Fnser during the past five years is placed at approximately $2,000,000.
The peak year of the salmon catch in the Fraser River System produced less than $30,000,000.~03

The fish-power problem would be treated as a question of cost-benefit ratios, Howe said.
Coming from a provincial commissioner charged with attending to the best interests of
the fishing industry, this was blunt talk indeed.
Over the next few months, memben of the federal Department of Fishenes. but
most particularly the deputy minister, WA Found, attempted to respond to the provincial
provocations, with some of their own.lM In his fim response, Found irnrnediately
dispensed with the idea of a speciai board of experts to investigate the matter. There was
certainly the need to examine broad aspects of fish-power problems, but it was his
experience that each case presented its own peculiarities that could only be met by
focused investigation. More radical was his suggestion that power companies should
bear the brunt of costs for fishways, even though they might be somewhat experimental.
And, M e r , that if fishways should be found impossible to operate then the developing
interest concemed should be asked to fûnd the establishment of an appropriate salmon
Depamnent of Lands and Forests, 'O' Series, File 001689, John Pease Babcock memorandum
to Comptroller of Water Rights, May 1, 1929. The substance of Babcock's point was included in Howe's
correspondence with the federal department.
Depamnent of Lands and Forests. 'O' Series, File 00 1689 SL Howe. Provincial Commissioner
of Fisheries to Pierre Cardin, Minister of Fishenes, Ottawa, April30, 1929
lW~lthough
not quoted below, JA Mothewell the federal Inspecter of Fisheries in BC was also party to
the discussion: BCARS, Mini*
of Lands, 'O' series correspondence, file 00 16689, Motherwell to
Babcock, May 1, 1929.

hatchery in the vicinity.i*j This last suggestion filled JC MacDonald with mistration.106
While he agreed to consider each case on its own ments, he assured the federal deputy
minister that he would not adopt as a matter of general policy the suggestion that a
hatchery subject to federal approval should be made a part of a provincial water license.

"To give such an undertaking," wote MacDonald, "would, in effect, give you [the federal
department] power to veto any license we may issue by making requirernents
prohibitive."la7 In reply, Found tried to assure MacDonald that he intended no
infingement on jurisdiction, but that this did not dirninish his department's belief that "if
a Franchise is given to any person or concem for a water power, such person or concern

should be required to bear the full cost of maintainhg the fish supply in the particular
Stream by such means as mv Department finds to be most adeauate. (emphasis in
original)" 108 Although the discussion ended here, JC MacDonald revealed in private
correspondence to the provincial fish commissioner, SL Howe, the extent of his
disagreement with Found's suggestion. AAer reiterating his belief that the industry of
greater value should be allowed to s w i v e while the other was left to hang, he broached
the problem of costs in any given remedial effort to maintain fisheries. He suggested that

it would be unfair to the public interest to place al1 the costs of fish protective works on
power companies. The reason being that such works only protected a narrow commercial
interest, whereas power production was consurned generally. Furthemore, he added,

1 0 5 ~Department
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power would be used locally for economic development, whereas most fish were sold
abroad.lW These more avowedly partisan claims were not repeated to Found.
In a twist of events that must have amused federal officiais and infiiiiated
MacDonald, the Nimpkish dam was never built. With the stock market crash of October
1929, the export based resource economy of British Columbia began to slide, as quickly
and disastrously as had the rock and rubble at Hells Gate in 1913. Managers of the

Canadian Forest Products Company postponed the project, but eventually it was
cancelled. Power development associated with pulp and paper production, however, was
not the only hydro-related concern that delayed development in response to the economic
shifts. The BCER, afier completing the Ruskin dam in 1929, did not proceed with its
planned Bridge River development as earlier envisioned. Demand for electricity in
Vancouver plateaued after a decade of steady growth. Over the 1930s the Company
accommodated limited rises in consumption by simply installing more powerful
generators at the Stave Lake site.11o Once again, the BCER did not attempt to expand its
market with cheap supplies of excess power, but followed demand as closely as it dared,
the better to Save on its capital budget.
It was an odd tum of events afler a decade of such rapid growth. Despite the
controversy and acrimony in some quarters, the emergence of hydroelectrîcity as a major
development concem in the province had inspired much adulation and praise- not to
mention loose. self-serving talk. "Power and progress are interchangeable terms," said
George Kidd, the President of the BCER to a reporter in 1927. "There is no more
accurate barorneter of a counw's growth than its consumption of hydro-electric

Department of Lands and Forests, 'O'Series, File 001689 MacDonald to Howe, Novernber 27,
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energy..."1 1 Premier Tolmie, the following year delighted in the fact that BC was
"wonderfully endowed by nature with the raw matenai for power development."
Speaking to the Electnc Club, he mused "Until developed, water power produces
nothing ....[yet] it is a resource that cannot be depleted."

l2

Power was there for the

taking- or such was the lesson put to readers of the Vancouver Sun in 1927 by a local
tinkerer who invented a fiee floating, portable power plant, lodged on pontoons. David
McMaster. with much affection, called his new device, "Me and My Super Power."ll3
The times were indeed electriSing. "By many signs," stated one Province editonal in
1928, the age of hydro-electricity "announces itself." l l4

Such were the notes of

confidence stnick af?er a remarkable penod of seven or eight years of growth.
It was a kind of confidence that British Colurnbians found dificult to shake. As
the Ruskin dam came to completion in November 1930, al1 tried to avert their eyes from
the stock pages of the newspaper and join in the celebration of yet more electricity. With
symbolism of garish proportions. two hundred local businessmen and politiciansincluding the Premier and the Lieutenant Governor- assembled at the dam, November
18, 1930 to inaugurate its opening. Seated in the powerhouse for lunch, this group of
men- and they were al1 men- represented a concentration of political and social
power.115 That they were dining next to turbines was a cmde metaphor. But it was not
only the elite that celebrated. Newspapen in the Vancouver region printed special
editions, announcing the new power as if a sign of change. Newsreels, taken of the dam,
played in cinemas across the city. Businessmen, bragged General Manager Murrin to HC
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Howard of Nesbitt Thomson and Co, could be found talking about it two weeks later.LI6
Nor curiously, did the excitement fa11 off as the depression reduced power demand in the
Vancouver economy. Between 1932 and 1937, the BCER recorded thirty thousand
visitors taking tours at the Ruskin dam-- this on the outskirts of a city of some two
hundred fi@ thousand.117 Perhaps as never before, the Ruskin plant provided a symbol
of expansion desperately needed and desired in the Vancouver of the early 1930s. Yet
despite appearances, the Ruskin dam announced not growth, but a period of decline in the
booming Vancouver power market of the 1920s. The decade to corne would witness no
new building in the Fraser basin. The Bridge River project would be shelved until the
end of the Second World War. MacDonald and Found would retire before the next major
fish-power controveny arose. And John Pease Babcock would be dead.

***************************
JC MacDonald. the pugnacious provincial water comptroller of the late 1920s, believed
that power was a public good, whereas fish were a private concem. If the words of WA
Found disputed this assurnption then the actions of his predecesson, and of fishenes
offîcials 'on the spot' did not. Since the tum of the century, state regulation of mining,
lumber and power dams routinely favoured developmentai interests over fishenes
concems. As a result, numerous salmon runs were damaged. It is only a wonder that
more runs were not affected.
The formal authority of the federal Department of Fisheries to regulate dams
remained an empty shell at the turn of the century. A vestige of earlier legislation fiom
the Canadas, there was no clear sense of what restrictions could be placed on dams, or
in M h to Fairbuni, October 24, 1930 (copy). The Lieutenant Governor confmed attendance in: AMD
Fakbaim, Exec Sec to Lieutenant Governor to Mumin, October 2 1, 1930.
~ J B c ,BC Electric Raiiway Company Papen. Box 158, File 6, Mumn to Howard, December 4. 1930
(copy). Apart fmm the comment on the conversation of businessmen, Mumn also outlined the press and
newsreel coverage.

how fish passage might be created. Udess encouraged, guided or forced by the cannery
interest, the federal department took no strong interest in dam problems, but trained its
attention instead on regulating the fishery. But even cannery pressure might not work. In
the Quesnel case, the provincial role was inspired by cannery lobbying as a means to by-

pass the unexercised federal authonty. On certain dams, such as on the Adams River and

Lake Coquitlam, installed fishways did not work. Regulating dams involved a steep
legal, political and technical learning curve in the 1910s and 1920s.
The limited impact of d a m development on salmon habitat in BC before the 1940s
was largely the product of circumstance rather than design. Although entrepreneurs

dreamed of darnrning the Fraser-as they did near Hells Gate in 1912--, the development
of hydro-electricity in the Vancouver region proceeded in an orderly pattern, based on the
self-interest of a monopoly firm that sought to follow demand rather than bear the risks of
catalyzing it. Hydro development did damage rivers in the lower basin, but the BCER's
strategy of intensification at existing sites helped to concentrate development in a few
watersheds, thereby proteciing-4ncidentdly-- salmon habitat. This firm's hold on the
market helped to displace possible rivals before they could erect a competing concem.
The one senous hydro rival of the BCER, the WCPC happened to construct its dam
above salmon migration routes. The darnage, in other words, was lessened for reasons
utterly separate from the fisheries.

If the possible damage to fishenes fiom dams was not a concern of developers and
inspired little interest in the federal Department of Fisheries, then it was also not an issue

with much public salience either. Of al! of the fish-dam confiicts recited in this chapter,
only two could be described as inspinng much public debate: the Coquitlam-Buntzen
dam and the Buttie Lake controversy. Reveaiingly, the reasons for public concern in both
I17~ttendancefigures are reponed in: UBC,BC Elecnic Railway Company Papen, Box 158, File 6, A
Vilstrup to Murrin, February 5, 1937.

of these cases had little to do with fish. Water purity and the threat of corporate control
inspired concem in the Coquitlam-Buntzen protest; scenery and the integrity of parks
drove debate in the Buttle Lake case. Fish made their entrance on to the stages of these
public &amas as the source of water purity problems at Lake Coquitlam and the objects
of recreation at Buttle Lake.
Cannery interests defended salmon habitat with the greatest consistency before the
1930s. The capital stock, after d l , had to be preserved in the hinterland, if it were to be
reaped in the fishing grounds. Their agitation had a leavening effect on governrnent
regulators in disputes at Quesnel Lake, Lake Coquitlarn and the Nimpkish River. It was
as a result of their lobbying that provincial officiais assisted in the Quesnel Lake and

Adams River cases. The federal authority only acted in such cases when the cannery
interest forced it to do so.
Fish-dam conflicts took on an almost scripted, repetitive aspect before the late

1920s, with a host of reluctant actors, spurred on by one self-interested protagonist. The
Nirnpkish River case showed signs of introducing a new story line. Federal and
provincial officiais took a new interest in the limits and extent of their powers. They
foresaw, as the Columbia River showed only too well, that such problems would only
occur more fiequently in the future, and that it would be best to establish a coherent
Framework for adjudicating between different interests. But to do so, as JC MacDonald
understood so well, was to define one economic activity as in the public interest over
another. They could develop no understanding of how that rnight be done, and because
of the crash of export markets in the 1930s, they were not forced to do so. When the
problem reemerged in the 1940s and 1950s. the context, the nature of the questions. the

actors and the environment would al1 be different.

Chapter 4:

Remaking Hells Gate: Salmon, Science and the Fraser River, 1938-1948
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Diagram 1: Hells Gate in cross section: passable and blocked zones.

Photograph #3:
Dr. William Ricker at Hells Gate, August 19, 1938 Photo taken by AJ Tubb. In
University of Washington Archives, William F Thompson Papers, Acc. 2597-3-83-2 1,
Box 9, File Photos

To such men who would cnticize the failure to correct the blockade in past years, there is
a very good answer. It would be no more reasonable to indulge in such criticism than it
would be to attack this Commission ten years hence for not knowing today what it will
know then.' -William F Thompson, 1944
The photograph provides a view over the young man's shoulder and catches the salmon
in mid-air? The rough water is Hells Gate. Perched on the rocks on August 19, 1938,

William Ricker, a scientist with the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission,
investigates the causes of the precipitous decline of Fraser sockeye over the past two
decades.
A copy of the photograph rnay now he found in the papers of William Thompson,

who in 1938 had recently assumed the directorship of the saimon commission's scientific
investigations after a distinguished career with the North Pacific Halibut Commission and
as chaiman of the University of Washington's College of Fisheries. Unlike Ricker, who
would leave after this first year of study, Thompson would devote the better part of a

decade to Hells Gate; his ideas about its role in obstnicting salmon migrations would
provide the rationale for the construction of fishways at this point in the mid-1940s as one
prong of a major effort to restore the salmon runs. AAer the completion of the fishways,
when Thompson set down his ideas about salmon and the gate for scientific scrutiny, his
early charge, William Ricker, would cnticize them strongly, and engage in a prolonged
controversy with Thompson that wouid corne to involve the reputations of their
respective scientific institutions and national fishenes science cornmunities. But in the
surnmer of 1938, none of these later controversies could be imagined. Ricker leaned over
the edge, photographing salmon, and the lens captured him too.

The Hells Gate research program found its origins in the international politics of
the Pacific salmon fishery. Formed in 1937 by diplornatic convention between Canada
Iuniversity of Washington Archives (UWA),William F Thompson Papers, Acc. 2597-3-83-21. Box 9, F'ile
"Biotogical ReportnThompson to BM Brennan, January 1, 1944

and the United States, the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission aimed to
restore the Fraser sockeye fishery and develop the bais for international regulations. In
the course of general surveys of the Fraser sockeye in 1938, Commission scientists

discovered blockage conditions at Hells Gate. From the late 1930s through 1942,
scientists intensified their investigations at the gate, using fish tagging studies to
determine the ability of sockeye to pass up river. This work drew the scientists into close
contact and sometimes conflict with native fishen in the canyon who were paid to retum
the fish tags. On the basis of this research, and after unusual blockage conditions in
1941, commission scientists determined that fish passage devices would be needed to
restore the site. M e r a penod of study fishways cut the gate's walls in 1943. It was at
this point that William Ricker retumed to the problems of Hells Gate, questioned the
Commission's approach and challenged William Thornpson to defend his research
program.
Politicai, social and natural factors conditioned scientific knowledge of Hells
Gate. Scientists' views were developed in the context of the national and institutional
politics of the Pacific fishery and the saimon commission; their research practices
involved a complex cultural and natural selection through interaction with native fishers

and tagging methods; and their justification and criticisrn of the fishways subjected
research to penonal, institutional and national divisions. How scientists remade Hells
Gate, how they tried to understand this place and argued over its meaning are the subjects
of this chapter.
Although the Hells Gate slides have been treated in a nurnber of snidies, the
remaking of this site in the late 1930s and 1940s has attracted less attention? Fishenes
~ William
~ F Thompson
~
, Papen, Acc. 2597-3-83-21, Box 9, File Photos, Dr. William Ricker at Hells
Gate, August 19, 1938. Photo taken by AJ Tubb.
Derek Ellis, "Construction- Hell's Gate (Canada)," in his Environments at Risk: Case Histories of Irn~act
Assessrnent (Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1989), pp.17-36; ES Pretious, "SalmonCatastrophe at HeIl's Gate,"
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scientist and historian John Roos provides a thoughtful record of the Hells Gate
investigations in his history of the salmon commission, and fisheries scientist Tim Smith
treats the Thompson-Ricker controversy as an oppomuiity to examine shifiing ideas in

the field of scaling fisheries.) Drawing on a nurnber of recent studies in the
environmental history of fishenes and the history of fisheries science, this chapter
examines the making of scientific knowledge under conditions of political controveay in

an arena of shifting natural conditions.5

************************
Years before the slides at Hells Gate signaled a new era of decreased catches in the Fraser
River fishery, Canada and the United States had attempted to broker cooperative
agreements to foster joint regulation of the sockeye salmon resounie. This was a result of
a significant politicai geographical aspect of the fishery: the major migration route for
returning sockeye salmon passed the Strait of Juan de Fuca and thus through both
Canadian and American-controlled waters. First in 1 892 and later in 1908 and 19 19 joint
management agreements were signed between the two federal govemments, only to be
later defeated or withdrawn at various stages of the ratification process in the United
States. In Kurkpatrick Doney's close exarnination of the politics of the 1908 agreement,
he argues that its eventual demise resulted fiom a complicated set of sectoral and
BC Professional Engineer (Febmary 1976); Cicely Lyons, Salmon Our Heritace: The Story of a Province
and an Industrv (Vancouver: BC Packers, 1969); Geoff Meggs, Salmon: The Decline of the British
Columbia Fisherv (Vancouver: Douglas &McIntyre, 199 1); Derek Pethic, British Columbia Disasters
(Langley, BC: Stagecoach Publishing Co., 1978), pp 161- 172; Bruce Hutchison, The Fraser (Toronto: Holt
Rinehart, 1950). For an arnusing reflection on the conversion of the site into a tourism attraction, see: Mac
Parry, "The Legitirnization of Hell's Gate," Affairs 2(24) (July-August 1972): 24-29
John F Roos, Restorine Fraser River Salmon: A Hinorv of the Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission
1937- 1985 (Vancouver: Pacific Salmon Commission, 1991); Tim Smith, Scaling Fisheries: The Science of
Measurine the Effects of Fishing. t 855-1955 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994).
Stephen Bocking, "Fishing the Inland Seas: Great Lakes Research, Fisheries Managemen&and
Environmental Policy in Ontario," Environmental Historv 2(1): 52-73; Bocking, Ecoloeists and
Environmenta1 Politics: A Historv of Conternwrarv Ecolo-gy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997);
Arthur F McEvoy, The Fisherman's Problem: EcoIogv and Law In the California Fisheries, 1850- 1980
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Joseph E-Taylor III, Making Salmon: An Environmental
Historv of the Northwest Fisheries Crisis (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1999); Richard White,
The Oreanic Machine: The Remakinn of the Columbia River (New York: Hill and Wang, 1995)

constitutional confîicts: fishers within Washington State fearing external regulation and
limits on growth pressured state politicians and members of the US Senate to protect their
interests? At the federal level, these concerns intersected with constitutional debates
about the appropriate balance of federal and states' rights. As the state of Washington
controlled the fisheries and the federai government controlled international negotiations,
various opportunities arose to sacrifice the agreement on the altar of the division of
powen. Without strong executive direction- of which there was little in 1908- the
agreement was sacrificed to state power and the fisheries' lobby. With some small
differences the pattern of defeat established in 1908 was repeated in 1919.7
Lacking forma1 avenues to pursue joint management, some limited foms of
cooperation were nevertheless created between state agencies and amongst industry
groups. Besides the routine sharing of resource intelligence between Canadian and
American oficials, joint conferences were heid, Amencan officials were invited to tour
the Fraser basin and trans-boundary tagging experiments were conducted in order to

study salmon migration.* The Pacific Salmon Federation, an association of scientists and
fisheries officials from both countries, helped to coordinate complementary research
projects between different jurisdictions starting in 1925.9 At an industry level a number
6~urkpatrickDoney, The Dawn of Conservation Diolomacv: US- Canadian Wildlife Protection Treaties in
the Progressive E n (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1998), chapter 3, pp 76- 104
e s Special Reference
7~ozoTomasevich, International Agreements on Conservation of ~ a r i n e - ~ e s o u &with
to the North Pacific (Stanford: Food Research Institute, 1943), pp 254-256
On advocacy for international cooperation, see the comments of Canadian fisheries scientist AG
Huntsman and Washington State fisheries official, LH Darwin: UBC Special Collections and Archives,
International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission Papers, Canners' Scrapbooks (hereafier CSB), "Asks
Fisheries Convention to Support Movement for International Commission," Vancouver Sun June 4, 1920;
"Conserving Fish Discussed," World June 5, 1920. On American tours of the Fraser: NA, RG 23, Vol 679,
File 713-2-2[12], Arthur S Einarsen, Washington Division of Fisheries, "A Report on an Inspection Trip to
the Fraser River Watershed," June 29, 1929.
90n the coordination of tagging experirnents to anaIyze migration on the Pacific Coast, see: BCARS, BC
Department of Fisheries fapers, GR 435, Box 58, File 536, Babcock to JA MothenveI1, Chief ïnspector of
Fisheries (federal), March 6, 1925(copy), and File 538, "Salmon Tagging on the Pacific Coast," 1119251.
On the importance of this level of bureaucratie and scientific cooperation, see: Joseph E Taylor III, "The
Historical Roots of Canadian-American Salmon Wars," in On Brotherlv Terms: Canadian-American
Relations West of the Rockies ed. John Findlay and Ken Coates (Seattle: University of Washington Press,
in press), pp 12-13.

of ultimately unsuccessful attempts were made by Washington state canners and fishenes

officiais to help fund hatchery development on the Fraser.10 And the Pacific Fisherman,
the major trade journal of the pacifie Coast, continually tnimpeted the importance of
international cooperation and conservation in the £ïrst half of the century. Even if these
early attempts Lacked f o d state sanction, they nevertheless laid the groundwork for the

creation of a bi-national coalition that would help to lobby for the passage of the
ultimately successful Salmon Convention concluded in 1930.
The road to this agreement. however, was blocked by fundamental contlicts dong
the way that would have to be surmounted. The Amencan constitutional dispute that
continually prevented international agreement at the Congressional level masked other
forms of division within the fishery. A basic problem in forming agreement between the
nvo national parties arose From the fact that Americans captured more fish than

Canadians. John Pease Babcock, BC's Assistant Comrnissioner of Fisheries, caiculated
in 1929 that for over a decade Amencan fishers had captured in the range of seventy per
cent of the total catch.' l This contrasted with the balance before 1901 when Canadians
harvested about seventy per cent of the total. The Amencan advantage after the 1920s
was geographical and technical: American waters sliced no& into the Strait of Juan de

Fuca and cut close to the Fraser delta at Point Roberts, providing American fishen with
the first catch of rehiming spawners; furthemore, using fish trap technology that was
illegal in Canada as well as efficient purse seine methods, American fishers were able to

make the most of their geographical advantage. Behind Washington State's cnticism of
the infringement of states' rights, stood the self-interest of fishing groups feamil that
IOBCARS, BC Department of Fisheries Papers, GR 435, Box 57, File 5 16, JP Babcock to CH Gilbert,
August 30, 19 15. Babcock explained some the Amencan offers to Gilbert. None were accepted. On
earlier industry attempts, see: CSB, "Think They Own This Province,"Victoria Colonist Jariuary 29, 1903;
"ToHatch Fish on the Fraser," Province September 25, 190 1; "AmericansWant Run of the Fraser,"
Province June 1 1, 1902; "An Offer fiom Americans to Buiid Hatchery,"Province August 9, 1903.

catch restrictions wouid erode the US advantage.12 Before an international agreement
could be established either the regdatory aspect would have to be withdrawn, or the US
advantage diminished.

The power of a loosely regulated fishery helped to undermine the conditions of its
unimpeded progress. Stariing in the 1920s catches in both the Canadian and American
fishery began to decline markedly. Just as on the Columbia in the same years, a complex
combination of fishing pressure, climate change, pollution and habitat destruction made
salmon popdations dwindle in comparison to tum of the century catches.13 Although
Americans continued to enjoy the majority share of this fishery, it was a majority of a

shnnking resource. Adding to these problems, the expanding fishery of Columbia-bound
Chinook salmon on the West coast of Vancouver Island by Canadian trollen in the 1920s
inserted a new reason for Amencan regulaton to consider some form of shared catch
agreement.14 In the late 1920's another round of protracted bargaining began at the
diplornatic level.

One possible model for the renewed salmon negotiations was the North Pacific
Halibut Commission fonned by Canada and the United States in 1924. It established a
closed season and appointed a scientific board to study the fate of halibut and the best
means to temper the fishery in the interests of perpetual supply. Led by WF Thompson.

the halibut commission developed a scientific model that suggested the interplay between
naturai shifts in the structure of the fish population and changes in the rate of fishing
pressure. On the basis of the commission's work, a new series of seasonal restrictions
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"BCARS, GR 1378, BC Commercial Fisheries Branch. Box 1 . File 1, Babcock ro Premier. September 23.
1929

1210seph Taylor, "Histoncal Roots," p l 0
1310seph E Taylor IIi, "Buming the Candle at Both Ends: Historicizing Overfishîng in Oregon's
Nineteenth-Century SaImon Fisheries," Environmental Historv 4(1) (January 1999): 54-79
l4 Taylor, "Historical Roots," pp 14- 15

was hposed on the international fishery.lS The halibut case provided an example of the
oppomuiities afTorded by international cooperation and the power of science to establish
rational methods of resource protection.

The Salmon Convention concluded in 1930 bore certain similarities to the
successful North Pacific Halibut Commission. The agreement set out provisions for the
establishment of an international scientific commission with powers to recornrnend catch
regulations and closed seasons. In this respect it aiso mirrored the general outlines of
previous salmon agreements signed, but never passed, in 1908 and 1919. Unlike past
precedents, however, the 1930 salmon convention also included two new stipulations: the
catch would be divided equally between the two nations on an annual basis and the
waters regulated in the treaty would be expanded to include non-territorial waters fished

by Amencan purse-seiners.16 As with earlier agreements the sirnplicity of the three major
provisions of the convention did not mean that the ratification process would be
straightfonvard. For seven years the convention remained without force, f i e r imrnediate
passage in Canada and prolonged debate at the fedenl Ievel in the United States.
Before the 1930 convention was concluded aspects of the agreement were looked
upon with trepidation by the Conservative opposition under Bennett. Read fiom a certain
perspective, the convention provided the Amencan governrnent with a degree of authonty
over the management of a Canadian resource. As a point of principle, this arrangement
was unacceptable; subsequent amenciments that qualified the powers of the commission

15~irnSmith suggests that the importance of the Halibut commission in developing meoiods to scale
fisheries: Tirn Smith, Scalin~Fisheries, pp 202-2 14. George Rounsefell judged the results of the
commission's regdatory policies, however, to be large1y a failure, at least in economic tems: George
Rounsefell, Ecology. Utilization and Management of Marine Fisheries (Saint Louis: CV Mosby Co., 1975),

P 6.
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~GR ~1378,~BC Commercial
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, Fisheries Branch, Box 1 , File 1, Babcock to Premier, September 23,
1929. In this letter, Babcock outlines the differences with earlier treaties. An earlier version of the
convention did not include the expanded territorial scope and was rejected on this b a i s by Canada.
1

or defined them more precisely removed these concerns." In any event, sufficient
bureaucratic, industrial and provincial Conservative support was rnarshaled to convince
the federal Conservatives of the essential soundness of the agreement, allowing for its
passage in 1930 without opposition.'*

The delay in the United States was, as before, driven by opposition fiom
Washington State and conducted within the US Senate. Washington Governor Hartley
argued over a number of years that the ideai solution would be to conduct joint regulation
of the resource between the state of Washington and the Canadian government rather than

vest an international body with powers over areas of Washington State's constitutional
authority.19 It was not until the defeat of Hartley in the election of 1933 that new life was
breathed into the agreement. Govemor Martin, Hartley's successor, viewed the
convention favourably as a small concession in light of potential benefits.20 Advised by
Miller Freeman, the publisher of the Pacific Fisherman, Martin threw himself strongly

behind the agreement at the state and federal level, meeting with BC Premier Duff Patullo

"8C MP,'Leon' [Dennison? on H of C lener head] related the views of Bennett and the federal
Conservatives to Conservative BC Premier Simon Fraser Tolmie. Leon said that only he of a11 federal
Conservatives was supporting the agreement and that he had warned his colleagues of the depth of support
in BC and arnongst members of the fishing industry. He asked Tolmie to help to add pressure on the
federal government: UBC Special Collections and Archives, Simon Fraser Tolmie Papers, Box 7, File 715, 'Leon' to Tolmie, March 27 [1929?] and May 15, 1929. HW Stevens, the Vancouver Conservative MP,
suggested that the convention posed a threat to questions of sovereignty: City of Vancouver Archives, HH
Stevens Papers, Add MSS 69, Vol 2, File 4, Stevens to Canadian Fishing Co., May 2 1, 1929 (copy).
*%e importance of passing the convention and explaining its advances on past agreements was set out in
a Department of Fisheries Memorandurn: NA, RG 23, Box 1079, File 72 1- l9-2[18] "Memorandum Re
Fraser River Treaty," May 26, 1930. Federal deputy minister of fisheries, WA Found instnicted BC
assistant fisheries commissioner, Babcock that the federal Conservative opposition would meIt away with
Tolmie and the industry's support so ciearly given. He also felt that federal reticence might also expedite
the approval process in the US: BCARS, BC Commercial Fisheries Branch Papers, GR 1378, Box 1, File 1,
Found to Babcock, June 12, 1929. The generaliy agreeabie atmosphere of the final debate in the House
rnerely underlines his point: Canada, Debates of the House of Commons (1930), May 29, 1930, pp 279828 14.
1 9 ~Restorine
~ ~ ~
Fraser
, River Salmon, pp 45-46
*O~ora statement of Manin's views, see: Clarence D Martin, "Should Sockeye Treaty Be Ratified with
Proper Interpretations?" Pacific Fisherman 33(8) (July 1935): 13- 14.

in a bid to raise the agreement's profile and then organizing bi-national meetings to
consider possible regulatory models.21
The shift in policy marked more than a change of leadership. It also reflected
developments within the fishing constituency in Washington state politics. In the mid1930s disputes within the state over appropriate fishing Iimits between recreational
fishea, fish trap users and purse seiners helped to mobilize an opposition to exploitative
fish trap techniques. In 1934 Initiative 77 went to Washington voters as a referendum
item, asking whether fish traps should be eliminated fiom the fisheries. Its passage had
the consequence of eliminating fish trap usen from the US-based Fraser fishery as well as
al1 Washington State fisheries. Pune seiners based in Puget Sound and at Point Roberts'
now held daim to al1 of the American catch of Fraser salmon. Due to the interna1 clout

of the sports fishery and segments of the commercial fishery, new conservation measures
were pressing the fishing industry towards the logic of an international agreement3

Just as new gear restrictions changed the nature and extent of the US Fraser
fishery, a momentary re-orientation was occurring in the migration patterns of Fraser
sockeye that would help to seal the success of the 1930 convention. Put simply, more
fish were returning to the river by Johnstone Straight- beyond the reach of American
control- than was typical of past years, due to a variety of climatic and oceanic factors.
Although this trend was not well understood at the time, the decrease it created in the
Amencan catch as a share of the total Fraser fishery was widely interpreted as a result of

"UWA, Miller Freeman Papers. Acc. 1038, Box 5 contains a weaith of correspondence covering seven
years of Freeman's private lobbying to politicians and industry leaders about the necessity of passing the
Salmon Convention, Both Freeman and BC's Assistant Fisheries Commissioner, Babcock became
unoftTciaI backroom Iobbyists fiom the state and provincial point of view: BCARS, BC Commercial
Fisheries Branch, GR 1378, Box 1, File 5, Freeman to Babcock, June 3, 1935, Babcock to Freeman, June 6,
1935 (copy). Martin also brought key fisheries officiais fiom Canada and the US together in 1934 to hash
out the organization of the proposed Commission: "International Commission is Proposed for US-Canadian
Salmon Research," Pacific Fisherman 32(13) December 1934; see also Roos, Restorine Fraser River
Salmon, pp 44-47.
*~aylor. "Histoncal Roots," pp 18- 19; ROOS,Restorine Fraser River Suckeye, 46-47.

the changes in allowable gear in Amencan waters? The previous advantages of the
Arnerican fishery, produced by geographical and technical factors, appeared to have
vanished- and with them the roadblocks to an agreement.
It still took dmost three years, however, before the US Senate passed the

convention on June 16, 1936 and only then with some minor amendments. Reaction to
this process in Canada was mixed. When American approval did arrive, reservations
were expressed about the unilateral Senate amendments, but to linle effect.24 The

Canadian Libenl government understood that if the convention were rejected on that
basis, no agreement would be possible in the foreseeable future. The convention was
passed into law in 1937. Despite a tangle of conflicting constitutional and market
interests an agreement had occurred that gained wide support from industry, politicians

and fisheries officiais. With the salmon stocks of the Fraser so heavily depleted after
more than fi@

years of commercial exploitation, the convention was perceived to be the

right rneasure, arriving rather late.
It would be even later. One of the US Senate amendments insured that the
convention's results would not be speedily felt in the fishery: it laid out an eight year
penod of scientific study of the resource before the commission would receive authority
to advise either nation in regulatory and closed season restrictions. Science would have
to create a basis for rational judgment in order to mediate political conflict.
23~oos,Restorine Fraser River Sockeye, p 47.
24~om
Reid, the Liberal member fiom New Westminster and fûture IPSFC commissioner, represented the
views of local fishermen, who, for example, wished to see the convention terminated if amendrnents were
added. UWA, Miller Freeman Papers, Acc. 1O38, Box 1, FiIe 1-26. George Alexander, BC Fisheries
Department to Miller Freeman, March 11, 1936. Alexander wrote that Reid was representing the views of
certain Fmer River fishers who supported amendments proposed by the Salmon Conservation League of
Washington State. There was ako concem expressed by the Fisherman and Cannery Workers Industrial
Union of Canada to the effect that a commission would be in the control of the big fishery trusts and ought
to contain representation fiom fishers: BCARS, SC Commercial Fisheries Branch Papers, GR 1378, Box 1,
File 5, Fisherman and Cannery Workers Industrial Union of Canada to BC Department of Fisheries,
January 7, 1935, enclosure, "Arnendments to the Sockeye Salmon Convention." When it came finally to
ratification, Reid spoke at Iength about the agreement and in its Cavour. Although the Conservatives raised
questions on points of terminology, they made no attempt to hold up the agreement's passage: Canada,

Reflecting on the early years of the IPSFC, William F Thompson noted in the late 1950s
that the eight-year penod when the commission was devoted solely to scientific inquiry
allowed for uncornmon latitude in charting new directions in fisheries research. "The
Cornmissioners were, for a time," Thompson recalled, "fiee from the job and glory
seeken who were not interested in doubtful personal futures... free fiom the demands of
regulation according to this or that popular theory [and]... free from the pressure of
immediate results." The treaty. he argued, provided a research oppomuiity beyond the
clawing control of "small organizations" and national policy concems.*s Memory works
sometimes as a salve, but Thornpson's remarks do provide insight into the importance of
institutional arrangements for the conduct of scientific research, particularly when such
inquiry impacts vested economic and political interests. Whether the IPSFC was as
successful at deflecting industry pressures and national policy concems as Thompson
remembered is another question.
The commission established under the Pacific Salmon Convention was cornposed
of what might be considered three layers of organization and operation. The commission
proper contained six members (three fiom each country) and held responsibility for the
general planning and implernentation of the convention. Members of the commission
were appointed by their respective national govemments and were comected in some
respect to the fishing industry, or regulatory bodies. The founding Canadian
commissioners consisted, for exarnple, of a fisheries official (WA Found), an industry
representative (AL Hager) and a politician (Tom Reid); two of the Amencm
commissionen, on the other hand, were fisheries officials (BM Brennan and Charles E
Debates ofthe House of Commons (1 937), March 25, 1937, pp 2 176-2 198. See also Roos, Restoring

Fraser River Salmon, p 49.
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Jackson), while the last was a prominent Washington lawyer with expertise in fisheries
mattee (EW Allen). An advisory committee, made up initially of ten industry
representatives, with five from each country, perfonned an ad hoc role connecting
cornmissioners to industry and organizational concems. The third layer of individuals
connected to the commission was the professional and technical staff overseen by a
director of investigations, separate fiom, but subordinate to the chairman of the
c o m m i ~ s i o n .This
~ ~ was the most important group in identiQing and carrying out the
restoration efforts in the commission's early years, and the focus of the current analysis.
n i e scientific activities of the early commission derived their main impetus and

direction from William F Thompson. Thompson might be considered as one of the
leading lights of the second generation of fisheries scientists on the Pacific Coast in the
twentieth century. A product of the Stanford fisheries program. Thompson went on to do
important fisheries studies as the head of the Halibut commission in the iate 1920s and
developed a substantial research career in the area of scaling fisheries. He also acted as
chair of the University of Washington College of Fishenes starting in 1930 and oversaw
the transformation of the school from a practically oriented program to an important
research institute that attracted significant pnvate, state and federal research hds.27 A
better scientist than a politician, Thompson accepted the role as director of investigations
under the Salmon Convention more perhaps for the research opportunity than the
prestige. He did not enjoy publicity and within five years resigned from the Commission,
embittered by the personal and political confiicts that had tainted his scientific mission.
But before that time he would lead a research team to one of the most important single
discoveries in fisheries management in BC history.

26 On the organiration of the commission, see: Roos. Restoring Fraser River Salmon, pp 54-55.
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Thompson's responsibility was to gather and s u p e ~ s ae team of researchers to
pursue a set of investigations with a view to restoration and regulation possibilities.
Initially, he tried to follow his earlier halibut experience and center the work at the
University of Washington, using his people. This approach did not wash with the
Canadian commissioners. The Canadian MP Tom Reid, a volatile critic at the best of
times, insisted that the benefîts of the convention ought to be more evident in Canada,
particularly his riding of New Westminster. He aiso criticized Thompson's penchant for
Arnerican staff, and asked why Canadians were not being hired for the research jobs.
Thompson lost the battle over the location of the commission offices, but managed
nevertheless to cary out substantial research in the University labs and hire his own
people. There simply were no qualified UBC graduates, explained American
commissioner, BM Breman; better people, trained in fisheries science, were available in
Washington.?' The initial confrontation stunned the American comrnissioners somewhat.

EW Allen womed that Reid was bullying Thompson and that he "look[ed] upon the
commission as an opportunity for patronage." Apparently Reid even tried to find his son
a j0b.29 But on another level, Reid's attacks were merely an exarnple of the depth of
national division that remained within the institution and that could not be ignored in its
operation. Canadian commissioners would not tolerate tuming the research into an
American project. And in any event. some of the most expenenced talent did reside in
Canada. Jack L Kask, a UBC graduate and PhD fiom the University of Washington had
formerly worked under Thompson on the halibut study and made a seamless transition
into salmon research, though he would develop a deep antagonism towards Thompson.
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In 1943 both men resigned fiom the commission citing their poor relationship as a key
factor? Quite appropriately, Thompson and the IPSFC also engaged William Ricker and
Russell Foerster, two Canadian researchers based at the Nanaimo federal fisheries lab

with substantial expenence on the Fraser and sockeye research. Ricker wouid conclude

his relationship with the IPSFC a year later and become its most outspoken scientific
critic in the late 1940s.
Rarely are such large subjects like the sockeye salmon of the Fraser basin

exarnined in integrated studies. Before the advent of the IPSFC research program, a
range of provincial and federal fisheries scientists studied the Fraser's salmon. Much of
the early work consisted of cataloguing distributions and determining the vdidity of the
home Stream theory. Stanford zoologist Charles Gilbert produced the most important

work in this line by attempting to distinguish racial groups within species by means of
growih ring analysis. In the 1920s. federal research made advances in the area of fish
culture with a set of intensive studies at Cultus Lake on the rerunis of 'wild' and reared
sockeye. Other work concerned the control of predator populations. Al1 of these
projects were foundational in different ways, but also segmented as to region and
restricted in ternis of application.3' The IPSFC research mandate allowed Thompson and
his team to look to broader questions that connected the watershed as a whole and
suggested the basis for a sweeping restoration program. Few precedents for such a
prograrn existed intemationally, besides the halibut commission and the pioneering

For a biography of Kask and mention of the dispute with ïhompson, see: Kenneth Johnstone,
Aauatic Ex~lorers:A History of the Fishenes Research Board of Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 19771, pp 208-209.
31 1 have summarized and analyzed this early fisheries biological research in an Chapter 1, "'Nature's
Methods Have Been tmproved Upon': The Scientization of SaImon and Water in British Columbia, 19001930".

International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, which coordinated research in the
North Atlantic.32

One of the most important opening strategies of Thompson's research program
was maintaining flexibility.33 Research h d s were not ailocated to particular projects

lasting five years in duration. Instead, IPSFC scientists pursued a problem-oriented
survey approach in the first year to identify worthy areas of study. While the existing
Iiterature on the Fraser fisheries was collected and added to with historical material on

past catch levels, the main emphasis of the initial field work was to differentiate the
sockeye fishery through tagging studies and spawning bed s w e y s . The early studies of
Gilbert and others at the turn of the century had established that saimon populations were
not a homogeneous m a s . but could be separated into 'races' with their own particular
migration patterns and spawning areas. The racial theory was a comerstone of the

IPSFC's initial survey. By tagging sockeye in closed penods off the coast of Vancouver
Island near Sooke. and at various stages upstream, statistics were collected on the length
of migration and salient characteristics of the particular racia! groups. Contextual
information was gathered as well: survey parties examined each of the major spawning

areas in the watenhed during the surnrner and fa11 nins, determined the number of
returning spawners and entered relevant environmental information into standardized
notebooks for each spawning region. Incidental to this work, some attempt was made to
observe the native fishery in order to develop some estimate of its annual take with a
view to regulation. And despite some initial reservations, Thompson decided to fund the

continuation of the Canadian Department of Fisheries snidies at Cultus Lake on the rate

3 2 ~ oar discussion of the halibut commission, see: Tomasevich, International Agreements, pp 125-209; on
the science of the [CES and the haribut commission, see: Smith, Scating Fisheries, pp 1 10-229 and 202214
33Thompson'spmgram is detailed in a memorandum to the commissioners: UWA, William F Thompson
Papen, Acc. 2597-3-83-21, Box 7, File 1938, ïhompson to International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission, May 18, 1938.

of sockeye ret~rns.3~
This marked the transition fiom federal to commission control in
Fraser sockeye research. Hereafter the field would be dominated by the commission
while the federal department would tum its attention to the Skeena River?

In describing his approach, Thompson wrote "1 am holding the program open to
change. It must not be allowed to crystallize before the direct utility of its several
features is seen."36 M e r the first surnmer of investigations some of those features were
becoming apparent. One was obstruction conditions in the Fraser Canyon. In some
sense, the problem was stumbled upon, without prejudice. AAer having conducted
tagging experiments in salt water, it was determined that too few of these marked fish
were surviving the entire migration process to provide meaningful statistical data.
Various upstream locations were chosen to tag fish and collect in-river migration data.
One such position was located near Yale, but was shifted to Hells Gate in mid-season

because fish were more easily captured at this point. Frorn rocks and crags, and Iater little
scows. scientists fished for sockeye using gill nets, tagged them, removed some of their

scales for racial analysis, and then released them again into the water. Using this method,
scientists developed significant findings that would shape the course of the IPSFC's
research mandate over the next decade.
Tagged fish, the scientists found, did not simply pass Hells Gate as expected.
Frequently they were held up for days, tuming up in the tagging nets more than once as
'recaptures', and sometirnes downstream, as far away as the river's mouth. Although

many of the tagged fish were recaptured upstream and provided evidence of migration
timing to spawning areas, enough did not get through that Thompson and his team
3 4 ~ h outline
e
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thought it prudent to focus greater attention on the problem in subsequent seasons. Could
it be, they asked, that the rumor about Hells Gate, so fiequently dismissed by fisheries

officiais over the past two decades, was tme? Did the gorge di11 contain matenal Born
the slides that made salmon passage difficult? From 1939 to 1941, the IPSFC placed a
special emphasis on determining this question. Their main means of analysis was the
tagging procedure, which was contextualized by the addition of relevant data on water
levels, catch statistics and spawning ground counts of escapements. But given the
centraiity of the tagging method, it is well to consider the operation of this experiment
more closely. How were small celluloid disks representative of shifts in nature?

***************************
By the 1920s fish tagging experiments were becoming a fündarnental tool in large-scale
fisheries studies. Thompson had used them in the previous halibut commission work,
and they were a basic technique of the much-celebrated International Council for the
Exploration of the Sea.37 Joint Canada-US tagging expenments on salmon had provided
part of the conceptual bais for the initiation of the Salmon Convention by demonstrating

the transnational migration patterns of Fraser sockeye. But before the commission
experiments on the Fraser, tagging had been used more fiequently to demonstrate ocean
migration paths in order to inform fisheries regulations. In-river tagging was a less
common exercise. It had never previously been used on the Fraser in a major study.
Wilber Clemens of the Biological Board lab in Nanaimo had suggested just such a project
a decade previously when the Board of Engineers examined conditions at Hells Gate, but

the idea went nowhere.38 In-river tagging was only adopted by the commission when it

appeared that too many of the fish tagged in saltwater were being taken in the commercial
fishery.
"On early plaice-tagging experiments, see: Smith. Scaline Fisheries, pp 143- 146.
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Fish tagging was a scientific exercise in differentiating populations and analyzing
their movement through space. In the commission expenrnents, fish were captured
according to a random fishing process, pierced with a nickel pin and identified by two
celluloid disks, inscribed with a serial code, placed directly under the dorsal fin. The fish
were then retumed to their natural habitat and scientists waited to discover where their
coded fish would reappear. The assurnption was that the tagged fish mirrored the
experience of the larger population, at least in probability terms. Tags did not intnide
upon or alter natural patterns; they merely reflected them.
Tagging, however, was not carried out in a hermetically sealed scientific space
where natural relationships could be distinguished unproblematically fiom cultural
contexts or ways of seeing. Data were rneant to provide direct clues about natural change

and salmon movement, but the very means of collecting tags created filters between the
scientist and the rest of nature. Collection methods as well as aspects of the 'natural
laboratory' introduced various forms of selectivity. The very tools of capture were
selective: gill nets snagged certain sizes of fish more than others and were replaced by
dip-nets in 1942.39 More fùndamentally, such nets were imprecise gauges of passing
populations. The disjuncture between an ideally constant tagging pressure and a variable
rate of saimon passage meant that when a large cohon passed, or was delayed, a different
proportion of the population was sampled than at other t i m e ~ . ~What
* this meant for the
nature of the sarnpie and the resulting data was unknown. Beyond the gate, in the upper

basin spawning grounds, the collection of the dispersed data created m e r problems.
Al1 tags were not retieved. On some strearns, river flow carried the carcasses of spawned
fish away, taking their precious tags with thern.jI On others, tags were discovered, but
-

-
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after the spawning was complete. Judging when the fish arrived became a guessing game

and it was oniy compounded when intermediaries tumed in the tags. And then there were
oddities that could not be wholly explained: many of the tagged fish collected in the
spawning grounds bore scars. Thompson stated in his fuial report that the proportion of
fish thus afTected was "relatively hi&" He suggested that native gill nets might be the

cause+ But as with al1 of these anomalies, it was difficult to Say. Commission scientists
knew these problems existed and acknowledged al1 of them in their published findings.
They did not attempt, however, to account for them statisticaily in their analyses, or
publish quantitative findings to report how much of the data might be affected by any one
or d l of these discrepancies. Such problems would provide the b a i s for subsequent
critiques of the commission's science and its conclusions.

4 2 ~ i l l i a mF Thompson, "Obstructions..."p98

Photograph #4: Tagged Sockeye Salmon fiom the Hells Gate Investigations. Notice the
placement of the tag bel.ow the dorsal fui. Photograph courtesy of the Pacific Salmon
Commission Library .
Perhaps the most blatant problems with the data collection showed up in the
interaction of commission scientists and native fishers in the canyon. On the face of it,
the commission's plan to study native fishing on the Fraser blended perfectly with its
tagging experiments. Natives were asked to return fish tags to the commission that were
captured in the seasonal fishery. This would provide scientists with data about fish
movement as well as the rate of fishing pressure. Natives even had an incentive. As with
commercial fishers in the salt-water experiments, individuals would be paid fifty cents
per tag. A simple arrangement no doubt, but one complicated by the long history of
antagonism and unequal power relationships between native fishers and fishenes
regulators in the canyon.Native peoples did not r e m the tags as expected, but
sometimes hoarded them, turned them in at locations distant fiom the point of catch, and
sometimes did not return them at al!. The problem was not that native fishen were
necessarîly setting out to sabotage research, but that they were collecting tags for
different reasons than the scientists. One penon's data were another's fifty cents.
Whereas the tags were a rnarker of fish passage for scientists. inscribed with data

and representative of nahiral change, they becarne a "fungible" in the economy of native
fishers and others in the canyon. Karl Polanyi defines a fùngible as a durable object that
can perform the functions of money: as a means of payment, a standard of value, a store

of wealth and a means of exchange."

Although no statistics were published by the

commission about the number of tags collected by natives, in the 1941 season Thompson
estimated that due to a Iack of commission tag collectors on the spaw-ning grounds, over

one thousand dollars would be paid out to natives searching the spawning grounds
alone." That works out to two thousand tags, more than ten percent of the total number
of tags used in that year. In the seasonal fishery, tag collection became a lucrative byline, and sometimes an end in itself. Fish tags tumed into local currency.
The fungible quality of fish tags was a lesson that commission scientist, Jack L

Kask learned with much hstration in the fail of 1940.45 M e r recording peculiar
patterns of tag returns fiorn native groups in the canyon that did not correspond
particularly with comission expectations, Kask was sent to investigate how tags were
collected and retumed. At the Indian reserve near Anderson Creek, Kask questioned
Chief Joe Brown about tags and discovered to his displeasure that tags were capttued by a
variety of people, some without fishing pemits, who subsequently took them to places as

far away as Lytton before reiuming hem, if they did so at d l . Besides confiscating some
illegal gaffes that he found in the vicinity, Kask collected eight tags from Chief Brown
and tned to insist on the importance of prompt tag r e m s . Kask was following in a long
tradition of state salmon officiais telling native fishers of the canyon how to fish, and
expecting their cooperation. He shared his hstration and prejudice in a memorandum to
his supenors: "A thorough search of the Indian villages would probably uneanh many
more [tags], although the Indians do not hand in the tags until they are good and ready
and as long as there are stores and other centres where cash can be obtained for tags it
will be difficult for any commission employee to get to tl1ern."~6
Stores accepting tags? This was a key problem, said Kask. The commission had
hired a scattering of individuals in the canyon to collect tags directly fiom native peoples
%ee Karl Polanyi's essay on "Money Objects and Money Uses,"The LiveIihood of Man ed. Hany W
Pearson (New York: Academic Press, 19771, pp 102- 103.
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and record these returns promptly. Commission scientists did not envisage the
emergence of middlemen. In order to snidy the methods of tag collection, Kask
accompanied one such commission employee, Tom E. Scott, a federal fishery agent based
in Hope, dunng his round in the iower canyon.47 Scott, while insisting to Kask that he
collected dl tags directly fiom native fishers, lead his employer to a series of general
stores. At Yale, he confessed that the majonty of the tags fiom the lower canyon ended
up in the cash register of the local Chinese-Canadian shopkeeper. Natives were allowed
to use tags in the store as cash equivalents. The propietor held the tags and then Scott
would reimburse him for the stated p k e of fi@ cents per tag. Or that is what Scott said.
After visiting the Spuznim general store where a simiiar transaction occurred and then

the Alexandra Lodge where dealings were carried out beyond Kask's view in the kitchen,
the commission scientist had a fair idea of how the wily seventy-one year old Scott
operated. "Scott's great enthusiasm for collecting tags can be explained in this way. In
1938 and 1939 tags were redeemed at his appointed centres of tag collection at a reduced
rate. As they were turned in to the Commission at the full rate of 50 cents per tag, it is
conceivable that a small rake-off was made by the store-keeper and Sc0tt."~8 In view of
Scott's activities, said Kask, it would be best to stop employing tag collectors who used
m e r middlemen and did not keep accurate records. A commission scientist, he argued,
ought to be employed full time on the task to insure accuracy and prompt collection.
Kask's hstration at how tags were treated out of the water was only one part of

the problem. Because tags were stores of value for native peoples, they attracted a
different kind of fishery: a stntegically aimed fishery that torqued 'normal' fishing
pressures in new directions and fhstrated commission statisticians. The shiny white
46m.
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disks placed undemeath the dorsal fin could be seen by a skilled fisher in eddies and
pools. Native peoples fished selectively for salmon because they contained use value in
food and exchange value in c e l l u l ~ i d .It~was
~ only in 1947 that a new kind of disk was
used that was less visible under water. In that year, commission scientists reported a
significant &op in native tag catches.50 Commission scientists also suspected that fish
that were unable to pass Hells Gate and drifted downstrearn to die were rnonitored and
collected by native fishers. Given the haphazard recording system for tags, at least in the
first few years of tag collection, it is entirely possible that such rags were mixed up with
different catch dates, or carried north up the canyon and exchanged in a store beyond

Hells Gate, giving commission scientists erroneous data fkom which to measure the
passage of fish. Moreover, the extent of the Indian fishery may well have been
exaggerated by virtue of selective fishing. For one of the first tirnes since restrictions
were imposed on native fishing after the Hells Gate slides, natives were reaping some
matenal r e m fiom the regulatory control. They were also incidentally causing
problems for the commission scientists.
Kask's views were taken seriously. Begiming in 194 1, commission scientists
were detailed to collect tags directly From natives in r e m for the fifty-cent price. The
middlemen were gone and the surveillance was intensified. GV Howard wrote an
instruction guide for commission tag collectors in 1944 that explained the best method:
Visit al1 the lndian fishing stations in your district as often as possible, and acquaint yourself thoroughly
with these localities. Acquaint yourself with these Indians and attempt to gain their confidence. In this way
you will be able to determine the number of lndians who actuaily engage in fishing. From these fishermen
obtain the foilowing:
1.Name
2. Permanent Address
3. Number of dependents
4. Occupations 0 t h than fishing
-
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Collectors were instnicted to record whether they collected counts verbally, or made them
themselves, to speciS types of gear used, detemine the placement of fish stations and
note how fish were preserved and consurned. Cards were kept on each fisher, and daily
reports filed. Salmon scientists curn ethnographers were attempting to gain a
cornprehensive sense of the native fishery not only to control it and set limits on the
catch, but also to ensure the purity of their data. While native fishers experienced some
of the most intrusive and intensive surveillance of their fishery to date, commission
scientists were coming to believe that their data was solid. Their ethnographie research
was intended to shore up the validity of the tags as mirrors of natural shifts. Of course,
for native peoples the tags were still worth fi@

cents.

*************************
After a number of field seasons, the commission scientists found what they believed to be
strong evidence of a primary cause of fish problems at the gate: water levels. The tagging
experiments provided enough sound data on the length of time it took fish during penods

of 'normal' passage to overcome the gate and turn up in spawning beds that anomalies
could be sponed. The major anomaly appeared in the recapture and upstrearn recovery
data. At certain water levels between twenty-six and forty feet in Hells Gate, the number
of fish recaptured below the gate afier tagging would climb sharply, leading observers to
believe that few fish were passing. This seemed to be further substantiated by the low

recovery of fish upstream after these 'block' periods. The increases in recapnires showed
a strong correlation with periods when water levels were at a middling level in the annual
fluctuation. They did not seem to correspond to other factors. The gate's unevenness
under water seemed to create high turbulence at certain levels and make passage
*IPSCA,
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increasingly difficult when the water dipped into the danger zone. It was as if the gate
were shaped like an hourglass and fish were trying to pass- but failing- when water
coursed through the narrow middle section.5' (See Diagram #1) By the beginning of the

1941 field season, commission scientists believed that water levels were the primary
problem. The upcorning season provided an opportunity to test that belief with an
expanded experimental program.

The 1941 field season was as unusual as it was revealing. From the early days of
July until the end of October, Hells Gate appeared to be blocked to migrating salmon. In
previous seasons blocks lasted for up to a week. In 1941, whole months were affected.
William Thompson, a scientist not fond of superlatives, was astounded and said so in his
memoranda to the commissioners.~3It was as if, he wrote in a later repon, the whole
drama of 1913 were being played out again, in front of the scientists' eyes. Just as in
1913, when Babcock surveyed the slide scene. salmon gathered in a confused ufic

directly below the gate. They stretched down the river for six miles, and, as the season
progressed, matured into the farnous red of the spawning sockeye. Few passed through in
the late summer months. Hardly any passed in September. For much of the season,
water rumbled through the gate within the middling zone. A few respites in July, early
September and in late October allowed for delayed fish to pass through. Few of the
tagged fish in their number were discovered later on the spawning grounds.54
The spectacle of blocked salmon impressed the scientists and lead to a rapid redeployment of scientific effort. At the beginning of the season Thompson had laid out a
research program that would include snidies of the native fishery, close examinations at
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Quesnel lake to determine the long term consequences of the dam built at that location, as
well as expanded work on tagging at Hells Gate? But as the salmon began to monnt in
numbers below the gate, al1 the carehilly made plans were remade. "Every available man
from the other divisions of the work," Thompson inforrned cornmissioners, "was
concentrated on [the Hells Gate problem] including some of the Director's time. No other
question could possibly arise which would equal the importance of this Heli's Gate
blockade and ordinary arrangements were ruthiessly sacrificed accordingly."56 By late
August two teams of fish taggers handled one hundred and fifty fish per day. Over
thirteen thousand sockeye would carry tags by the end of the season. The project was. as
Thompson noted with pride, "one of the most extensive tagging programs of its kind ever
undertaken."j7 Scientists were so over-extended by the end of the season that other
projects risked incompletion. But the opportunity provided by unusual conditions had
not been missed. Now the problem was to tie al1 of the data together. "Unmistakable as
the indications are," Thompson stated, "the returns must be tabulated and analyzed with
care. "58
As the drama unfolded, Thompson believed he could see the process that lay
ahead. The press was beginning to publish stories on the massive build up and journalists
wanted interviews.59 Thompson, by contrast, wanted to be "protected", as he told the
cornmissionen.60 He succurnbed to the need to prepare a preliminary release on the
problems at the gate, but argued vigorously within the commission that the press
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coverage should not seek to arouse alatm.61 The risks were too great of having publicity
force political decisions on the commission that could only disrupt the research.
Optirnism, he advised Miller Freeman, the publisher of the Pacific Fisherman, was
prernature.62 The commissioners, probably keen to air the progress of the commission's
work, acceded to his request.

Part of the reason why Thompson did not wish to blow the event out of proportion
or attract attention was that the imagined solution to the block required M e r study. In
order to restore the gate and release the blockage conditions, a fishway of some kind
would be needed. This was not a problem that could be handled quickiy. The
commission scientists were biologists, not engineers. New expertise would need to be

drawn upon to proceed. Furthemore, any building project would require a special
disbursement from the national governments. That might not be simple to procure.
Better. he thought, to control the flow of information as much as possible so the request
would not be prejudged.

***************************
Unlike the early decades of the centwy when fishways were simple in design and cmde in
execution, by the 1940s the technology had developed substantia1ly.u These advances
occurred principally as a by-product of development on the Columbia River where main
stem dams were raised at Bonneville, Rock Island and Grand Coulee liom 1931 to

1941.* The Bonneville project included an extensive fishway system as an integral
aspect of the design, while the Grand Coulee dam was designed without fish in mind and
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had fishways added after the main project was completed. Both these different
procedures added to the generai knowledge of fishway designs, one in terms of planning
and the other in terms of reclamation. It was unclear by the early 1940s how well they
worked in terms of maintainhg runs over the long term, but at least the Bonneville
facility appeared capable of passing fish. The Hells Gate fishways were thus conceived
in an atmosphere when dams were the problem and fish passage devices the technical
solution.
Following the drama of the previous season, in 1942 a team of engineers and
biologists cooperated to pian how to pass fish around the gate.65 Some work was
completed the previous summer arnidst the confusion of the blockage. For the most part
this consisted of soundings and topographic studies so that the contours of the granite
gorge could be known and the fluvial dynamics studied. What this preliminary work
established was that two "jutting rocks," one on each side of the river, created
obstructions and increased the fail of water at the problem levels between twenty-six and
forty feet. Creating safe passage for salmon would require the alteration or
circumvention of these points. The commission engaged a number of hydraulic engineers
in 1942 to study how this might be done. With a special one-time disbursement fiom the
national govemrnents, $45,000 was spent to set up a mode1 project at the University of
Washington to test various construction scenarios. A mini Hells Gate one-tiflieth achial
size rose in Seattle. Milo Bell, formerly of the Washington State fisheries department,
took on pnmary responsibility for engineering investigations at Hells Gate and
contributed his considerable expenence gained as a designer of the Bonneville and Grand

64~ourtlandL Smith, Salmon Fishen of the Columbia (Corvallis: Oregon State University Press. 1979). p
78; Paul C Pitzer, Grand Coulee: Hamessine a Dream (Pullman: Washington State University Press, 1994),
pp 2î3-227; Richard White, The Oreanic Machine, pp 89-98.
65Thisdescription of the engineering snidies is based on: Milo C Bell, "Report on the Engineering
Investigation of Hell's Gate, Fraser River," Annual Re~ortof the PSFC (1944): 15-22.

Coulee dam fishways.66 At the University, Professor Harris, an expert in the area of
hydraulic engineering, led the model project and was assisted by Ted Pretious, a UBC
engineering professor, as well as Walter Hiltner, also of the University of Washington.67
At al1 points during their studies they had a tearn of biologists at the ready to advise on

the physiologicd and behavioral capabilities of salmon.
By 1943 they had a prototype.68 The fishways were unlike those previously
created for dam structures that carried fish up and over obstructions. Instead they were
designed to operate at different stages of the gate on both banks, assisting fish only at
problem water levels. They would not surmount the gate, but work through it.
Positioned directly behind both of the "jutting rocks" the conduits were to provide salmon

with an alternate route through high velocity points with a steep fall. At safer water
levels. the fishways would be either submerged or above surface. Novel to the design
was the use of vertical slot baffles within the fishway flumes as a means to slow the water
speed to a consistent and manageable leve1.69 The emphasis placed on disturbing the
existing site as little as possible was deliberate. The tests on the model had s h o w that
more radical plans to remove portions of "jutting rock" on the east and West banks would
only risk creating new and potentially damaging conditions. The fishways were
experimental enough that a thorough reconstruction of the gate was too risky to
contemplate, and in any event, unnecessary. As Ted Pretious later put it, "the scheme
devised was to aid the natural river to perform its fundon, rather than substitute artificial
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featwes where the naturai ones were adequate.""J In the fall of 1944, with the support of
the two national govemments, construction crews began to excavate the site? Built by
Coast Construction Co. under the supervision of Bell and the commission, the fishways
cost over a million dollars.72 By 1945 one set of fishways was complete and the second
was operable the following year.

***************************
Despite Thompson's certainty of the causes of the seasonal blockades of salmon, his
reasoned justification for the commission's building program did not appear in print until
the fishways were complete. Published as the first Bulletin of the IPSFC in 1945, his
anaiysis of the blockade conditions at Hells Gate was a major statement on the history of
salmon populations in the Fraser basin and drew together a wealth of material developed
over six years of commission research. Completed afler Thompson had quit the
commission in 1943 in hstration because of political and penonal disputes, the bulletin
represented his penonal cornmitment to and pride in the commission's scientific
endeavor.73
Thompson cast the analysis of the problerns at Hells Gate in a wide context. He
offered a long-term explanation for shifts in the populations of Fraser sockeye, premised
on the logic of racial analysis applied to historical data. The long view was enhanced by
-
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the specific knowledge of migration timing and the effect of obstructions developed
through the Hells Gate investigations. Recent s h i h in salmon populations were analyzed
with a particular focus on the differential effects of Hells Gate on distinct racial units in
the upper basin's various spawning grounds. As a whole, the analysis suggested a new
race-based approach to future fisheries regulation and justified the construction of the
Hells Gate fishways as the only reasonable way to restore Fraser sockeye to past levels.
Thompson's long-term view of the fishery pictured a healthy set of racial units
buffeted by a series of significant and sometimes regionally specific environmental
insults. Dividing the history of the fishery into five periods of decline and recovery since

1872, Thompson created a seriai index of past sockeye populations based pnncipally on
catch records. These were added to with reliable evidence and qualified to account
statistically for changing rates of fishing pressure. Alongside the population index,
Thompson exarnined changing regional escapements as evidenced in spawning ground
surveys and remaining hatchery records. This allowed for a specific analysis of which
racial units plurnmeted in yean of decline, or were responsible for general declines in the
fishery four years later? The first decline of the fishery, for example, was traced to the
episode of the Quesnel Lake dam that existed fiom 1899 to 1903 without an operational
fishway. Although Thompson allowed that over-fishing might have added to the declines
after 1903, he placed the primary emphasis on habitat destniction.75
The second major decline in salmon populations that Thompson identified was
also rooted in a specific event of environmental destruction: the building of the C N R

through the Fraser Canyon beginning in 1911. This second event, however, had a
broader impact across the basin and a longer term, if variable, effect. Whereas the
Quesnel Lake dam was specific to a number of racial units, the Hells Gate problem
74~ethodologicalconsiderations are ûeated in Thompson, "Effecuof Obstruction..." pp 22-39
75mid. pp 50-55

afTected al1 racial units in the upper basin (and thus the vast majonty of the Fraser
sockeye population). But as Thompson and the commission scientists had discovered in
the Hells Gate tagging experiments, the obstruction changed daily. At key water levels it
blocked fish, at other times it provided passage. Thompson specified the consequences of
this shifting impact by cross-hatching different environmental data: the variable of water
level (recorded at Hells Gate since 1912, and extrapolated fiom Hope data for earlier
periods), the factor of racial unit and size of run (based on the latest data of typical
migration dates and past spawner escapement information), as well as qualitative reports
of regional population cycles. Viewed through the optic of racial analysis these different

strands held together to explain what had fonnerly appeared to observers Iike Babcock as
wild upper basin fluct~ations.~6
Consider the case of the Adams River runs that had expenenced a number of
puuling patterns in the hvo decades &er the slides. Thompson chaited the population
history of the river's runs in relation to two key environmental events: the creation of a
lumber splash dam in 1907 and the Hells Gate slides in 1912-3 and after. The earliest
impact was the easier to explain: a river blockage afTected al1 Adams River runs, but was
specific to that river, because no parailel declines were experienced in other spawning
grounds. The Hells Gate effect was more complicated. Iust as different upper basin runs
experienced Hells Gate's variations differently, so too did the tempordly distinct nuis to
the Adams River. The spawning region hosted both early and late season runs of distinct
racial units. In 1913, Thompson suggested, early runs survived, while later ones were
diminished, some becoming extinct. In the years following the disaster, problems
remained, though they changed with seasonal water flows. The impact on the Adams
River nins was that some nins experienced a precipitous decline, while others began to
expand. In the course of ten years these shifts were registered in a transformation of the

pattern of quadrennial dominance. Whereas before the slides, the 1913 cycle year was
responsible for the greatest volume of spawners, after ten years, the 1922 cycle year had
replaced it as the dominant run year. What this meant, in lay terms, was that saimon
numbers now peaked on a different four year cycle than previously: Hells Gate was
shaping the success and failure of upper basin spawning runs by blocking some and
favouring others. Over al1 the impact created a decline in tbe aggregate population.77
This explanatory framework held a certain amount of comrnon sensical appeai: it
pointed to obvious episodes of environmentai destruction and explained their importance;
it suggested why lower basin stocks, south of Hells Gate, had remained steady over the
first three decades of the centuy, while upper basin runs fluctuated. But the analysis was
closely tied to Thompson's understanding of the limits of different racial units to
environmental insults gained fiom the tagging experiments. These studies supplied
relatively precise data about how long it took certain races to complete their run to the
spawning grounds in normal and delayed conditions, how resilient certain racial units
were to delay, and how different migration tirnes were afTected more or less than othen.
These experiments instilled confidence in Thompson to state that the Hells Gate
obstruction- and not over-fishing- was the primary cause of the decades-long decline in
Fraser River sockeye.

*****************************
But what if his assumptions were fdse? Thus did William Ricker put the question in a
1947 article in the Journal of Wildlife Management entitled, "Heli's Gate and the
Sockeye.1178 Ricker was then a professor of Zoology at Indiana University at
Bloomington and a well-respected student of the sockeye and west Coast fishenes.
Holding a PhD nom the University of Toronto, Ricker began his career at the Pacific
7 7 ~ i ~ l i aFr nThompson, "Effectof Obstruction..." pp 20,6266

Biological Station at Nanairno and assisted Russell Foerster in his studies of sockeye at

Cultus Lake. He had departed for Indiana in 1938 after working one season for the
IPSFC at the time of the fmt discoveries of blockages at Hells Gate. It is unclear whether
personal disputes had any role in his departure.
Starting fiom the position that such an important study and large body of evidence
required careful debate and scrutiny in the fisheries field, Ricker leveled an empirical and
interpretive critique of the Hells Gate study that raised serious doubts as to the necessity
of the fishways. He started by focusing on a key empirical finding of the Hells Gate
studies: that during periods of blockage only twenty percent of delayed sockeye were able
to pas. This was an important point because it undergirded al1 of the claims made by
Thompson concerning the rate of passage and the impact on different racial units fiom
delay periods. The problem, claimed Ricker, was that the figure was reflective of the
data, but that the data were so selective of the larger population as to be unreliable and
misleading. For one, the sample taken at Hells Gate almost certainly did not represent a
cross-section of the population, but likely contained a far greater representation of 'weak'
fish over strong fish. Since strong fish could pass the obstruction quickly they would be
caught by taggen less fiequently than weak fish that milled about in anticipation of
passage, sometimes for days at a time. The weakness of the fish forming the major
component of the sample, furthemore, was intensified through the very process of
tagging. Netting a fish, placing it in a box, clipping it and retuming it to water caused
stress and sometimes split a fin- minutes before fish were tested by the most difficult
stretch of river in their migration. Both of these problems, Ricker stated, could have been
accounted for by closer data collection methods and some simple shifts in experimentai
design (changing the location of the tagging stations, or using control fish, for example).
7g~il~iaE
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The consequences of this shortcoming in the data were judged by Ricker to be important:

"With regard to the possible magnitudes of the effects of the above two sources of error,
it c m be said without hesitation that they mav be suficient to completely invalidate the
conclusion that the Gate has been (1938- 1942) a serious obstacle to rnigration."79 Change
some of the assumptions about the strength of the sample group, Ricker proposed, and it
rnay have been that the tagging sampled eighty per cent of weak fish and oniy twenty per
cent of the stronger migrants.
Thompson's findings were questionable in other ways. Why, asked Ricker, was it
plausible to assume that a correlation between problern water levels at the gate and
spawner success in any given year amounted to a cause-and-effect relationship? Climatic
conditions, after all, have variable effects across space. While certain high river flow
levels might prove beneficial at the gate, if they were caused by flood conditions in upper
basin watersheds, they would also scour spawning grounds and reduce the success rate of

the spawn. Water conditions at Hells Gate should not be considered as an independent
variable, but placed in a wider context.
And then there was the absence of data in the report: it contained no discussion or
compilation of the sex ratio of migrants past the gate. Given that it was widely
understood that male spawners were more powemil swirnmers than females, it logicdly
followed, Ricker wrote, that a blockage would create a preponderance of male renÿns to
the spawning grounds over females. Spawning ground surveys in the yean of blockage,
however, provided no such evidence of abnormai sex ratios. Did this mean that the
appearance of a block at the gate and through the tagging studies was false? Possibly,

Ricker said, or at the very least it required explanation.
What then was one to make of the fishways? If the proof of blockage conditions
was in doubt, so too was the necessity of this expensive conservation measure. If in

friture years they proved able to rebuild upper basin spawnhg grounds, in the absence of
other conservation measures, Ricker judged, then they would surely be deemed
worthwhile. He woriied, however, that they would instead serve as an excellent excuse
not to approach problems of over-fishing. Although Thompson's report discounted
fishing as a primary cause of declines, he did report, Ricker underlined, that "the
commercial fishery may take about 80 per cent of the sockeye returning fiom the sea; and
tag r e t m show that 50 per cent is the absolute minimum."aO What if the fishways were
not about to Save sockeye spawnen? Would it not be worth considenng stringent catch
controls, at the very Ieast to enhance the fishways' possible success? It would be a
"garnble", Ricker concluded, to Ieave the task of conservation only to the fishways.aI
Ricker's paper was framed as a scientific critique of an admirably complex study

based on an enormous body of evidence. It did not shy away, nevertheless, fiom drawing
strong conclusions about the wisdom of the IPSFC's research and building programme as
well as William Thompson's capabilities as a scientist. If it was intended as a
disinterested critique, it was not received in that spirit. The paper lead to a major
scientific controversy in the fisheries research comrnunity that spilled into the fishenes
press and was cast by its participants along national lines. The international cooperation
inherent in the IPSFC programme seemed for a time in tatters.
The depth of feeling that Ricker's paper aroused is ably demonstrated in the
correspondence between Thompson and some of his closest colleagues in the fisheries
research community. Days afler the journal was pnnted, Richard Van Cleve, the IPSFC

Chief Biologist and a professor at the University of Washington College of Fisheries,
registered his dismay to Thompson in a personal letter." Interestingly, Van Cleve did not
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comment on the scientific aspects of Ricker's paper, but judged it as merely the
expression of a "pesonal grudge" against Thompson and the IPSFC, though with wider
implications. Not only did the paper put Thompson and the commission's reputation in a
bad light, but it was "in effect an attack on al1 biological fishenes work on the Pacific
Coast and will result in casting a doubt on the validity of any of our work, especially that
on salmon..." A scientific reply would be usebl, Van Cleve advised Thompson, but
better still would be a popularly accessible response that would win over an audience
without the capacity to undentand the depth of the original bulletin.83 In the following
months, Thornpson took up Van Cleve's idea and pemed a short. vitriotic response that
expanded the debate frorn the focus on the Hells Gate studies to the deficiencies of
Canadian science.
n i e kemel of Thornpson's reply was aired in advance in persona1 correspondence
with tmsted colleagues. Writing to Fred Foster, formerly the regional director of the US

Bureau of Fisheries in the Pacific Northwest, Thompson explained what he thought was

the motivation for Ricker's critique. The matter, he implied, was not scientific. Ricker
was formerly a member of the Biological Board of Canada. The Board had not
discovered the problems at Hells Gate; its policies were abandoned in the light of the
IPSFC's work and, as a result, were made to look il1 advised. Ricker, he thought, was
salvaging the reputation of the past Board and its research. "These Canadians," he wrote,

"are somewhat in the position of a man who sat on a powder keg while the fuse burned,
telling the world that it could not blow up?

But already improved r e m through the

fishways in 1946 were showing that the commission had been right dl dong. It was his

duîy, Thompson explained, to air the debate for what it was. Although his perspective
"Van Cleve later read a preliminary version of Thompson's reply: PSCA, File 1 180.1-74. Van Cleve to
ïhompson, May 5, 1947 (copy).
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had shifted significantly since he wrote rnagnanimously in 1944 that the Hells Gate
obstructions couid not have been understood previously, now his reputation was at
stake.85

For a man who claimed to hate publicity, Thompson showed uncharacteristic
relish in fanning the flames of controversy in the public sphere. His reply was a mode1 of
intemperance. Rather than focusing on Ricker's published cnticisms, he reviewed the
history of research on the Fraser sockeye and judged it wanting. Even the work camed
out at Cultus Lake that had been widely hailed as the most exacting examination of the
eficiency of artificial propagation (and in which Ricker had had a hand) was cast in the
same light. "None of these investigations led to positive remedial action, successful or
othenvise." The Hells Gate situation, meanwhile, went unstudied. The Canadian
Fisheries Research Board. he claimed, "either tacitly, or actually, acquiesced" in the
"officia1view" that nothing was m i s s at Hells Gate after the initial clean up. "Either the
problems at Hell's Gate were not appreciated by the Research Board and Dr Ricker, or as
ofien may happen in govemmental work, an 'officiai' view was allowed to modiQ the
research program, consequently its results." Either possibility was a stinging indictrnent
of Canadian scientists: they were fools or lackeys or both in this representation.
Thompson reserved some space to attempt to dismantle each of Ricker's critical
arguments, but much of his defense rested on the received wisdom of the spawning
r e m s after the fishway construction. Fish numbers were improving; therefore the
fishways were necessary and a success.86 The reply was mimeographed and sent to over

" ~ e ethe quotation at the head of the chapter.
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fifty scientists in the United States and Canada, to the main fishenes dailies and to the

IPSFC commissionen and select poIiticians.87
Two fisheries journals featured the reply and spun out the story as a significant
battle between national fisheries science communities. The Pacific Fishennan defended
Thompson's position entirely. The editor of the journal showed a preliminary version of
the story to Thompson and heaped added scom atop Thompson's views.88 Ricker was
cast as a "scientific sharp~hooter."8~
In a subsequent article, aiming to provide equal
space to the opposition, the editor continued to deride Canadian scientists as defensive
and evasive? He said that Ricker's role was personally motivated, politicai and
vindictive. The release of Ricker's article shortly before Canadian parliamentarians were

to reassess IPSFC funding was stated to be "significant" and presumably deliberately
destructive. Like al1 of Ricker's critics. the journal stated, "The proof of fishways is in
the fish which pass them."9' The Canadian Fishermen's Weeklv, by c o n m t , seemed to
side with Ricker's viewpoint initially, or at least provided him with a platform.92
Subsequently, the journal played host to a filtered conversation between Ricker and
Thompson, as they sparred back and forth in public view. The journal aiso reported the
views of commissionen, such as Tom Reid, who lashed out publicly against Ricker's
statements, and allowed members of the Canadian Fishenes Research Board the
oppominity to defend their research record?
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Members of the Board were personally afEonted by Thompson's public remarks
and conducted a campaign to defend the reputation of their institution and themselves.
Wilber Clemens, who had been director of the Pacific Biological Station in the period of
so-called negligent research, prepared his own mimeographed response for wide
circulation. In it he reviewed the research projects of the decades before the commission
came into being and pointed out that none of them aimed specificaily at rehabilitation
activities, as Thompson had suggested. To fault life history research for not huning up
the Hells Gate problem was misleading and unfair, he charged. More to the point,
Canadian research had been held up because of the interminable delays in ratifiing the
Pacific Salmon Convention: "The Fisheries Research Board was not asked to undertake a
g e n e d investigation of the Fraser River with the objective of rehabilitating the sockeye
mns because fiom the time of the establishment of the International Fisheries
Commission (Halibut) in 1923. negotiations were almost steadily in progress for the
establishment of an International Commission for dealing with the sockeye sdmon
problem of the Fraser River."" In personal letters both Wilber Clemens and Russell
Foerster criticized Thompson for drawing the Fisheries Research Board into the debate.95
Foerster described Thompson's views as "totaily incorrect and rnisleading."96 Thompson
answered these reactions by standing by his remarks and pointing out that the many
activities carried out by the Biologicai Board in the yean before the IPSFC had done little
for the rehabilitation of Fraser sockeye. He aiso made it known that he had heard that
Ricker had aired his views to Canadian scientists before publication and that he had been
encouraged to proceed. Why had Thompson or the commission not been contacted in

advance before such destructive criticisrn was unleashed? Thompson stated plainiy that
4
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he would not stop criticizing Ricker until his point was understood. "There are deeper
issues at stake than mere argument."97 In 1948 the Fishenes Research Board's executive
passed a special resolution in the proceedings of its annual meeting condernning the
IPSFC for its mernber's criticisms of the FRBCts past research and cailed on Canadian
cornmissioners to state publicly whether they agreed with the ailegations. Dr Dymond
of the University of Toronto sponsored the item and was seconded by Wilber Clemens.98

The actions of the FRBC executive in calling on Canadian cornmissioners to
dissociate themselves fiom Thompson's views are suggestive of the complex national and
international politics that developed in the Hells Gate debate. Whereas before the
controversy, the most obvious signs of national antagonism occurred within the IPSFC,
afier Rickerts critique of Thompson's research a remarkable solidarity developed within
the commission against the perceived extemal threat. Tom Reid. for example, a fiequent
critic of Thompson within the commission, and a reputed cause of Thompson's departwe

fiom the directorship of scientific investigations, helped to defend Thompson's work at
the height of the controversy in his position as Commission chairman. The FR.E3Ctscal1
to the Canadian commissiones a full year afler the high point of controvesy underlines

the extent to which the Canadian cornmissioners were not viewed as vocal enough
defenden of past and current Canadian fishenes science. Ironically, Ricker's critique and
Thompson's crude attack on the FRBC and Canadian science had the efEect of lessening
national differences within the IPSFC. Such a drawing together would only increase in

the 1950s when the threat of dam building created a M e r cornmon cause.
There were no doubt personal, national and scientific aspects to this debate.
Thompson was bitter at the personai and political confiicts that had Ied to his departwe

fiom the commission. His certainty that Ricker's critique was pnmarily based on a
9
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gmdge was bom of the p m o i a he had developed operating in such a politicized
scientific environment. Although it would appear that Ricker's motivations were more
properiy scientific than Thompson allowed, he also contributed to the controversyfs
escalation by the use of provocative statements in his paper and the press. Personal and
national antagonisms seemed to share some common ground. Thompsonfsrelationships
with each of the Canadian scientists originally hired in 1938 had soured by the time of the
controversy. His persistent view that the best scientific staff'could be hired in
Washington no doubt hstrated Canadian scientists as much as it did Tom Reid. These
persona1 and national tensions helped to insure that the underlying scientific issues in the
debate were overshadowed by the perceived motivations of its participants. Tim Smith, a
fisheries scientist and historian, claims that at the hem of the debate was a fiuidamental
Yet Thompson was
disagreement about the role of over-fishing in fisheries depletior~~9
so bent on defending his reputation that he rarely engaged with Ricker's point that the
IPSFC's conservation program was primarily aimed at restoring habitat rather than
controlling fishing. Nor did he launch a detailed justification for his belief that fishing
pressure exerted a much less problematic effect on fish populations than others claimed.
AAer Ricker's contention was dismissed, the debate becarne political in orientation rather
than scientific and did not focus on these key questions. In funire research, Ricker would
develop what becarne known as the spawner-recruit theory to establish the effects of
~ ~ concems
~
were not merely a reaction to the
spawner success on fry d e ~ e l o p m e n t .His
fishways project or Thompsonfsbulletin, but were part of a longer-term consideration of
the limits to fisheries sustainability.

9 8 N ~RG
, 23. Box 682, File 713-2-2[26], Fisheries Research Board, Extract from an Executive Minute,
June 9- 1 1, 1948, Vancouver, BC
99~mith,Scaline Fisheries, pp 276-285
'O0Ibib, pp 285-292

Resentment over the allegations and counter-allegations in this debate lasted for

many years within the fisheries science community in BC.101 But publicly, the
controversy did not de-legitimize fisheries science as a whole as Richard Van Cleve had
feared. The public perception of the Hells Gate research program was, to the contrary,
almost entirely positive. This was due to the favourable response to the idea of restonng
the Hells Gate site once and for al1 and the actual increase in saimon populations

following the fishways' completion.

The fishways were greeted publicly as a miraculous exercise in technicai mastery
over nature. Completed in the euphona of war's end, joumaiists described the fishways

as one more battle won, a great public works project forging Coast and interior. Hells
Gate was a door unlocked and pushed ajar, a barrier overcome with a highway, a staging
ground for the "invasion" forces of salmon. Scientists were the miracle workers with
keys, "tough men," freedom fightes.iO2 The connections drawn in these representations
between the commission scientists and armed stmggle suggest not only the saturation of
military metaphor in public discourse, but also the ideas of science as liberator, and
scientists as hard-working soldiers. In praising the Hells Gate studies in 1942, a lead
Vancouver Sun editorial descnbed the scientists' work as "definite and clear, completely
proven- checked a score of times to prevent the possibility of error..."IO3 The virtues of

an ideaiized science became the virtues of the fishways. In the ultirnate representation of
the transformation of Hells Gate fiom turbulent passage to domesticated space, one
cartoonist drew passing salmon as ordinary citizens involved in a commute. The fishway
-

--

Iol~oos,
Restorinp, Fraser River Salmon, p 306
lo2clippingswere found in NA, RG 23, Box 682, File 7 13-2-2[21], "FishTravel Modem Highway,"

Province October 28, 1944; "Heu'sGate Soon Ajar for Salmon," Western Business and Industry January
1945 Vol 19(10), pp 8-9;"Ready for Salmon Invasion," Province June 2, 1945; Vancouver Sun, August 6,
1945, cartoon; "Heli's Gate a Job for Tough Men," Province August 11, 1945;"Hell'sGate Unlocked by
Science," Seattle Times September 30, t 945; "Freeingof 'Hell's Gate',"Ottawa Citizen January 28, 1946;
"Hen'sGate Aids 'Miracle'of Nature," Province October 2, 1946.
lo3"0ttawaCover Up on Bygone Emxs," Vancouver Sun Febmary 9. 1942

was drawn like a modem transportation system. Salmon passing through were dressed in

the attire of businessmen and lay people. "I've been hemng [sic!] a lot about this
fishway!" declared one, toting a brief case. "Let's rest behind the next baffle," said
another. Besides diis kind of public enthusiasm, the debate between Thompson and
Ricker had linle broader importance. Newspapers were too busy drawing happy salmon.
It is also important to note the extent to which the fishways appeared to be

'working' in the late 1940s. GB Talbot's study of the efficiency of the fishways in passing

fish at problem water levels judged it to be high. Using the same tagging methods to
gauge the passage of fish as were used in the original experiments, Talbot found that the
fishways elirninated the penods of seasonal delay that had played such an important role,
in Thompson's view. in diminishing the capacity of salmon to spawn successfully.
Furthemore, the commission's counts of returning spawners, the so-called escapement
figure, showed a marked increase following the final cornpletion of fishways in 1946.
"After installation of the fishways," Talbot summarized, "the mortality rate between

Hell's Gate and the spawning grounds was reduced approximately 20 per cent to 30 per
cent."'M Notwithstanding other factors (and there were many) the fishways appeared to
have provided the basis for a nse in Fraser sockeye populations in the post-war period.
Commission scientists spoke publicly of the possibility of restoring hitherto forgotten and
depleted runs. Although the enhanced regulations of the fisheries played an important
role in this expansion of sockeye populations, Commission scientists manhaled
significant data to suggest that past obstructions were less of a factor than in the past.
Further fishways were added in the late 1940s at Hells Gate, the Bridge River Rapids and
Farewell Canyon.
Hells Gate haunted fishenes scientists, regdators, native and commercial fishen
for decades. It imposed a burden on fish populations that was crude and simple, but

mystenous to determine and dificult to substantiate. For years questions surfaced as to

whether the gate was cleared. One of the major proponents of the Pacific Salmon
Convention. John Pease Babcock, consistently argued that the problem was solved. A
convention was needed, he argued, to control fishing, the real culprit of fishenes
depletion.

The formation of the Pacific Salmon Convention in 1937 followed a difficult,
decades-long process of international negotiation and debate within state, provincial and
both federal realms of government. Constitutional disagreements, conflicts in the fishery
and unequal bargainhg positions made agreement impossible until shifts in the American

fishery leveled the playing field. By the mid-1930s after sharp declines in the fishery, the
end of the Amencan trap fishery and a periodic shift in migration patterns, the US agreed
to a joint management agreement as well as an equal catch provision. The stipulation that
the commission established under the convention should concem itself with scientific
investigations for its first eight years of operation lead to the major discoveties of
problems at Hells Gate.

The investigations centering at Hells Gate under William Thompson's leadership
operated within a natural-cultural nexus. Scientific data did not simply represent nature;
it was created by methods that produced various forms of selection, the most interesting

of which was cultural. The confusion of scientists collecting tags from native fishers
followed and reproduced established pattems of interaction between fisheries officials
and natives in the canyon. The identification of problems at Hells Gate had rippling
effects in local communities, as celluloid disks becarne currency equivaients. What affect
al1 of these discrepancies had on the fuial data is impossible to know.
No single environmental everlt was as important in sealing the judgment of
Thompson and his research tearn as the water conditions in the canyon in the 1941
-
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season. The spectacle of six miles of mature sockeye turning red below the gate
convinced Thompson that Hells Gate was a major obstruction that must be cleared.
Through the prism of this event and the data collected in the tagging experiments, he

anaiyzed the history of sockeye populations in the basin as a saga of fish and dams.
Correlations between an index of population size and environmental insults
demonstrated. in his view, that the primary causes of fishenes decline were to be found in
episodes of habitat destruction. A healthy fishery needed clear passage.
The fishways constructed in 1945-46 to by-pass problem water conditions at Hells
Gate were said to restore the river to its natural condition. The river, instead, had artifice
placed upon artifice. An unnahlral dam was deposited in the gorge in 1912-13 and the
fishways were an unnaturd response. Science tamed the gorge, as the newspapers never
failed to suggest. and made a rough passage into a salmon highway. Subsequent studies

argued that the fishways were a major factor in allowing for significant expansions in
upper basin spawning nins in the post-war period.
The re-rnaking of Hells Gate, however, raised various questions, some scientific,
some national and othen penonal. William Ricker asked whether the IPSFC data could
be tmsted. William Thompson replied that Canadian scientists were carping d e r
realizing their own errors. The dispute ripped apart whatever collegiality was left in the
fishenes community f i e r years of national tension within the international commission.
It also incidentally strengthened the intemal coherence of the IPSFC. The science of
Hells Gate remade careers, reputations and institutions as well as the water and fish.
The undamming of the gate had various lessons to teach scientists, politicians and

the fishing industry about the dangers of dams. They were lessons that required increased
prominence in the late 1940s. The counter-example of the Columbia, claiming three
major main stem dams by the late 193Os, modeled the dangers, but also produced the
knowledge base to create the fishways. Proposais in BC to dam the Fraser gained

credence by the end of the war and were proposed by a variety of private interests. Hells
Gate could stand as a monument to potential destruction against these proposais, but it
also raised expectations: if scientists could tarne this beast, why not another. humandesigned dam, where fishways would be integral to the design? The enigma of Hells
Gate was reproduced in the fish vs. power debate. Its meaning could not be fixed.
William Ricker in a parting salvo in his critique of the commission's science
raised an intriguing idea about the possible rationale for the fishways. Maybe, he mused,
the [PSFCwanted a fishway to ensure that the Hells Gate site, and the canyon around it,
would be safe from the dreaming of hydroelectric power developers. For once the
fishways were built, publicity created and salmon apparently saved, who then would

think it permissible to si& this bi-national investment under the placid waters of a
reservoir?l05 Ricker was not the only individual with this suspicion. BC Water Branch
oficials fietted that the fishways would destroy their plans for major post-war water
development plans in the canyon. The fishways not only saved fish, they aiso claimed
temtory.

Io5Ricker, "Hell'sGate and the Sockeye,"p 19

Chapter 5
Pent-Up Energy: British Columbia Embmces Power, 1939-1948

If one were to choose any particular moment in the years after the war in which the
hopes, self-doubts and politics of power were on display in full dress, none could serve as
well as the inauguration ceremony for the BCER's Bridge River project in 1948. Taking
place just months afler a major flood displaced tens of thousands of British Columbians,
the event was a cathartic experience of self-finnation in which the virtues of electrical

technology were praised and the divisions it created in society downplayed. The
ceremony mixed tradition and modemity, private enterprise and public sanction; it
acknowledged past shortcomings and pointed to their present rectification.

The symbolism paraded at the Bridge River powerhouse on October 24, 1948
bespoke a new, electrified British Columbia. In Front of hhro hundred Vancouver
businessmen, municipal and provincial politicians, Dean Cecil Swanson of Vancouver's

Christ Church Cathedra1 dedicated the project to "the Glory of God and the service of
man." Shuffling to the podium, an aged Geofiey Downton, the first surveyor to identify
the Bridge River site in 1912, sounded the official siren to open the penstocks and let the
water power flow. He envisioned that the project would "brighten the lives and lighten
the toi1 of countless thousands in the years to come." Acting Premier Herbert Anscomb
told members of the press that the Bridge River project was a marvelous addition to the
BCER's "great free system." If another world war came, he intoned, the project would
gain even greater significance. Editorial writers noted that the BCER would now be
selling excess power to the Bonneville Power Administration in Washington State dong
power lines that only a year before had served as an electricai lifeline in the opposite
direction. What had once been a cause for shame was now a source of pride. British
Columbia, the editors implied, had come into its own.1
~BCERCF,"BridgeRiver Just in Time to Avoid Power Brown-Out," Province, November 25, 1948; "In a
Position to HeIp," Victoria Dailv Times November 22, 1948; "VancouverSeen as Industry Hub,'New
York of Canada,'" Vancouver Sun, October 28, 1948; "FormerVictoria Man Honored in Opening of
Electric Plant," Victoria Dailv Times, October 25, 1948; "Prayers,High Hopes Dedicate Power Dam,"
Province, October 25, 1948; "Bridge River Development Work Initiated Many Years Ago," Vancouver

This was the beginning of a new hydroelectric era in British Columbia. M e r no
substantial expansion to the province's electrical supply during the 1930s and sharply
Uicreasing demands during the war, the late 1940s witnessed a host of new power
development and transmission projects. The BCER expanded its power supply for its
urban markets. The newly invented public power commission consolidated the
hinterland market, developed a rural electrification program and began to build dams on
Vancouver Island and in the Okanagan. The spirit of the times was conveyed well by one
nervous salmon official who observed in 1947 that, "If you shake a tree another engineer

falls out?
Wartime dissatisfaction drove change. Criticisms of the relatively poor state of
m l electrification, the high rates for electricity and the limited electrical supply led
nurnerous groups and cornmentators to cal1 for a grand solution: state expropriation of the
electricity business. Where private industry had failed, went the hope, public power
would create the bais of a new funire, in city and hinterland alike. Channeled through
the post-war rehabilitation council and later the RuraI Elecaification Comrnittee, this
political protest forced the provincial coalition government to plan for a major
intervention in this field, in contradiction to past Liberal and Conservative party
platforms. It dso led the BCER into a desperate attempt to secure its power supply, lest
shortfalls force the govement's hand. By the end of the war a distinctive, mixed system
of private power in the cities and public power in the hinterland emerged.
Just as this new building phase gained mornenturn, the Fraser River flooded. In
the spring and summer of 1948, the river inundated the Fraser Valley, severed major
transportation routes and threw the province into a state of anxiety. As the flood receded,
the federal and provincial governments agreed to conduct a joint river management
News Herald, October 23, 1948; "Powert h e Defeats Mountains," Province, August 28, 1948 The
quotations are from the Victoria Dailv Times article of October 25, 1948
2 N (Pacifie
~ ~Region), RG 23, Vol 230 1, Folder 6, Proceedings of the lPSFC meeting, August 9- 10, 1947

strategy in the future with a view to developing flood control dams. Thus, added to the
hydroelectric building program would be a distinct, but related concem for flood control.
The consequences of the power scramble and the flood shaped BC river politics
into the 1960s. This chapter seeks to explain the ongins of institutions, the social
impetus to development, the politics of power and the making of a new era in river
management policies. The aim, in short, is to peel back the layers of the Bridge River
inauguration, to peer at the contradictions hidden in ceremony and to l i s t a for the
conspicuous silences.

**************************
In 1942, members of the Duncan Rotary Club sat down to write a Ietter to the Post-war
Rehabilitation Council. So did the Summerland Women's Institute, and the Prince
George Junior Chamber of Commerce. Besides their comrnon participation in the
Council's still pre-mature drearning of a post-war future, these groups and others like
them also had a similar idea. The government, they wrote, would do well to expand
electrical power in the province, make it available in isolated areas, and put idle nvers,
like the Fraser, to work.3
The council dealt in such matten. Appointed by the provincial government in
1942 to plan for the inevitable dislocation of the post-war period, a team of ten MLAs,

primarily fiom the coalition govenunent and led by education minister and former mayor
of Prince George, Harry GT Perry, toured the province that year and solicited the views
of individuals and groups by mail3 In their number was a handful of politicians who
j~ifferentorganizations and individuals that made subrnissions on me topic of electric power, hydre
electricity and water power are listed in the Appendix to Hon HGT Perry, Chair, Interim Re~ortof the
Post-War Rehabilitation Council (Victoria, January 1943), p. 22 Some short versions of proposais offered
in these submissions are listed in a Iater section of the Appendix, pp. 57-59,83-85. It is evident that some
groups listed in the second section are not listed in the first. 1 have combined the two Iists to arrive at a
rough total of thirty-eight.
4 ~ e m b e of
n the Council were as follows: HGT Peny, WAC Bennett, ET Kenney, CG MacNeil, JA Paton,
W T Straith, HE Winch, Mrs. N Hodges, Mrs. TJ Rolston and Mrs. DG Steeves. nie latter three female
councilors were added Iate to the council, perhaps to make ait attempt at bridging the gender imbalance.
The Interim Report stated "that letters and copies of the Post-War Rehabilitation Act were sent to a11 public

would have an important impact on BC's post-war political scene and hydro-electric
development: WAC Bennett, the friture Social Credit Premier, but at this date a
Conservative, would oversee the creation of BC Hydro and major developments on the
Columbia and Peace Rivers; ET Kemey, a Liberal and future Minister of Lands and
Forests, would shepherd the development of a large dam and aluminum plant in the Iate
1940s; and Harold E Winch, leader of the provincial CCF,would remain a staunch
advocate of public power throughout the post war era. David Mitchell, WAC Bennett's
biographer, suggests that the Post-War Rehabilitation Council not only focussed the
attention of the province on post-war possibilities, but also opened the province and its
regions to this group of politicians as never before.5

In reply to the written solicitations of this band of traveling politicians, British
Columbians, it tumed out, had much to Say. Tourism, forestry, fisheries, road buildingthese were some of the many topics that gained attention. In their report, the councilors
weighed these views, summarized sorne of them and published a few compelling bnefs in
full; they also chose to defend key ideas as their own. On the issue of hydroelectric
development, and in contradiction to past Liberal and Conservative policy in BC, the
report came d o m firmly in favour of a post-war role for the state in hydroelectric
development and electrical distribution. Electricity, the report argued, had become a
necessity of life; its reliable supply was a foundation of society. State intervention in this
sector could help to reduce rates, provide better provisions for ernergencies, serve new
areas through inter-connections, develop more waterpower and decentralize industry.6

-

-

-

bodies in the Province. These incIuded:- Cities, District and Village Municipalities, Boards of Trade,
Chambers of Commerce, Veterans, Farmers, Labour, Manufacturing, Industrial, Trade and Service

Organizations, Women's Institutes and numerous other public organizations."(p9)
'~avidMitchell, WAC Bennett and the Rise of British Columbia (Vancouver: Douglas & Mclntyre, 1983),
pp 72-74,76,303.
61nterirnReoort of the Post-War Rehabilitation Council, p l 3 1

In the appendix, a forcehl bnef amplified these points and stressed the need for
immediate action? Written by Harry V Warren, a UBC geographer and geologist, the
document attempted to point to past failings and suggest the best means of rectifying
them before the end of the war. Warren started by reviewing BC's potential energy
sources and then listed the relatively small arnount of developed hydroelectric power. He
mused about the reasons why power had not been more actively developed in the past and
decided that the high capital cost and the lack of awareness of BC's potential in other
parts of Canada and the world were to blarne. Warren's estirnate of the necessary h d i n g

ran to $90,000,000, with an annual return on developed power of $10,000,000. To gain a
sense of the costs, promote the province and involve the government in these
undertakings, no time could be Iost. Waiting until the end of the war would be "entirely
too late," he insisted.
Where were these great developrnent opportunities? Many of the briefs gestured
vaguely towards the Fraser or mentioned one of its tributaries. These views reflected the
fact that the majority of the population lived in the Fraser basin and considered the river's
development as the most feasible and propitious. Provincial government staff, in charge

of sweying BC's waterpowers, made parallel observations. Emest Davis, the provincial
water comptroller, stated to the council that the best post-war water development
opportunities existed in the Fraser basin.8 Three exceptional sites for diversion of interior
flows to the Coast were located in the upper basin and the main stem afforded major
possibilities. Interestingly, the key sites of post-war development on the Columbia and
'HW V Warren, "Excerptsfiom a Bief Submitted to the Post-War Rehabilitation Council," in Appendix
of&mH pp 419-421. Warren also made such views pubic in a speech to the Vancouver Board of Trade in
1942: BCER CF, "Dr Warren Urges Hydro Development," Vancouver Sun, October 16, 1942; "Raw
Material Wealth Answer to Postwar Problems," Province, October 16, 1942
"CARS, GR 1006, BC Water Righis Branch. Box 1, File 10, CompaolIer of Water Righn to Hon HGT
Peny, Chairman, Post-war Rehabilitation CounciI, September 8, 1942 (copy). Davis also promoted the
power possibilities of the Fraser during the war in the business press, Ernest Davis, "Fraser Drainage
System Could Furnish Power for Giant Metallurgical and Chernical Industries," The Financial News,
October 3 1, 194 1 and "Development of Water Power in British Columbia.," British Columbia Financial
Times, XXVIII (2 1), Nov 1, 1941. These articles are contained in the same fiIe as Davis's brief.

Peace Rivers gained barely a mention: the Columbia's importance was descnbed as
modest and the Peace was not listed at dl. Here, then, was a telling register of mid-war
attitudes of the geographical boundaries of power development. The limitations of
transmission costs, of course, informed Davis' advice. But one also suspects that distant
developments, outside of the core region of the province, could not quite be imagined at
this date.

Governments shelve undesirable reports. The Post-war Rehabilitation Council's firm
advocacy of public power did not lead to this result. Instead, following the Council's
recommendation to study the issue, the Coalition cabinet established a cornmittee of civil
servants for this purpose in 1943 with instructions to focus on rural electrification. The
mandate, adrnittedly, narrowed the focus, but the possibility of state intervention opened,

as never before.

The emphasis on rural electrification reflected the concems of many of the
participants in the hearings of the post-war rehabilitation council. Although Warren
believed in the possibility of an integrated, developed electrical state, most of the
submissions to the council asked simply for local electrical hook-ups, or a drop in
electncity rates. Of the thirty-eight submissions to the council on the topic of electrical
development, thirty-one of them onginated outside of Vancouver and Victoria?
Although civic populism had been a major political force in pressing for public power in
earlier decades, urban groups were conspicuous in their absence from the roll cal1
amassed by the council.

Rural electrification as an ideal had broad appeal in the war years. During the
New Deal era, the Amencan governent had developed a number of state fimded
9 ~thef seven submissions 1 identify as originating in Victoria or Vancouver, provincial govemment
bureaucrats submitted two.

projects to expand the boundaries of the electrified universe. The Tennessee Valley
Authority, the Columbia River projects and the Rural Electrification Administration

(REA) al1 received wide publicity in die late 1930s.10 Pioneering examples in Canada,
such as the Ontario Hydro-Electnc Commission and its equivalent in Manitoba were d s o
the point of frequent cornparis~n.~~
Across Canada, fiom around 1942, rural
eleceification emerged as a major subject of post-war planning.12 The growing appeal of
collectivism during the war, the enhanced role of the state, and the rise of the organized
lefi, d l forced the agenda.

'Rural' perhaps was a misnomer, at least in British Columbia.l3 The object of
consideration was non-metropolitan British Columbia: the province, Iess Vancouver and
Victoria. Unlike the New Deal REA program, the mandate of the rural electrification
comrnittee focussed not on dispened settlements engaged in agriculture, but on
hinterland regions of the province. These included smailer cities in the urban hierarchy,
resource toms, regional service centers as well as dispersed settlements and f m s . Such
areas received electrical services fiom a host of small systems owned in some cases by
municipalities, run as offshoots to industriai projects or as minor private corporations.
One dominant fm,on the other hand, the BCER, controlled the urban market in
Vancouver and Victoria, as well as the interior city of Kamloops (See Table 2). Although
'O~avidE Nye, Electrifvine Amerka: Social Meanin~sof a New Technolom, 1880-1940 (Cambridge:
MIT Press, 1990), Chapter 7 "Rural Lines," pp 287-338; and Ronald C Tobey, Technolo_gyas Freedom:
The New DeaI and the Electn'cal Mudemization of the Arnerican Home (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1996).
1 l~lthougha number of provinces had expenmented with rural eiecaification programs before the war,
Ontario had by far the greatest level of mral extension: Keith R Fleming, Power at Cast: Ontario Hvdro
and Rural Electrification. 1911- 1958 (Montreal and Kingston: McG ill-Queen's Press, 1992), p 16. The
interest in the experience of other jurisdictions is weit represented in the discussion devoted to the subject
in the Interim Repo~.
l21n 1945 the Vancouver News HeraId presented resuIts From a survey by Canadian Press that showed
every province had some form of post-war rural extension program in development: BCER CF, "Rural
Elecûification Interests Every Province," Vancouver News Herald February 28, 1945
l 3 ~ h cornmittee
e
dispensed with the rems m l and urban and referred to different systems by numbers of
consumers, classified into five groups. For a discussion of the tenn m l as an analytical category and a
conceptual boundary marker, see: RW Sandwell, "Finding Rural British Cotumbia," in Sandwell ed.,
Bevond the Citv Limits: Rural Histow in British Columbia (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1999), pp 3- 14.

the perception existed that the hinterland regions were poorly served and paid dearly for
electricity relative to the cities and other parts of the country, arguably the entire province
expenenced relatively high rates. The cornittee's cornparison of rates in different BC
locales with communities and cities of similar size in Ontario showed in generai that
British Columbians used less than half the domestic electricity of Ontarians, while paying
more than twice the cost per unit of power (See Table 3). The problem, then, was how to
extend electrification to the remaining undeveloped regions, while making electrical use
more accessible and affordable in areas of existing, but unsatisfactory, service.
The word 'rural' also signaled a set of political concems. By 1943, the coalition
government had produced a nurnber of blunt signals that it intended to expropriate pnvate
utilities d e r the war: the post-war rehabilitation council's report explicitly advised this
route; and on June 18, 1943, Premier JOhn Hart issued a press release that appeared to
leave little doubt as to his govemment's direction: "The proposal," Hart stated, '7s for the
Province to take over development of power and fumish it to municipalities at arranged
centres. The Govemment thus will participate in the purchase to this extent."ld Despite
pointing to the direction of policy, however, this statement was unclear as to how such a

tramfer would be arranged. The ambiguity may have been deliberate: fiom one
perspective, the coalition govemment's flirtation with the issue of public power was a
calculated attempt to capture non-rnetropolitan suppon and keep the nsing popularity of
the CCF in check? The CCF's policy of universal state ownership in the electncal
industry served to push the formerly non-interventionist Liberal-Conservative coalition
towards some public-pnvate mix, at the very lest. This leftward shift in policy

1
4
~GR 1222,
~
~Premiers'
~
~
Papers,
, Box 17 1, File 8, " h s s Release, Premiers'Office." June 18, 1943
151nthe 1941 election, the CCF received the largest portion of the popular vote, but this did not translate
into the largest number of seats: CCF: 33.6 % (14 seats), Liberals: 32.94 % (21 seats) and the
Conservatives: 30.91%(12 seats). See: Martin Robin, Pillars of Profit: The Company Province. 1934-1972
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1973), p 51.

Table 2: Central Station Groups, 1942'

1 Central Station

Number of

% of Total

consumer^

Provincial
Consumers
73.90

1 52,762

KWH Production

% of Total

Provincial
Production
634,268,540

Northern BC
Power Co.

IlFzGGNanaimo-Duncan
Utilities
5 companies sub-

l

26 other private
utilities
19 municipally
owned utilities
1 15 industries and

This table s u d e s information from the Proaess Report, Table 13, p 52.

85.35

Table 3: Comparative Eleetrical Costs and Domestic Coosumption for Systems of
Equal Size in BC and Ontario, 19422
Disniution Svstem

# of Customerç

AVQ.hnual Domestic
Consumption

Avo. Charge per KWH
[Domestic) in cents

Lower Mainland*
Toronto
Victoria and Region
London
Nanaimo
Brockville

105,507
178,956
22-332
21,373
4,085
3,491
1,479
1,381
940
959
5 70
5 57

1,068
2,400
895
2,952
609
1,884
1,098
1,716
483
2,196
530
804
368
9 12

2.45
1.15
3.12
1.03
5 -4
1.10
3.5
1.58
6.2
1.28
4.3
1.9

Kimberley
Bowmanvilk
Courtenay
Prescott
Princeton
Caiedon
Quesnel
252
Elmvale
25 1
* .Tot inctuding the Fraser Valley

9.7
- 2.2

This table swinuizes data provided in the Rural Eldfication Committeek 1944 Progress Report, pp
28-3 1.

,
l
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paralleled a variety of coalition attempts to engage reform issues as their own.16
Furthemore, the hinterland focus of nuai electrification fit well with the coalition
govemment's interest in opening new northem and interior regions to resource
development after the wa..17 State-led rural electrification could be envisioned not as a
great departure for the parties of the center and nght, but as an accompaniment to such
govemment activities as road building. Ideology did not have to change, only the
assumptions about the proper tools to be used by the state in assisting private capital
accumulation.
The committee of civil servants created in 1943 to consider rural electrification
was cornposed of WA Carrothers (Chair), JC Macdonald and Emest Davis who grasped
this problem from the start and attempted to instnict politicians and the public in the
possibilities and limitations of BCts existing techno-economic electrical infrastructure.
The first two members of the comrnittee held a firm knowledge of the electrical scene
through their posts in the provincial Public Utilities Commission (Carrothers since its
founding in 1938, MacDonald since 1939).18 Before the war, they had overseen a major
study of the province's pnvate utilities with a view to mapping electrical rates and capital

investments in order to determine the faimess of consumer costs. Far fiom being radical
interventionists, memben of the PUC, for the most part, shored up the daims of the
dominant utility, the BCER, and judged its rate of profit to be fair.19 They came at the
issues of public power and niml electrification with a jaundiced eye, seeing in hem the
possibilities for great government expense and dubious outcomes. It is possible that
16~obin,Pillan of Profit, p78.
I7~ohnR Wedley, "Layingthe Golden Egg: The Coalition Govemment's Role in Post-war Northem
Developrnenr," BC Studies 88 (Winter 1990- 1991): 58-92
~ * JMacDonald
C
had also been Cornptroller of Water Righa for the province h m 1926 until 1939 when
he joined the PUC:BCARS. GR 1006, BC Water Rights Branch, Box 1, File 1, "Board of Investigation and
Water Branch Administrators, 1909- 1965"
IsThe mdy, commenced in 1939, finally reported to the public in 1943: BCARS,GR 1 160, BC Public
Utilities Commission, Engineering Department, Box 1, Public Utilities Commission, "Report to the
Lieutenant Govemor in Counci1 on the Investigation into the Rates and Service of the British Columbia
Electric Railway Company Limited and Associated and Subsidiary Cornpanies," July 1943

Ernest Davis also had an impact on the committee's thinking, but the scant attention to
water development in its reports would suggest otherwise. It is probable that the niral
electrification cornmittee operated as an extension of the PUC and s h e d its assumptions.

The program recomrnended by the REC eariy in 1944 waiked a fine line between
state intervention and support for pnvate utilities.'o It focussed on the organizational
structure of the existing industry as the main obstacle to expansion. Unlike boosters such

as Warren, the REC argued that state-led hydroelectric projects were not the answer, nor
was the development of a province-wide grid. Electncal supply should grow modestly
with market demand; it should build on the existing infiastructure. What the Cornmittee
was recommending, in short, was a rationalization and integration of the existing medley

of hinterland utilities. Economies of scale would provide a base for extension; rates
could be dropped; and with time supply increased. Although state expropriation of the
non-rnetropolitan market might be one route to achieving this outcome, the report pointed
out on several occasions that it was not the form of owneahip, but the management style
that determined the price structure of a given utiIity.3 The report thus provided the
coalition government with a technical strategy, but left open the question of how to obtain
this outcome politically. Private utilities and public power advocates could both find
reasons for cheer and concem in the REC's findings.

******************************
Private power interests followed the activities of the Post-war rehabilitation council and

the REC with trepidation. BCER directon, in particular, understood the politically
pleasing ambiguity of the term nval electrification. Perhaps it portended few difficulties,
but the possibility could not be ignored that the provincial state might enter the electncal
business, and the scale of that intervention was utterly undetermined.
**Proerrss Report of the Rural Elefaification Cornmittee as of Januarv 4. 1944 (Victoria, 1944)
2iProerrssReoort of the Rural Electrification...pp 16 and 19

Throughout the 1930s, the BCER had sought a close match between the flattening
demand of the electricity market and its own supply position. In 1931, the muchanticipated Bridge River project was shelved indefinitely when the depression cut into
Vancouver's industrial and domestic electricai market. Only in 1938 would extra
capacity be added to the metropolitan Vancouver system with an upgrade at the Ruskin
dam facility- accounting for a mere 47,000 HP.22 Thus although capacity was added over
the 1930s, the rate of growth was slower than in previous decades and the actual
installation of additional HP was 1ess.D Such a policy could be justified in uncertain
times when dernand was soft. But when war amved in 1939, the company discovered the
p e d s of forecasting on the basis of slow growth assumptions.
Vancouver changed with the wu, and so did its electncal market. Wartime needs
brought forth an unprecedented level of shipbuilding, airplane and armaments production.
As the city retumed to full
with al1 of the associated commodity proce~sing*~
employment, the utility found streetcar ndeehip sharply increasing, placing a greater
pressure on the daily Ioad factor? Although domestic demand was kept in check with
dim-out restrictions and the company's own decision to halt the sales of electrical
appliances in 1942, there was an over al1 growth in Vancouver's population, not to

mention the additional draw of soldier encampments on the edge of the city.26 Until
1942, the company could cope with these changes. It was o d y when the Bomevik
Power Administration in Washington state requested a purchase of 90,000 HP in the
=BCARS, GR 1289, BC Water Rights Branch, Hvdro-Electric Proaress in Canada (Depamnent of Mines
and Resources, 1937), p 2
~ R Farrow
C
provides aggregate figures of provincial installed capacity at: 65,000 HP in 1910,3 10,000
HP in 1920,630,000 in 1930 and 789,000 HP in 1941: RC Farrow, "The Search for Power in the British
Columbia Coast Range," The Geomphical Journal CVI (3-4) (September-October, 1945): 89.
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HJ Symington, Power ControHer, Department of Munitions and Supply, May 13, 1942 (copy). Munin
describes the impact of the war on the electrical business in this letter.

Spring of 1942 that BCER directon reassessed their p0sition.2~They could not meet the
request, that much was obvious. But how many new needs would be placed on their
system? How long could the company's existing supply meet the unprecedented rising
dernand?

BCER management believed that the most feasible expansion plan was the redevelopment of the Bridge River project, abandoned a decade earlier. A small system
was already in operation. supplying a local rnining venture, and some aspects of the

earlier expansion work were complete. To add the facility's capacity to the metropolitan
system. transmission would be required, new generators and an over-al1 expansion plan.
This would be costiy, and require a host of scarce materials and labour; but it might be
completed within two y e m . The problem was to obtain govemment priority, so that the
envisioned supply of five hundred miles of copper transmission wire, for example, might
be forthcoming. For this, Ottawa's indulgence would be necessary.

To receive government pnority for its construction needs, the BCER had to tum
to the Department of Munitions and Supply and make a case that the expansion was a
wartime necessity.28 During the war, a power controller in the department assessed the
energy outlook across the country, imposed rationing methods where necessary and
approved or post-poned hydroelectric construction projects on the b a i s of forecasted
demand and a sense of national piionties.29 The BCER's appeal thus stressed the
enormous burden of wartime demand rather than a failure of past planning as the reason
for new construction. In correspondence to the department, BCER President M m h

7 Special
~ Collections
~
~ and Archives ECER Papers, Box 79, File 1583, Diary of I A Brice. May 13.
1942, reports discussion o f the BPA request and the inability of the Company to meet it.
2
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Controller of Construction, Ministry of Munitions and Supplies, nd; 'WGM' [President M u ~ i n to
Symington, May 13, 1942 (copy); 'WGM' [ h i d e n t Murrin] to WE Uren, Director General, Priorities
Branch, Department of Munitions and Supply, August 20, 1942.
Z9~ohnde ~ e v a m
Kennedy, Histow of thé ~epa&ent of Munitions and S u ~ u l vCanada in the Second
World War Vol II (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1950), p 18 1
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noted the sharp recent increase in demand in the Vancouver system: up by over fourteen
percent in the first six months of the year.30 He stated that there were risks to the power

supply and that it might be overdrawn by the fall of 1944. He laid out the plans for the
Bridge River project, provided cost estimates of six and a half million dollars and
envisioned a completion date of September 1, 1945. Authonties at the Department of
Munitions and Supply mulled over the problem. They forwarded the documentation to
the power branch of the War Production Board for advice? And then, in early
September 1942 the Director General's assistant delivered the judgment: by their
estirnates, the project would not be completed by the end of the war. It could not,
therefore, be considered a wartime necessity and would receive no pnority license.32
Embittered by this response, BCER management canceled the expansion plans
and hoped that their predictions would not corne true. A year later they began to wony
again. Not only was their supply position in question, but so too was their political
reputation. In the spring of 1943 Company managers attempted to devise a new coune;

an intemal cornmittee of engineers and managers discussed Future war problems and the
readiness of the firm for a retum to a peacetime market. The wartime conditions,
reasoned EH Adams, BCER Vice President, would continue to eat into the BCER's
supply. With the possibility of a mobilization for the Pacific theatre on the horizon, al1
bets were off as to how much Vancouver would grow as an allied staging ground and
how much energy needs would rise.33 As to the post-war situation, management had
commissioned a number of intemal studies on making the transition to peacetime
~OUBC

Special Collections and Archives, BCER Papers, Box 79, File 1583, 'WGM'[President Murrin] to

HJ Symington, luly 16, 1942 (copy).
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markets. Although a large block of kilowatt-hours would become available with the end
of wartime production, these studies forecast a steady growth in industrial demand fiom

the forestry-processing sector, arnongst others, and a jurnp in domestic dernand.34 Adams
also believed that the Public Utilities Commission would be looking to impose a new rate
structure on the province with sharply lower domestic pncing. Experience elsewhere
suggested that a drop in rates was usually accompanied by a rise in consumption.3s Both
the short and long tenn outlooks, therefore, pointed to the need for additionai capacity.
There was, of course, the M e r consideration of political forecasting. Public
discussion of a state role in hydroelectric development and the activities of the Rural
Electrification Committee had gained the anention of BCER managers. Additional
capacity, they hoped, might also solve a public relations problem. "The development of a
sizable block of power." explained BCER President Murin to Montreal director AG
Nesbitt,
would put us in a much stronger position successfully to meet agitation for public ownership. This is
particularly so in the face of the fact that the most common accusation against us is that we have not gone
ahead with the Bridge River or other sources ofpower, with the result that we have hampered the economic
development of the area we serve. The impression is, of course, that under public ownership additional
generating capacity would be forthcoming. The fact that the Press has periodically reported additions to
generating capacities of companies throughout Canada, while we have made no addition to the Lower
Mainland system since 1938, has been ptayed up by those who have been accusing us of lack of
initiative..."36

In order to effect a defensive expansion, however, Ottawa's assistance would be needed.

BCER management attempted a different strategy and revised their request in
their second bid in the spring of 1943. They by-passed the bureaucracy and headed
straight for the Minister, CD Howe. President Murrin wrote to Howe of the company's
supply problems, the potential difficuities that would be encountered with the Pacific
~ % B CSpecial Collections and Archives, BCER Papers, Box 79, File 1583, "Report on Post-war
Activities: Generai Sales Department- Lower Vancouver Island," June 18, 1943; Oiary entry for AE
Grauer, July 14, 1943, "Meeting of the Post-war Construction Committee held in the board room," M y 14,
1943
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war, and the need for some form of government assistance, beyond mere pnority, in order
to install two new units at Bridge River. He predicted a cost of sixteen million to
complete the project. Perhaps, Murrin suggested, the f e d e d govemment could take
control of the facility for the remainder of the war (and pay for it) with the company in
charge of operations. Or maybe the federal government could ease the fmancial burden
After a subsequent visit with Howe in
by the allocation of depreciation ~ertificates.3~
Ottawa. Vice President Adams reported that Howe seemed utterly unaware of their
project, but genuinely a l m e d at the suggestion of a looming supply shortfail. Adams
claimed that Howe appeared ready to grant aid for the construction ihrough depreciation
certificates at a generous level, so long as his controller of power, Symington, was in
agreement.38 Believing that Howe commanded al1 he surveyed, the BCER managers and
directos took this news as near confirmation of their goals. Supply would be enhanced at
federal expense, thus averting provincial expropriation. What they did not anticipate was
that Symington did not see the problem as they did and that Howe tnisted his judgrnent.39

Reading over the BCER's request, Symington's mind was not changed from a year before.

He consulted military staff and concluded that the talk of massive expansion in
Vancouver because of the Pacific war was unlikely. Had there been no war, Symington
stubbomly suggested, the BCER would have built the Bridge River project anyway. He
could provide some assistance to the company in terms of depreciation on a single
generation unit (not two as had been asked for) as well as prionty in obtaining supplies.
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~
~ and Archives, BCER Papen. Box 79, File 1583, 'WGM'[President Murrin] to
CD Howe, June 3, 1943 (copy)
~ * U B CSpecial Collections and Archives, BCER Papers, Box 79, File 1583, Adams to Murrin, June 16,
1943
3g~erbertSymington and CD Howe had worked in close association since Howe had appointed Symington
to the Board of Directors of the CNR in 1937. Howe later appointed Symington to the post of power
controller. Robert Bothwell and WilIiarn Kilbourn, CD Howe: A Bioara~hv(Toronto: McCleIland and
Stewart, 1979), pp 98, 135.
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But that was dl. He did not explain what his department proposed to do if the threatened
shortages mived. Nor did he lay bare his basis for judgment.40
This decision effectively killed the BCER's immediate plans for expansion. In the
summer of 1943, right in line with predictions, or even in advance of them, Vancouver
suffered power shortages. An unusuai stretch of dry weather had left the BCER's
reservoin lower than normal, thus reducing their generating capacity. The company's
usual strategy of augmenting the system with expensive thermal generation at the Bunard
Iniet plant was impossible given oil shortages. Instead, the Company had to buy a block

of power fiom the Puget Sound Light Company and impose new lighting restrictions in
the city. above and beyond those created for the entire dominion the year before.41 Al1

the while the Bridge River project remained vimially idle. Engineea began surveys and
consulted possible contracting firms. but no shovel was tumed before the end of the war;
new power fiom Bridge River would not be delivered to Vancouver until 1948. Instead,
the city would hold on with the assistance of a power tie-in with the Bonneville Power
Administration starting in 1946. The BPA's appeal for assistance in 1942 had triggered

the BCER's quest for expanded capacity on favounble tems. Now at war's end, the BPA
bailed the BCER out of its unenviable position. But was this good enough to hold off the
agitation for state expropriation?

............................
Although the coalition govemment supported the generai concept of creating a public
power commission of some variety after the war, the actuai design and mandate of such

an agency remained an open question. The post-war rehabilitation council's interim

4%J13~Special Collections and Archives, BCER Papen, Box 79. File 1583, Symington to Murrin, h l y 30.
1943. The BCER argued with Symington about this decision and received a blunt rebuke: M h to
Symington, August 1 1, 1943 (copy); Symington to Murrin, September 1, 1943
410nthe 1943 shortage, see: Kennedy, hot-ef
Deuartment of Munitions... p 185. On the tie in with
American sources, see: BCARS, GR 1289 BC Water Rights Branch, Hvdro-Electric Pro.mss in Canada

(1943), Department of Mines and Resources, p 2.

report advised a cautious approach: appoint a commission to study the possibilities of
state intervention. To some extent, the Rurai Electrification Comrnittee fiilfilled this
goal, while nudging the government towards a more conservative approach than earlier
proposed. The problem was that more ambitious plans had already created an expectant
public audience.
From small beginnings, reflected in the briefs to the post-war rehabilitation
council in 1942, the public power issue developed momentum by 1944, attracting a
conglomeration of interests calling for state intervention. Despite the fractious party
politics of the day and the CCF's best efforts, the idea of public power resisted nmaw
party or ideological definition. While CCF politicians tried to monopolize the issue for
the left in the provincial budget debate in 1943 and at party conventions in 1943 and
1944, the coalition government could respond that this was a chenshed ambition of

government as well.42 As a political concept public power was plastic: fiom the right it
could be justified as a rneans to efficient service, from the left as a step to state socialism.

Thus, the initial public response to the post-war rehabilitation council contained briefs
fiom numerous boards of trade, chambers of commerce, union locals as well as veterans',
women's and other service organizations. The political persuasions of these groups
apparently ran the gamut. Despite the preponderance of hinterland over urban support in
the council's findings, public power also resisted easy regional definition. Through the

war, the largest dailies in Vancouver supported a broad program of public power. Urban
based labour groups, including the Vancouver Trades and Labour Council, also weighed
in favorably on the issue, as did a host of municipal organizations.43 As the question of
42~obin,Piliars of Profit, p 73
3 CF, "Develop
~
~BC Industries,
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~Take Over BC Electric, Establish New Industry is Demand at PP
Meeting," Pacific Advocate, nd; "Labour Urges Public Power," Pacific Advocate, November 25, 1944; A
number of different labour groups contacted the Premier calling for a public utility: BCARS, GR 1222,
Ptemiers' Papers, Box 172, File 1, John Turner, Executive Secretary of Vancouver Labour Council to
Premier, November 27, 1944; AE Papke, Secretary of the International Woodworkers of America, District
1, Locai 424 to Premier, August 18, 1945. This Ietter sates the l o d s support for a provincial utility.
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the appropriate post-war course reached a head in 1944, municipal governrnents across
the province intervened in the debate in an attempt to transform state intervention from a
narrow rural program to one that encompassed the province as a whole.
The municipal role reflected the breadth of support for public power across the
province, but also portended difficulties in the implementation of a state controlled
system. Municipal involvement in this debate grew out of a long tradition of antagonism
between municipal govemments and utility monopolies, particularly in the more
urbanized regions of the province. Vancouver's battles with the BCER in the fint two
decades of the century were legion, and under Mayor Comett in 1944 Vancouver leant its
support to the public power endeavor again. In the summer of that year, Cornett and
municipal leaders from cities and t o m s controlled by the BCER and its afiliated utilities
gathered to debate the prospect of provincial expropriation. In a final resolution
municipal councilors stated their support for provincial expropnation under an
independent hydroelectric commission.u Of the twenty-nine municipal councils
concemed, eighteen supported this resolution unconditionally, while eleven others
supported it with minor qualifications.4s A month afier this meeting, the Okanagan
Valley Municipal Association considered a similar proposal, with six of nine
municipalities in favour, one undecided and two against because of pre-existing
municipal ownership.46 This broad based municipal support- representing metmpolitan
and hinterland municipal councils-- suggested that municipalities were ready to hold the

municipal councils for a vote stated "That the Council of. ... a Municipality
served by the BC Electric system, (on the assumption that any municipal revenues now accruing in respect
of the Company shall not be irnpaired) goes on record as being in favour of the Province taking over and
operating through an independent Commission the whole of the affiliated Companies' undertaking without
participation by the municipalities."
4
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listed above is a summary of separate letters sent to the Premier by JW Wright, honorary treasurer,
Okanagan Valley Municipal Association, August 30, 1944.

41The resolution put to the

provincial govemment to a broader meaning of public power than that recommended by

the authors of the Rural Electrification Commission Report.
The emphasis of municipal support, however, highlighted a major area of
municipal-provincial disagreement. The finai wording of the resolution produced by the

BCER-serviced municipalities supported provincial control with this important proviso:
that the municipal governments should not be forced to assume a role as the ownee of
municipal utilities. This position grew out of the background of depression era municipal
finance. During the 1930s two Vancouver suburbs had defaulted on loans and fallen into
commission govemment.47 The combination of unpaid taxes, rising service costs and
ballooning debt had stnick al1 Vancouver region municipalities. Mayor Comett of
Vancouver placed much of his focus during the early 1940s on reining in Vancouver's
financial position.Ja These municipal politicians could see benefits fiom public power.
but did not wish to expose their govemments to any financial risks. Yet, dating back to
John Hart's press release of June 1913, the coalition govemment had envisioned some
role for municipal govemments in a state-controlled system. The province, the original
idea went, would generate power and distnbute it to municipaily controlled utilities. In

1944, Premier Hart announced that the province would enter the power business by
expropriating al! of the private utilities, but that this action would be contingent on the
province's municipalities asswning the business of local utilities: Street cars and gas as
well as electricity. This announcement followed meetings between the Premier and the
President of the BCER and may have represented the BCER's publicly unstated demand
that if the power business went public, then the corporation should also be bought out of

the less profitable municipal transportation field? Quite apart fiom corporate influence,
4 7 ~ ~ aMorley,
n
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the province also had studied other models of public power and seemed convinced that a
two level system, with a provincial commission paired with municipal utilities, would
prove the rnost feasible. From a municipal viewpoint, however, this approach amounted
to a major off-loading of costs. The municipalities, not the province, would have to
fuiance the take-over of urban utilities and cover looming costs of re-investment in the
transportation field. If public power were not to sink municipal govemment in debt, the
municipal politicians claimed, then the provincial government would have to demonstrate
financial as well as legislative support.
In the midst of the debate, the grounds of discussion changed. In the fall of 1944

the BCER announced that it would invest fifty million dollars in a major overhaul of its
utilities at the end of the w u . This would allow for the development of delayed projects.
like the Bridge River facility, and provide infnstructure for rural electrification in areas

around the BCER's urban markets? To judge by the press coverage of these events, the
govemment was left quite unprepared by this declaration.s1 With the province and the
municipalities unable to agree on the division of powers under state contml and no
administrative framework established to organize the take-over of private power firms,
the BCER's defensive move put the public power carnpaign on hold. Dailies sympathetic
to state expropriation chided the BCER for its late conversion to a progressive agenda and
claimed that the move was a cynical attempt to extract more money fiom the province in

an eventual take-over purchase.52 Editonal writers of the Victoria Dailv Colonist, the
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Victoria Dailv Times and the Vancouver News Herald, however, stmck a different note?
The BCER.,they claimed, had "scored" in the public-private debate. With provincialmunicipal agreement in disarray, these dailies deemed it prudent to stick with a private
system able to deliver on its promises; for public power to go ahead, it would have to
~ ~ of introducing expropriation legislation, as had
improve on the BCER p r ~ g r a m .Instead
been intimated around this time, the provincial governrnent and the rnunicipalities agreed
to establish a commission, made up of engineen fiorn the New York firm WC Gilman
and Company, to assess the BCER and recommend a public power administrative
stmcture.S5 What such a commission would discover beyond what the Public Utilities
Commission already knew was unclear. As the Province, BC's largest daily and a propublic power voice stated, the appointment of the commission signaled the governrnent's
inability to act. It dubbed the commission, the 'board of delay.'56 Editorial writers
claimed that Premier Hart seemed "bewildered" by developments and was ready to push
the municipalities into a "blind d e y " with his insistence on municipal control of
transportation and other utilities.s7
The bewilderment soon tumed into a policy of abandonment. With no resolution
to the BCER expropriation issue in sight, the provincial govemment by-passed the
municipalities and introduced legislation to establish the BC Power Commission in the
Iate spring of 1945. The commission received a mandate to extend and expand electrical
services in the non-metropolitan regions of the province? It had no authotity to supply
5 3 ~ C CF,
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power in areas already serviced by the BCER or the second largest private utility, West
Kootenay Power. This left the BCER with its urban empire in place and handed the
public utility the job of extending services in less profitable markets. Months before a
provincial election, the promise to put a 'Iight bulb in every barn' proved, as Martin Robin
writes, to be "excellent electoral fare" in the hinterland areas of the province.59 In the
urban southwest, on the other hand, the coalition government received support from the

BCER: the corporation assigned two hundred employees, led by a public polling expert,
to a two month door knocking campaign in Vancouver and Victoria. These carnpaigners
extolled the virtues of private power, and by implication, the ruling coalition
government's standing policy to leave the utility alone?O
In the aftermath of the coalition govemment's re-election in October 1945,
provincial and municipal politicians continued to speak in favour of public power while
trying to insulate thernselves fiom financial responsibility. The so-called 'board of delay'
reported in August 1945 and found substantiaily in favour of the provincial position.6'
Armed with this expert advice, which had been jointly called upon by both levels of

govemment, Premier Hart cornered municipal politicians. If they were not willing to ante
up with the necessary financing for the expropriation of municipal utilities and their
operation, he argued, then municipal referenda should be held on the issue to let the
electorate decide the matter once and for all.62 Mayor Comen of Vancouver replied to
the Premier that there was linle point in calling the question so long as municipalities
were being asked to assume costs they could not afford? The municipalities could not
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move on this point without nsking their fuiancial stability. And with that, the public
power issue faded in the cities.

The conclusion of the public power issue related to the restatement of the
coalition govemrnent's goals in the aftermath of the 1945 election. Whereas before the
election, the province feared the nsing popularity of the CCF and sought to present public
power as a central plank of a reform agenda, after having been returned with a majority,
the attempt to fil1 the centre in the political specmun faded. The creation of the BCPC
fulfilled its purpose: firming up non-metropolitan support while laying the groundwork
for hinterland industrial development. The ihreat of public expropriation in the cities, on
the other hand, ais0 delivered desirable outcomes: the BCER was now comrnitted to a reinvestrnent agenda and promised massive expansion. The coalition had gone to the edge

and reaped political rewards. Now re-elected, Premier Hart extracted his govemment
from the public power issue, while portraying the municipalities as the unwiiling

partners.

*******************************
The resolution of the wartime public-private power fight unleashed an unprecedented
hydroelectric building program in BC. The BCER built a transmission line connecting
metropolitan Vancouver to the BPA's Washington state grid in 1946 and began
construction on the much-post-poned Bridge River facility in the sarne year. The newly
formed BCPC proceeded in 1945 to purchase a host of small electncal systems on

noahem Vancouver Island, the Okanagan and interior. As well as improving plant and

transmission infiastructure, in 1947 the BCPC launched new hydroelectric projects on
northem Vancouver Island and in the Okanagan.

The BCER's inability to coax Ottawa to extend priority and later financial
incentives to expand its metropolitan supply system during the war placed the utility in
dire straits by 1945. Demand continued to clirnb even as wartime production contracted.

The provincial Public Utilities Commission went so far as to insist that the company
delay no longer in expanding its supply system by constructing the Bridge River
facilityu The BCER, understandably, had delayed expansion plans in part to avoid the

high costs of materials and labour in 1945, but also no doubt because of the threat of
public expropriation. Its political problems seerningly averted with the formation of the

BCPC in the surnmer of 1945, the BCER began to deliver on its promise of a fifty million
dollar post-war expansion program.
The BCER's expansion focussed on the development of the Bridge River facility.
Located near the Fraser Canyon in the headwaters of the Bridge River, the project
consisted of a major pipeline diversion fiom the Bridge River fed through a two-unit
generation powerhouse. Operating at a high head, the facility would use a relatively low
volume of water to create a substantial new block of power, estimated in 1947 in the
range of 186,000 HP upon final completion.65 Like similarly designed projects in the
lower basin that took advantage of 'natural' storage in lakes, the project's small diversion
dam and pipeline would not pose as great a danger to salmon runs as main stem river
developments. Although the site had some plant facilities already in place in 1945, the
company still had a two-year constniction timetable ahead of it when construction
contracts were let in 1946. The new transmission lines to Vancouver-- over one hundred
miles in length- would alone constitute a major initiative. Although the building phase

of the Bridge River project proceeded apace, the question remained as to whether it could
corne on line before Vancouver's metropolitan system faced a supply crisis.
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6s~ritishColumbia, Lands. Surveys and Water Riehts Branch Annual Report (1 947), p 130. The initial
installation to be completed, however, would be 62,000 HP. The Department of Mines and Resources, on
the other han& provided an "ultimate capacity" figure o f 600,000 HP: BCARS, GR 1289, BC Water Rights
Branch, Hvdro-Electric Proeress in Canada (1945)-p 2.

BCER engineers judged not. Early in 1946, the Company obtained Canadian and
American authorization to constmct a transmission line kom its Vancouver system to the
border to create an inter-connection with the BPA's Washington State power grid.66 The
new comection provided the finn with enough flexibility to complete the Bridge River
project without resorting to àrastic rationing rnethods, or risking brown-outs. Although
the immediate problem was supply, the BCER also envisioned using this link to sel1

excess power from the completed Bridge River facility to the BPA in the late 1940s. The
transmission line was the first step in the creation of a trans-national supply-balancing
system between the two jurisdictions.
While the BCER focussed on developing physical infiastructure, the earliest
initiatives of the BCPC concerned organizational consolidation. The commission's
development plan airned to improve supply and availability, increase the number of
electrical districts and consumers and expand the enterprise. Under the leadership of
Samuel R Weston, an engineer formerly with the PUC and REC, the BCPC at first
followed a relatively cautious approach expropriating three srna11 private utilities in five
months and creating two elecaical districts, one on northem Vancouver Island, the other
in the Okanagan. From these two points, the expropriation of other small systems and
utilities continued in the following years, developing by 1949 into two major regionai
organizations: one coastal, the other weighted in the interior. nie commission even
succeeded in shearing off sections of the BCER empire by expropriating the company's
Kamloops utility. The BCER did not protest; it was a rninor concession in order to be lefi
alone in the major markets.67 The development of the system occurred in this piecemeai
fashion, rather than in one fell swoop in part because the provincial funding formula
66Theproject was announced late in 1945: BCER CF, "BC Enten Power Pool Next Year," Vancouver
News Herald, November 8, 1945;
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covered only initial capital costs. n i e BCPC had to generate its own administrative and
operational costs from revenues and so it could not a o r d a rapid growth schedule before
it found its own financial footing. Within a few years, the integration of smaller systems
produced twelve separate electrical districts, some with sufficient supply to offer
promotional rates that helped to spur the expansion of domestic consumption- "one of

the main objectives of the commission," as the 1949 annual report put it.61
Early in its development the BCPC began to investigate hydroelectric
possibilities. Although on northem Vancouver Island and in parts of the interior the
BCPC ran hydro facilities, many parts of the interior depended on costly thermal
generation. Building on its core markets, the commission looked to develop hydro sites
on Campbell River and at Whatashan on the Arrow Lakes to supply the no& Island and

the Okanagan, respectively.69 The Campbell River project received priority, as Island
power supplies were more limited. Built near Elk Falls, on the edge of Strathcona
Provincial Park, the dam generated 28,000 HP when completed in 1947, with room to
expand if new generation units were added and up-river points tumed to reservoir
needs." Although the river hosted the farnous Tyee salmon, prized by sports fishen, the
BCPC located the dam well above the spawning beds and initial reports produced by the
federal department of fishenes suggested that they did no harm.7' The second project in
the Okanagan would produce a new plant supplying 32,000 HP when completed in the
early 1950s. m e r the creation of these regional growth spurs, the BCPC found that the
combination of increased supplies and reduced rates propelled domestic and commercial
"T'he early expansion program of the BCPC and the limits on growth are well covered in the
Commission's annuaf reports, from 1946-1949. The quotation is from p 1 1 of the 1949 annual report.
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consumption. As the EIk Falls development opened December 15,1947 with John Hart
flicking the proverbial switch, plans were already underway for its expansion.72

******************************
As if soaring consumer demand and promotionai rates were not enough to drive the post-

war dam-building program, a new factor arose in the spring and surnmer of 1948.

The Fraser River flooded. Starting on the holiday weekend of May 24, the Fraser
River climbed its banks, pushed back feeble containing walls and dykes and charged forth
across the landscape, flooding agriculturd lands, destroying homes and severing al1 of
Vancouver's land links with the rest of Canada.'J Although since 1858 the river had
flooded on average once every four years, not since 1894 had the river risen on such a
scale.T4 The combination of a heavy snow pack in the coastai and interior ranges in the
winter of 1947-48, sustained low temperatures in the months of March, Apnl and early
May - when the river usually began to drain the rnountains of their icy Ioad- and a
sudden nse in temperatures in late May created the conditions for an enormous

outpouring. The first sign of trouble was the overfiow of Bonaparte Creek near Cache
Creek in the Fraser Canyon. ïhen on May 25, meter readings at Mission showed the
river at a height of nineteen and a half feet, a mere half foot below the known level of
flood danger. The following day dykes began to break in the Fraser Valley. At Hope the
river disgorged 40 1,000 cubic feet per second. Before the flood subsided, the water

7 2 ~ hdea m opening is descnbed in: BCER CF. "Farned Falls Survive Big Island Dam." December 16.
1947. On the plans for expansion capacity, s e c "Power Scheme DoubIed," Province, March 8, 1947; " m e
miblic Demanded [t." Victoria Dailv Times, February 19, 1947. nie building program of the BCPC in the
late 1940s is described in John B Shaw, "The BC Power Commission and the Development of Rural
Electrification," BC Professional Engineer l(3) (March 1950): 7- 10.
7 3 ~ h iaccount
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would climb above twenty-six feet at Mission and an additionai 135,000 cubic feet of
water would be added to the earlier balance of 40 1,000 passing every second at Hope. In

1894, when the river rose to an even higher level, the flood passed quickly. In the spring
and sumrner of 1948, by contmt, the river stayed at flood levels for thirty-three days: a
flood duration not matched in the historical record, or since. Finally, by June 26 the
river receded below the twenty-foot mark at Mission, and the restoration of the valley
could begin.

The inundation produced a Stream of damage statistics: 70,000 acres flooded,
2,300 homes damaged or destroyed, 16,000 peeons evacuated, $20,000,000 in damages.
The brunt of the impact was felt in the Fraser Valley from Aggasiz to the delta, where al1
of the Fraser's swollen tributaries joined in their final approach to the sea. One tenth of
the valley's land base, or 50,000 acres, went under water. A quarter of the dyked land in
the valley was inundated. First roads, then the CPR line, and later the CN Rail line were
battered and severed. Airlines began additional shuttles to Vancouver. carrying supplies.

Thirty thousand civilians engaged in relief work and three thousand military personnel
lead a centralized flood control program starting June 1. One small pile-driving firm
repaired fi@

bridges on the Fraser before the year was out? When the press hailed the

event as one of the most remarkable environrnental catastrophes in the history of the
province, they for once did not engage in over-statement.76
As geographers of the Gilbert White school of environmental disaster studies

might Say, there is nothing like a flood to focus attention on water management." As the
.- .

-
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flood coursed across the valley floor, metropolitan dailies began the process of airing
possible solutions to the devastation? Editonals and opinion articles unanimously
suggested the need for an agency of experts to oversee integrated planning in the river

basin. Here again, American precedents provided a conceptuai vocabulary: many articles
leaned towards an authority like the TVA that might bring the Fraser's different interests
together.79 Just as on the swollen Columbia in 1948, the excuse of a flood was quickly
deployed to promote dam construction.8*

In the midst of the crisis, the Province provided a reflective history of the Fraser
that cast the river in the role of province builder-huned-province wrecker.
It is not going too far to say that the Fraser was responsible for making British Columbia and that it has
been a major factor in the province's development. But today it is a destroyer instead of a creator. Women
and children are fleeing before its onset and men are toiling with bulldozers and trucks and sand bags in a
vain effort to stay the spread of its waters. One doesn't have to be an engineer to know that the place to
control the Fraser is not on its lower reaches and that the filling and piling of sandbags is a desperate and
very temporary measure. The Fraser is a system rather than a river. Some of its tributaries are great rives
in themselves. Its lakes and creeks run inro the thousands. The place to control the Fraser is up above.
where the water cornes from. The way to control it is to control the tributaries. For this we need a Fraser
River Authority- a board with author@ enough and resources enough to take the river in hand, control its
transports, coordinate its indusmes and make it work consistently for the benefit of the province as a
whole...The authority's task will to make the river work and keep it from destroyinggl

The sentiments expressed in this editonal, penned at the height of the flood,
represented well the mood of the province and its politicians. On a number of occasions,
78~longside
this longrange planning discussion, the press spent much tirne praising the citizenry for
pulling together in unexpected and pIeasing ways: Mennonite famers helping A m y personnel sandbag a
broken dyke, for example, were images that gained journalistic attention. For a selection of this flood
journalism, see the small compilation produced after the flood From a sarnpling of newspapers: Nature's
Fury: The Inside Stow of the Disastrous BC FIo& (May-June 1948)
79~~E
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Herbert Anscomb, Conservative leader and Minister of Finance in the coalition
government, informed the press that he believed a series of dams in the upper basin
would be necessary to stop similar disasters in the future.82 As the province and the
federai government deliberated over how to divide the burden of the clean-up and
recovery, politicians fiom both levels of govemment agreed to establish a federdprovincial board to study future needs in water management in the Fraser basin. The
Dominion-Provincial Board, Fraser Basin, created in the fa11 of 1948, brought together

ten senior civil servants fiom a number of federal and provincial departments, hired a
full-time engineering staff and set to work on a five year mandate to investigate how best
to prevent another flood. This new institutional authority held only ad hoc powers
(unlike the TVA), but would nevertheless play an important part in the fish-power
controversies ahead?3

...............................
"To cut a long story short- we missed the boat before the war, we have missed it during
the war, and unless we take steps soon, we may miss it d e r the war."" Harry Warren's
comment referred specifically to govenunent waterpower surveying but it might have
extended to the whole realm of water development activities that he helped to inspire
during the war. For this geographer and British Columbia enthusiast, the rivers of the

province represented just so rnuch pent-up energy. From another perspective, the pent-up
energy was more properly a social phenornenon of which Harry Warren was a
conspicuous element.

----
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The political economy of power changed during the war and after. In 1939, a

dominant utility in urban regions and a scattering of over sixty small utilities in hinterland
areas served the province. Electrical rates were relatively high, particularly in smaller

centers; rural electrification was marginal. The state played only a limited role in the
business: a Public Utilities Commission established in 1938 assessed the faimess of rates,
but erred on the side of corporate interests. Despite BC's abundant waterpowea, no
supply driven building prograrn appeared in the 1B O S , despite the examples of New Deal
projects on the Columbia. The BCER followed instead a strategy that closely matched
supply with demand. This approach avoided nsky expenditwes, but came perilously
close in wartime to forcing the hand of the provincial government to expropriate the firm
in order to expand the electrical supply.
Wartime unleashed new demands as well as expectations. In urban areas of the
province, population growth and the expansion of industry consumed the marginal supply
of the BCER and forced it to examuie immediate expansion options. Across the
province, in hinterland areas and in the urban centers, disparate groups joined in calling
for some form of state intervention in the electricai business. In order to stem the nsing
popularity of the left and reinforce hinterland support, the provincial govemment
launched attempts to investigate rurai electrification, while leaving open the option of a
broader policy of state expropriation. Although the provincial govemment cited the
intransigence of rnunicipalities as the reason it shifted its policy away from an arnbitious
program of province-wide expropriation, the greater factor was probably the rearguard
action of the BCER and its promise to expand electrical development in the province. In
place of an integrated state system, British Columbians received a renewed monopoly of
private power in the cities and a public utility in the hinterland regions. From 1945 to the
end of the decade a host of building projects studded the rivers of the province with new

dams, power plants, and pipelines. Across watersheds and mountain ranges new power
lines transmitted electrïcity to cities, towns and, increasingly, hinterland areas beyond.
Remarkably, the sudden burst of dam building after the war did not impose a
major burden on the river habitats of salmon. The Bridge River facility operated as a
pipeline development; the BPA tie-in displaced environmental impacts on the producer
region: the Columbia River. Although the John Hart dam was located on a famous
salmon stream, the Campbell River, its initial impact appeared negligible. As in the
period of hydroelectnc dam development before the war, these results were products of
fortuitous circumstance rather than conscientious environmentai planning.
Yet, if the immediate impact of these developments did not disnirb saimon, they
helped to lay the conditions for future problems. The development of new power sources
after the war provided the supply b a i s for a major expansion in electrical consumption in

BC. Before the war, the high rates and poor service of the electrical business had helped
to keep the electricai market under-developed and by implication less damaging to
salmon habitat. Afier the war, new power sources allowed utilities to offer promotional
rates, and absorb new consumers, both domestic and industrial. In the first five years of
its operation, the BCPC, for example, oversaw a threefold increase in electrical

consumption in areas under its jurisdiction. This rate of growth was unprecedented in the
province. New dams created the basis for M e r ones.
The public power fight and the devastation of the 1948 flood aiso created new
institutions that would weigh heavily in fish-power fights in the future. The BCPC, a
small provincial utility by the late 1940s, had grand umbitions. Yet, because its market
was relatively small it proceeded according to a regional supply policy, in order to avoid
the overhead costs of a major grid network. This established a structurai condition

disadvantageous to river protection: each region would need its own power supply.
Rather than favouring large developments capable of major supply possibilities, the

institutionai design of the BCPC set it on course to develop small sites, near to points of
consumption. The prospect of more dams meant increased oppominities for darnaging

salmon habitat. The Fraser Basin Board posed a different sort of problem. Its mandate
concemed flood contml and a major point of study would be dam developrnent.
Although the decentralized character of the board between different government
departments lessened its focus both in design and purpose, it appeared well positioned in
1948 to cany out a major reclamation program on the Fraser. Flood control dams would
require main stem developments and upper basin sites. This would place barriers directly
in the course of migrating salmon.
By the end of the 1940s, the dam-building era in BC was in full stride. Projects
were coming to completion; others were under investigation. It was dificult to imagine.
standing at the Bridge River powerhouse in 1948, with the political elite greeting the new
day of power, that this released pent-up energy could be stopped.

Chapter Six:

Alcan, the British Columbia Power Commission and the Defense of the Fishery

Map 4: The alumiiium pro.jeçt.

One by one fisheries oficials, scientists, lawyen and union representatives rose before
the provincial water comptroller, Major Richard Farrow, to offer criticisms and advice.
For over a year the press had reported on the Aluminum Company of Canada's (Alcan)
investigations of waterpower sites in the province, and at last, on October 3 1, 1949 at a
water rights hearing in Victoria, the company proposed to stake a c1aim.l The company
wanted to build a dam on the Nechako River. Where exactly the dam would be placed
was as yet unknown. Before launching into M e r engineering studies and surveys,
company officials wanted to be certain that they would have the rights to the river's flow.
Few of the fishenes representatives on hand must have believed that there was
much hope of blocking the project. As Department of Fishenes scientist Dr. AL
Pritchard told the hearing, "We realize what is going to happen."'

It was widely

understood that the coalition governrnent of John Hart wanted the project desperately.
The water cornptroller in charge was a known power booster and did not hide that fact.
Most fnistratingly, the fisheries officials representing the federal Department of Fishenes
and the International Pacific Salmon Fishenes Commission (IPSFC) could not offer a
concise report on the possible effects of such a project upon the salmon fishery. With an
unspecified dam site, they were helpless to calculate consequences, and in any event, the
river's salmon iuns were little known. Instead scientists sputtered vague estimates, while
Farrow, showing his ignorance too, evinced surprise that so many salmon spawned that
f a .no&.
And yet fishenes interests knew that things could be wone. Up until a few weeks

before the hearing it was unknown whether Alcan would prefer the Nechako River or a
site on Chilko Lake. (In fact, a breathless representative of the Attorney General's office
IBCARS,
GR 880, Power and Special Projects, Box 4, File 1, "Record of Hearing on Applications by the
Aluninun Company of Canada Ltd., for Water Licenses on the Nechako and Nanika Rivers Held Victoria,
BC, October 3 1, 1949." Another meeting with local residents w Lo would be affected by the project was
held at Wistaria, October 24, 1949.
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arrived at the hearing thinking that Chilko Lake was under discussion.) Chilko Lake
offered a number of advantages as a power site: it was closer to the urban heartland of
the province, well sited near Bute Inlet and capable of major power generation. It was
also far more important than the Nechako River as a productive spawning ground.
Despite the fishenes concems about the Nechako River, there was willingness, evident in
the testimony, to accommodate the project as the lesser of two evils. "[Ylou see," said

Mr. Donaghy, the counsel for the Salmon Canner's Operating Cornmittee, "we are not
opposing the present great application, the application for this great power right because.,.
we do recognize the great advantage to British Columbia of that being developed and 1

am glad the govemment has corne into contact with the Aluminum Company for that
purpose. But we do very strenuously object to the Aiuminum Company reaching out and
tying up other great power sites, particularly the Chilko power site, which is essentially a
site for sockeye salmon-

2 3

Accepting the Nechako project with qualifications ailowed

the fishing industry, as one canner put it, to avoid playing the 'dog in the manger' with the
province's industrial hture, while, at the same time, protecting the Chilko Lake region?
Despite the apparent accommodation, Alcan was not taking chances. Even though the
provincial govemment had placed a reserve on the water sites in question, the company
wanted quick and legai title before the danger of federal fisheries intervention or some
other claim could be mounted.

The most that the fisheries industry hoped for was a delay to allow for some kind
of assessrnent to take place. This is what the federal Department of Fisheries and the

IPSFC proposed and so did different representatives of the fishing industry. When at the
end of the hearing the pugnacious Communist fisheries unionist Homer Stevens
addressed Alcan Vice-President McNeely Dubose directly as to whether a slight delay
3
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would cause any serious difficulty for his Company, Dubose replied that Alcan had to
protect its investrnent in surveys: "1 don't think it reaily is a very practical question at dl,
to get right down to it?
A handfùl of other speakers raised concerns before the hearing, separate fiom the

fisheries problem, though with little apparent effect. A scientist from the provincial
Game Commission presented a bief on the possible consequences for wildlife in the

region. C y d Shelford, representing residents who would be flooded out as a result of
development, raised his group's concerns but was aiso quick to thank Alcan oficials
profusely for their generosity in paying for his travel to the hearing. One lone speaker, a
Mrs. Bateaux, who claimed to be the first white child bom in the region, raised
wilderness concems and read a persona1 letter from Lady Tweedsmuir decrying the
sacrifice of beauty to progress. Other interested parties, such as native groups who would
find trap-lines and burial grounds flooded by the project were not present.

On December 12, 1949, Major Farrow granted Aican rights to the Nechako River
with only a rninor qualification as to the fishenes aspect. The water license deal was
done.6
The water licensing hearing was a poor mirror of the politics of fish and power
in 1949, even if the hearing was one of its central events. Many actors central to the
planning of the project were absent, as were a nurnber of interests who would be affected
adversely by the decision. The roughly unified position of the fishing industry
representatives, furthemore, masked intemal divisions and belied the laborious process

of political organization that had occurred over the previous year and a half. The low-key
presence of Alcan and water development supporters, meanwhile, contrasted with the
--
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provide the federai Department of Fisheries, the BC Game branch and the water comptroller with plans
before construction. But, only the water comptrollets approval was necessary to proceed.

near-giddy reception accorded to the Company in the province and the bullish
determination of the coalition govemment to see the project through as a comerstone of
post-war expansion.
Aican's application had been long in the making. The dispute between water
development interests and the salmon fisheries dated back to the 191Os, but the post-war
fish-power contlict had more specific ongins during the war. The rehabilitation of Fraser
salmon runs advanced by the Hells Gate fishways and other restoration projects placed
the fisheries in an uncomrnonly favourable position. Not since before the 1920s had the

supply side of the industry appeared so favourable. Combined with strong market

demand, assisted by the development of new international salmon markets during the
war, the industry appeared poised for a favourable penod of growth. At the sarne time,
hydropower had gained a new prominence because of wartirne indusvia1 growth and
provincial attempts to boister hinterland electrification. The BC Electric Railway, Alcan,
the BC Power Commission (BCPC)and other organizations imagined new developments

and nished to keep up with demand. By the early 1940s, prescient observers in both the
water and fisheries sectors understood that disputes between the two industries were
imminent.
By the end of the decade, two major projects in the northem Fraser basin

advanced by Alcan and the BCPC threatened to destroy major salmon runs. Both of
these projects grew out of the coalition government's vision of northem development as a
central focus of post-war economic development policy and received broad political
suppoa.7 Yet they differed in terms of scale-the first promising a massive new
'lohn R Wedley, "Layingthe Golden Egg: The Coalition Government's Role in Post-war Northern
Developmen&"BC Studies 88 (Winter 90-9 1): 58-92. There is onIy a limited literature dealing with the
Nechako project. Two highly readable accounts, one by a former Alcan project engineer, the other by a
Prince George journalist and environmentalist provide remarkably diflerent perspectives: John Kendrick,
Peoole of the Snow: The Stow of Kitimat (Toronto: NC Press, Limited, 1987); and Bev Christensen,
Good to Be True: Alcan's Kemano Com~letionProiect (Vancouver: Talonbooks, 1995). A short thesis on
the project is: Juan Carlos Gomez Arnaral, "The 1950 Kemano AIuminum Project: A Hindsight
Assessrnent,"MA thesis, Simon Fraser University, 1986

development that would transform the provincial north, the second a more modest
stimulus to the interior's power supply. They also differed in terrns of their financial
significance-the

aluminum project had the backing of a major multinational firm,

strengthened by wartime growth and ready for a period of major expansion; the Quesnel
project, by contrast, was the vision of a tightly controlled provincial commission, without
independent borrowing power, or access to major urban markets. How far the
developmentally focussed provincial state would go to privilege power over fish was in
some sense a function of scale, and of the leverage of private over public capital in the
politics of development.
The impact of the fishenes interest on the planning and development of these
projects proved significant and variable. A coherent fisheries defense, organized by the
federal Department of Fisheries, emerged in response to aggressive provincial efforts to
secure the alurninum project. When fisheries concerns were raised and the provincial
govemment failed to defend them, sections of the cannery elite brokered a private
compromise with Alcan that resulted in the acceptance of the Nechako project provided
Chilko Lake was lefi undeveloped. Notwithstanding the federal legal authonty to
regulate building and operations of this dam with a view to fishenes conservation, Alcan
proceeded with remarkably little interference through the adroit deployment of its
political strength. In the Quesnel case, on the other hand, a weak provincial commission
met the force of an organized fishenes interest, yet without its own private supportes.
Using the leverage of the federal department's willingness to demand expensive remedial
meanires on any proposed project, fishenes bureaucrats within the provincial state
worked successfully to cancel the plan.
By focusing on the overlapping claims of two resource sectors, this chapter seeks
to unrave1 aspects of BC's development politics in the early post-war period. It asks how

and when different bureaucraties and politicians within the m e system worked together

and at cross-purposes? It suggests why and how different industrial groups used the state
to advantage, felt its unwelcome regulatory glare, or the impact of competing interests.

BC's post-war provincial state, widely repute for its client-like relationship to private
capital, is demonstrated to have been a site of complex and shifting claims where public
power fiequently fell to private interest, by the design of public authority as much as by
industrial concems.

*************************
Before aiid during the Second World War, the provincial water branch and the

IPSFC forecast a looming fish-power debate and helped to set it in motion. The
industriai dispute began, in a sense, within the state, between bureaucracies that took their
clients' interests as their own. Ever since the 1920s, when the fiat senous fish-power
problems had emerged, the provincial water branch assumed the role of protector of BC's
waterpowers. This was entirely appropriate in the sense that this branch was charged

with surveying the province's rivers and regulating water use. The proprietonal sense of
the branch, however, extended beyond its formai responsibilities: not oniy did branch
surveyors and engineers promote the province's water powea, but they also felt
compelled to protect them against presumed competing interests. WelI before any private
power developers conceived of the fisheries as a threat, the water branch sought to
diminish this sector's political stature and ensure that it did not grow. The other side of
power promotion was fisheries criticism.
An early and clearly articulated example of this position came fiom JC

MacDonald, provincial water comptroller, during the negotiation of the Pacific Salmon
Treaty in 1929. Having been asked to comment on sections of the treaty that might
impinge on provincial jurisdiction, MacDonald reflected on the long-terni resource
conflicts that might be bom fiom too generous a treatment of fishenes under an
international agreement.

The undeveloped and unrecorded waterpower of the Province is of no direct interest to any particular
section of the public. There is, therefore, no organized body which will be active in counteracting the
pressure which will be brought to bear by the Fishery interests when the conservation of fish and the
development of power conflict. As the value of the power which may be developed on the Fraser River
many times exceeds the value of the fish, nothing should be done which may allow the interest which will
uitimately become the lesser one to be unduly supported by a treaty with a foreign power.8

MacDonald's claim that water development lacked a vested interest strained credibility
(what d e r al1 was the BC Electric Railway?), but his point is revealing: he and his staff
in the water branch perceived their role to be that of the primary defenders of the public
interest in water development. He also judged hiture water development to be of such
promise as to cancel out the importance of fisheries conservation.
The salmon restoration prograrn of the IPSFC in the late 1930s and 1940s
validated MacDonald's prediction in the minds of his successoe. By restoring habitat,
water branch officiais believed, the salmon commission laid a subtle, and sometimes
blunt claim to the river. Consider the fishways at Hells Gate. Here, at the base of the
Fraser canyon-one of BC's most touted water development sites-- the salmon interest
proposed to build an expensive piece of infrastructure during the early 1940s. Although
the project received strong federal and Amencan support as well as glowing press
coverage, water branch offcials considered the project to be an obstruction to future
water development. The fishways, stated Ernest Davis, the provincial water comptroller
in 1942, would only assist the fisheries interest by handing it "a strong argument in any
negotiations for the development of power." In attempting to sway the Minister of Lands
to his position, Davis suggested that power resources were "more valuable to the
cornmunity" and that it would 'Be impossible in the long run to try to stem the course of
[their] development," but his protests are evidence to the contrary of an anxiety that this
outcome was not assured.9 Although the fishways issue did not exercise provincial
~ GR 1378,
~ BC Commercial
~
~Fisheties~ Branch, ,Box 1, File 1. JC MacDonald. Comptroller of
Water Rights to Commissioner of Fisheries, May 27, 1929
9~~ Water Management Branch, Department of Lands 'O' Files, File 5254, Davis to Minister of Lands,
A p d Il, 1942
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politicians particularly (or pnvate power interests for that matter), Davis did,
interestingly, receive support within the civil service fiom the deputy minister of fisheries
(who resented the rising authority of the IPSFC)and the deputy attorney general.10 Davis
and his colleagues did not have the power to block the fishways, but they did manage to

condition the nature of BC's acceptance of this project in granting jurisdiction to the
federai government for construction purposes. The text of the fuial provincial approval
included this bureaucratically-inspired insertion: "While the govemment of Province of
British Columbia does not contemplate any immediate water power development at this
point which would be detrimentally afTected by the construction of the proposed fishways, it must reserve to itself al1 or any rights which it now enjoys, and, therefore, caxmot
give unqualified approval to the proposal."lI The province, this proviso suggested, would
assert its authority to approve power projects when the time came, no matter the extent of
fishenes restoration.
If the provincial water branch assumed the self-appointed role of protector of
BC's waterpower, then it might be said that the IPSFC made a parallel claim for the
Fraser's salmon. Although the federal Department of Fishenes possessed the formal
jurisdiction, the IPSFC's mandate to restore Fraser sockeye led its members into a more
activist stance, initially, than the federal govemment.l* After the discovery of
obstructions at Hells Gate, the commission's research program maintained a continuing
interest in determinhg barriers to salmon migration throughout the basin. Other 'natural'
'OBCARS,GR 1378, BC Commercial Fisheries Branch, Box 3, File 3, George Alexander to Comrnissioner
of Fisheries, May 30, 1942 (copy); E Davis, Comptroller of Water Rights to Alexander, July 7, 1942;
Deputy Attorney Generai to Alexander, Juiy 16, 1942; H Carthcare, Deputy Minister of Lands to
Alexander, July 17, 1942; Alexander to Commissioner of Fisheries, July 20, 1942 (copy). Alexander's
correspondence here cited pointed to his irritation with the IPSFC for not advising the provincial
Commissioner of Fisheries. Other items discuss how best to counter or condition the fishways application.
l l ~ ~ GR
~ 1378,
~ SBC, Commercial Fisheries Branch, Box 3. File 3, Provincial Secretary to WC
Woodward, Lieutenant Govemor, BC, March 25,1944 (copy).
[*In 1943, when water developrnent issues raised comment in the Vancouver press, IPSFC commissioners
were quick to see the need for their agency to play an "educational" role, above and beyond their scientific
and regdatory concems: UWA, William F Thompson Papers, Acc. 2597-77- 1, Box 14, File 9, copy of AL
Hager to Tom Reid, February 1, 1943

slides were discovered and corrected in the Fraser Canyon and existing dam structures
were catalogued and assessed as to their fisheries aspect.13 Such an interest in dams
followed logically fiom the Hells Gate event, but also drew on the expenence of
Arnencan scientists and commissioners whose knowledge of problems with dams on the
Columbia affected their reading of the Fraser: in order to restore the Fraser, these
scientists argued, it was imperative to maintain the river as free-flowing. Although
members of the commission may not have seen their institution as the pnmary defender
of salmon, as the water branch did in its sector, they did take on the role of vanguard in

pushing for enhanced measures to protect salmon habitat.
A dispute over the possible removal of a lumber splash dam on the Adams River

in the 1940s, for example, onginated with the IPSFC's dam surveys and a
recommendation to remove the structure. Quite rapidly, however, the commission
became m e r drawn into the dispute and went so far as to help organize formal protests
by the fishing industry to enhance its own position. The dam in question sat on the lower
Adams River, obstructing the Fraser's rnost productive run on the 1942-year cycle.

Unused in years, the structure was dilapidated: its fishways were broken and the main
gates remained permanently open. Although it did not pose the threat that an active dam
would have, the salmon commission believed that it was best removed and the nght of
the owner revoked.14 The federal Department of Fisheries, with jurisdiction in the matter,
received this advice and instructed the owner, one Mr. Mason of the Adams River
Irnprovement Company, to remove the dam under Section 20 of the Fisheries Act.
Mason had other ideas. He tried first to sel1 the derelict dam to the IPSFC for a sum of

i 3 1 P ~FiIe
~ ~1180.1-77
~ ,
" 1948 Dams on the Fraser River Watershed". This report summarized the
known dam structures and their f~heriesaspects.
I 4 I P s ~ CFile
~ , 1 180.1-28. The case against the dam is set out in WF Thompson, Director o f Research
Investigations, IPSFC to BM Brennan, Chaiman, IPSFC, August 12, 1944

$7500, and when that failed, applied to the provincial water comptroller for a renewal of

his water license, set to expire, August 1944.15
The timing and context of the dispute proved important. When the water rights
hearing to adjudicate the case was finally set for the summer of 1944, the province was
caught up in the debate over public power and the promise of rural electrification. In the
vicinity of Adams River, the city of Kamloops and its residents looked on the river as a
local resource that might prove important as a power site in the near future. Kamloops
was among the BCER-serviced municipalities that called for state intervention in 1944

and the city and its region showed strong support for a program of rural electrification.
The possibility that the lumber splash dam might be removed in favour of a salmon
restoration project provoked fears among local elites that this would prohibit water
development in the coming years. At the water rights hearing, Kamloops Mayor, GR
Williams and DB Johnstone of the Kamloops Board of Trade raised this concem and
sought to discredit the salmon commission's plans as the designs of outside 'experts'
without the interests of the local region at heart.16 Emest Davis, the provincial water
comptroller leading the hearing, tended to agree: he only grudgingly allowed testimony
fiom the IPSFC following a petition from the Commission's lawyer.17 A year previously,
when the matter had corne up for discussion in the provincial civil service, the Water
Branch had "stronglyopposed" deputy minister of fisheries George Alexander's daim
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the Application by the Adams River Improvement Company Limited for Extension of the Term of Final
License No 4 188- Clearing Stream Purposes." In private correspondence with the Premier, Johnston went
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that the value of the fiçhery far outweighed the uses of the dam.lg Although the Premier
appeared to follow the reasoning of the fisheries argument, he intimated to Alexander that

the case would be less clear-cut if a hydroelectric dam were the object of concem.[g
Despite the apparent views of Davis and the appeals of local leaders, Mason's
request for renewal was denied. Although Davis might have wished to preserve the dam,

as a symbolic claim for fùture hydro projects, Mason's request proved too flimsy to
support within the bounds of credibility. Under questioning during the hearings, Mason
had adrnitted that the dam was not in use and wouid not be for the foreseeable future, that

his Company was heavily in debt and that he had atternpted to sel1 the dam to the Salmon
Commission before the hearings. Following the guidelines of the legislation, which called
for beneficial use of water rights, the water branch refused Mason's request in August
1944.20 A year later, following another abortive request for a water license at the same

site fiom a spurious timber concem, the dam was removed by the IPSFC under the
authority of the federal Department of Fisheries.zl In this second instance, the IPSFC
went so far as to line up its private supporten- the Salmon Canners' Operating
Cornmittee, the United Fisheman and Allied Workers' Union as well as some local sports
fishery groups- in advance to insure that they would provide testimony at the appropriate

The logic of a looming fish-power conflict helped to shape the bureaucratie
reception of both the Heils Gate fishways and the Adams River dam dispute. The water
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branch viewed fisheries restoration as a c l a h on rivers that would have the effect of
blocking power dams; the salmon commission pursued restoration in part to rid the river
of dams and maintain the basin without obstructions to salmon. Before either of the
constituent industrial interests becarne actively involved in debating the fish-power
problem, these agencies pursued its logic in a debate that could be called, fish vs.
irnaginary power. Yet, as the Adams River case suggests, what was imaginary could
quickly become real: the late war context convinced dl participants that a province-wide

dam building program was only awaiting war's end and provincial action. Thus the
problem was no longer limited to bureaucratie rivalries and jurisdictional disputes: it was
inserting itself into regional politics, as with the Kamloops participation, and it was
embracing a wider fisheries constituency, as the many invited participants in the Adams
River case demonstrated. Al1 that would be required to expand the dispute would be the
arriva1 of a power development of a scaie to pose a senous threat to the fisheries. It was
not Iong in coming.

***************************
In 1948, the long-awaited promise of BC's waterpower appeared on the verge of
realization. Executives of Alcan toured the province examining developrnent sites for a
power generation and smelter project. The scale of the plan made editonalists gleeful. In
the northem portions of the province, where there was but a seeming wilderness, a major
corporation would dam a mighty river, expanding the provincial power capacity by leaps

and bounds, and erect a substantial smelting facility, complete with a port and a town that
could weil rank third iargest in the province within a short tirne? Long awaited this
project would also be Iong in the making.

BCER CF,"Wodd's Largest Alumuium Plant Proposed by Alcan on BC Coast," Victoria Times,
December 17, 1948; text accompanying photograph of Kitimat site, November 2 1, 1949; "Aluminum
Industry to Be BC's Biggest," Vancouver Sun, March 28, 1950
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Alcan's interest in BC onginated in part from the promotional inspiration of the
ubiquitous Harry Warren. As the chair of the mining bureau of the Vancouver Board of
Trade in the late 1930s and early 1940s, Warren carne into touch with the leading minhg

men of the province. During the war his research focused on rnetallurgical questions with
a view to assisting the war effort. As a member of a team of engineers and scientists at

UBC working in close alliance with the provincial War Metals Board, he took a keen
interest in aluminum reduction rnethods.zJ in a fateful moment that Warren wouid savor
for the rest of his life, he wrote a letter to Alcan in 1940, asking for samples of the
companj's bauxite for experiments in his UBC lab.25
Aluminum- a precious new metal at the tum of the century- had become a major
strategic material during the war. Its light weight and durability made it well suited for
airplane construction as well as a host of other products. Beginning in 1940, new
demands for alurninum in Bntain and the US created a senous supply cnsis that codd not
be met by the dominant US AIcoa Corporation. In an attempt to generate new supplies,
as well as break Alcoa's virtual monopoly control, the US federal govemment intervened
in the alurninum business. establishing its own plants as well as funding expansions in
plant facilities of non-Alcoa interests. Despite links to Alcoa, Alcan's legally separate
identity helped it to receive favourable treatment in this scenario.26 Using lend-lease

o or

biographical information on Warren, see the file list provided by the UBC Special Collections and
Archives. Warren's participation in the UBC metal research is described in Harry T Logan, Tuum Est: A
Historv of the Universitv of British Columbia (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1958), pp 148-149. Some of
Warren's mid-war views on the importance of water development for the mining industry were set out in
UBC Special Collections and Archives, Warren Farnily Papen, Box 6: "British Columbia's Minerais and
the War," The Miner 12(10) (October 1939): 32-34; "Water Power and Post-War Employment," n i e Miner
16(2) (February 1943): 24-26; and "Hydro Development and the Iron and Steel Industry," The Miner 16(3)
(April 1943): 48-50
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Capacity Investments and the Alcoa-Alcan Monopoly, 1888-1945," in States, FVms. and Raw Materials:

f h d s , the US federal govemment bankrolled a massive expansion at the company's
Shipshaw facility and signed a set of generous fonvard supply contracts that would raise
the envy of Amencan producers at the end of the war. The US also built a number of
aluminum smelters in Washington state, drawing power from the Columbia dams through
the BPA; by 1943, aluminum smelters would consume nearly two thirds of BPA output?
In the 1940s, the aluminum business operated according to a geographically
dispersed production mode1 driven by the costs of transportation and energy use.'*
Although rnost major sources of bauxite, Aluminum's pnmary crude ingredient, were
located at this time in the Caribbean and Australasia, no significant refining occurred in
these regions. Because ocean shipping costs of bauxite were relatively low, aluminum
producers could reap significant savings by moving the raw material to sites of cheap
energy supply in industrialized nations. In this way, the major component cost of
alurninum production- electricity- could be reduced and the final product delivered
efficiently to market in industrialized centers. At a few points in North America, the two
key locational factors of this production model- ocean accessibility and cheap water

power- coincided, as on the Columbia and in parts of Quebec. BC's hidden opportunity
resided in the upper Fraser basin, where three power sites, unaffordably distant fiom
urban electrical markets, sat perched near deep fjords, cutting into the interior fiom the
Coast. If water were diverted out of the Fraser basin to the coastal fjords, major height
differentials (called head) could produce large blocks of electrical power, at tidewater. At
Chilko Lake and on the Nechako River, provincial water branch officiais had lovingly
The World Economy and Ecoloev of Aluminum Eds. Bradford Barharn, Stephen G Bunker and Denis
O'Hem (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1994), pp 69- 1 10.
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World War II and the West:Resha~ingthe Economv (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1990),
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taken stock of several locations for over twenty years. Reports existed on the site
charactenstics, water flows, topography and geological characteristics. For an interested
party, the temtory was aiready mapped.
Wartime shifts in the alurninum business gained notice in BC, though few were so
prescient in foreseeing opportunities for the province as Hany Warren. A year before the
height of the crisis in wartime aluminum supply in 1941, Warren was busy at work in his
lab attempting to determine the costs of alurninum smelting in BC, given the province's
cheap waterpower. In the course of collecting technical data on bauxite and shipping
costs from Alcan, with which to study the problem, Warren struck up a correspondence

with Alcan Assistant Secretary, EVN Kennedy. After discussions of the aluminum
business over a number of months, Warren put a simple question to Kennedy: why did
Alcan not operate in BC? The province's waterpower was plentifid and cheap, ocean
access was possible at a number of tidewater locations and governrnent support would be
forthcoming. Kennedy replied that formerly his company had done linle business in the
West and so had never considered a western location. But he was intrigued. The war had
changed the business. Perhaps Warren could provide M e r information. Promptly,
Warren put Alcan in touch with the provincial mining department. He also readily agreed
to Kennedy's request to act as an infôrmal advisor in the future, should the Company send
representatives to investigate.29 Having played matchrnaker, Warren stepped aside and
let the reiationship develop.
Warren was not the only one to bring the company and the province together. At
the height of the aluminurn shortage in the fa11 of 1941, federal officiais encouraged
Alcan to investigate new waterpower possibilities and pointed to oppomuiities in BC.

2 % E l ~ Special Collections and Archives, Warren Family Papen, Box 4, File 7, Warren to Kennedy,
November 28, 1940; Kennedy to Warren. December 13. 1940; Warren to Kennedy, February 26, 1941;
Kennedy to Warren, March 10, 194 1 ;Wamn to Kennedy, May 16. 1 94 1 ;Kennedy to Warren May 23,

1941. T

Ernest Davis, the BC water comptroller, visited Alcan's operations in Arvida and then
hosted visits by Alcan officials in turn. None of this came to anything immediately. Not
until 1943 wouid m e r discussion be opened between the Company and provincial
officials and then only to initiate M e r surveys and reconnaissance activities.30
Aican entered a growth phase after 1945. Having expanded rapidly during the
war to supply British and Arnerican alurninum demands, it continued to develop its

business in the post-war period using the comparative advantages of cheaper Canadian
waterpower and labour. By the end of the decade, Alcan matched Alcoa in alurninum
output capacity and attained a strong position in the North American low pnce aluminum

market, despite a high Canadian dollar and punitive aspects of US trade policy.31 By the
late 1940s, in a market of nsing aluminum demand. Alcan considered new development
prospects.
In the spring of 1948, Alcan President RE Powell and a number of Alcan officials
joined provincial minister of lands and forests, ET Kenney, in a flying tour of the
province's possible power sites. The visit was perhaps more a public relations initiative
than a scouting expedition. On the ground, Alcan hired the International Engineering
Company, an Amencan firm headed by engineer Bill Huber to re-visit a number of power
sites first studied by provincial surveyon in the 1920s and 1930s.32 At Chilko Lake
provincial water comptroller, Major Farrow lead Huber through the site, and on the
Nechako the provincial water surveyor, John Kendrick explained the possibilities. Both
)%e roie of the federal government in encouraging Alcan to look West, and the cornpany's inquiries in
1943 are recounted in a bnef surnmarizing the development of the project: BC Crown Lands Registry,
Department of Lands 'O' Files, File 0124854, Alcan General (l), GE Meirose, 'Memorandum to Mr.PE
Richards, Executive Asst. to the Premier, Re: Aluminum Company of Canada Development," Nov 14,
1949 (copy)
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men had sweyed these sites before the war. Later that summer, based on earlier
provincial surveys, Huber produced a report for Alcan on BC waterpower sites and
opportunities. Months later Alcan hired Kendrick as a resident engineer on the project
and McNeely Dubose began negotiations with the provincial govemment to establish the

company's water rights.33
Lest there be any doubt that the provincial government would support Alcan's
arrival in BC, provincial officiais went to great lengths to assure the company that, in the
jargon of a later age, the province was open for business. Following Powell's visit to BC,
George Melrose, the deputy minister of Lands and Forests, invited the company to state
its needs and wants. To facilitate the company's planning, Melrose pledged to place
reserves on the three possible sites of interest to Alcan in order to exclude the
intervention of cornpetitors; he offered up front the lowest possible water rental fees
allowed under the law; and, should there be any lingering doubt of provincial intentions,
he stated: "If afier such surveys and investigations have been made, and your engineering
studies demonstrate that our existing laws would not economically permit m e r
development, I shall be very glad to discuss ways and means with my colleagues, having
in mind the amendment of such laws whereby such a project rnight be economically
pursued to the mutual advantage of both our Govemment and your Company."34 Alcan
would later use this offer in order to secure the Industrial Townships Act, which removed
certain tax obligations kom the company, and to achieve maximum advantage in water
rights hearîngs in order to remove fishenes conservation as an obstacle to development.

33~endrick'smemoir is an amusing and sornetirnes self-critical appraisal of Alcan's activities in northern
BC. For the arrival of Alcan and Kendrick's account of the season of s u ~ e y s see:
,
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of the Snow: The Ston of Kitimat (Toronto: NC Press, 1987), 8 1-1 17.
Lands Registry, Department of Lands and Forests Administration Division Papers, 'O'
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Correspondence, File 0124854 Alcan General (l), Melrose to EPowell, President Aluminurn Company
of Canada, June 16, 1948 (copy) Although the copy does not bear Melrose's signature, a subsequent letter
from Alcan to Melrose refers to his views expressed in this letter.

Despite the eager reception of the Alcan project announcement in the province,
fisheries interests f e d the possible impacts on the salmon resource. Both sites under
consideration, but particularly the one on Chilko Lake, provided important salmon
spawning habitat. Chilko Lake, for exarnple, produced in the range of three-quarters of
the entire Fraser basin salmon population in two of the four-year cycles? If a dam
blocked these sites to salmon passage, the progress in rebuilding the stocks, inaugurated
with the Hells Gate fishways, would be lost. Furthemore, the politics of power in BC

suggested that saimon conservation would not loom largely in planning. Two months
d e r the announcement of Alcan's surveys, Tom Reid, the chairman of the Salmon
Commission, announced in the House of Comrnons that the provincial government had
contacted neither the Commission nor the federal Department of Fishenes about the
matter, despite previous assurances that al1 fisheries concerns would be kept informed of
any large-scale hydro developments. The provincial govenunent, Reid claimed, was
"power-minded": it wanted hydro development and it wanted to control the province's
riven. In order to preserve British Columbia's salmon, he suggested, the federal
government would have to involve itself in the planning process more than ever before

and perhaps strengthen its hand through legislation.36
Alcan understood the potential of a fisheries reaction against its project in BC
and wanted to avoid the kind of protest offered by Reid before the Houe. As the
surveys commenced, Alcan Vice-President McNeely Dubose sought out the advice of HR
MacMillan, a BC lumber baron and former President of the largest Fraser River cannery

firm, BC Packen, as to Alcan's best approach on matters of salmon conservation.
Interestingly, MacMillan advised Dubose to sit tight and not contact the concemed
35Thisfigure is pmvided in: NA, RG 23, Vol 1823, File 726-1 1-6[7], "Memorandum on Negotiations
lnvolving the Department of Fisheries in Connection with Developments by the Aluminum Company of
Canada Limited in British Columbia"p 3.
36~ebates
of the House of Comrnons Vol VI (1948): 5865-5867

fisheries agencies, lest undue suspicion be aroused. MacMillan believed that if the
Nechako location were chosen, fisheries problems would be negligible in any event, and
even if Alcan chose to proceed with Chilko Lake then some remedial measures, such as
spawning channels, could be developed to overcome the problem. Mindfùl of the
fishenes aspect, but hoping to reduce it through silence, Alcan followed MacMillan's
suggestion. AAer Reid's comrnents to the House, Dubose recalled the public relations
plan in a letter to deputy minister of lands George Melrose and--like Reid- blamed the
provincial government for not keeping in better touch with concemed fisheries agencies.
" M o u and your associates were going to take steps to ensure that the Fisheries people

did not assume from...[Alcan's silence] that they were not being taken seriously," Dubose
reminded Melrose.37 Having aroused suspicions through its silence, Alcan oficials
understood the double-edged sword of its public relations strategy: silence bred
suspicion, but a Frank approach would only hand opposing interests time to organize their
defense. Hereafler, Alcan would agree to meet with fisheries concems when asked, but
would disclose none of its plans before it received a water rights license.
Reid's protest and MacMillan's scoldhg created but a minor stir fiom the
provincial governrnent. A reaction from fisheries interests, and particularly the salmon
commission, must have been entirely anticipated. In the past when power projects were
mooted in the press, the Premier had received inquiries fiom the salmon commission and
the Department of Fisheries asking to be kept informed and the Premier had always duly
asked the water branch to keep the commission abreast of developments.38 This seemed
3 7 ~Crown
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Lands Registry, Department of Lands 'O' Files, File 0124854, Dubose to Melrose. June 30,

1948. Of course, this report of MacMillan's views is second hand. Why a leader of the fishing industry
would advise Dubose on the best means to develop dams without arousing the concern of the fishing
industry is something of a puzzle. MacMillan's later role in advising the f~heriesdefense on the best means
to combat dam development, to be discussed in a later chapter, suggests a different intention.
3 8 ~ oexample:
r
BCARS, GR 1222, Premiers' Papers, Box 40, File 9, George Pearson, Commissioner of
Fisheries to Premier Hart, Febmary 13, 1943 Box 165, File 10, Premier Hart to Davis, Comptroller of
Water Rights, June 9, 1943 (copy); George Alexander Assistant Commissioner of Fisheries to Premier,
June 7, 1943, Premier to Davis, May 11, 1943 (copy); Tom Reid, Chairman of IPSFC to Premier, May 13,
1943; Premier to Reid, May 28, 1943 (copy); Reid to Premier, March 12, 1943; Premier to Reid, March 18,

another of those occasions. Certainly, the province had no intentions of discouraging
Alcan by involving fisheries interests early in the planning stages. Even the provincial
fisheries department was studiously ignored. There was no legal requirement that the
province or water branch should involve fisheries concems: after dl, no project had yet
been announced, only surveys. if the salmon commission, or the federal Department of
Fisheries, wanted to begin imagining impacts, the province claimed, then they were fiee
to do so. Beyond conesponding with the federal govenunent to suggest that, yes,
fishenes problems were a prionty, and, no, the federai interest in fisheries would not be
ignored in any possible development, the provincial government did little to meet
fisheries concerns.39
Alcan's silence and the provincial government's intransigence led the federal

Department of Fisheries, under a new Minister, British Columbian Robert Mayhew, to
devote considerable time to the threat of an Alcan development in BC during 1948 and
after.jO Whereas before the 1930s. the federai department did not well understand the
threat to salmon of dams and evinced little concern in any event, after the Second World

War, it had the added expertise of the Salmon Commission, the experience of Hells Gate
and the shadow of developments on the Columbia to prompt it to action. In keeping with
Reid's advice, and a March 1948 resolution passed by the Fishenes Council of Canada,

federal civil servants began to explore legal measures to enhance fishenes pr~tection.~l

1943. NA, RG 23, Vol 1822, File 726-1 1-6, part 1, Premier Johnson to Mayhew, September 8, 1949; ET
Kenney, Minister of Lands and Forests to Mayhew, September 15, 1949; Mayhew to Kenney, September
23, 1949 (copy)
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, Box 1 14, File 7. Mayhew, Minister of Fisheries to Premier. January
3 1, 1949; Mayhew to Premier, November 9, 1949; Premier to Mayhew; September 8, 1949 (copy);
Mayhew to Premier, September 15, 1949
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n 1, the deputy Minister, Stewart Bates mted that he and the minister rated the Alcan case to be the
top prionty of the department, equal in importance to the negotiation of a major fishing treaty with Japan in
the sarne year: NA, RG 23, Box 1823, File 726-1 1-6[5], Memo, S Bates to Clark, October 19, 1951.
411nterestingly,the United Fisherman and Allied Workers' Union had presented views to the Department of
Fisheries in 1943 calling for some enhancement of the federal government's legal powers in this regard:
NA, RG 23, Box 842, File 719-9-92111, JA Motherwell, Chief Supervisor of Fisheries (BC) to DB Finri,
Deputy Minister of Fisheries, June 22, 1943 (copy)

They also sought to organize a cross-industry fisheries defense. The counter-point to the
Alcan surveys was the federal department's examination of its legal powes and its
political strength.

The established legal authority of the federai Department of Fisheries in water
management issues was not reassuring. Contained in Section 20 of the Fishenes Act, the
federai department had the power to insist on remedial activities caused by river
obstructions such as landslides and dams. As the department had discovered in the
1920s, however, this power, inhented fiom an earlier age of mil1 dams, was not suited to
the task of modem salmon conservation: it could only be implemented after a dam had

been erected and most modem dams were so large that remedial work would only Save,
even in the most optirnistic scenario. a small portion of salmon runs. Although revisions
to the fisheries act in 1932 helped to cl&@ how fisheries passages should be constructed
and established fines for non-cornpliance, the legislation remained remedial, rather than

pro-active in focus. According to a certain reading of the legislation, that the Department
of Justice supplied in 1948 upon request, the federal department could rest assured that its
authority extended to hydro-electric dams (although this was not specified in the
legislation) and that it couid demand access to plans of dams in advance of construction
so that remedial efforts could be devised before projects imposed damages.42 As
subsequent events were to demonstrate, however, political pressures would condition
formal legal authority.
While considering their legal powen, members of the Department of Fisheries

began to canvas other fisheries agencies and membes of the industry about the best
means of approaching a fisheries defense. Their initial suggestion to form a cornmittee
representing ail segments of the industry in order to coordinate public relations efforts
12'Therequest for legal clarification and the Ministry of Justice's response are contained in: NA, RG 23,Box
1222,File 726-11-5[1],Stewart Bates, Deputy Minister of Fisheries to Deputy Minister o f Justice, May IO,
1948 (copy); FP Varcoe, Deputy Minister of Justice to Deputy Minister of Fisheries, May 14, 1948.

and intra-industry cooperation met with immediate agreement from the IPSFC and the

provincial Department of Fisheries?3 George Alexander, the provincial deputy minister,
however, offered these sage words of caution: "1 would suggest... that if such a committee
is contemplated, its recomrnendations would cary a great deal more weight if the idea
seemed to originate with the industry rather than through the Federal or Provincial
Department of Fisheries. The more the movement appears as a spontaneous effort on the
part of the industry to Save itself, the more weight it will ~ a r r y . "Although
~
this would
be the ideal, Alexander stated, there was at the current time little hope that the industry
would organize itself as desired; besides one resolution passed at a recent conference, the

fishing industry remained oblivious to the danger posed by hydro development. As if
taking his cue from Alexander's characterization, PE Paulson of the Canadian Fishing
Company responded to Department of Fisheries western superintendent, George Clark's
suggestion of a cornmittee- four months afler fint contacted- by suggesting that the
lobby group, the Salmon Canners' Operating Committee, which he chaired, already
performed the functions of the proposed cornmittee and that it was the federal
department's job, not the industry's, to pursue legal and policy-based solutions to the fishpower problem.'s Subsequently Clark rnanaged to convince Paulson that the problem
was not that simple: the fact of provincial jurisdiction in water management severely

limited the power of the federal department to intervene; pressure would have to be
brought to bear directly on the provincial govemment, preferably with a strong showing

"NA, RG 23, Box 1222, File 726-1 1-5111, BM Brennan, Director of IPSFC to GR Clark, Western Director
of Fisheries, July 7, 1948. Brennan also pressed the importance of developing the statistics of p s t salmon
packs and values so as to counter cost-benefit claims.
%A, RG 23, Box 1222, File 726-1 1-5[1], George Alexander, Deputy Minister of Fisheries (BC) to
George Clark, July 6, 1948
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fiom the industry? Despite Clark's determination, it is also the case that there is no
record that he approached other organizations or labour groups in the fishing industry in
his search for a cross-industry defense; the federal department's reflex was to seek
cooperation with the canners and expect other groups to follow.
The committee envisioned did not form as the Department of Fishenes had hoped
(a later effort along the same lines would succeed in 1956), but Clark did manage to muse
the Salmon Canner's Operating Cornmittee to press for provincial legal protection. In

lockstep with Clark's advice, Paulson lead a group of canners' representatives, the United
Fishermen and Allied Workers' Union and the United Fisherman's Cooperative
Association in developing an industry bnef to the provincial cabinet, calling for
assurances that the fisheries would be protected in the event of hydro development. The
bnef set out the importance of the fishing industry to the provincial economy and called
for amendments to the provincial fisheries act to provide new powers of approval to the
provincial Department of Fishenes in any water development case?' This would allay
the province's jurisdictional qualms, yet hand the fisheries a form of insutance against

destructive power de~elopments.~8
Although Paulson expressed his pleasure with the
"initial barrage" represented by the brief when he and a number of labour representatives
presented it to the provincial cabinet in January, 1949 accompanied by IPSFC scientists,
he did Say that the group "locked homs" with Minister of Lands ET Kenney, who did not
seem inclined to share their criticisms of his department's inattention to the fisheries
aspects of water development. While waiting for a response to the brief, Paulson
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November 10, 1948; Clark to Paulson, November 15, 1948; Paulson COClark. Nov 17,1948; Clark to
Pauison, November 22, 1948
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reflected to Clark on how the fish-power issue had become "red hot" in the province:
"There is no doubt that the fishing industry, which of coune includes your own
Department as well as the commercial aspects of it, is faced with a critical period in its
existence and our steps at this time must be made with a fim foundation under them, and,
naturally, with a full realization of the economic future of the counhy as a whole."49
Paulson's statement reflected the extent to which the act of preparing the bnef had helped
to politicize the industry and develop a sense of cooperation between the federal
department and its industrial constituency: there was no cornmittee as yet, but Paulson
classed the federal departrnent as a participating member of "the industry."

The provincial response to the fisheries brief demonstrated how the cabinet
weighed priorities between the existing fishing industry and the promise of power and

aluninum. Instead of agreeing to the proffered amendments of the provincial fishenes
act, the cabinet instead proposed to change the water act by simply including
"commercial fisherman or fish cannery operator" in the list of interests who could legally
object to the disposal of a water license and receive a hearing before the water
comptroller as a result.50 This means of proceeding followed closely the suggestion of

WC Mainwaring, Vice-President of BC Electric to ET Kemey, in March 1949, which
argued that it would be better to make changes to the water act than to enhance the
authonty of the provincial fisheries department.51 The canner, Ed Paulson found it
"ridiculous" that this could be the extent to which the province was prepared to
compromise; George Clark, the fisheries bureaucrat, judged the amendment "of little

1222. File 726-1 1-5111, Paulson to Clark,January 20, 1949
1222, File 726- 1 1-5[2], Paulson to Clark,February 7, 1949; The amended act followed
different wording than this quotation but camied the same intent: Bill No. 38,1949, "An Act to arnend the
'Water Act'".
si^^ Water Management Branch. Department of Lands 'O'Files, File 5254, WC Mainwaring, VicePresident, BC Electric to ET Kenney, March 2,1949
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use."5* Both men agreed that the fact that the provincial government had introduced
legislation in the sarne session, -- the Industrial Development Act (IDA)- aimed
specifically at establishing a legal basis for aluminum development, proved beyond a
doubt the orientation of provincial plans. Clark also believed that the passage of the IDA
superseded the arnended water act: the third clause of the IDA read, "notwithstanding any
law to the contrary..." As Iater events demonstrated, Clark's reading was correct.53 Al1 the
effort had been for naught, yet Paulson rescued inspiration fiom the failure: "...we [the
industry] are now prepared to go right after the thing and exert every possible bit of
pressure we c m muster."s4 He proceeded to contact labour and sports groups and
received assurances from a nurnber of newspapers of editorial suppon.Ss In under a year.
the industry had gone fiom apathy to action. Before the problem was concluded,
however. "going d e r the thing," would corne to mean something less public and more
accommodating than Paulson was yet prepared to imagine. For al1 of the industry's
bluter, the political loss represented in the provincial rebuff would convince some of its
influential leaders of the need for a pnvate 'deal' with Alcan.
Complimenting the federai department's attempts to strengthen its legal position

and organize the industry, the IPSFC launched its own scientific and political program.
Surveys, principally at Chilko Lake, and conducted by IPSFC scientific staff in
cooperation with the Fisheries Research Board, assessed the state of existing salmon

-
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Clark's suspicions proved to be correct. When in 1951, Clark called on the Water Comptroller E
Tredcroft to assist the federal Department of Fisheries in ordering Alcan to comply with Section 20
remedial work, Tredcroft replied: "1 have been advised by our Legal Department that under the provisions
of the Industrial Development Act ofl949 and the agreement between the Aluminurn Company of Canada
and the Government of British Columbia that 1 have no jurisdiction to order ariy fish protection devices."
BC Water Management Branch, Department of Lands 'O' File correspondence, Tredcroft to Clark, October
1, 1951
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may account for the favouiable editoriaI re: the brief pubtished in the News Herald: UBC BCER CF,
"Hydro and Fisheries," November 22, 1949

stocks and forecasted possible outcornes of dam development.56 Reports produced from
these exercises provided the Department of Fishenes with the substantive basis of
fisheries information from which to bargain with Alcan about remedial requirements.57

AIthough important for this reason, these fisheries surveys remained tethered by the lack
of cooperation from Akan; the Company would reveal neither its favoured development
sites, nor the probable dam charactenstics. IPSFC scientists were thus left unable to
study the relevant problems, except in a general way. A rnonth before the water hearing
for rights on the Nechako River, McNeely Dubose and two of his engineers met with

IPSFC staff and intimated that a northern site might be in the ofing. When Milo Bell,
an IPSFC engineer, raised the possible effects on salmon, Dubose invited him to consider
the project instead as a kind of "laboratory" for the fkh-power problem. When Bell
replied that there were many examples elsewhere to study, Dubose reminded him that the
northem site was not assured in any event; Chilko Lake might be the eventual location.
The purported indecision served also as a veiled threat: assist Alcan by allowing the
northem site or nsk greater damages at Chilko Lake. Bell ended his report of the meeting
with this telling observation: "One could ... gain the impression that they do not care to

talk about any remedial steps until they have gained their full water rights. This would
make future negotiations extremely difficult as once the right is granted we would be
asking for charity unless our reasonable requests are protected by limitations in their fint
rights."58

Alongside the problem of scientific assessment, the IPSFC engaged in a variety of
political tactics ro weaken the Alcan proposai. Using their Amencan representation,
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Fisheries in Comection with DeveIopments by the Aluminum Company of Canada Limited in British
CoIumbia,"p 12
S7These midies are summarized in: IPSFC,"A Review of the Sockeye Salmon Problems Created by the
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IPSFC Cornmissioners attempted to draw in the US federal govemment, claiming that the
Alcan development would contradict the conse~ationistterms of the Pacific Salmon
Convention. Although the US State department did not appear willing to intervene in a
public manner at this early stage, the US Consul, Paul Meyer, visited Premier Johnson in
September 1949 and reminded him of the obligations contained in the Salmon
Convention and expressed concerns about the possible aluminum developrnent at Chilko
Lake.59 Apart fiom this meeting, however, the US federal presence remained studiously
unobtrusive: the state department tncked the development and received reports from the

Canadian departments of extemal affain and fisheries, as well as the IPSFC.60 In the
event of an Alcan development, however, the state department made clear that it would
abide by the actions and judgment of the Canadian Department of Fisheries, as American
interests were judged to be the same as those of the federal department.61

In marked contrast to the IPSFC's diplornatic efforts, the commission's chaiman,

Tom Reid, launched a vitriolic public campaign against Alcan starting in the summer of
1948 and extending into the early l95Os.62 Besides raising the Alcan problem in the

House of Commons, Reid lashed out at provincial politicians for sacrificing BC's salmon
industry to aluminum and attempted to portray Alcan as a self-serving "cartel" with Little
concem for BC's economic well-being.63 In an attempt to awaken fears of Amencan
domination, though chair of a Canada-US Commission, Reid claimed that Alcan's real
%KARS, GR 1222, Box 1 14, File 7, Noie recording visit of Paul Meyer, US Consul to Premier Johnson,
September 2, 1949
6 % ~ ,RG 23, Vol. 1822, File 726-1 1-6, part 1 Under-Secretary of Siate for Extemal Affairs to Deputy
Minister of Fisheries, August 22, 1949; Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Stewart Bates,
Deputy Minister of Fisheries, September 13, 1949
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62Thisnote refers to general articles reflecting Reid's views. Subsequent notes refer to specific quotations:
W3C BC Electric CIipping File, "Hydro Plant Called Danger to Fisheries," Province, June 25, 1948; "Tom
Reid Denies Opposition to Alcm," Vancouver Sun, June 24, 1950; "Senator Reid Still Sure Plan Wi11 Hit
Salmon," Victoria Times, June 5, 1950; "Senator Continues Aluminum Protest" Columbian, April6, 1950;
"Kitimat Development 'Threat to Salmon,"' News Herald, May 22, 1952
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intention was to export power to the US. He also argued that insufficient public scrutiny
wouid lead to a sel1 out of BC's resources and irreparable damages to the province's
salmon "heritage."64 Reid went so far as to challenge Premier Johnson to a public debate
on the Alcan project in 1950, and received invitations from the provincial CCF to lecture
the provincial legislature on the matter? Reid's wide-ranging critique, in short,
attempted to reconfigure the nature of the debate over Alcan by pressing its boundaries
and invoking the language of populist protest (anti-capitalist, anti-state, anti-Amencan).
For his efforts, Reid not only succeeded in raising the profile of the Alcan case,
but also became a public foi1 for pro-development forces-- the extreme voice to be
discredited rather than engaged. Alcan executives h e d about Reid in private, while
editorialists claimed that Reid was hindering development and discouraging investment
in the province.66 Only two metropolitan dailies published editonals that could be
interpreted as tolerant of, or encouraging to, Reid's position.67 Provincial politicians in

the coalition government, and particularly its Liberal elements, attacked Reid as if for
heresy against his party and province: Premier Johnson suggested that Reid's opposition
might be "the final sîraw" to convince Alcan to depart; ET Kenney, the Minister of Lands
and Forests, argued that Alcan might just as easily develop power in Alaska, and that
Reid ought to fa11 in line.68 This tough tdk masked the fact, known at least to Kenney,
that Alcan was firmly committed to the BC project by 1949: Dubose had assured
6 4 ~ BCER
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Kemey's Deputy Minister of this fact in pnvate correspondence and asked the Minister to
ignore claims to the c0ntra1-y.~~
Kemey, of course, was the author of some of those
claims for his own political purposes. The tone of political discourse was so heated that
even some of Reid's erstwhile supporters in the fishing industry avoided being seen with
hirn in public.70 The federal Minister of Fishenes, Robert Mayhew, also disavowed
Reid's views in private to the Premier? Although part of the intensity of this reaction
may be explained by the personalities involved and the sensitivities of BC politicians to
party loyalties at a time when the coalition government was beginning to dissolve From
within, the debate also suggests the importance of the cold war context. Whereas the
Alcan development was fimly positioned as a contributor to continental military
initiatives in the press, opposition to it invited questions about the motives of critics not
only in terms of BC's economic development. but also their political beliefs. Kenney
Iabeled Reid BC's "CCF Senator."7"
Unlike Reid who chose to feud, powerfbl segments of the fishing industry decided
to bargain. Having failed to ensure fisheries protection through legislation, and
convinced that the provincial government would favour aluminum over salmon, the
federal minister and major canning interests attempted a pragmatic approach. The
presence of two possible sites--Chilko Lake and the Nechako River- provided the
fortuitous possibility of a horse trade: the more important salmon spawning grounds
could be exchanged for tacit acceptance of development on the less important, northem

site. Although its details are admittedly obscure, there is evidence that members of the
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Fraser canning industry sought to develop a pnvate agreement with Alcan to Save the
spawning grounds at Chilko Lake in the fall of 1949. Fishenes Minister Robert Mayhew
knew of this plan and may well have played a role in initiating it. James Eckmann of the
Canadian Fishing Company wrote to hirn in late September 1949 and referred to their
previous conversations on the matter. Eckmann reported that "The industry held a
meeting Monday aftemoon to discuss the question of the water application for the
Aluminum Co. and without mentioning the conversation 1 had with you, a discussion
took place and finally a recommendation was agreed upon whereby the industry would
make no protest or oppose Alcan's two applications for water rights on the Nechako River

but it would be distinctly understood that they would withdraw the application insofar as
the Chilko is c ~ n c e m e d . "Later.
~ ~ Eckmann and JM Buchanan of BC Packers, Ltd visited

Victoria with the intention of presenting the substance of this compromise to the Premier
Two years later McNeely Dubose referred to
and the Minister of Lands, ET Kenne~.~4

this private agreement when resisting federai calls for remedial work. The minutes
recording Dubose's recollection read:
Mr. Dubose referred to a statement credited to hirn to the effect that the fisheries interests had intimated
that if the original Chilko plan were abandoned in favour of the Nechako there would be no fisheries
problem. He explained that this understanding was very definitely given to him by a group purporting to
represent the BC Salmon Canning Industry at an interview they had with him in Victoria at the time. He
wished to record however that officia1 Government Fisheries agencies had not been associated with this
statement.75

It is impossible to say who knew of this reported trade-off. Logically, the Salmon
Canner's Operating Comrnittec could have sponsored the meeting of 'industry' described
by Eckmann, and Dubose's reference to the canning industry leads one to suspect that the
-
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initiative was that of the packea and not the fishenan's union or other representatives.

But it is dificult to Say. The point is that members of the fishing industry tried to
forestall an unfavourable outcome by giving up on the Nechako site under the threat of a
wone outcome. They stood outside the bounds of legal process and public debate and
sought a cruder political bargain. The deal was a conspincy, a secret plan to achieve
political ends. It was also less conclusive than Alcan might have hoped.

By the time of the water hearing in Victoria, October 1949, little had been
revealed about the proposed Alcan project. The much-touted Chilko site, upon which the

IPSFC had prepared substantial scientific evidence, vanished fiom the agenda in favour
of the northern, Nechako site, about which much less was known. It is unclear whether
Alcan preferred the northem site for engineering reasons as well, but there is little doubt
that the company took the fisheries threat as a serious political and legal consideration.
Although the IPSFC objected to the Nechako project as well on the grounds of possible
effects on the fisheries, most representations to the provincial water comptroiler
acknowledged that development would have to occur somewhere, but that it would be
helpfûi to conduct some kind of preliminary studies on fisheries effects. Farrow rejected
these claims, but did ailow in the final water license that Alcan should present its plans
before consmiction to the federal Department of Fisheries.76
Once the company had its water license, the politics of the controversy shifted out
of the realm of mystery to the concreteness of specific sites and designs. At this stage,
the federal Department of Fisheries and the IPSFC came to take the leading roles in the

fisheries defense, with the federd department trying to impress upon Alcan its legal
power to insist on fishways and the IPSFC providing scientific surveys to calculate the
7 6 ~ CGR~ 1222,
~ ~Premiers'
,
Papes, Box 1 17, File 3, Farrow, BC Water Comptrotler to Mayhew,
Minister of Fisheries, December 12, 1949. This letter sets out why it is not possible to include fisheries
concems in the water license granted to Alcan, Save an instruction to the Company to be mindful of the
authority o f the federai Department of Fisheries and asks the company to show its plans to the department

in advance o f construction.

necessary remedial work. The cnsis of Chilko Lake having passed, the fishing industry
retreated from the scene, yet remained more organized than previously, in expectation of
the next event.
***********************If***

Convincing Alcan of the necessity of remedial work on the Nechako project proved to be
a protracted endeavor- filled with cornmittee meetings, subtle misunderstandings, threats
and counter-threats. Before any discussions of the form of remedial work cornmenced,
the IPSFC and the federai Department of Fisheries technical staffconducted surveys in

the Nechako basin over the Summer and Fall of 1950 and attempted- with the assistance
of Alcan enginees and technical staff- to determine possible effects on salmon. The
final project design aimed to dam the Nechako River beneath the upper basin lakes. Ootsa
and Eutsuk, tuming them into storage in the process. The water would then be sent via
pipeline, cutting through the coastal range, out of the Fraser basin to a powerhouse
project at the outlet of the Kemano River. The power generated would then be
transrnitted one hundred miles to Kitimat, the smelting center and point of export. The
report, issued in January 1951, stressed the fact that although the dam system to be
created would only block a small nurnber of nuis outright, its withdrawal of water fiom
the Nechako system would impact runs downstrearn. Reduced flows would affect the
riverbed, raise water temperatures, make sumrner migration more dificuit for salmon and
reduce winter cover. These effects could be diminished, however, if a guaranteed level of
water, within a certain temperature regime in the summer rnonths, could be released fiom
the project reservoirs. Department of Fishenes staff estimated a cost for this remedial
work of approximately $1,4 10,000.77

77 NA, RG 23, Vol 1822, File 721-1 1-6[3], CH Clay, Division Engineer m A l Whitmore, Chief Supervisor
o f Fisheries, January 1 5 , 195 1

A month after the release of this report, McNeely Dubose met with Robert

Mayhew, and a number of f e d e d fisheries bureaucrats, as well as CD Howe, then
Minister of Public Works, at the House of Cornmons and indicated that the final plans for
the Nechako project were complete and would soon be provided to the department of
public works for approval under the Navigable Stream Act. The point of the meeting,
however, as Dubose indicated tartly, was to inform the Department of Fisherîes that he
and his colleagues had read the fisheries report on the project and could not comply with
the remedial requirements. Alcan had no excess water to release for salmon conservation
and it had no intention of paying for remedial efforts. Alcan, he insisted, had been

invited by the provincial government to develop the project; fisheries representatives had
insisted that no salmon problems would attend the northem site; and despite attractive
offers fiom offshore locations, the company had made a cornmitment to build in BC. But
that cornmitment was not yet irreversible. Should Alcan be asked to provide remedial
work, estimated at over a million dollars, well, mused Dubose, that might be enough to
sink the project entirely. If the Department of Fislieries wanted to Save salmon, he stated,
then it should pay for it; and as for the fishermen, they would probably be better off
working for Alcan. The calculated bluntness of Dubose was met by a firm reply by
Mayhew. He felt that Dubose was delivering an ultimatum, not consulting with the
department. Although Mayhew realized that his department would suffer in the public
eye if a delay to the project occurred, and, equally, would be biamed if fishenes
conservation failed, he also believed that Alcan had much to lose through obstinacy: if
fish were annihilated it would look poorly on the company. The only solution, Mayhew
insisted, was cooperation. Up to this date, fishenes scientists and engineea had worked
together on the remedial investigations. Was al1 of that "window dressing" Dubose was
asked. Dubose replied that this was only an interpretation. After some closing remarks,
Mayhew pressed Dubose again and stated that Alcan should expect to pay $ 1,000,000 for

remedial work. Dubose made no cornmitment but agreed to relate this staternent to his
supenoa. Nothing was assured.78
This meeting was possibly the most contentious between the two parties before a
working agreement was hammered out in the summer of 1952.79 Dubose's tough stand
was, it would appear, a calculated attempt to offer nothing and place the department on
the defensive, despite its legal obligation and authority. In later discussions, Dubose was
by tums, charming, indulgent, capricious and omery. The shifting postures infbriated and

confused Department of Fisheries staff who spent many hours cornposing memoranda
attempting to grasp his direction, wondering if threats would be carried out, asking if his
positions were bluffs or real. Dubose's performance was brilliant. The Department of
Fisheries wanted cold-water releases and asked for a low opening in the dam for the

purpose. Dubose dithered, discussed the safety risk (the dam might break: "1 am not
exaggeratingn80),and questioned the biological foundations of the department's advice.
One fisheries department scientist suminarized one of Dubose's pugnacious letters in
three Iines: "We do not think you need cold water. In any event, we do not intend to give
it to you. We know the weakness of your arguments and we intend to stress them."*l The
department settled for no cold-water releases. Further confusion sunounded the release
7 8 ~ RG
~ 23,
, Vol 1822, File 721- 1 1-6[3], AL Pritchard, "Memorandum re Meeting February 1, 1951 to

discuss Alurninum Company of Canada Development in British Columbia in relation to Fisheries,"
February 2, 1951;Vol 1823, File 726- 1 1-6 [7], "Memorandum on Negotiations Involving the Department
of Fisheries in Connection with DeveIoprnents by the Alurninurn Company of Canada Limited in British
Columbia," March 10, 1952"; Further aspects of the negotiations are covered in File 72 1- 1 1-6[5] Mayhew
to Dubose, October 15, 1951 ; Dubose to Mayhew, September 26, 1951;Mayhew to RE Powell, President,
AIuminurn Company of Canada, September 17,1951
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Whitmore, March 7, 1951, re: meeting with AIcan engineer Kendrick; File 726-1 1-6[4], SB [Stewart
Bates], "Memorandum to the Minister, Re: Discussions with Mr. Dubose RE Aluminum Company of
Canada," April 16, 1951; "Memo for File June t 3, 1951" [re meeting between Minister, President Powell,
AIurninum Co., Dubose and CD Howe]
was made after a final agreement was hammered out, but the IPSFC still made
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representations for a passage in the dam. Nevertheless it suggests well Dubose's jocular tone mixed with a
fm negotiating position: NA, RG 23, Vol 1823, File 726-1 1-6 171, Dubose to Mayhew, March 21, 1952.
Dubose denied the necessity of a passage in the dam during earlier negotiations: NA, RG 23, Box 1823,
File 726-1 1-6[5], "Meeting with AIuminurn Company," August 14, 1% 1
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of water to allow for salmon transportation in the sumrner and cover in the winter.
Dubose questioned the Department of Fisheries figures on the required releases, hired
expert consultants to criticize the department's findings and then offered to release water
at a far lower level (one hundred cubic feet per second) than the department desired.
Although the department continued to argue the point, Dubose succeeded in ending
discussion of the possibility of major releases fiom Alcan's main project reservoir by
suggesting a secondary spillway via Cheslatta Lake. Even when this point was
apparentiy concluded, however, Dubose continued to press: seeking funds from the
department to assist construction and backing off earlier cornmitments as io the design of
storage works.82 Department of Fisheries scientist, AL Pritchard claimed in a
memorandurn to his department, March 10, 1952, before any agreement was reached,

"We have compromised and accepted maximum risk. The Company has done nothing."*3

In the final analysis, Alcan would do something, but it was far below the Department of
Fisheries' early expectations. Dubose had played his advantages well, bluffed and zeroed

in on the department's weaknesses. And the Department of Fishenes knew it.84 From the
sidelines, IPSFC scientists and commissioners looked on in wonder as the basic
conservation requirements had one by one disappeared.

To correct for the effects of one dam, another would be necessary. in order to
provide the necessary water for migrating sockeye in the sumrner months, Alcan and the
federal Department of Fisheries agreed to create an additional spillway and reservoir on
8 2 ~ ~ afrom
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mention of con-sharing in this final iener of understanding, the Department of Fisheries'
willingness to help cover costs is suggested in an intemal departmental memorandum: NA, RG 23, Vol
1822, File 726-1 1-6[4], GR Clark "Memorandum to Minister, " April 16, 195 1. On Dubose's continuing
negotiating tactics, see: RG 23, Vol 1823, File 726- 1 1-6[8], "Supplementary Memorandurn No 1 on
Negotiations involving the Department of Fisheries in Connection with Developments by the Alumhum
Company of Canada Limited in British Columbia (Covering Period fiom March 10,1952 to January 2 t,
1953).
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84Thenatement of the understanding to proceed is set out in: NA, RG 23, Vol 1823, File 726-1 1-6,
Dubose to Mayhew, March 27, 1952; Mayhew to Dubose, March 28, 1952

the Cheslatta system, fûrther downstream from the main structure and tnbutary to the
Nechako. This would provide the necessary extra water without dirninishing the
company's power supply. Through fortuitous weather conditions, this 'solution' appeared
entirely satisfactory in the first few years &er construction, when high water levels
canceled out potential problems. One fisheries scientist suggested that this result was bad
luck: it discredited fisheries criticism and left the problem unsolved. Agreeing in future
years on the quantities of water to be released remained contentious.85

The dams that rose on the Nechako River in 1952 remade the river and its
surrounding lands. While the fisheries interest focussed narrowly on the problems to be
created for migrating salmon, there was a wide range of human impacts that gained,
arguably, less attention fiom govemment or the broader society. The dams flooded
former f m s and homes, hunting temtories and burial grounds. Homesteaders from the
Ootsaa lake region protested their lot (producing one future cabinet minister, Cyril
Shelford, in the process) and received compensation fiom Alcan as a result.86 However,

the secondary project on Cheslatta Lake, which was rushed through the water licensing
process in order to protect salmon, flooded hunting and trapping lands of Cheslatta
natives!'

Although some compensation was paid out at the time on the prompting of the

Department of Indian Affairs, there was Iittle consultation. The problem remains
contentious. Although some of these matters have gained the attention of historians, the

UNA.RG

23, Vol 1823, File 726- 11-6 contains correspondence covering on-going disputes about water
releases.
"UBC BCER CF, "Farmers Ask Alurninum Co Compenution," Vancouver Sun, October 26, 1949;
"Alcan Promises Compensation." Province, October 25, 1949; "Alcan Buying Tactics Assailed," Victoria
Colonist, October 28, 1951
S7~isheriesefforts to have the dam speeded to completion are contained in: Mayhew to WE Harris,
Minister of Citizenship & Immigration, March 28, 1952; a sumrnary of the facts of the case as well as
comments on compensation are contained in: NA, RG 23, Vol 1823, File 726-1 1-6 [7] CH Clay,
"Memorandum," March 12, 1952; NA, RG 23, VoI 1823, File 726-1 1-6181, AJ Whitmore, "Memorandum,
Re: Murray Lake Dam- Cheslatta System," April29, 1952 Whitmore reported the evacuation of nine
Indian families and the removal of certain Indian graves.

problem of the human impacts of the Alcan project on northem British Columbia awaits
fùrther study.
The Alcan case did not augur well for the fishenes interest in facing fiiture power
development challenges: in this instance the inclinations of the provincial governrnent to
promote hydro development at the expense of the fishenes received ample demonstration;
Alcan's ability to out-maneuver the federai Department of Fishenes and other agencies
also highlighted the real limitations of the formal legal authority of the federal power and
of fisheries conservation procedures more generally. Yet, quite unexpectedly, the
precedent of the alurninum project did not hold in the Quesnel case; critical aspects of the
context differed. The prestige of multinational capital was not matched by the potential
of a chastened provincial commission; large-scale investrnent was replaced by a relatively
small project fund; fisheries interests moved fiom a peripheral political position to the
center of the planning process. Fish and power danced a different step.

**************************
Since its creation in 1943, the BCPC followed a rapid development agenda. From the two
pivots of northem Vancouver Island and the Okanagan. where new hydro developments
fed growing markets. the BCPC launched a nationalization drive to absorb pre-existing
pnvate utilities and develop plans for the expansion of hinterland electrical supply. In
1949, this mandate proceeded apace: Chaiman Samuel Weston reported to the Premier

that the domestic and industrial customer base had expanded rapidly.88 To propel this
development agenda into new areas, however, more hydro projects would be necessary.
Designed on a regional, rather than an integrated, grid system, the BCPC network
required that each geographical area be supplied by its own separate power sources. To
%CARS. GR 1222, Premiers' Papen, Box 198. File 1, "Founh Annual Report of the British Columbia
Power Commission for the year ended 1949"; In 1950 Weston reported a twenty-eight per cent

consumption hcrease over the previous ten months of BCPC operations: Box 2 16, File 1, Weston to
Premier, M a c h 14, 1950.

date, only northem Vancouver Island, fed by the John Hart dam project and the
Okanagan, with the Watashan dam, operated primarily with hydro power; most areas
were still fed by diesel and thermal generation facilities, inherited from smdl private
utilities.
The numerous gaps in the BCPC's hydroelectnc system provided ready openings
for the promises of politicians and the ambitions of Samuel Weston to e1ecû-Q the
province. Since the 1945 election, the coalition governrnent had remained committed to

an agenda of hinterland development. At different times, local MLAs had offered vague
hopes that power might be developed in Kamloops, Quesnel, or maybe further north. The
ideas were frequently short on specifics. A more concrete promise came in 1949 when
Premier Hart envisioned a vast new e n of northern developrnent and announced the
intention of the provincial govemrnent to proceed with a hydro project on the Quesnel
River.89 The BCPC readily acceded to the request to investigate, on the understanding

that the provincial governrnent would fund the expansion. Samuel Weston's report to the
Premier on the prospective project in 1949 mirrored the Premier's enthusiasm.
For a man who, during the war, had argued for a cautious approach to
electrification, cognizant of the limits of BC's hinterland markets and the folly of using
electricity as a primary stimulus for industrial location, Weston was full of excitement for
the promotional possibilities of a dam in the northem interior?* The project, centered on
the Quesnel River, near the town of the same name, would be able to transmit power as
far north as Prince George and to al1 points in between in the Fraser vailey. Rising one
hundred feet above the river. the dam would be capable of generating a modest 7,000 HP,
a figure estirnated to be greater than demand in the short term. Yet, with the promise of
a9wedley, "Laying the Golden Egg..."p 73;John BB Shaw, "The BC Power Commission and the
Development of Rural Electrification,"BC Professional Engineer 1(3) (March 1950): 9
90~eston'sviews on hydro development are contained in the Report of the Post-War Rural Electrification
Cornmittee, for which he served in the capacity of advisor on technical engineering matters. He aho had
contact with the Premier at that t h e and advised a cautious nationalization programme.

timber and pulp and paper development around Prince George and Quesnel, combined
with the planned connection of the Pacific Great Eastern Railway between Quesnel and
the Peace River country, Weston argued that the market for Quesnel power would be

expansive over the long term. In any event, Weston insisted "there is no hydro-electric
station in America that has not found a market for its output." His new attitude bespoke
the BCPCfs four years of sustained growth and reflected the necessary salesmanship.

What Weston requested fiom the Premier was financial and political support. The project
would cost in the neighbourhood of six and a half million dollars, and other interests such
as the fisheries might object. But if al1 the values were weighed appropriately, Weston
predicted, it would be seen that power on the Quesnel River should supersede other
concerns.9'

In the same year as the BCPC began to lobby the Premier to support the as yet
unreleased Quesnel plan, the IPSFC fortuitously established a field station on the river
and commenced experiments to transplant salmon to spawning habitat in the upper

portions of the watershed.92 This was one of a nurnber of restoration projects commenced

in the wake of the Hells Gate fishways, intended to re-open areas of former salrnon
spawning habitat to new production. At the turn of the century, before a mining dam at
the outlet of Quesnel Lake had damaged upper Quesnel runs, the river had accounted for
approximately a third of sockeye salmon in the 'big' year cycle?) Although the nins
experienced a partial recovery after the removal of the dam in 1904, the Hells Gate slides
of 19 13- 19 14 reversed this trend and successively diminished the Quesnei's

nuis
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, Box 197, File 7, SR Weston to Premier, January 28, 1949. In a
later document, the BCPC commissioners spelled out their understanding of the project and costs in fmer
detail: Box 3 17, File 7, WW Foster, FL Shaw, and SR Weston, Commissioners, BCPC to Premier, May 4,
1950.
921ntemational Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission, Annual Report (1948): 25
93 This figure is provided in a memo on the Quesnel River suppIies by the IPSFC: BCARS, GR 1378, BC
Commercial Fisheries Branch, Box 5, File 5, copy of memo requested by federal fisheries minister
Mayhew fiom IPSFC for Alexander, April2, 195 1, "Subject: Quesnel River".
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thereafter. With the construction of the fishways, however, hopes were raised in the
fishenes biology community that such a formerly productive spawning river as the
Quesnel would re-emerge in importance. Only time, assisted by scientific experiment,
would tell; but the existence of restoration work on the river lent the fisheries argument
legitimacy in the eyes of the public that it might otherwise have lacked.94
Despite the firm support of the coalition government for the Quesnel project, the
planning and approval process followed a different trajectory than in the Alcan case.
Instead of allowing the BCPC to apply for a water license before the provincial water
comptroller. as al1 private interests did, the province established an inter-departmental
committee of senior civil servants in March 1949 to review the plan, consider its impacts
on regionai development and recornmend appropriate action. The Departments of Lands
and Forests. the Water Branch. Mines, and Fisheries al1 received representation. For such

a large expendinire, tied to broader provincial initiatives in northern development, the

creation of this cornmittee made administrative sense. It would bring the expertise of a
range of departments to bear on an important governent program. Given the context of
recent BCPC development controversies, however, and the intervention of both the Fraser
Basin Board and the IPSFC in the case, the cornmittee also made political sense: it
created a bureaucratic structure, within provincial control, that spoke to al1 of the resource
interests involved in the project, without providing an opening for federal intederence.
Despite the undeniable popularity of the provincial govemment's nual
electnfication program in the immediate post-war years, the BCPC became embroiled in

an intense development controversy beginning in 1948 on Vancouver Island that would
instill greater caution in the commission's subsequent development plans and the
govemment's willingness to approve them unilaterally. The dispute centered on Buttle
%?lispoint is made in Tom Reid's mernoin: üE3C Special Collections and Archives. Box 33, File 33-5.
"Glimpses and Reflections of My Thirty Years with the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission,"by Senator Thomas Reid [1962?]

Lake, a srnall water body located in Strathcona Provincial Park in the upper Campbell

River watershed. In the expansion plan for the John Hart development in 1948, Buttle
Lake was slated to become a reservoir, raising its level, flooding forests and scenic cabins
in the process. In defense of the lake, a curious mixture of political forces and
personalities including wealthy Arnerican sportsmen with lake Front property, the nature
writer Roderick Haig Brown and an assortment of urban park enthusiasts lead by the
former federal Conservative MP, HH Stevens and his Natural Resowces Conservation
League, joined to denounce the BCPC's plans and called on the provincial government to
restrain its unwieldy agency. Hundreds of protest post cards hailed on the provincial
govemment, most originating fiorn Vancouver.95 Cntics bemoaned the loss of primitive
wildemess and that rnost indefmable of things, natural beauty. The protest collapsed
within a few years, tamished by the association of Amencan millionaires, and
transcended by a compromise that would see the lake flooded, but to a lesser extent than
originaily proposed. The skirmish would continue untii 1952, but in 1949, when the
Quesnel committee was established, the protest was beginning to emerge, aqd so were its
lessons in terms of planning.96 The controversy was over an ideal of wildemess
conservation unrelated to the Quesnel case; but the latent possibilities of resource conflict
that the dispute modeled in robust performance probably suggested the importance of
9sThe cards and tabulation are contained in BCARS, GR 1236, BC Water Rights Branch, Box 15. Cards
originating from Vancouver and vicinity accounted for 365 of 507 car& received in total.
96The beginning of the controversy dates back to the completion of the John Han development in 1948.
As the BCPC constructed tiirther upper basin storage, including on Buttle Lake, conservation and parks
groups protested the lack of lake clearance and other aesthetic problems: BCARS,GR 1222, Premiers'
Papers, Box 197, File 6, RH Baker, Vancouver Tourist Association to Premier, September 24, 1948;
Weston to Premier Johnson, February 20, 1948 [re: lake clearing costs]; the proceedings of the hearings
held over the Buttle Lake plan, are contained in: GR 1236, BC Water Rights Branch, Box 11, File 4; and
the report of a legisiative committee stnrck to consider the issue is found in Box 13, File 15. For brief
overviews of the Buttfe controversy, see: E Bennett Metcalfe, A Man of Some Importance: The Life of
Roderick Lanmere Haig-Brown (Seattle and Vancouver. James W Wood Publishers, 1985), pp 186-192;
and Jererny Wilson, Talk and Log: Wildemess Politics in British Columbia 1965-1996 (Vancouver: UBC
Press, l998), p 100. Another controversy in 1948 over Silver Creek near Hope where the BCPC
confionted local anglers over a plan to develop a small dam on the Stream provided another example of the
opportunity for conflict: BCARS, GR 1222, Box 197, File 6, CE Bradwin, President, ChiIliwack Fish and
Game Protective Association to Premier, August 20, 1948; Premier to Baldwin, September 7, 1948. The
SiIver Creek dam was eventually cancelled.

multi-purpose consultation before the developrnent stage in the Quesnel scenario.97 This,
of course, was an entirely different procedure to that involved in the Alcan case and may
suggest the different constraints placed on the BCPC's actions as a public corporation.
Whereas the provincial government could disguise its own ambitions behind a facade that
suggested the need to accommodate private capital at every tum in the Alcan case, the
public nature of the BCPC shifted the burden of political legitimacy.
Although the Inter-Departmental Cornmittee aimed to coordinate different and
sometimes conflicting resource interests, it did not incorporate either the Fraser Basin
Board, or the IPSFC within its sphere, perhaps as a rneans to exclude a federai role.
Certainly, as soon as the Quesnel project was announced publicly in the early spring of
1949, both the Fraser Basin Board and the IPSFC raised interest and concem. The Fraser
Basin Board was but recently created and its mandate still flexible; its executive assistant,
Russell Potter. followed the Quesnel proposa1 and tried to imagine means to incorporate a
multi-purpose aspect into the design. This would enhance flood control (the Fraser Basin
Board's raison d'être) and accornrnodate fishenes concems.98 Besides corresponding with
the Premier and consulting with the BCPC on these matten, however, Potter's role was
merely that of an informed spectator. His experience was similar when he attempted to
play a part in the Alcan case, making the improbable charge that the Nechako dam might
disrupt navigation around the port of Vancouver.99 Like the Board he represented, Potter
had no practical authority and he was treated accordingly. Although the IPSFC held a

similarly limited authority, it, neveriheless, came to play an important role in the outcome

97~oceedingsh m public hearings before the water cornptroller in 1% 1 and an inter-party cornmittee
later the same year, in the wake of protests to the comptroller's decision are to be found in: BCARS,GR
1236, Box 1 1, File 4.
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of the Quesnel case. Besides providing the cornmittee with a brief on the effects of the
project on salmon, the IPSFC, dong with the federal Department of Fisheries, managed
to channel intluence into the cornmittee through the provincial deputy minister of
fisheries, George Alexander, who used other fishenes agencies to supply him with
arguing points.100 The IPSFC also tried to encourage protest of the project by industry
representatives and lobbied the federai department to make a strong stand.101 This
activity, once again, launched the scientific and regulatory commission into a political
role. The calculated lobbying of the Salmon Cannen' Operating Cornmittee to the
Premier during the committee's work- encouraged by the IPSFC-also added strength to
Alexander's position. IO2
Over the course of the cornmittee's deliberations in 1950 and 1951, George
Alexander, representing the fisheries interest, managed to cornplicate the development
program and insert the possibility of altematives.1°3 First of ail, the stated project costs
proposed by the BCPC in the range of five and a half to six and half million dollars were
s h o w by Alexander to be unredistic given the fact (which he confirmed) that the federal
Department of Fishenes had the legal authority to insist on fish passage facilities and
would certainly impose this burden if the project went ahead.loJ Establishing this single
point changed the Quesnel picture substantially. It opened the possibility that other
1 0 o ~ ~GR~ 1222.
R ~ Premiers'
.
Papers. Box 5, File 1, International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission.
"A Preliminary Report Concerning the Sockeye Salmon in the Quesnel District in Relation to a Proposed
Hydro-electric Development in the Quesnei River" [1949]; this report is also found in the papers of the BC
Commercial Fisheries Branch. BCARS, GR 1378, BC Commercial Fisheries Branch, Box 5, File 5, copy of
memo requested by federal minister of fisheries, Mayhew frorn IPSFC and sent to Alexander, April2,
195 1, "Subject: Quesnel River"
l o l ~ e e t i n gdiscussing
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the IPSFCs role in encouraging industrial action are contained in: NA (Pacifîc
Region), RG 23, Vol 230 1, Folder 1, "Proceedings for Meeting, February 2, 1951"; Folder 2, "Proceedings
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approach is discussed in: BCARS, GR 1378, BC Commercial Fisheries Branch, Box 5, File
3, GR Clark, Department of Fisheries to Alexander, May 30, 1950; Alexander to Clark, May 25,1950
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RG 23, Vol 1223, File 726-1 1-5141, George Alexander to Stewart Bates, Deputy Minister of
Fisheries, March 15, 1951; Bates to Alexander, March 22, 1951; NA, RG 23, Vol 1223, File 726- 11-5141,
Alexander to Bates, March 15, 1951

interior sites, M e r fiom established settlernents and with greater transmission cos6
might be cheaper insofar as fish passage facilities would not be required. Using technical
survey information supplied by the IPSFC,Alexander proposed an alternative to the
existing Lower Canyon site on the north branch of the Quesnel River. A dam at this
location would not impose a great burden on the salmon runs of the river, but would
supply electricity at cheaper cost than the initial proposal, given the new assumptions
about fisheries requirements. Using the knowledge of federal intervention like a lever in
discussion, Alexander's alternative became compelling. Subsequent reports provided by
the BCPC, factoring in fisheries facilities costs relative to alternative sites, tended to
support his position. IO5
Although it is possible to imagine that the inter-departmental committee accepted
the logic of the fisheries position, it is also true that the economic aspects of the project
were more promotional than perhaps Samuel Weston had originally intimated.106 Power
generation at any of the proposed sites would be substantially higher than in the John

Hart development on Vancouver Island, in part because the block of power to be
produced relative to the construction costs was small. Furthemore, dthough it was
originally hoped that a power project would attract private investors fiom the timber and
pulp and paper industries in search of cheap power, attempts to attract developers

failed.107 The much-touted development effect of the project appeared to the committee
tc be overblown. The lack of an established market or prospective consumers could not
have failed to impress the otherwise aggressive sponsors of hydro development on the
**~BcARS,
GR 1222, Box 216, File 1, Wemn to Premier, November 13, 1950; Weston to Premier, May
16, 1950; File 2, Weston to Premier, May 2, 1951
lO6~ndyet, he and colleagues made another report to the Premier in 1950, during the cornmittee's
deliberations, stressing the economic values of the project: BCARS, GR 1222, Box 2 17, File 2, WW
Foster, FL Shaw and SR Weston, Commissioners, BCPC to Premier Johnson, May 4, 1950.
lo7Thiswas a major blow to the development As George Meirose, the Deputy Minister of Lands had
inmcted Alexander, in the early stages of discussion, the main rationale for such a project would be to
supply industrial deveIopment, Rural electrification, the original goal of the BCPC, was secondary:
BCARS, GR 1378, BC Commercial Fisheries Branch, Box 5, File 3, MeIrose to Alexander, March 21,
1949.

cornmittee, such as George Melrose and Richard Farrow. The fisheries argument was
compelling, but it aiso gained strength in light of the project's inherent inadequacies. In
June 1951, the cornmittee reported to the Premier and advised no immediate

development, but instead an extension of thermal generation in the region as the most
economic energy choice at this date. Although this advice did not rule out future
developrnent, it did discourage a development on the Quesnel that would needlessly harm
the fishenes when concrete alternatives were possibIe.lO8 The coalition government
accepted the advice of the interdepartmental cornmittee and decided to post-pone the
project indefinitely. The Vancouver Sun, which from the start had descnbed the Quesnel
project as a "test case" for the confrontation of fish and power on the Fraser, declared in
1951 "The 'salmon people' seem to have won a distinct victory over the 'power

people."' l*

*****************************
The development of new power projects in the upper Fraser basin in the late 1940s

produced a mixed legacy: a major dam and diversion on the Nechako River and a postponed project on the Quesnel. These development episodes also provided the impetus for
the formation of a loosely unified fisheries coalition.

The banle over fish and power played out on a variety of levels. In ternis of
jurisdiction, the debate took on a significant federal-provincial emphasis: the provincial
governrnent made its jurisdictional concems known in the Hells Gate fishways case;
promoted and facilitated the Alcan project with as little consultation with the federal
1 0 8 ~ C ~ RGR
S , 1222, Box 2 17, File 7, George Alexander, Deputy Minister of Fisheries, EH Tredcroft,
Comptroller of Water Rights, John F Walker, Deputy Minister of Mines, George P Melrose, Deputy
Minister of Lands- rnernben of the Inter-Departmental Committee on Hydro-Electric Power
Development- Quesnel River Basin to Premier Johnson, June 9, 1951. Earlier reports prepared by the
commitîee in 195 1 suggested the direction of their thinking: KARS, GR 1378, Box, File 4, "Quesnel
River Committee Memo Re Proposed Hydro-Electric Development at Little Canyon"; "Minutes of Quesnel
River Basin Investigation Committee," April3, 1951
'%C
Special Collections and Archives, BCER CF, "Quesnel Seen as Test Case for Power on the
Fraser," Vancouver Sun, May 3 1, 1950; "Fisheries Interests win Quesnel 'Battle'," Vancouver Sun, April
28, 1951

govemment as possible; and worked to exclude federal departments and influence fiom
the decision-making process over the BCPC's Quesnel River project. The federal
Department of Fisheries, on the other hand, sought to insinuate its influence into
provincial water management decisions by employing its authority under Section 20 of
the Fishenes Act and through informal political organizhg with the provincial fisheries
department, the IPSFC and a variety of commercial fisheries interests. The boundaries
were not water tight: George Alexander, the deputy minister of fisheries in BC supported
provincial jurisdictional concems in the Hells Gate case, but by the late 1940s served as a

firm fisheries defender on the Quesnel project, in close consultation with federal and
iPSFC officiais.
Jurisdictional disputes sometimes masked and encouraged close relations between
industrial interests and the state. In fish-dam conflicts of the early 1940s, the water
branch and the IPSFC played an important role in articulating and carrying out the
interests of their industrial constituencies. In the Nechako case, Alcan played strong
provincial support off against the concems of the federal Department of Fisheries to
extract major gains in the water licensing process and later the negotiations over remedial
work. Throughout the late 1WOs, the fishing industry benefited from the leadership
shown by the IPSFC and the Department of Fisheries in forcing a confrontation over
water development and working to organize an industrial defense. State-industrial
influence worked both ways.
To some extent the creation of a loose fisheries coalition followed on the
inadequacies of the formai procedures for adjudicating disputes over shared resources.
The water licensing process provided a hearing for fishenes concems, but only that; it
was controlled by a senes of pro-development water comptrollers unsympathetic to

fisheries concems. The legal safeguards against destruction of fisheries habitat proved

better as a threat- as in the Quesnel case- than as an operational lever to force industrial

cornpliance- as in the Nechako case. Only when a conjuncture of circumstances
produced the inter-departmental cornmittee in the Quesnel case did the procedural review
of a project provide a concrete opportunity for fisheries concems to shape the provincial
planning process. Without clear avenues for appeal and assessment, fisheries interests
joined in an attempt to force legislative change (with little effect), lobby al1 levels of
governrnent, including the US federal government, and, court public opinion, even at the

risk of personal vilification, as Tom Reid discovered. When al1 else seemed hopeless
some segments of the industry even brokered a pnvate understanding with Alcan to
insure the conservation of Chilko Lake. Although, as the last point suggests, the fisheries
coalition experienced its own intemal stresses and strains, it also held up remarkably well
in the public eye as a unified coalition. Such as it existed, this unity was the product of a
number of years of crisis-driven political organization.
Despite the attempts of various levels of governrnent to develop legal and policy
responses to the conflicting interests of fish and power. each dispute was shaped by
particular contexts. There were no test cases. In the Alcan case, a large multinational
corporation met a pliant provincial state willing to create the necessary conditions for its

arrivai and the development of a major industrial project. The fisheries interest organized

in response, capitulated, sought mitigation alternatives and bore defeats. In the Quesnel
case, on the other hand, the fisheries interest managed to dismantle provincial policy by
inserting fisheries representation into the provincial planning process and demonstrating,
with the legal authority of the federal Department of Fisheries, that significant mitigation
costs would be brought to bear. Large private capital CO-optedthe provincial state in the
first instance, and the fishing industry, supported by the federal state, displaced a
provincial commission in the second. The factors of scale and the power of private
capital tilted the balance in these fish-power disputes.

In the future, the pro-development agenda of the coalition govemment would
transrnogrifi into a new form. After the defeat of the coalition government in the 1952
election and the rise of WAC Bennett's Social Credit party, power policy would enter a
new era. Fundamental aspects of the fish-power debate would also change. How fish and

power would be balanced in this new regime would yet again be up for negotiation and
confiict. For while matters were apparently concluded on the Nechako and Quesnel,
there was as yet no long term plan to supply the growing electrical needs of BCts
metropolitan populations and industries. Bndge River, the solution to this problem after
the war, would soon need the assistance of other riven to turn the province's turbines.

Chapter 7:

Fish vs. Power

Pray God our greatness may not fail through craven fear of being great.
-Hamy Warren,quoting Tennyson in the Western Miner and OiI Review (June-July 1957)

Here, in this growing province, dreams can corne true.
-Province, October 10, 1 957

Calling it the "the most momentous announcement I have ever made" Premier WAC
Bennett unveiled the Wenner-Gren corporation's plan to develop the hydro-electric
powers of the Peace River in October 1957. A year earlier Axe1 Wenner-Gren, a Swedish
multi-millionaire and notorious World War II arms dealer, had irnpressed Bennett with

his proposal to develop the Peace River basin and Rocky Mountain trench in an
enormous project coordinating railroads, mining, forestry and water power. Now, after
preliminary surveys, hydroelectric development gained emphasis and Bennert foresaw
that the project would supply the entire province's energy needs in the future. The
advances in transmission technology that would deliver this distant northern power to the
metropolitan south, he enthused, were so new that they "aren't even in the books yet." As
to the Columbia River- then under discussion for development with the federai
government and the United States- Bennett sniffed that while "Ottawa and the US hold
their pink teas," British Columbia would develop the province. With his charactenstic
showmanship, that led some observen to mistake brazen behavior for simplicity, Bennett
set in motion a series of events that resulted in the development of both the Peace and
Columbia Rivers within the next decade and the incidental protection of the Fraser River
as a saimon Stream. l

The announcement of the Peace River program ensured nothing; it was but
another in a long string of promotions that the Premier had leamed to use in securing
immediate and consequential ends. Already during the 1950s, the province had seen a
number of larger than life development schemes fail- one, on the upper Columbia, in
[ " ~ u Power
~ e Plan for Peace River," Vancouver Sun, October 9, 1957

which the Kaiser Corporation, an American alurninum producer, would develop a storage
dam in Canada in order to produce greater firm power at existing US facilities
downstream, had provoked the concem of the federai government. Against the wishes of
Bennett and his government, the federal Liberals passed legislation canceling the project
in the name of protecting resources in the national interest. The implication was dso
clear: a government of dubious ability ruled rhat BC, willing to sell-out Canadian
resources for Iittle return and seemingly no view for the long term. The project, Bennett
later suggested, had been merely a strategic lever to establish a principle of downstream
benefit payments to be adopted in the broader program of integrated Columbia
development with the United States. He had not expected the project to succeed.2
Whatever the truth behind this claim- and it would, after dl, have required considerable
foresight and a high tolerance of risk- sorne of the key problems of jurisdiction,
international negotiation and compensation had received attention.
Just as the Kaiser promotion had focused attention on the Columbia, so the Peace
project announcement strengthened the provincial position: by making the Peace the
comerstone of future power suppiy, the province effectively removed the immediate need
for development on the Columbia, raising its bargainhg strength with the US.
Substantial sums would now have to be paid to the province in r e m for the soîalled
downstream benefits in order to gain BC's agreement. When the federal Conservative
government nished into signing a cirafi Treaty in 1961 without provincial approvai,
Bennett cdled for an end to the federal ban on power exports before lending his support.
The ban was subsequently lified. In the end, the province would sed the entire program

and the hture of BC's elecnicai system by using funds secured in the Columbia Treaty

2 ~ e iSwainson,
l
ConRict over the Columbia: The Canadian Background to an Histonc Treaty (MontrealKingston: McGill-Queen's Press, 1979), p 65; David Mitchell, WAC Bennett and the Rise of British
Columbia (Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre, 1983), p. 286 Swainson is more skepticai of this c l a h than
Mitchell.

fiom downstrearn benefits and power sales in the US in order to build both the Columbia
dams and the Peace River project. When the major provincial utility, BC Electric, balked
at purchasing Peace power, on the assumption that it would be prohibitively expensive,
Bennett completed the performance by expropriating both the Peace River Development
Corporation (the successor to the Werner-Gren concem) and BC Electric and establishing
a new provincial corporation, BC Hydro in 1961.
The political and diplornatic events ieading to the Columbia Treaty and the Peace
development- Bennett's so-called two-river policy-are

now well known in their broad

outline? The intention of this chapter is to suggest a broadening of the context under
examination. Controversy over the Peace and Columbia Rivers developed against the
background of the fish-power debate over the Fraser. In 1950, knowledgeable
commentators judged the Fraser to possess the most economical power sources for the
province; within a decade, the two rivers that had formerly been ranked well below the
Fraser in importance would instead be developed and provide the pillars of subsequent
electrical development. How that came to be so was not for lack of attempts to develop
the Fraser, nor the result of an inevitable political concem for conserving the fisheries.

Fundamentally, the fish vs. power debate on the Fraser helped to displace hydro
development into other river basins; once major development occurred on the Peace and
Columbia, the Fraser was insulated by implication. Before that tirne, fishenes defenden,
3 ~ hmon
e substantial study of the Columbia Treaty remains Swainson's carefully argued Conflict Over the
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power promoten and politicians al1 understood that the future of the Fraser was up for
grabs. The fish-power debate over the Fraser served as both an independent variable,
impacting the context of power politics across the province as well as a dependent
variable, causing particula. groups to adopt positions on the Columbia and Peace question
out of their conceptions about Fraser River &airs. In tum, the development of the Peace
and Columbia Riven impacted the context of the fish-power debate by undercutting
demand for hydro development and by directly afEecting rival projects on the Fraser. The
two rivee policy, it will be demonstrated, might better be called a three-river policy.
More than five different hydro development schemes floated momentarily and
then sank on the Fraser in the 1950s. The three most important projects- the Moran plan,
a scheme to dam the Fraser north of Lytton, pressed by the Moran Development
Corporation: the Columbia to Fraser diversion scheme, that would dam both the Fraser
and Thompson Riven, backed by General Andrew McNaughton, Chair of the Canadian

Section of the International Joint Commission (IJC); and the System A plan of the Fraser
Basin Board that would place nine multi-purpose dams in the upper Fraser basin-- each
fueled widespread debate across the province and impacted the course of negotiations on
the Columbia and energy politics in the province more generally. They also posed threats
to the protection of the salmon fisheries and inspired a considerable scientifîc effort to

study the consequences of dams on saimon that will form the subject of the next chapter.
How these projects arose, who supported and protested hem, what debates they produced
and impacted, are the questions that shape this chapter.

Besides changing the coune of BC's hydro history, these developments also
provided grist for British Columbians to debate the meaning of regionalkm both in
Canada and BC, to ponder the appropriate uses of technology and to wonder at the
powers and limits of nature. In debating the problems, British Columbians revealed their
mixed impressions of the promise of development, their insecurities about past political

grievances and their anxieties about the cold war. The fish-power debate turned into an
open rhetorical field: a contest over resource allocation invited profound questions of
meaning,nature, culture and place.

****************************
"nie wise exploitation of the Fraser River," Harry Warren began, "represents one of the
greatest and most thnlling hazards that lie ahead."' The comment fiom the UBC
geographer and geologist signaled a philosophy of wise use- in which resources are put
to utilitarian ends, with a view to perpehial exploitation-- but also an infectious
excitement in the challenges of BC's post-war development.
ï h e venue for Warren's presentation was not his university classroom, but a
conference. Since 1948, Warren had helped to organize the annual BC Natural Resources
Conference that brought together leaders frorn industry, government and academe to
discuss pressing problems of BC's resource economy.5 On this occasion, in 1952,
Warren's subject was the future development of the Fraser River. For many years Warren
had pushed the subject of hydropower in BC: during the war he had called on the
provincial government to expand hydro facilities and peppered Alcan with encouraging
advice. His concem at this stage was neither pesonal nor financial; he simply believed
that Btitish Columbia had water wealth that could be exploited and should be exploited if
the province and the wea were ever to attain their proper status in Canada, North
America and the worId.
Warren's talk was not the o d y one conceming energy and power matten in 1952,
nor was it the first at these conferences to discuss the Fraser River as a power source.

) ~ a r r yV. Warren, "National and International Implications lnvolved in the Development of a Portion of
the Lower Fraser River," Transactions of the Fifth British Columbia Natural Resources Conference (BC
Natural Resources Conference, 1 %î),p 257
S ~ o ar usefil discussion of the hpor&ce of these conferences in BC's conservation debates in the 1950s
and l96Os, see: Am Keeling, "EcologicalIdeas in the British Columbia Conservation Movement, 19451970,"MA Thesis, UBC, 1998, pp 7-23.

Only the year before, a special forum on 'Fish and Power' introduced the problems
attending dam development on the Fraser? Speaking on behalf of power, Samuel
Weston, the chief of the BC Power Commission, HL Purdy, Vice-President of BC
Electric and a group of other prominent individuals in the field asked fisheries
representatives to consider the inevitable demand for the river's power and the econornic
values that hydro power might bring in cornparison to the fisheries. In reply, fisheries
representatives such as Milo Bell of the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission, and AH Sager of the canners' lobby group, the Fisheries Association of BC,
made every effort to distance themselves fiom an obstnictionist position, but called on
power developen to dam non-salmon-bearing streams before tuming to the Fraser. From
the audience, the nature writer and Bunle Lake activist Rodenck Haig-Brown, as well as
McNeely Dubose, Vice-President of Alcan, rose to make pointed observations and
queries. Although each speaker was at pains not to dismiss the rival concem, and called
for a re-writing of the forum title from 'Fish

Power' to 'Fish

Power' the conference

transactions nevertheless captured the spirit of the engagement in two photographs,
showing the 'Fish' and 'Power' speakers in juxtaposition. There was a confrontational
tension here that talk of cooperation could not undo.
The air of inevitability that hung over the discussion in 1951, and again in 1952

when Warren spoke to the issue, reflected the growing sense in British Columbia that the
development of the Fraser was both unavoidable and necessary. In his portrait of the

Fraser River, published in 1950 journalist Bruce Hutchison put the matter tersely, "Not
long will [the Fraser] remain unused."7 In the same year, Premier Byron Johnson said,
"The time is coming when the people of the province will have to decide whether they

6"~orum:Fish and Power,"Transactions of the Fourth British Columbia Natural Resources Conference
(BC Natural Resources Conference, 195 1), pp 95-150
r ru ce Hutchison, The Fraser (Toronto: Clarke, invin & Co.,1950), p 337

want to develop power, or stay as they are, protecting the fishing industry."a At this date,
the looming construction on the Alcan project and the possibility of the BCPC's project
on the Quesnel forced Tom Reid, chairman of the IPSFC to declare privately that if both

projects went ahead, the salmon commission might as well "just fold up"; its mandate to
restore the river would be impo~sible.~
"A big industrial fight is shaping up in British
Columbia," noted the Victoria Times in 1950, "fish vs. power."'O One critic of this
heated rhetoric and the assumptions it masked. wrote in the Vancouver Sun in 1949 that it
was impossible to believe that dam boosters understood the threat posed to salmon, or
were credible in speaking on the matter: "To entertain any hope of maintainhg the
salmon m under these conditions," wrote engineer Paul Smith, "is to be optirnistic to the
point that could be justified only by conviction that help will corne fiom supematural
agencies."" Another wtiter in the same newspaper dismissed Smith's pessimism and
called for a "healthycorn promise."^ For al1 of the confusion about consequences, the
promises of technology and the p e d s of nature that this discussion contained, it tumed on
a sense of foreboding: a choice was coming, a challenge of self-definition.

"As a source of energy," Warren continued in his 1952 address, "the Fraser may

be considered the mainspring of British Columbia."l3 Dammed on its main stem, the
river could provide enormous power, captured, gear-like, in a series of integrated
projects, the largest of which would be north of Lillooet at a railway siding cailed Moran.
In a stylized drawing of the Moran concept carried in the press the day after Warren's
talk, four hulking dams, thousands of times actual size, bore down in relief on the river,

CF, "Fisheriesor Power?" News Herald May 19, 1950. The quotation appeared also in the
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technology imposing itself on nature.I4 "Here is the site of power development," reveled
a joumalist, captured by Warren's vision, "that would surpass the St. Lawrence Seaway
plan, tower over the Kitimat project like a colossus and known hydro records left and
right." l5 The Moran site was the key: the dam here would stand seven hundred twenty
feet above the river, flood a v a t area and produce massive arnounts of energy. The
location had first corne to light in 1934 when provincial surveyor SH Frarne had
described its characteristics for the BC water branch.16 Warren was taking the next step
and imagining how Moran could provide British Colurnbians with the means to realize

the river as their progressive mainspring.

The project would be a mainspnng, rather than simply a power generator, because
the entire Fraser basin, the heartland of the province, would be reconstmcted on its basis.
Warren rattled off the possibilities: the reduction and stabilization of 80w would provide
improvements for navigation, and decrease costly dredging on the lower river; the
massive reservoir would hold back hazardous floodwaten and make expenditures on
dikes obsolete; little timber would be flooded, but the rrservoir would provide water
transportation to open new areas for forestry development; some land would be lost, yet
greater areas would be converted to productive agriculture through the provision of
irrigation and cheap power for pumps. Admittedly, fishenes "would suffer a great
loss."l7 But technology could improve that problem and in any event the comparative
values were incomparable: power, the dam's greatest product, would reach three million

HP at the Moran dam alone.
The question that Warren did not address in his taik was how this power would be
consumed. He had various uses in mind- duminum smelting, iron foundries, irrigation
1 4 BCF,~ Vancouver
~ ~
Sun, October 24, 1952
l S BCF.~ "Dot
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pumps and electrical heating-- but provided no sense of BC's actual demand for power or
the institutional complexities of its sale. He had the booster's faith: if power was
provided, consumers would corne. And, to judge fkom the experience of the US Pacific
Northwest, which he cited, this assumption had some basis. Electrîcal consumption in
the Pacific Northwest States soared above British Columbia's during and afler the war,
dnven by cheap power fiom federally subsidized dams. Why could promotional power
rates not work a similar magic in BC and create a great industrial development in the
process?

Although Warren's optimism knew few bounds in this discussion, his assumption
of sharply rising demand paralleled forecasts of BC's power scene conducted by major
institutions, governments and private agencies in the 1950s.l* One Department of Trade
and Commerce study found that between 1945 and 1955, BC's actual increase in

electncal energy consumption more than doubled from 3.4 billion KWH in 1945 to 8.2 a
decade later. Most of this growth occurred in the 1950s: 3.5 billion KWH were added
between 1950 and 1955 alone. Although part of a general North Amencan expansion,

BC's annual rate of growth for electrical consumption in the first half of the 1950s ran at
12%, or around four per cent greater than the national average. How demand would

increase in the fbture was a complicated guessing garne, conditioned by unknown sources
of supply (and therefore possible production and transmission costs), and the various
institutional, industrial and locational factors that segmented and conditioned BC's power
markets. The Department of Trade and Commerce estimated the need for a maximum of
35.6 extra billion KWH by 1975; the Crippen Wright Engineering firm (on contract to the

provincial government in cooperation with a nurnber of federal departments) estimated a
I8t have depended on a synthetic treatment of these midies produced by federal civil servants in 1959; the
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6 , File 364, GR Knight and WRD Seweli, "Evaluationof Forecasts of Electric Power Requirements in
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maximum of 50.2 billion KWH for the same period.19 Because industriai consumption
accounted for over 70 per cent of BCts total consumption in these years, diffenng
estimates of industrial growth could swing the maximum figures in a variety of
directions.20 One Department of Fisheries economist, noting the importance of industry
and particularly mineral smelting for electricai demand forecasts, observed in 1957 that
"we see the fish vs. power question as one of fish vs. large metailurgical or chernical
plants rather than fish vs. residential or commercial power."zI Yet, even if the actual
figure of growth fell closer to the minimum estimates of these studies (in the range of 32
billion KWH), the growth of electrical consumption after the war gave credence to
boosters like Warren. Different estimates suggested more than a tripling of electricai
consumption by 1975. Where would the power come from?
The sense of inevitability surrounding a Fraser River development was also a
function of decreasing alternatives. In the metropolitan regions of the province, the
expansion programs of the late 1940s at Campbell River on Vancouver Island and at

Bridge River on the mainland, used up the best available sites for development within
affordable transmission. Although such sites, and othen on southem Vancouver Island

and near Vancouver could and would be expanded somewhat with generation upgrades, a
new and large block of power appeared necessary by the mid-1950s both to the pnvate

BC Electric and the provincial power commission.^ The lower mainland market in
particular seemed on the verge of major electrical demand growth according to various
Ig~epartmentof Trade and Commerce, Electric Power Demand and S u ~ p l v British
.
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estimates. Studies by BC Electric beginning in the early 1950s on the engineering and
economic aspects of long-distance transmission led the Company to believe that
dordable power for the metropolitan regions of the province would have to be within a
range of two to three hundred miles distance from Vancouver, based on past European
and American experience, and an accounting of the construction costs. Power sites on the
Columbia and Peace Rivers were, respectively, four and six hundred miles distance. A

dam at Moran, however, would be in the range of 166 to 206 miles, depending on the
transmission route? "The Fraser," stated BC Electric Vice-President WC Mainwaring to
sharehoidea in 1956, "is the natural next source of hydro for the Lower Mainland and
Southern Vancouver Island."24
Warren's initial statement about the future of the Fraser River in 1952 resembled
his wartime interventions in BC hydro debates: he wanted to spur public policy, raise the
interest of private industry, but play no direct role. That changed in the mid-1950s. The
professor tumed promoter. Starting around 1955 Warren acted as one of the directon of

the Moran Development Corporation. The Canadian directors included Russell Potter, an
engineer and formerly executive assistant to the Fraser Basin Board, who had helped
Warren with the technicai detail of his first Moran paper, as well as Harry Swinton, a
Vancouver lawyer. The financial backers were Americans, principally Hans Eggem.
formerly an executive with the Continental Can Corporation and Alfied Vang, whom
journalist Ben Metcalfe descnbes as a "twentieth century alchemist": an inventor of
dubious ideas, but spectacuiar promotions.25 The corporation aimed to develop a dam at
(May 1953):
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U~ Bennett Metcalfe, A Man of Some Imwnance: The Life of Roderick HaieBrown (Seattle and
Vancouver: James W Wood Publishers, 1985), p 197 Metcalfe provides a curious and interesthg account
of the Moran promotion based on a late-in-life interview with Alfied Vang. 1 have used this source
sparingly because 1 think Vang's perspective must be judged to be a highIy partial one.

ZJH Steede, "The Long Distance Transmission of Energy," BC Pmfessional En~ineer3(5)

the Moran site and produce multiple use developments dong the Iines that Warren had
earlier outiined. Of dl of the individuals involved, Warren took the greatest public role,
speaking, it seemed, to any group that would listen and publishing numerous articles in
the Engineering, Mining and Business press?
Promotion, however, did not equal possession. While the provincial govenunent
granted the Moran Development Corporation rights to explore the site for drilling and
engineering studies in 1955, no reservation was granted, as had been the earlier practice
in the Alcan case. Within months, BC Electric, acting to displace its new competiton,
also received provincial permission to examine the site, thus removing whatever priority
the Moran interests had once hoped to gain? The attempts to secure financial backing
appeared equally ihsory. In planning meetings with provincial civil servants, Warren
and his Canadian colleagues gestured about forthcoming financial backing, if only some
agreement could be resolved as to dam design and the fish-power problem.28 The chief
Amencan backer, Hans Eggem provided little help in this respect. He had recently been
dismissed as an executive by the Continental Can Corporation for extravagant research
expenditures, paid out to prove (unsuccessfully) the heterodox metallurgical ideas of

2 6 ~ h iiss a sampling, rather than an exhaustive list: "The Power Potential of the Fraser River,"
Professional Eneineer 3(4) (Apnl 1952): 19-23; "Power, Population and Politics" BC Professional
Engineer 3(10) (Oct 1952): 25-32 and another paper under same title BC Professional Engineer 3(11)
(Novernber 1952): 22-28; "Energy for Everyman" BC Professional Encineer Vol 4 (Nov 1953): 19-23;
"Hydroelecmc Potentialities of the Upper Fraser" Westem Miner and Oil Review 29(3) (1956): 32-37; and
reprinted in BC Professional Engineer 7(7) (July 1956): 16-24; "Background for Crises," Western Miner
and Oil Review June-July issue, 1957; " M o m Dam Holds Key," Western Business and Industry Vol 32(8)
(August 1958): 56-60; "Moran Dam," Northwest Digest 1Z(4) (July-August 1956): 9,30-3 5; reprinted in
Canadian Minina Journal 80(3) (March 1959): 63-68.
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Alfied Vang.29 These reputed "Amencan financial backen" could provide only the stahis
and mystery of outside capital, without any of the financial clout. The best that the
Moran Development Corporation could have hoped for in 1955 was to be bought out by

BC Electric, and this may well have been the intention. This, at any rate, would have
suited Warren's purposes: Moran was the goal, the corporation a vehicle. If the three
pillars needed to hold up the Moran plan were promotion, politics and finance, only the
first appeared steady in 1955.
The promotion, nevertheless, continued. The Moran idea gathered a disparate
collection of supporters and womed cornpetitos in the mid-1950s.30 In 1954, writers in
both the Labour Progressive (Comrnunist) party paper and the Vancouver Sun wrote
approvingly of Warren's plans. Before the demise of the coalition government in 1952,
Minister of Public Works, EH Carson committed himself to the project.31 In 1954, Social
Credit Minister of Lands and Forests Robert E Sommers, who would later fa11 into
disgrace for taking bribes fiom forestry companies, made a speech extolling the idea of
Fraser dams and looked to the region above Lytton for future development.32 Not only

BC Electric, but d s o the federal-provincial Fraser Basin Board rushed to catch up with
the Moran Development Corporation, and pursued a series of feasibility studies.33 The
International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission focused on the consequences of the
project and began to compile documents assessing impacts.34 The Moran concept
2 9 u .
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appeared in the press of BC's interior, where its merits relative to earlier dam proposais
on the Quesnel were weighed, in metropolitan papers, where the tnde-offs of power and
fish cornmanded attention and even in the international press. where the New York Times
announced the project to the world.3s From its early beginnings at the Natural Resources
Conference, the Moran idea had taken on promotional, if not material, form by the mid1950s.

If the Fraser figured in public discourse as the river of inevitable development, then the
Columbia did so as the river of perpetual delay. Since the mid-1940s Canada and the US
had cooperated through the International Joint Commission (IJC) in the investigation of
storage possibilities in the upper Columbia basin. The river rose in BC's southeastem
section before crossing the border and joining with the Snake and its other tributaries in
its headlong drive through the Pacific Northwest to the sea. Coordinated development in
Canada, it was believed, could increase power development d o m e a m on the Amencan
portion of the river and produce flood control benefits. By 1954, however, disputes
within the IJC over the appropriate means to compensate Canada for turning the upper
basin into Amencan storage mled out a rapid development schedule. Outside the IJC,
five different groups proposed upper basin projects-with no concem for basin-wide
coordination- and failed to receive the necessary bi-national support. It was in this
atmosphere of stailed development and international complication that a new Columbia
plan emerged.
What if the Columbia were diverted into the Fraser? asked General Andrew
McNaughton in late 1954. Unlike Professor Warren, who was influentid in BC's
-
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resource economy but held no discemible political power, General Andrew McNaughton
approached promotion fiom a position of authority with important allies. The Chair of
the Canadian Section of the IJC since 1950, McNaughton held influence through his
office; his reputation earned in the war and as the head of the National Research Council
in the 1930s gave him a national profile. In his annual reports to parliament,
McNaughton cut such a distinguished profile that numerous commentators assumed that

he not only represented, but also established Canadian policy on the Columbia, and the
assumption held some tn1th.3~Before the mid-1950s the federai governent (to the
province's annoyance) remained aloof fiom the Columbia negotiations, Ieaving
McNaughton considerable room to make decisions. When in 1954, the BC government
sought to press foward Columbia development with the Kaiser project, McNaughtonls
appeal to the federal government that the scheme contradicted the national interest held
sway. On his advice, CD Howe pursued the cancellation action.)' It was because of this

elevated authority,well placed and politicdl y comected, that McNaughtontsproposa1 for
the Columbia in 1954 did not face the immediate death of so many other post-war
Columbia schemes. In lesser hands, with weaker politicai allies, it is dificult to imagine
that a plan of such magnitude. indeed hubris, would have appeared so possible.

Whereas the pressure for development on the Fraser grew out of BCfssoaring
electrical demand and forecasts of continuing growth, on the Columbia, the pressure
came ultimately fiom American interests. The ISC1sinvestigations began in 1944 on the

request of the US governent with a view to funue power needs and transnational
coordination. After the flood of 1948 and the continued rise in power demand in the
Pacific Northwest States after the war, the lure of the Columbia only increased in
American eyes. While no Canadian developen proposed projects on the Canadian
360n the importance of McNaughton's reputation to the condun of his work, se+: Swainson, Conflict over
the Columbia, pp 50,53-54,64
37~wainson,
Conflict over the Columbia, p 59

Columbia in the first decade of IJC studies, five Arnerican groups did.38 There were, of
course, considerable rewards to be reaped by Canada in a coordinated development
program and this is what inspired the active involvernent of the provincial government in
Columbia negotiations after 1950 and its support of the Kaiser proposal in 1954. nie
provincial position, however, was premised on the understanding that Columbia
development would only proceed with Amencan investrnent and involvement.
General McNaughton's proposa1 envisioned an entirely different scenario. His
idea was to keep Canadian water for Canadian power development and dispense with the
complications of international coordination. In late 1954, he made his views known in
confidence to a select group of politicians and power Company executives. By capturing
the upper Columbia at Mica Creek, he explained, storage could be created. Instead of
releasing this water for downstream purposes, it could be diverted via pipeline through
the Eagle Pass into Shuswap Lake and thence into the Thompson River, the Fraser's
largest tributary. Skimming the Columbia's high flows during the spnng, the diversion
would place this excess into the Fraser during the low flow season, evening out the
Fraser's fluctuations and making for a steady power Stream. Low level dams on the
Thompson and Fraser, perhaps ten in all, would catch this extra flow and provide BC
with its future energy needs. Because the dams would be smail in scale, below one

hundred feet in height, McNaughton believed no damage would corne to the salmon
fishery. By a confluence of continental flows, the Generd argued, continentalisrn in

water planning could be abandoned, and Canada's national ambitions realized.39
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Pend Oreille River, however. did
impact UC discussions on the Columbia
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One of the General's key supporters in this revised plan for Columbia
development was Jean Lesage, Minister of Northem Affairs and National Resources?o
Before the plan became public, Lesage comrnitted his department to fùnd surveys in the
Columbia basin examining diversion points and other feasibility aspects in the amount of
$200,000. Although Lesage appeared to find the plan intriguing and promising, he no
doubt understood the political pay-offs that would result even fiom the investigation of
such a scenario. Throughout negotiations, Amencanç had sought to point out that
Canada's alternatives to coordinated development appeared minimal and that American
compensation payments to Canada should reflect this point. By proposing to divert the
Columbia, Canada's argument for alternatives gained substance and so too its cails for
compensation. The other attractive aspect of the diversion proposal From a federal
perspective was that it offered British Columbians an impressive alternative to the
provincially backed Kaiser project. Whereas the provincial plan would afford
development rights to an Amencan interest at a low cost, the McNaughton plan would
keep Columbia power in Canada for British Columbia's purposes. At a time when the
province was bemoaning the federal intervention into the Kaiser proposal- Premier
Bennett called it "a cheap political trickw--the new plan could show that the federai
government was concemed not with delaying development, as the province contended,
but with making Columbia development as propitious as possible for the province and the
nation?
McNaughton linked his plan not only with federal interests, but also with the
province's major utility, BC Electric. Whereas Harry Warren's Moran plan sought to
compete with the established utilities, McNaughton sought to involve them. In
November 1954, McNaughton met with Da1 Grauer and Tom Ingledow, respectively the
%wainson, Conflict over the Columbia, p 6 1; "Fraser Hamessing for Hydro Probed," Vancouver Sun,
December 20. 1954
J
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President and Vice-President of BC Electric, and asked them to consider the diversion
idea. At the tirne, BC Electric was busily trying to examine development prospects for
power growth over the next two decades. Sites on the Fraser below Lytton were being
considered, as well as an extension at the Bridge River facility and power-sharing
agreements with rival utilities. The diversion concept, and its promise of major power
potential, caught their immediate attention. Before the end of the meeting they had
secured McNaughton's agreement to allow their Company to carry out c ~ ~ d e n t isawl e y
work on contract and made it clear that they wished to cooperate with the General in
pursuing the plan. The project, they explained, could deliver BC's metropolitan electncal
needs both in the short and long term. The initial development at Mica Creek would be
used to meet the current rise in demand over the next seven years. The Thompson-Fraser
dams to follow would satisQ the company's need for the next two decades. The twostage nature of the project also promised to allow additionai time to solve the fish-power
problem on the Fraser. The unstated benefit to be gained was that BC Electric would
have, by vimie of its early involvement, a de facto pnvilege and priority over other power
concems.32
McNaughton's ambitions, nevertheless, ran headlong into provincial plans. The

provincial govemment remained disappointed by the actions of McNaughton and the
federal government in the Kaiser affair and saw the diversion as yet another form of
federal interference. lnstead of embracing McNaughton's option, even as a short term
politicai maneuver to enhance Canada's bargainhg position, the provincial government
gave it a wide berth and cast aspersions to the press through the medium of anonymous
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The diversion was descnbed as "impractical, unnecessary and too costly"; and

"[c]ompletely fantastic, pure sheer nonsense.""

These anonymous provincial cntics

pointed to the potential losses to the fishing industry and said that the move would only
stall development. When Attorney Generai Robert Bonner testified before a House of
Comrnons comrnittee conceming the Kaiser project cancellation in 1954, he let it be

known that the BC government held "only academic interest" in the diversion proposa19
Although, in an arnusing reversa1 during the 1957 federal election, WAC Bennett would

attack federal Liberal James Sinclair for diminishing Canada's bargainhg position by
criticizing the diversion plan, there was no mistaking the provincial opposition in late

Another voice of opposition arose fiom within the federal goverment, upsetting
the easy assumption of federal support and provincial opposition to McNaughton's plan.
Despite its attractiveness to Canada's negotiating position and the promise it held for BC
development, BC MP and federal minister of fisheries James Sinclair soon registered his
department's unease at the proposal.46 The International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission, who informed McNaughton confidentially of the enonnous nsks to the
salmon fishenes, seconded him in these concems.J7 Sinclair was in a difficult position
publicly; he had been the BC Liberal to announce the federal opposition to the province's
Kaiser proposal; now he would have to choose between supporting the federal solution to
the Columbia problem and advocating the fisheries concems in keeping with his

ministerial obligations. Initially, he managed a delicate balance, supporting

%CER CF. "The Wasted Water," Victoria Times, December 23, 1954; "Ottawa Plan for Fraser River
Power Derided by Provincial Authorities," Victoria Colonist, December 19, 1954
"~uoted in Swainson, Conflict over the Columbia, p 62
45Ibid. p 75
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investigations presumably to enhance Canada's negotiating hand, but establishing the
potential losses to the fishenes through inter-departmental cornmittees and prevailing
upon fishing interests in BC to prepare for a political battle. It was a balance that could
last only so long as the diversion remained a concept and not a pressing reaiity.
From an American perspective, the diversion proposal inserted an entirely
different view of Columbia development than had existed previously and threatened a
variety of national interests. If the diversions went ahead, not only would coordination
vanish, and potential harm corne to downstream projects, but America's fishing interests
and involvement in Fraser River restoration would aIso be affected. Senator Richard
Neuberger of Oregon State brought out these possibilities publicly in the US in 1955 after
tounng BC on a fact-finding mission on the request of Senator James E. M m y of
Montana, the Chair of the US Senate's Interior and Insular Affairs Committee. Neuberger
had long taken an interest in Columbia affairs; in his former career as a journalist he had
pemed some of the most enduring stones of the river, encapsulated in his book, Our
Promised Land, a tract of New Deal dreams with the Columbia playing the role of
regional savior."8 He found the diversion plan disturbing and al1 too possible. "That this
is not merely an empty gesture," he later informed membes of the Senate Committee, "is
verified by the fact that Gen. AGL McNaughton- the illustrious soldier-general who is
Chairman of the Canadian Section of the International Joint Commission- thoroughly
believes in the engineering feasibility of the diversions, and that the Canadian Parliament
last year voted a very substantial appropriation to follow through on the engineering
studies of the diversions and to try to establish their economic feasibilitynJ9 Further,

udike other American commentators who questioned the legal basis of diverting an
48~ichard
L Neuberger, Our Promised Land introduction by David L Nicandri (Moscow. Idaho: University
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international river, Neuberger argued that Canada was within its nghts: the International
Waterways Treaty of 1909, the legal basis of the IJC, set out the priority of the upstream
nation in water development.50 Uniess the US could convince Canada of the benefits of
coordination, and decided to compensate Canada appropnately, the fiiture of the Pacific
Northwest States would be hindered: "it means," Neuberger stressed, "the difference
between economic progress or ~tagnation."5~Interestingly, Neuberger laid most of the
blame for this situation with the bargaining stance of the US negotiators within the IJC,
particularly the American Section Chair, Leonard Jordan, formerly the Senator from
Idaho. He accepted the Canadian daim for substantiai compensation, on the other hand,

a s eminently reasonable. Neuberger's forthright explication of the issues raised the
profile of the problem and inserted the strong regional concerns of the Pacific Northwest
in the conduct of the US position within the IJC.52 The diversion plan had at 1 s t brought

the matter of downstream benefits before Amencan legislaton.
Hamy Warren's Moran concept and General McNaughton's diversion scheme were

two of the most prominent plans to d a m the Fraser aired in the mid-1950s. But they were

exemplars of a movement rather than its oniy driving forces. In these years, BC Electric
investigated the Moran site, the Columbia diversion dams,and other sites on the Fraser's
main stem. At Seton Creek, the Company extended its earlier Bridge River project and
darnmed a pink salmon run in the process.53 The BC Power Commission exarnined the
possibility of damming Taseko and Chilko Lakes- formerly the site of intense fisheries

%leuberger expressed his views on the legal question of diversion in a 1957 Hamer's ariicie reported in
BC Electric CF, Vancouver Sun, "BCNeighbors atarmed in Border Power Fighf" December 1 1, 1957. On
the general legal discussion on diversion, see: Swainson, Conflict Over the Columbia, pp 65-67.
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opposition during the Alcan surveys- and applied for water rights at the location." As
discussions on the Columbia stalled, the BCPC also investigated the Clearwater River, a
Thompson tributary.55 Throughout the upper basin, the Fraser Basin Board conducted
studies for multiple purpose dams to stem future flood threats and generate power. The
river, in short, was under active scmtiny by engineers and power concems, and the oftstated warning or threat that the river would soon be damrned appeared undeniable. What
remained for British Columbians to detemine was the shape and scope of such
developrnent. WouId there be fish or power? Could there be both?

********************************
The fish vs. power debate of the 1950s proved to be an expansive discussion. The narrow
problem of articulating conflicting resource interests in particular instances tumed into a
debate over the hiture of society and its relations with nature. It invited British
Columbians to consider the ments of development and growth, as well as their costs; to
determine how favouring fish or dams would shape BC as a region both intemally and in
relation to extemal influences; and to ask whether alternatives existed-- coordinated
development, alternative energy sources, scientific panaceas. British Columbians shared

with Hany Warren the belief that darnrning the Fraser wouid forever transform the river
and themselves. In academic conferences, the legislatue, in kitchens, high school
debates and letters to the editor. British Columbians anxiously considered this
transformation. And in seeking to imagine and shape the firture, they revealed much
about their present condition and predicament.
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Although the fish vs. power debate involved more than industrial interests, it was
also the case that these interests dominated debate. On the fisheries side, the Fishenes
Association of BC and the United Fisherman and Allied Workers Union (UFAWU)
played the most prominent roles, while politicians and officiais aniiched to the federal
Departrnent of Fisheries and the International Pacific Salmon Commission worked to
organize the industry and combat indiscnminate water development policies within
govemment. Together these groups and others formed a 'fisheries protection and
development comrnittee' in 1956 under the auspices of the Department of Fishenes to
coordinate their actions.S6 ï h i s cornmittee provided a forum for the dissemination of
information and the coordination of political tactics between different groups fiom the
Native Brotherhood to the UFAWU, to the IPSFC and sports fishers.

The power side of the debate, on the other hand, was less well organized, in part
because its various elements were cornpetitive with one another. Corporations weighed
heavily in the discussions: BC Electric, the BC Power Commission and the Moran
Development Corporation made parallel, but distinct interventions. At the governrnent
level, the federal Department of Northem Affairs and national resources, the International
Joint Commission and the provincial Ministry of Lands and Forests generally favoured
power positions, but piayed no role like the Departrnent of Fisheries to organize a power
bloc. The only coordinated lobby group to appear on the power side was the Fraser River
Multiple Use Committee, started in Vancouver in 1958 to consider the many different
demands on the Fraser and foster cooperation. However, it was closely associated with

the Moran proposal and this limited its appeal. The oniy group that could be said to
bridge the divide between fish and power interests-and then only barely- was the Fraser

S 6 ~ h igroup
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changed its name over tirne to the Fisheries Development Council. The origins of the group
are described in the preface to "Sumaries of Research on the Fish-Power ProbIem and Related Work by
Fisheries Agencies in British Columbia"(Vancouver: Department of Fisheries, Revised December t 96 1)"
contained BCARS, GR 442, BC Energy Board, Box 52.

Basin Board; it contained both water development and fisheries representation in
planning flood control measures.
Despite the influence of the fish and power groups on the broader discussion, it is
important to recognize the extent to which the fish vs. power issue transcended traditional
party lines, and hctured political interests. The neat division apparent in the title of the
debate, and seized upon by participants and the media alike, masked a range of possible
positions on these issues and much public confusion about the choices. One newspaper
reporter observed in 1957, using an extended boxing metaphor, that the fish vs. power
fight was "the strangest industrial dispute in BC history"; it was so unpredictable in its
twists and tums and involved so many unexpected entrants, that a program would be
necessary to follow the confiontation.*7 At the federal and provincial levels no goveming
parties could demonstrate caucus consensus on the issue; nor could parties in opposition.
Federdly. the Department of Northem Affairs and National Resources funded surveys for
Fraser dams, while the Minister of Fisheries organized the fishing industry to protest
them. Provincially, prominent cabinet ministers, such as Minister of Lands and Forests
Ray Williston intimated support for Fraser dams, while the Premier studiously avoided
making strong comrnitments.58 Al1 parties, one journalist argued, "[are] split on power

for the Fraser."s9 This level of political confusion only stoked the fires of possibility in
the broader discussion: nothing was decided, the political discussion was unresolved, and

the problems forcing discussion fonvard- looming power demand, and Columbia River

negotiations- only heightened the tension.
Power promoters promised many things of Fraser River dams. but perhaps the
most intangible reward offered, and also the most ofken cited, was 'progresst. Since the
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earliest days of spectacular lighting in the late nineteenth century, electricity evoked a
futuristic language of new beginnings in North Arnerica. "In the 1930s," Amencan
historian David Nye writes, "electncity was still a new technology that suggested radical
change. Most could still recall the pre-electric world, and advertising abetted historical
memory with images suggesting how the electnc present differed fiom the p s t , and
which predicted even greater, immanent transformations."60 British Columbia in 1950
held to the idea of electricity's newness and promise. AAer the brown-outs and electrical
restrictions of the war years, the creation of the BC power commission and the start of
BC Electric's expansion projects in the late 1940s, British Colurnbians waited expectantly
for progress to arrive. Newspapers greeted hydro development as a "source of progress,"
"of future strength," a "step forward." the unlocker of "future's door." the "modem means
to industrialization," "and a modern and efficient prime mover."61 In 1954, the Province
irnagined a future made possible by the Columbia-Fraser diversion, in which a doubling
of "the industry and population oFBC" would occur "in 15 to 20 years." "It would hilfill
the dream of a new industrial empire in this province."62 Not coincidentally, the BC
Power Commission's advertising slogan was 'power means progress'.
The ubiquitous association of theses two words was also conditioned by the
particular contexts of time and place. Tne assertion of power as progress in BC of the
1950s contained a sometimes explicit, often times implicit pairing: fish, the obstruction to
power, represented the past, stagnation. In 1957, for example, Diana Davidson, a North
Vancouver high school student, wrote to the editor of the Province, instructing her feliow
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citizens to "See that you know the facts of the Fraser River power issue and then support
power and progress." This confildent advice sprung fiom Davidson's recent triurnph over
her suburban West Vancouver rivals in a "Fish vs. Power" debate sponsored by the
federal Minister of Fisheries and local MP, James Sinclair. In her advocacy of the power
position, Davidson drew an implicit cornparison between power as progress and fish as
past.63 This meaning was drawn more explicitly in Premier Johnson's 1950 statement that
British Columbians must clioose between power development and "remainine: as they are
protecting the fisheries."M The pairing also opened a rhetorical space for critics of dam
development to be represented as opponents of progress. "There is a growing suspicion."
wrote the editor of the Cariboo Observer "that hydro is just plain unpopular with certain
interests that are willing to stand in the way of progress."6s To believers in the
inevitability of power and progress, this opposition, of course, stood against the
unstoppable. "Irresistible forces of unfolding history," said General Victor Odlurn, a
veteran and former Canadian diplomat, to the Industrial Development Commission in

1954, "will sweep us on anyway to a key position in the great Pacific civilization of the
future." A key force, he said, would be the Fraser: "probably the greatest single potential
power producer on the continent."66 Thus the statement of power as progress contained a
barbed edge: its optimism discounted the fisheries claim for legitimacy.
While fish could be dismissed as 'past', however, they could also be celebrated as

an enduring c o ~ e c t i o nwith tradition, heritage and nature. By the 1950s, saimon had
become an evocative syrnbol of regional identity. BC's most famous author in this
penod, Roderick Haig-Brown, had made a career out of writing about the pleasures of
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fishing and the life histories of different fish for a leisured middle class readership.67 In
The Fraser, journalist Bruce Hutchison entitled his chapter on the fishenes, 'the first
inhabitants.' Rhetoncally eliding a native claim to this statu, Hutchison constnicted
salmon as subjects of history, 'O& comection to an organic, primordial BC past.68 In his
criticisms of indiscriminate power development in the late 1940s and 1950s, IPSFC
chairrnan Tom Reid railed against the "steaI[ing] of our heritage" on the Fraser River.69
At the end of the decade, during the 1958 BC centenary celebrations, the provincial

M i n g industry coilaborated to produce 'Salute to the Sockeye' festivals, events that
attempted to remind British Columbians of the historic qualities of the fisheries and the
importance of salmon in the past and the present.'O Much of this propagandistic effort
played on an anthropomorphized representational strategy. A pamphlet produced by the

WAWU in the mid-1950s, for example, invited British Columbians to protect salmon as
the victims of progress: a cartoon fish on the pamphlet's cover nervously eyed a dam in
its path as it sprang from the river, crying "WellI'11 be darnrned!" The image was meant
to amuse but aiso encouraged readers to sympathize with the salmon's anxiety.71 In an
arnusing send-up of the fish vs. power debate in 1958, one ironic Vancouver Sun reader
penned a short letter, signed "Samuel Sockeye" that assumed the voice of an individual
sockeye, speaking on the power issue for "al1 fimy denizens of the Fraser."72 Imagining

the private lives of salmon provoked laughter, but it also signaled the extent to which
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British Columbians represented salmon as subjects worthy of sympathetic moral
imagination.
The value of salmon was pressed M e r by asserting the materiality of fish as
food against the ethereal promise of electricity as progress. In a speech to the BC Naturai
Resources conference in 1951, AH Sager of the BC Fisheries Association stressed the
renewable quality of salmon: "The fishing industry was the first industry, it was the
means of livelihood for the Indians long before the white people came. It fed the people
of Gaiilee. 1 think it probably fed the cavemen. And 1 believe... that the fisheries of our
Coast will be feeding British Colurnbians and Canadians 100,200,300 years fiom now,
when, perhaps, hydro-electric installations have become obsolete."') For a society that
held unpleasant memories of the depression and the sacrifices of the war yean, this
statement of salmon's value as food had important meaning. Numerous letters to the
editor in the 1950s stated that it would be wrong to destroy food in a world filled with
want; the Victoria Times called the destruction of salmon as food a "moral crime?
Fisheries supporters sought to hamess this attitude with the slogan, "You can't eat a
kilowatt." Employed in propaganda literature by the UFAWU and by the federal minister
James Sinclair, the phrase underlined Sager's point that an electrified future would never
provide food? As to the fiiture, the importance of salmon as food would only increase.
Facing the challenges of the cold war, the Columbian imagined the prospect of nuclear
annihilation in 1954. "In such a disaster, stricken peoples cannot get food fiom broken
machinery. Land yields food, but it has to be tilled. Fisheries may Save countless
lives?

In order to counter such connections, power promoters felt forced to explain

how electncity wouid create more to consume, not less. Hamy Warren declared in 1960
73"~onim:Fish and Power,"Transactions of the Fourth British Columbia Nahiral Resources Conference
(February 22,23, 195 2 ,Victoria), p 1 1 1
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that for every pound of s a h o n lost to dams, there would be two pounds of beef created.77

In a televised appearance in 1959, Gordon S h m , a UBC physicist and recentiy
appointed head of the BC Energy Board dismissed "salmon romanticism" and drew an
analogy between the clearing of bison on the plains to make way for wheat and the
removal of salmon on the Fraser to allow for power de~eloprnent.~8
The best that power
promoters could Say in response to the kilowatt slogan was, "You can't bum a fish."
Beyond celebrating salmon 'hentage' and the moral significance of salmon as
food, fishenes defendes sought to portray the industry as restored, future-onented and
growing. Thus Loyd Royal, the director of scientific investigations for the IPSFC, stated
to the BC Natural Resources Conference in 1954:
The 1953 run was the largest cycle run since 19 12 and the catch in 195 1 was the greatest in the cycle year
since 1903. The value of the catch of the last three years exceeded that of the preceding three year cycles
by almost $18,000,000. This is a considenble sum but it is only a start toward the foreseeable goal of reestablishing the original econorny of the Fraser River sockeye fishery. The once great Quesnel nin is
firmly re-establishing itself. The Stuart system of the far north produced over 2,500,000 sockeye in 1953
yet the total escapement in 1941, only three cycles previous, was less than 12,000 fish. The rebirth of the
Fraser sockeye in dollars and sense has tmly c ~ m m e n c e d , ~ ~

This rebirth, fisheries scientists and oficials assumed, would continue. "If currently
known methods of conservation were fully applied," a provincial report stated in 1955,
"the total catch of salmon could probably be doubled."80 The actual experience did not
bear out these predictions, but throughout the late 1950s, salmon numbers continued to
climb. Dianne Walsh reported in the Columbian that five hundred times the numbers of
fish as the sarne cycle twenty years ago would return to the Fraser in 1961. "Fish," the
headline claimed, are "proving their own case in [the] Fraser River power fight."Rl The
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growth prospects for the fisheries. argued one fisherman in 1958, should make British
Columbians reconsider the relative economic values of fish and power.82

If a reassessment of relative values was in order, then fishenes supporters aiso
wondered at the appropriateness of labeling power as progress in view of new
technological advances. Was there a need to move quickly in dam development, they
asked, when nuclear energy might soon be available? One letter to the Vancouver Sun
looked to the future in 1958 and judged that "hydro power begins to look mighty oldfashioned." "Or is there a move on foot," continued the nom-de-plume, 'pupled,'
"merely to protect big financial investrnents already made?" In an inversion of the

current rhetoric, the writer concluded that water development "could hold back Canadian
progress."83 One WAWU local accused General McNaughton of "talking horse and
buggy policy in an age of Sputniks."" Other prominent fishenes advocates such as
Roderick Haig-Brown and James Sinclair similarly looked to atomic energy for a future
soiution.gs After Da1 Grauer, President of BC Electric gave a speech in 1958 that
suggested the revolutionary consequences of energy development in the coming century,
John L Pitman of Coquitlarn commented wryly that "We could raise our standard of
living so high that we wouldn't have a piece of BC lefi- it would be sold down the
river."86 Power promoters insisted, in response ro such criticism, that water development
would create industry and thus the need for fùture nuclear power development. With or
without atomic energy, argued Charles Nash, President of the BC Power Commission,
sooner or later al1 of BC's strearns would be needed." Harry Warren clairned to the
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Vancouver Board of Trade in 1957 that because of the delay in starting the Moran
project, six European States and NATO had canceled plans to establish a plant in the
Both sides in the debate claimed
province manufachring U-235, a uranium by-prod~ct.~s

to embrace the atomic energy fiiture, but disagreed over whether it would provide
deliverance from the bonds of hydre or merely industnalize the province that much more.

****************************
Any discussion of BC's future, and especially one that put it in such stark and divided

light as did the fish vs. power debate, raised questions of self-definition, identity and
British Columbians' many experiences of regionalism. Because so many of the proposed
power projects of the 1950s promised to develop the interior and spread industry
throughout the province, nurnerous small town politicians, editors and boosten seized on
power's opportunity and identified a regional interest with dam development. From this
perspective, the opposition of fisheries interests to intenor projects on the basis of
protecting spawning ground habitat appeared to be just one more form of metropolitan
dominance meted out to an under-appreciated and striving hinterland. When fishing
interests took a prominent role in discrediting the Quesnel River dam in the late 1940s

and early 1950s, for example, interior newspqer editors were quick to identiQ how these
actions benefited 'the coast' against 'the i n t e n ~ r . In
' ~ other
~
words, the fish vs. power
debate had a clear regional delineation fkom an interior vantage point. Saul Rosenberg,
representing the Salmon Canners' Openting Cornmittee responded by pointing out that

the fishing industry not only benefited 'the coast' but also contributed through taxes to the
entire province. He sent his news to local newspapers in Prince George, Williams Lake,
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Quesnel and Vanderh~of.~O
In a private response, WL Griffith, editor of the Cariboo
Observer explained that as a former resident of 'the coast', he understood the importance
of the fishery. "However," he continued, "the centrai interior of this province is a treasure
trove that is far beyond the conception of most people residing in BC. It needs,
Implicit in this comment, and in the
essentially, power to bring it to full produ~tion."~l
episode, was the fnistration of interior boosters with the slow Pace of extending the
electrical benefits of the provincial power commission. Against the promise of the late
1940s when intenor boosters and provincial politicians extolled the possibilities of
spreading industry and integrating the hinterland, the present paied. "Swivel-chair
tacticians in Victoria," complained a Kamlooos Sentinel editorial in 1953, are more
concerned with financing than "imperative needs." "Indecision, however, is a poor start
for any venture. The plans are there. Let the commission proceed. N o w . ~'The
~ ~coastl-some amalgam of fishing interests, the government and metropolitan power-- acted as the
arbitrary and ill-informed force blocking interior aspirations. The Social Credit
government, itself heavily weighted towards the intenor in terms of support and policy
goals, sought to break these divisions between southwestern BC and the rest of the
province in the 1950s. In its first six years, for example, Bennett's govemment spent
more on road building in BC than al1 previous twentieth century administrations
combined.93 Throughout the fish vs. power discussion, the anticipation and ambition of
interior elites in pressing for development added the aspect of interna1 regionalism to
discussion.
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Of course, the emphasis could be reversed. In his 1957 portrait, Canada:
Tomorrow's Giant, Bruce Hutchison described an encounter with an old-timer on the
highway's edge above Moran. M e r explaining that the site would be dammed, the old
tirner "snorted": "What fer? Why for Vancouver of course. They're a-gonna drowned half
Cariboo to make elec-tricity fer Vancouver, and Vancouver's no good to nobody. Let 'ern
drowned Vancouver and let us be."g4 Hutchison's highly stylized reportage represented

old man interior as a critic of development for substantially the same reasons as interior
boosters decried fisheries interference and the influence of the Coast. Hutchison's own
bias, portraying the interior as opposed to development through this fonn of anecdotal
caricature, suggests the conditioning effect of his own metropolitan perspective.
The politics of water development played on established regional definitions
within BC, but also helped to reinforce notions of BC's separateness fiom without.

British Colurnbians compared their planned advances in dam development or fisheries
conservation to outside rivals: Canada's industrialized East and the US Pacific Northwest.
When McNaughtonisdiversion plan gained public attention in late i954, for example, it
was routinely linked in public discussion to the St Lawrence Seaway: as if it were

western Canada's reply to eastem development. There was both rivalry and resentment
implicit in the cornparison. Resentment, in part, because the view was widely held that
'eastem' interests had delayed or denied western developrnent during the war, as in the

case of BC Electric's failed expansion bids at Bridge River. Such views grew out of a
broader tradition of western regionalism that posited a pemicious power imbalance based
on Central Canada's financial dominance and influence in federal flairs, but also gained
specific expression in BC political culture of the 1950s. Lnterestingly. BC's bid to
develop the upper Columbia in cooperation with the American Kaiser Corporation gained
wide scom nom the provincial press, while the federal initiative embodied in
9 J ~ n i c eHutchison. Canada: Tomorrow's Giant (Toronto: Longrnans, Green & Co., 1957), p 295

McNaughton's diversion proposal received praise.95 The perceived contrast between the
two choices was well summed up in a questioning Province editorial headline in 1954,
"Power for an Empire, or for p e a n ~ t s ? "Regional
~~
interest thus could adhere to plans
proposed fiom elsewhere so long as they spoke to the perceived interests of British
Columbians.
Of course, the praise for McNaughton's plan was also linked to another aspect of
BC's identity: its distinction fiom the US Pacific Northwest. The defensive nationalist
overtones of the Columbia Treaty negotiations muddy to some extent the active desire of
British Columbians to emulate and best their southem neighbours. Harry Warren's
statement of the promise of Moran in 1951. for example, explained its potential vastness
through continual comparison with American projects: Moran would develop as much
capacity as a quarter of al1 US projects built between 1930 to 1950; the reservoir lake
would be longer than Mead Lake behind Hoover dam; M o r a would have possibly three
times the storage of Grand Coulee dam; its height would almost equal that of Hoover
dam? Warren's claims of BC's coming rise contrasted the poor cornparisons of the past.
From the early 1930s when the Columbia River dams gained continental attention,
individuals and promotes repeatedly compared BC's Iack of development with the gains

of the Pacific Northwest States, despite a parailel or even superior provincial resource
endowment. British Columbians, the claims went, paid more for electricity than
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Amencans but used less of it, commanded fewer dams and had, as a result, less industry.
The spirited defense of Canadian and BC interests contained within McNaughtonts
diversion plan, however, appeared to provide an opportunity to wrench BC h m a
position of inferionty and provide a sense of control over American development as
never before. When in the late 1950s Columbia negotiations continued to h g ,
newspapers reveled in the fact that "we can still divert" and that BC "holds the high
cards.lt9a "The US state department experts," the Vancouver Sun reported in 1957, "view
this threat with great trepidati~n."~~
The power of the diversion idea as a combination of
national and regional self-assertion gained meaning through the ability to deny the US its
wants.
M e n questions tumed to the fate of fish under water development, the counterpoint of the US experience also suggested itself. As DA McGregor wrote in the Province
in 1953 conceming the fish vs. power problem. "The shadow of the Columbia's unhappy
fate hangs over the Fraser and adds to the gravity of the Fraser problem."iOo This fact
provided cause for self-congratulation at Canadian foresight and raised the question of
American indebtedness to Fraser fisheries preservation. A Province editorial in 1958
drew a parallel between the Columbia controversy over downstream benefits: "To obtain
power the Amencans have ruined their Columbia salmon fisheries. To Save salmon we
have so far resisted power dams on the Fraser. Perhaps we should begin to ask for
upstream salmon benefits on the Fraser as a bargainhg point for a greater share of
downstream benefits on the C o l ~ m b i a . "Dam
~ ~ ~supporters, on the other hand, saw the
preservation of Fraser fishenes and the international division of the resource as a
scandalous resource give-away to the Arnericans. William Ryan, writing in 1959,
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suggested a cause-efTect relationship in the building of the Columbia dams and the
negotiation the Pacific Salmon Convention: the first had led to the second.102 In a 1957
letter to the editor, John Green of Aggasiz asserted that " m e are keeping ourselves poor
to raise salmon for power nch Pacific Northwest states."l03 General McNaughton in
confidentid documents explahing the diversion plan in 1954 expressed a similar
hstration at the power of the US in Fraser fisheries matten: "[Vlery unfortunately, the
United States has been permitted to spend money on the remedial measures for the Fraser
River slide and the like and we face ctairns that a servitude has become established."[OJ
The Columbia fisheries could thus play the role of the cautionary tale and evoke a sense
of injustice at the supposed US control of Canadian resources. If regionalism suggested
intemal coherence against outside forces, it also produced division. Although
regionalism accented the fish-power debate in sometimes surprising ways, it could not
overcome this resource conflict, or convince British Colurnbians that al1 citizens shared a
single interest in either fish or power. Power, the emblem of progress and salrnon, the
symbol of regional heritage, remained suspended in tension.

......................
The search for solutions to the fish-power problem led to a penod of creative problem
solving in which both sides of this debate attempted to address the interests of the other.
Fishenes supporters sought to promote alternative sites for development on non-salmonbearing streams. Fishenes scientists snidied the passage of fish over high dams and

developed fishways to pass low dams. Power promotes looked to the prospects of
transferring salmon runs to new areas, to artificial propagation and fish famiing. BC
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Electric b d e d research on the fish-power problem and examined thermal energy as an
alternative to water development in the short term. The Fraser Basin Board integrated
diEerent approaches to river management and sought to create a multiple use plan for
Fraser development. AI1 of these solutions seemed to speak to the oft-stated goal of
working "in coordination and not in c ~ n f l i c t . " Yet,
~ ~ ~to a considerable extent, proffered
solutions did not escape the goals of their makers to grant priority to one resource over
the other. The bearers of solutions more fiequently sought to position themselves
politically than to compromise. This was as tme of the scientific studies of fish-power
problems (to be considered in the next chapter) as of the locational and institutional
solutions offered by either side.
Despite Charles Nash's claim that one day al1 of BC's rivers would be needed for
development. fishenes supporters placed emphasis in searching out and promoting
alternatives to the Fraser in the interior and north. They believed that if power
development occurred elsewhere. the Fraser would be protected. This strategy was first
deployed, with modest success. in the Aican and Quesnel River disputes of the late
1940s. In the 1950s, the IPSFC began a special research program to survey BC
waterpowers on non-salmon bearîng streams in order to be able to offer alternatives to
Fraser sites when needed.lo6 More centrally, the organized sections of the fishing
industry began to lobby in favour of a Columbia development program in order to create

the political and economic conditions thought necessary to defend the Fraser. At
meetings of the fishenes protection cornmittee in 1958, representatives of different
fisheries groups and agencies reflected on the ben solution to the Columbia conflict fiom

the perspective of fishenes conservation. The m

d conclusion was to see the

McNaughton plan by-passed in favour of a cooperative development with the US in
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which some portion of the power created would revert to Canada and be sold by the
provincial power commission.107A new block of power would thus arrive, minus any
diversions and Fraser dams. To suppon the goal of Columbia development, fishenes
groups spoke in favour of international development, encouraged Arnerican fisheries

groups to lobby on its behalf, and met with Arnerican section memben of the IJC.108 The
UFAWU went so far as to sign up the support of thirty provincial labour groups,
including the BC Federation of Labour and the IWA Convention in suppon of the
resolution, "No dams on the Fraser and Development on the Columbia by the BC Power
Commission." l*

From this Columbia-centered perspective, even the promised Peace

River development was feared initially by fisheries defenden as a distraction from the
Columbia development and a possible source of delay that would produce nothing but
promotional hype.1l0 When it becarne apparent that the Peace River development might
prove feasible after all, fisheries defenders added the Peace to their list of possible
'solutions' to damming the Fraser and urged the Premier to proceed.1

Thus behind the

complex politics of the Columbia River Treaty was a strong and organized fishenes
lobby, pressing for a particular development pattern primarily with a view to sparing the
Fraser sockeye. Not surprisingly, General McNaughton appealed on more than one
occasion for the fishing industry to refrain fiom intervening in the Columbia negotiations,
lest Canada's position be undermined.112 Fisheries supporters ignored these requests and
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continued to state the view that both fish and power could be possible in BC. "Let's have
our kilowatts," went a WAWU pamphlet, "and eat our salmon too."l"
Power promoters would have replied to this slogan, let's have our kilowatts and
make salmon adapt to change. While fisheries supporters proffered alternatives in order
to keep any development off the river, power promoten adopted the rhetoric of
'coordination,' 'multiple use' and 'associated development.' Power promoters believed that
dams would deliver such enormous wealth to the province that they could not be resisted.
They could, however, be planned for and accommodated by those pre-existing interests
who would be afTected. Thus, the challenge was to create organizations able to plan
multiple use for development, fund research on the passage of fish around dams and
lobby the public about the possible flexibility of salmon, the views of fishenes scientists
notwithstanding. That this push for accommodation was substantially one-sided in its
intent is apparent in the stated goals of the Fraser River Multiple Use Cornmittee, written
to Prime Minister Diefenbaker in 1958, by committee chairman and securities dealer JE
Kania: "It is o u belief that [the fish vs. power] conflict is more apparent than real and
that it does not constitute a problem without solution. We are of the opinion that the
multiple purpose development of the Fraser River would not h m the fisheries but
would, on the contrary, assist in the realization of their full potential."il4 When fisheries
representation was invited to this committee dorninated by engineers, financiers and
professoe, cornmittee memben agreed that the move was " h u g h t with dangerous
possibilities ..."Ils The committee spoke favorably about the Moran plan, considered
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calling themselves the Moran Dam Fact-Finding Committee and included Harry Warren
in their mernber~hip.1~~
Multiple use for these advocates was shorthand for dam
development. At another level, BC Electric made efforts to overcome the fish-power
problem and its attendant political entanglements by spending its way out of the trouble.
In 1956, the corporation organized an inter-disciplinary tearn of researchers at UBC from
physics to fishenes biology to 'solve' the technical problem. The grant-in-aid of $50,000
was the largest yet received in the area of fisheries at the University and gained

considerable publicity.ii7 Through an intensified program of science, it was hoped,
salmon and dams could be adapted to one another. Power promoters who held a firm
belief in the practical capacities of appiied science never doubted this outcorne. If fish
could not be passed around dams, then new spawning grounds could be created
artificially. or salmon could be f m e d . Happily, reported Russell Potter, a principal of
the Moran Development Corporation, in the BC Professional Engineer in 1957, sockeye
salmon "has a wonderhl horning instinct and will fight to the death to return to his home
Stream. If it is possible to design a dam so that natural instincts of the fish are exploited

in every way, and they are kept away from h m , it should be possible to take them past a

dam with little, or no loss, on either of their migrations. This is the principle followed in
the design of the Moran dam."'

If dams could not meet salmon needs, then salmon

could meet their own. "1 am sure salmon can be re-educated," said Social Credit Mines
Minister, Kenneth Kieman in 1960. "Weill be raising salmon the way we raise

'I6LJE3cSpecial Collections and Archives, Fisheries Association of BC, Box 45, File 45-34, "Minutesof
Fraser River Fact-Finding Committee," February 20, 1958; "Minutes of Third Meeting of the Fraser River
Multiple Use Committee,"March 7, 1958; "Minutesof the Fourth Meeting of the Fraser River Multiple
Use Committee, " March 15,1958
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chickens."ll9 " M e r dl," seconded Gordon Shrum, Chairman of the BC Energy Board,

"we dont depend on wild chickens for our eggs or wild buffalo for our meat.lB120Power
promoters thus displayed a strong faith in the promise of technology and the pliability of
nature; they also had a fm sense of their interest.
The efforts of fisheries supporters and power promoters generally treated
coordination as a set of trade offs, bargains to be struck, sometimes in cooperation,
sometimes by establishing priority for one use over the other. The only senous attempt to
develop coordination, as both a means to river management and an end was the Fraser
Basin Board, formed after the Flood of 1948. This institution joined together civil
servants from both the federal and provincial govemments and fiom a wide range of
backgrounds, including fisheries, public works, lands and other relevant ministries and
departments. The goal was to overcome problerns of juisdiction and contrasting
resource interests in order to evolve a higher form of multiple use development led by
experts from different resource fields, in keeping with such precedents of integrated
planning as the Tennessee Valley Authority. Throughout the late 1940s and 1950s the
Board worked toward a steady accumulation of studies on possible Fraser River flood
control measures, particularly with a view to dam development. Like a dark hone, the
Board quietly undertook its tasks, out of the spotlight of media scrutiny, and without the
self-promotion of the Warren or McNaughton variety. Whiie fish and power camps

railed against one another in public over the Moran and diversion proposals, the Board
integrated the advice of fisheries representatives with surveys of possible dam sites and

their design.
The impetus to overcome barriers of political and sectoral interest, however, could
not erase the problems of jurisdiction and the resource priorities of the Board's members.

'
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From the beginning, the Board was tethered by its inability to act: it was an ad hoc body,
with oniy advisory capacity. Unlike formidable river institutions in the US, such as the

Bonneville Power Administration or the B w a u of Reclamation, the Board could only
study and recommend. The distance between federal and provincial oficials and the fact
that their primary responsibilities lay elsewhere made the operation of the Board difficult.
The different perspectives brought to bear on the research and planning pnorities also
created divisions within the institution that limited the ability to act jointly. In 1958,
Arthur Paget, BC's Water Comptroller wrote to Ray Williston. the Minister of Lands and
Forests, conceming his expenence on the Board and his ideas for its redesign. In the
future, he argued, the problems to be faced would be largely of an engineering variety and
thus the contributions of the federal Department of Fishenes, "whose approach in matten
of this kind is essentially negative by reason of their particular interest," could be

abandoned. Better, he argued, for the Board to hire its own biologists to cary out
fisheries studies according to engineering needs than to allow for the interference of the
federal departrnent.121 To some extent, Paget's claim was fair: the fishenes department
did wish to block dam projects on the Fraser's main stem, and organizations such as the

IPSFC lobbied the federal department to monitor the board's activities.1" As Tom Reid
said on one occasion, although the Board was ad hoc, its members "canmake themselves
very obnoxious, ail the sarne."iu It should also be remembered, however, that the Board
members representing other areas of government concem were sirnilarly interested
parties. The Board's fint executive assistant, the engineer Russell Potter, for example,

left the Board in the mid- 1950s to punue his primary passion: promoting the Moran dam
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with Harry Warren. Following its 1958 preliminary report, the Board increasingly
dispensed with fisheries participation in its operations, favouring engineering studies.124

******************************
The sense of inevitability that surrounded Fraser River dam development in the early
1950s began to crumble in the latter half of the decade. The fish vs. power debate
signaled this change by entertaining discussions from both sides about the possibility for
alternatives. By 1957 some of these alternatives gained political momentum. The federal
govemment sugges~edits cornmitment to coordinated developrnent on the Columbia by
moving negotiations beyond the IJC to the forma1 diplomatic level. The provincial
govemment promoted the potential of the Peace River as BC's major power source for the

future. And BC Electric, judging that the fish-power problem would not be solved
quickly. began an expansion of its thermal capacity to bridge the company's power
supplies until a major hydro progrm could be entertained.125 As the editors of the
Province put it in 1959, "The projected developments of the Columbia and the Peace have
taken the heat off of the Fraser
With neither the federal or provincial govemment, nor BC Electric backing a
Fraser River development program, power promoters became increasingly isolated.
Although the appearance of the Multiple Use Comrnittee in 1958 seemed to demonstrate
the emergence of a new power coalition backing the Moran proposal, the cornmittee
failed to raise political or financial suppon and fell apart after two years. The
cornmittee's goal to inspire a royal commission on Fraser River development was rejected
lZ4wRDemck Sewell, Water Manaeernent and Floods in the Fraser River Basin (Chicago: Department of
Geography Research Paper No. 100, 1965), especially Chapter 4 and 5
1 2 5 ~GR~ 1427,
~ ~BC ~Water
, Rights Branch, Box 6, File 353, Depamnent of Northern Affairs and
National Resources, Water Resources Branch, WRD Sewell, "Prospects of Large Scale Thermal Power
DeveIopment in the Lower Mainland of BC," April 1958. Concerning the Moran DeveIopment
Corporation's attempt to block the company's expansion application before the BC Public UtiIities
Commission, see: BC Electnc CF, "'Hysteria' Charged in Dam Fight," Vancouver Sun, November 15, 1957
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out of hand by the federal Conservative govemment in 1958.127 General McNaughtonls
diversion idea similarly lost support. Although the federal govemment remained publicly
comrnitted to the diversion as Iate as 1958, behind the scenes the attitude was different: in

1956, Jean Lesage advised Premier Bennett that he now judged the diversion unfeasible;
henceforth it would be just "a card-in-the-hole for use in international negotiations."l2*
Increasingly, the federal governrnent diminished McNaughtonlsnegotiating authority on
the Columbia file, while Premier Bennett tried to force McNaughton to admit that the
diversion would not proceed. BC Electric's shift to thermal power also spoh to the
company's view that the diversion plan had run into too many political obstacles.
Although the conditions that would have allowed for major developments on the

Fraser began to change in the late 1950s, the fish vs. power debate did not subside. In
part this was because there was no end to the Moran and diversion promotions: the
Multiple Use Committee pledged to end the fisheries hold on the river, the federal
governrnent did not back away publicly from the diversion plan and General
McNaughton became increasingly strident in his advocacy of a diversion, declaring
before a cornmittee of the House of Commons in 1957 that "We are entirely masters of
our own destiny."129 Added to these continuing questions was the looming possibility
that the Fraser Basin Board might convince the federal and provincial govemments to
proceed with flood control dams. The Board's 1958 preliminary engineering report laid
out a bluepnnt for development, the so-called System A plan: a series of dams in upper
basin tributaries that would help to ward off the threat of floods and pay for this service
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by creating small blocks of power in some of the multiple use structures. There would be
power and storage dams north of Prince George on the McGregor River, and at Olson
Creek; M e r south, two dams would be placed on the Cariboo River, a tributary of the
Quesnel, and another £ive on the Cleanvater, feeding the North Thompson. A total of ten
dams were envisioned with the option of another on Stuart Lake if the fisheries problem
were not too severe.lJOThe report receivrd favourable comment fiom the provincial
governrnent in a major speech by Ray Williston on hydro policy in 1959.'31 Although the
Department of Fishenes expressed pleasure at the apparent efforts of the Board to avoid
damrning spawning grounds in their plans, other fisheries organizations made their feus
known: the UFAWU, the Prince Rupert Fisherman's Cooperative, and the Native
Brotherhood al1 lobbied the federal government to block the proposed darns.132
"Nowhere can we find reference to the problem of food supply for the Interior Indians,"
wrote Ed Nahanee of the Native Brotherhood, in reference to the Fraser Board's report, to
Minister Angus MacLean in 1959.133 The System A proposa1 would eventually unravel
in the mid- 1960s because of fisheries concems and the hi& costs of flood control dams
relative to dyking in the Lower Fraser Valley. But before that tirne, the Boards activities
kept the controveny of fish and dams on the Fraser dive.
Nor did fisheries defenders feel safe to rest on their laurels in the late 1950s,
despite a number of strategic victories: the fish vs. power debate thrived on a paranoid
style of politics. Indeed, one federal economist descnbed the fish vs. power debate as its
130"~reliminaryReport of the Fraser River Board,"(Victoria, 1958)
~ ~ I N A ,RG 23, Vol 1225, File 726- 1 l-S[15], Roy Williston. "Hydro-Elech-icPower in Canada,"An
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own 'cold ~ a r . ' l 3Ever
~ since the late 1940s when fisheries supporters found their
interests trampled on in the Alcan case, the potential of a repeat remained a concem.
M e r BC Electric committed itself to fund studies of the fish-power problem at UBC in
1956, for example, HR Macmillan, the timber baron and, afler 1952, commissioner of the
IPSFC, wrote to UBC fishenes biologist, Peter Larkin: "Peter: Don't let them put the fish
people to sleep. Their tactic could be to act like they don't need [the] Fraser, then find
[the] Columbia too slow and costly. Put on a few brown outs, say the only cure would be
couple of quick low dams on [the] Fraser. And the girl would be only a weeny teeny bit
~regnant."I3~
In response to the Fraser Basin Board's conciliatory approach to the fishpower problem that sought sites beyond hami to fish, Tom Reid suspected nefarious
intentions, or at least an histoncal logic: once these dams appeared on the Fraser, others
would inevitably follow.136 Tom Parkin, a publicist for the UFAWU, similarly charged
that the Fraser Basin Board's plans were a "backdoor" for development to enter the Fraser
Ba~in.13~
In 1958, well after the diversion had commanded central attention in Columbia
discussions, the fisheries protection and development comrnittee was planning means to
discredit it. In 1961, Tom Reid suggested that BC Electric had a "secret plan" to dam the
Fraser.138 Even the Peace development, thought to be a partial solution to the Fraser fishpower problem, could be viewed, From a certain perspective, as a looming threat. What if
the real intention were to divert the Peace into the Fraser? Or what if upper Fraser
tributaries were diverted into the Parsnip River to provide extra flow for a Peace dam?
Not only would the Fraser's hydrology be afTected, but also as one UBC biologist argued,
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there was a risk of releasing new fish predators into the Fraser basin fiom this northern
watershed.139 Although some fisheries supporters became increasingly triumphant in
public when signs of the Peace and Columbia programs appeared to clear the way for
fishenes conservation on the Fraser, others refused to accept that the threat had passed or
could be ruied out in the future.
That this suspicion had foundation became apparent in the early 1970s. As the
development program on the Peace and Columbia came to completion in the late 1960s,

the BC Energy Board, established under the chairmanship of Gordon Shrum in 1959 to
advise the province on energy policy, tumed again to the question of power development
on the Fraser. Shnun's views on the fish-power problem were put bluntly to the retired
canner Henry Doyle in 1956: "1 think even the most ardent commercial fisherman in
British Columbia realizes that eventually the Fraser River will have to be used for
power."lJ* Over a decade later those views appeared not to have changed. Under
S h d s direction, the Energy Board launched a major feasibility study to examine the
possibility of developing the Moran d a d a Helicopters, as Richard Bocking writes,
hung ominously above the site in 1971, taking drilling samples to test the foundations for

a major dam footing, while a tearn of biologists, economists and engineen considered
costs and benefits.lJ2 "Gathered in offices in the BC Hydro building and at the
universities," wrote one reporter in the idiom of a new age, "the high priests of our
technocratic society, engineers and scientists, are performing mystic rites to determine
whether or not to dam the Fraser River." The priests, the reporter continued, were trying
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to him the river from a "strong brown god" into an "electric generator."'" The public
response to the plan was ovewhelmingly negative.Ia In addition to the fisheries protest,
an emergent environmental movernent expressed astonishment that the pristine river
would be thus violated. EH Vernon, a member of the BC Fish and Wildlife Branch,
evoked the sensibilities of this reaction in a private letter considering the development of
the Fraser in 1970: "Any element in our society that grows by doubling every 10 years
quickly must reach the stage of being ridiculous or impossible or both ...Must we tum the

world into a Los Angeles before we stop talking stupidly of unending growth?"'45
Premier Bennett, quick to sense the direction of discussion, disavowed the plan. Social
Credit highways minister, the flamboyant evangelist 'Flyin' Phil Gaglardi was one of the
few defenders of the approach. When one joumalist prodded him, saying that Bennett
had claimed that no dam would be built on the Fraser while he was Premier, Gaglardi

replied, "Yes, it won't be built while he's Premier- but you've got to remember he's 71
years old now."l46 Within months, Bennett's govemment would go down to defeat to the

New Democratic party under Dave Barrett, and with that, BC's big dam era wodd corne
to a close. In his memoirs, Gordon S h m threw up his hands and said that he had
"become resigned that the Fraser River fish/power problem will not be resolved on a
dollars-and-cents basis. It is mainly a political issue."l47

****************************
.
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The fish-power problem on the Fraser River in the 1950s forced a new politics of
electrical developrnent in BC. Although nurnerous interests and governments sought to
create political programs to develop the river and coalitions to sway public support,
fisheries interests managed to hold off dam projects until new alternatives became
possible. Those alternatives on the Peace and Columbia came about in part because of
the political pressure to conserve the Fraser as salmon spawning habitat. The two-river
policy thus operated as both a political outcome and a solution to the fish-power conflict
on the Fraser.
The content of the debate revealed its context. It spoke to British Columbian's

regional aspirations, their dreams for the future as well as their fears. It was not an
environmental debate in a modem sense of that term: its major disputants spoke a
utilitarian idiom, not a romantic laquage; resources were the objects of concem, not
wildemess. Unlike fishenes politics on the Columbia River, where sports fishen played

an important historic role, on the Fraser, the fisheries defenders were predominantly
fishers and canners, with an eye to their livelihood, not their leisure.148 However, it
would be exaggerating the point, as Jeremy Wilson does in an excellent recent survey of
wildemess and forestry politics in BC, to assume that there was a 'barren debate' over the
conservation of resources in the 1 9 5 0 ~ . 1 ~A9 dispute dominated by utilitarian values did
not preclude the consideration of sentiment, tradition and the needs of others. In the view
of some of its participants, the fish vs. power debate was indeed unpleasantly robust.

Historians of this period in BC's political and economic development have
underestimated the importance of the Fraser River and the fish vs. power debate as a
dnving force in the evolution of BC's electricd systern. Just as American listonans have
I4*~oseph
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corne to view the damming of the Columbia as an inevitable outcome of industnal
development, so too Canadian histonans have assumed the conservation of the Fraser

without questioning how this condition came to be. The narne of the two-river policy
fosters this inattention to Fraser River politics in BC's dm-building era. It ought to be
renamed the three river policy.

Chapter 8:

The Politics of Science

Before a gathering of business people in 1960, ClBC fisheries bioiogist Peter Larkin
reflected on the dynarnics of the fish vs. power debate and broke the dispute into four

"technical ingredients": 'lhe fish, fisheries biologists, engineers and dams." With selfdeprecation, Larkin described the purpose of the fisheries biologist thus:
The first characteristic of the fisheries biologist must be slipperiness. Recognizing that fish and their
environment are variable, and that even with the best of obsemations, he has only a generd understanding
of what's going on, he is forced to approach every problem with a becorning caution. Things are never so;
they seem to be, are apparently, they are indicative, it is suggested. maybe they are true. And always frorn
a biologist expect lots of adjectives and adverbs, slightly, moderately, reasonably, average. Fishery biology
is largely the art of saying 'probably' in 1000 ways.
If a fisheries biologist is known as an expert, it is probably because he says nothing or because
everything he says can be construed as a completely satisfactory prediction regardless of what happens.
The m r fisheries biologist on the other hand is charactenzed by his over-confidence. Fancying
himself as sornething of a jet age scientist, and feeling compelled by our scientifically minded society to
put up or shut up-he recklessly tries to put up-promising the moon, hoping memories are short, and
looking for scapegoats at the hour of disenchantment. .
Confionteci with the fish-power problem the fisheriesbiologist can cal1 on a fairly healthy
experience, can promise to do his best, largely playing by ear, making ad hoc arrangements and as the
English say 'muddling through.' To his critics he can always throw out the challenge 'let's see you do any
better.'
.

'

This tongue in cheek assessment came from one of the leading fisheries biologists
involved in the fish-power discussions of the 1950s. A Rhodes Scholar, an ecologist
trained under Charles Elton, a professor in the emerging Institute of Fisheries at LIBC, a
veteran of the BC Fish and Wildlife Branch and a future member of the Fisheries
Research Board of Canada, Larkin knew whereof he spoke. He had conducted impact
assessments of the Aican project in the late 1940s, written programmatic statements on

the best means for the university to respond to the fish-power problem and led a number

'
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of studies in search of a solution.? Far fiom k i n g slippery, his views were remarkably
frank and, as we shali see, perceptive.
Fisheries scientists played a prominent role in the fish vs. power debate. They
studied the effects of dams on fish, launched research programs in the areas of basic and
applied biology, advised politicians, joined lobby groups and spoke to the press. In a
variety of ways. they changed the public profile of science as a disinterested pursuit,
faced questions of the boundanes between common and scientific knowledge and
debated their appropriate mission. In tum, the politics of fish vs. power shaped science.
It directed institutional research agendas, impacted individual careers. and produced a
new vision of salmon and their environmental limits. This chapter seeks to explain the

many ways in which scientists engaged in the public debate over the environment and

how that intervention changed their knowledge as well as their pursuit of knowledge.
In chapter 6 on the remaking of Hells Gate, the analysis sought to evaluate the
intersections of research practice and institutional and national politics. The role of
fisheries scientists in the making and resolution of disputes pointed to the importance of
science more generally in the debate over fish and power. This chapter follows that
earlier lead, focussing less on questions of practice and the substantive content of science

and more on the problems of institutional research patterns and the politics of scientific
authority. Drawing on socioIogica1 literature conceming the politics of 'big science' and
'invisible colleges', the chapter considen the changing institutional patterns of fisheries

' Peter Crowcroft Elton's Ecologists:A Hist~rvof the Bureau of Animal population^ (Chicago:University
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research in BC and the initially elevated and later threatened status of fishenes biologists
in public ~iiscourse.~
Two key themes emerge: first, that institutions undenvent a penod
of remarkable growth, marked by increased funding, industrial and political influence,
and a shifi to greater cooperation within and between institutions; and second that the
status and authority of fisheries science was made and remade by supponers and
detracton of this field. Pairing institutional change with the politics of authority rnay not
appear the most likeiy or obvious manner of approaching the shifling role of science in
this era. I argue that the two themes were linked and inseparable. The rising authority of
fisheries science in the early 1950s set the conditions for the expansion of institutions and
research: the reaction against the results of this research aimed squarely at the reputation
of fisheries science; in tm, fisheries scientists defended their work by bolstering their
own authority and questioning that of others. Science changed the fish-power debate,
and in turn the debate changed science.

.......................
Fisheries scientists began the 1950s in a position of unprecedented authority. Public
commentaton marvelled at the power of expertise to overcome problems of resource
conflict; editorialists and politicians praised scientists' abilities to conquer the unknown
at Hells Gate; and new means of institutional and financial support appeared. Fisheries
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scientists enjoyed heightened prestige, but felt challenged and threatened by the burdens
of high expectations. Their new status rested on assurnptions that could not k t .
Whereas before the 1940s, scientists played a more peripheral role in public
debates over resource developrnent in BC, in the postwar period they comrnanded the
role of expens in public discourse. Representations of scientists as experts were but one
expression of a more general shift in attitudes towards science and institutionalized
authority ernerging from the war years. Science and scientists were deemed to be
impartial adjudicators, and subtle blendes of nature and technology; they were granted a
new authority to decide the best means of resource development for the general interest.

On the issue of fish and power, insmicted a Province editorial in 1949 "Let the Expens
~ e c i d e . 'Editors
~
of the Columbian in the sarne year judged the fish-power issue to be
too complex for the b'layrnen" and asked for an expert sol~tion.~
Advocates of different
persuasions- from nature writer Roderick Haig Brown to the most aggressive dam
promoters- shared the belief that many complex political problems in water
development could be solved throuçh the application of expertise.6 The headline of the
Columbian's lead editorial in 1960i6Let's Leave BC Power Fate to Experts-Not
Politicians"'-expressed the sentiment that expertise could overcome the vagaries of
interest and political expediency.' Such views envisioned a peculiar democratic
responsibility for scientists curn experts as the scientitic-moral conscience in rnatters of
social and environmental planning.
4

BCER CF, Vancouver Sun, January 27, 1949

BCER CF. "Hydro and Salmon,"
Jaouary 2 1,1949
"BC Seeks Way to Waterpower Wtthout Sacrifice of Salmon," Pacific Fisherman 49(5) (April 195 1)
7
BCER CF,"Let's Leave BC Power Fate to Experts-Not Politicians,"Columbian, February 13, 1960

Local conditions also influenced ideas of the place of science and scientists in the
emerging problems of fish and power. The accomplishments of fisheries scientists at
Hells Gate convinced some scientists and editorialists that the looming problem of fish
and dams could be overcome by the extension of existing knowledge. "In view of the
inevitable encounter between dams and fish on the Fraser," wrote Richard Van Cleve,
Chief Biologist of the IPSFC in 1947, "it is most fortunate that much of the work
accomplished so far by the staff of the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission has been devoted to the study of the effects of obstmctions on migratory
fish." The Hells Gate episode, he continued, provided a "pilot experiment" in the future
of fish and dams.' "Fishery engineers have leamed a lot about the practical side of fish
conservation at Hell's Gate," stated an editonal, echoing Van Cleve's argument, in the
News Herald in 1949. ?i"e lessons leamed are now available to be applied generally."9
Throughout the 1950s Hells Gate played a symbolic function representing past
accomplishment and present readiness in fish-dam cases. In 1953, during the construction
of the Seton-Bridge River project, a Province journalist suggested that no harm would be
done to the Seton fish mns because the project's fishways had "already been proven a
success at Hell's Gate, Farewell Canyon and other danger spots in the Fraser sy~tern."'~
Besides this celebmted exarnple, Arnencan development on the Columbia
provided nurnerous opportunities for comparison and optimism. Harry Warren and his
fellow Moran dam promoter Russell Potter both claimed in numerous public
8
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engagements that Amencan advances had solved the problem once and for all." Val
Gwyther, a Vancouver engineer and dam enthusiast claimed that Amencan advances in
artificial propagation offered a new oppomuiity to maximize watenhed values. "
Numerous scientists and government officiais visited the Columbia during the 1950s,
hoping to leam how BC could profit from the Amencan exarnple.13 Rather than question
dam development, argued Alcan Vice-President McNeeiy Dubose, scientists should look
on fish-dam cases as providing new natural 'laboratones' for their scientitic curiosities. l''
Such pronouncements could sornetimes tweak the pride of even the most cautious
fishenes scientist. In 1956, in a planning meeting considering the Moran dam proposal,
IPSFC director. Lloyd Royal said that in earlier times there could be no scientific answer

to the problem of fish passing high dams, but in the current fisheries science
**renaissance"he felt that the Moran project should be given .*everyconsideration.""
While some scientists embraced public enthusiasm and spoke of their capacity to
solve the fish-power problem, many more tned to explain the nature of the challenge.
There were no miracles, they argued, only messy problems without clear solutions. At a
meeting of the IPSFC with representatives of the fishing industry in 1950, for example,
Milo Bell, one of the designers of the Hells Gate fishways with wide experience on
" Russell Paner, "Moran Dam-Fish and Power," BC Professional Enpineer 8(3) (March 1957): 2 1-28;
"Moran Dam and the Fraser River," Entzineerina Journal 43(12) @ecember 1960). 43-46
l2 Val Gwyther, "Multiple Furpose ~eveio~ment
of the Fraser River Basin," BC Rofessiond Engneer
9(IO) (October 1958): 13-19
l 3 BCARS, Box 4, File 6, George Alexander to Master Fish Warden, Fish Commission, Oregon Febmary
9, 195 1. Alexander's request for information was one example of a stream of correspondence and visits
&om BC and federal oficials.
14
RG 23, Vol 1822, File 726-1 1-6, part 1, Milo BeIi to GR Clark, October 14, 1949 Bell reports Dubose's
statement.
BCARS, GR 11 18, BC Marine Resources Branch, Box 3, Fik 1. "Notes on Meeting with Mom Power
DeveIopment Ltd. Held in the Offices of the Chief Supervisor of Fisheries on May 24, 1956 at I 1 :O0 AM"

''

Columbia dams, sought to instill in the audience a respect for the lack of knowledge of
salmon toletance to obstructions. "[Ilf 1 told you how little we knew when we built the
Hell's Gate fishways," he said, ". ..you might not have given us authorization to build."16
At a BC Natural Resources Conference in 1953, Bell and othen argued to the mixed

audience of scientists, govement oficials and industrial representatives that no
solutions existed to the fish-power problem.17 Many of the potential problems had yet to
be defined. "[Tlhe biologst is working with al1 of the cornplexities of a living creature,"
said JR Brett of the FRBC, 'hot wholly unpredictable in behaviour, but far from a
mechanical horse."18
Recent experience suggested the need for caution. Despite the sanguine press
reception of the Columbia dam projects and their fishways, fisheries scientists working at
Bonneville and Grand Couiee frankly adrnined the level of their ignorance in the 1950s.
The fishways were not solutions so much as they were experiments in action. Harlan
Holmes, a Stanford biologist involved with the design and construction of the Bonneville
dam fishways recalled that the fishways had "evolved as the construction of the dam
proceeded, with changes from "~ia~-to-da~".'~
Much of the research of the A m y Corps
of Engineers on fishways after the 1930s sought to determine basic questions such as how

many fish survived their passage over dams. Whether the fishways actually worked with
NAC (Pacific Region) RG 23, Vol 230 1, Folder 2. Record of Proceedings of [PSFC. Iune 20. 1950
CH Clay, "Problems Associateci with Upstrem Migration Over High Dams," Transactions of the Sixth
British Columbia Natural Resources Conference (Victoria: BC Natural Resources Conference. 1 953): 9 1 93;Roy I Jackson,"Measurement of Losses of Fingerling Salmon at High Dams,"
93-96;JH Brett,
"The Nature of the Biologid Problern,"
96- 102; Milo C Bell, "Fisheries Research at High Dams in
Washington State,"
102- 104
l8 Brett, *'The Nanire of the Biological Pmblern," p 98
" Quoted in Lisa Mighetto and Wesley J Ebel. Saving the S d m ~ nA
: Hiszocy of the US Army Corps of
Enpjneers' Efforts to Protect Anadromous Fish on the Columbia and Snake Rivers (Seattle: Historical
Research Associates, 1 994), p5 5
l6
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any consistency was still a matter of debate and research? In Canada, the looming threat
of dam projects on the Nechako and Quesnel Rivers in the late 1940s and early 1950s
forced Canadian fisheries scientists :O admit that they did not yet have even an accurate
sense of the scale of the m u a 1 migrations to these rivers, let alone clear ideas about how
best to perpetuate nuis with the addition of dams."
The problems involved were fundamental. Dam developrnent posed a variety of

as yet unanswerable questions: M a t would happen to salmon, of al1 species, different
stocks and local runs, when dams from one hundred to seven hundred feet in height were
placed in their migratory path? Could salmon climb ladders around these dams? Could
they pass only one dam or many dams? Would they find the reservoin behind dams
disorienting? What would happen to fiy migrating to the Ocean? How would dams affect
salmon behaviour, physiology and ecology?
These were questions asked of a science that had but fi@

years experience on the

BC Coast, that had only detennined in the past forty yean that salmon retum to their natal
streams to spawn, and which had just recently concluded that obstructions at Hells Gate
proved injurious to migrating salmon. "It is useless to search the biological literature for
the answer [to the fish-power problem]," instnicted SR Brea in 1953, "though much of
the background and methods of study will be found there. The fish have not been

examined sufficiently under conditims imposed by large reservoin, submerged outlets,
rapid fluctuations in flow, and catastrophic pressure changes, to provide answers. Nor is
there any good knowledge of the physical conditions which the fish actually face. No

" Mighetto
and Ebel. S a h a the Salmon, pp 103- 107
See chapters 6 and 7.

z1

excuses are necessary for ths lack of knowledge. The changed water conditions are a
product of our times. Solutions to the problerns created are the task of our times.""

**********************
Searching for solutions required more than new ideas. It also required an enhanced
institutional framework, and greater levels of cooperative research with a view to a
coherent provincial research program. In the post war period, research agencies
expanded and gained greater funding. Fonnerly distinct agencies overlapped in new
ways. A framework amenable to larger cooperative research emerged, partly in response
to the politics of fish and power. The previously dominant Fisheries Research Board of

Canada now shared pnde of place in advanced fisheries research with the International

Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission. Both agencies cooperated in environmental
assessments of water development projects and sponsored extensive research programs.'3
Beyond the Research Board, the federal Deparment of Fishenes maintained a source of
expertise in matten of habitat restoration in the fish culture and development branch, an
agency devoted in part to assessing dam projects and devising fishways. The previously
important provincial Fishenes Branch that had spearheaded salmon biology at the
b e g i ~ i n gof the century waned in influence, while the provincial Fish and Wildlife
Branch gained new importance. Unlike the industry-oriented Fisheries Branch. the Fish
and Wildlife Branch focused on questions of the sports fishery and recruited a new
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generation of fishenes scientists to implement programs and study resource problems.'4
At UBC, a small biology research program expanded and gained a special institue
devoted to fishenes. Continuing the previous links between the department and the
govemment research agencies, the UBC Department of Zoology drew on govemment
scientists to teach courses, sent students to field schools at the Fisheries Research Board
station in Nanaimo, hired govemment staff and in turn lost scientists and sent former
students to the research agencies in a developing pattern of institutional crossfe~tilization." Peter Larkin, for example, began to teach in the UBC department whilr an
employee of the provincial Fish and Game Branch in the 1WOs, became a full-fledged
rnember of the department in the mid- 1950s and later joined the Fishenes Research
Board in the rnid- 1960s, only to retum to the univenity three yean later. As in other
jurisdictions like Ontario and the US Pacific Nonhwest, fishenes research operated with
porous boundaries between state agencies and the academy?
Industrial and client groups exened a significant influence over the coune of
research conducted at these institutions. The Fishenes Research Board, although a major
developer of basic research, ais0 punued a range of applied problems to enhance

''BCARS. GR 1027. BC Fish and Wddiife Branch. Box 1. File 12.1 Katter, 'The Fundon of the
Provincial Wildlife Biologist," Paper presented to the first meeting of the Canadian Wildtife BioIogists,
Ottawa, lanuary 20-2 1, 1958
" UBC Special Collections and Archives. Peter Larkin Papers. Box 11. File I I 1. WA Clemens. '*A
Review of Work in Fisheries at the University of British Columbia" [stamped received, lanuary 3 1, 19521;
WA Clemens, Education and Fish manairno: Fisheries Research Board of Canada Station, blanuscript
Report Series No. 974, May 1968). pp 56, 65-66; Clemens,"Some Historical Aspects of the Fisheries
Resources of British Columbia," Transactionsof the Ninth British Columbia Natural Resources Conference
(Victoria: BC Natural Resources Coderence, 1 956): 1 1 9- 1 30
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Press, 1997). Chapter 7, "Ecology and the Ontario Fisheries"; on the Pacific Northwest se-, Mghetto and
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fisheries productivity and the commercial development of fish products.27The IPSFC
incorporated industrial advice into its corporate structure through advisory cornmittees
and maintained a close liaison with fisheries groups over political problems of habitat
protection. The Fish and Wildlife Branch organized some of the most active wildemess
protection groups during the 1940s and 1950s and kept in close touch with sports fishers
and recreational u s e d s The üBC department emerged with the support of the fish
processing industry. In 1945, BC Packea made a $45,000 gift to help establish an
lnstitute of Fisheries; in the late 1940s and 1950s, al1 of the major fish processing fims

as well as the United Fishennen and Allied Worken' Union provided funds for
operations, a library, new staff and student scholarships; and HR MacMillan made annüal
donations and major one-time contributions in the aid of hiring new staff and supponing
research." MacMillan3 individual contributions arose from his growing interest in
fisheries biology spurred in pan by his professional experience and appointment to the

IPSFC in 1952, but also derived from the conviction, stated to JM Buchanan of the
Vancouver Foundation in 1959, that "A strong Fisheries Institute here, staffed by able

men of wide background, \MI1 assist in keepinç the tmth before the public ... Work of this
nature will enable the Institute to hold a higher grade of men than othenvise, and will also
" Johnstone, Aauatic Exdorer3
'Veremy Wilson, Talk and Lou: Wildemess Politics in British Columbia 1965- 1996 (Vancouver:
University of British Columbia Press, 1998), pp 98-99
UBC Special Collections and Archives, Peta Larkin Papas. Box 2, File 1, Paul Bulle%üBC
Accoumant to G Peter Kaye, arecutive director, Vancouver Foundation, July 8, 1963 (copy);lnstitute of
Fisheries, "HRMacMillan Expeditions Grant" 1959; File 2, "Summary of Circumstances Conceming KR
MacMiiian Expeditions Grant," nd; "Report on HR MacMillan Grants for Fisheries Work at the University
of British CoIumbia" nd; Box 1 1, File 1 1- 1, W.4 Clemens, "A Review of the Work in Fisheries at the
University of British Columbia" [stamped received January 3 1, 19521; UBC Special Coiiections and
Archives, Fisheries Association of BC Papers, Box 23, Fite 23-10, 'The Institute of Fisheries University of
British Columbia," nd; Ken Dmshka, HR: A Biom?hv of HR MacMillan (Madeira Park, BC:Harbour
Publishing, 1995), pp 256.35 1-352

build for the Institute a broad international reputation... When such men speak in the
yean to corne conceming factors that might be detrimental to British Columbia fishenes,

their opinions will have earned respect here and e~sewhere."~~
MacMillad s particular
interest in supporting fisheries science as a means of defending the fisheries was but one
example of a broader trend: industrial support fed the growth of fisheries science in the
postwar pend with a view to sustainability and commercial g o ~ t h . ~ '
The expansion of research funding for fisheries biology in BC gained impetus
from the fish-power problem. MacMillan was not the only interest to support research
with a view to political or practical outcomes. In 1956, IM Buchanan, Chair of the
Fisheries Association of BC, pressed Federal Fishenes Minister James Sinclair to double
the personnel of the fish culture and development branch in order to speed up
investigations of power projecü. "We feel it vitally important," he wrote. "that under no
circumstances shoulci the industry appear as an obstructionist to progress." Speeding
research, he implied, would aid this goal.3' From the other side of the debate, BC
Electric also sponsored a major cooperative study at UBC between engineen and
biologists starting in 1956 with the particular goal of considering the feasibility of low
level dams on the Fraser. Its gant of $50,000was one of the largest yet received by
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'

fisheries biologists at the uni~ersity'~
At the federal level, spending on fish-power
research was estimated at $60,000 annually afler 1949.~"
Over the 1950s, al1 research
agencies in BC devoted just under five million dollars to fish-power research. To put that
figure in context, the Hells Gate fishways program, including capital costs, reached just
over 1.2 million

dollar^.'^

By way of cornpuison, fish-power research on the Columbia

in the 1950s camed out by the US Army Corps of Engineers, US Fish and Wildlife

Service and the States of Washington and Oregon more than doubled the Canadian
. ' ~ while fish-power research spending in BC
research in terms of dollars ~ ~ e n tThus

dwarfed past efforts, it did not nearly match the American program, which was dnven by
larger budgets and more immediate problerns. Increased funds nevertheless allowed for
new research projects and a reorganized institutional effort.

****************************
In response to the public cal1 for intensified fish-power research, fishenes scientists
began to develop a focused research agenda. They identified past accomplishments and
present lacunae. They imagined hiture directions. Leaders in research advocated a
cooperative program and organized areas for team research. In different research
agencies, scientists attempted to set out the particular contribution that they could make
to solve the fish-power problem.
-
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In every major programmatic statement on fish-power research needs in the

l95Os, fisheries scientists emphasized the importance of fundamental research. Fishpower research, they argued, m u t not be assumed to be a technical exercise, but a
problem of basic science. Federal fisheries scientist SR Bren put the point succinctly in a
widely distributed paper in 1956: "Since the problem is both multiple and complex, no
delusions should be entertained conceming the possibility of some quick or simple
solution. Any new mechanical contrivance expected to aid salmon at some point in their
migration will create new biological problems. It is the lack of knowledee of salmon that
is the ereat handicap. This handicap c m only be smounted by a thorough program of

research directed at the fish first, from which the problems may then be reso~ved."~~

Making the same point in 1957, WS Hoar, a üBC zoologist, stated that it would be
"impossible" to make sound predictions about the effects of water development without
first establishing the "critical biological data"38 Rather than be lead by a problemoriented agenda, where fisheries scientists tried to solve any given dam problem when
and if it arose, fisheries scientists argued for the necessity of a broader vision that would

help to establish baseline knowledge From which specific decisions could be made.
Fundamental research remained, nevertheless, an irnprecise goal. Different
scientists believed that some problems required more or less attention. In Brett's detailed
schema of future research, he identified three broad fields of concem: physiology, stress
--

" NAC, RG 89. Vol 672, File 2558A IR Brett, b'SaimonResearch and Hydro Power Development,"
Fisberies Research Board of Canada, Biologicai Station, Nanaimo, BC. July 15, 1956. emphasis in the
onguial
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m S Hoar, "Power Development and Fish Conservation on the Fraser," Techicai ReponBioIogicai, September 15, 1956,emphasis in the origuial.

and migratory aspects. Within these three fields, he identified twelve topical areas of

investigation.39 Unlike the opening ernphasis on fundamental research, however, some of
them focused on applied problems such as how to handle fish passage during the
construction phase of a dam or how to entice salmon into bypasses and around dams.
The line between fundamental and applied research blurred when specific topics were
entertained. Other researchers, such as Peter Larkin and WS Hoar suggested the priority
of other kinds of research. Larkin, with a strong research background in limnology,
argued for close attention to impacts of dams on lakes, water temperatures and water
quality issues? Hou, a zoologist, drew his bnef on the basis of his reading of problems
in ecology, physioiogy and fish behavior: he advocated a broad approach drawing from
and linking each of these fields." More than Brett, who had applications in rnind, Hoar
had a vision of a wide field of investigation, lasting over at least three to four sockeye life
cycles, or fifteen to twenty years. Fundamental research branched out into a variety of
directions for Hoar: from long-terni studies of the evolutionary shifts in salmon after the
last ice age to close studies of salmon behaviour. What went without saying from al1 of
these students of the problem was that their ideas of fundamental fisheries science were
nevertheless directed: towards the river, its tributaries and lakes and away from the
ocean. Fundamental science, in these readings, contained a spatial bias.
311

These were: delay, changes in water quality, diversion, blocked passage. passage upstrearn through
reservoirs, finai upstrearn migration, passage downstream through reservoirs, passage over dams, bypass
entrance and transportation, condition of young salmon in tailraces, changes in water quality in terms of
downstream migration, and problerns during the construction phase.
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Apart from the fact that no single vision of research needs could organize
fisheries science on the fish-power issue, institutional differences imposed different kinds
of restraints, obligations and possibilities on researchen. Brett's prospectus for
fundamental research grew out of earlier studies conducted in the Fisheries Research
Board labs and field studies; his perspective developed out of a particular context. Larkin
and Hoar's programs, on the other hand, arose from discussions surrounding the BC

Electric research grant to LlBC for fish-power research. Their positions were framed by
the question put to the university by BC Electnc President Da1 Grauer: could there be low

level dams on the Fraser and still be healthy fish r ~ n s ? ~They
' imagined their research
programs in terms of the mandate of the University, as opposed to government research.
and wondered how research contracts might limit academic freed~rn.~'
Fundamental

research and the appropriate research directions accordingly had different meanings for
both groups. Beyond these institutions, other active research agencies pursued applied
programs, in keeping with their mandates: the Fish and Game Branch focused on lake
productivity and limnology studies with a view to the sports fishery; the PSFC
investigated dam proposais on the Fraser on a case by case basis, in order to contain
projects that might infnnge upon the Pacific Salmon Convention; and the fish culture and
developrnent branch of the Department of Fishenes pursued mitigation work at existing
and prospective dams and camed out research on the possibilities ofartificial spawning

SpeciaI Collenions and Archives, Fraser River Hydro and Fisheries Research Project P a p a File
3, ES Pretious, LR Kersey and GP Conuactor, "Fish Protection and Power Developrnent on the Fraser
River" (UBC, Febnrary 1957). ïhese authors quote Grauer's question to the researchers as part of their
terms of reference.
Peter A Larkin, Power Devdo~rnentand Fish Conservation on the Fraser River (Vancouver: UBC
tnstitute of Fisheries, May 1956). p 38
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channels and hatchery production. Thus the cal1 for fundamental research was in some
sense not only an attempt to organize and redirect research in progress but also a demand
for an expansion in the capacity of hindamental research. In his review of fish-power
research, WS Hoar wrote of the necessity of "funds cornmensurate with the magnitude of
the proposed changes.. .Wu
Yet if not al1 fisheries research on the west Coast could feed into a single coherent
fundamental research program. there was much work of value contained in the different
institutional spheres and applied programs. Over the 1950s, research on fish-power
topics and related matten blossomed in terms of research effort and the number of
projects. When fisheries scientists compiled an index of their work-both

fundamental

and applied- at decade's end, they recorded a steady growth in projects. By the middle
of the decade. researchers scrarnbled to keep up with the pace of the work and the range
of new findings.

Table 4: The Growth of Fish-Power Fisheries Research Measured by Project
starts*"'

1 Research Project Start Dates

1 Total Projects of Al1 Fisheries Research 1
Agencies

Before 1950

L

34
1951-1953
31
68
1954- 1957
51
1958-1960
*NB Because the table measures research starts, it hides the number of projects extending over more than
1

one time period. It should be noted that on an aggegate level, the number of total projects in operation
grew over time. Fi@-nine pmjects extended into the final research period that had begun before that time.
üE3C Special Collections and Archives. Fraser River Hydro and Fisheries Research Project, File 4,
William S Hoar, "Power Development and Fish Conservation on the Fraser River" Technical ReportBioIogical, September 15, 1956
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In order to shape this evolving program, scientists engaged in new forms of
cooperation within and between institutions. Marked formally by inter-agency
cornmittees and joint research projects, cooperation also operated infomally as scientists
shared expertise, research findings and future plans. Although a hallmark of much past
fisheries science in BC, cooperation took a qualitative shifi in scale and significance
under the political pressures of the fish-power problem. Fishenes scientists operated on
the belief that time was of the essence and that the pooling of expertise and research
funds and the creation of a synergistic research environment provided the m a t direct
route to a 'solution'.
The most concrete expression of this new cooperative impulse revealed both the
desire to enhance cooperative research outcornes and the problems of political pressures.
Fomed in 1957 under the auspices of the federal Department of Fishenes, the research
sub-cornmittee of the Fisheries Developrnent Council brought together representatives
from a11 five of the major fisheries research institutions in BC:the federal department,
Fisheries Research Board, the provincial Fish and Garne Branch, the PSFC and the UBC
hstitute of Fisheries. It aimed to provide a forum for the sharing of research findings, the
exchange of ideas and the creation of joint projects. The connection of the subcommittee to the broader Council, however, suggested the second aim of the federal
department in convening the committee: to advise the Council's industrial and union
representatives on the course of fish-power research, provide technical background
positions on current disputes and engage with the fisheries interest in planning a defense

to the power threat. One of the sub-cornmittee's practicai achievements spoke to both its
research and political mandates: a summary document, created in the late 1950s that
provided biefs on al1 fish-power research projects or related projects camed out in BC

since the late 1930s. This document proved useful both to active researchers as a way of
linking projects and keeping tabs on a burgeoning fieid, but also gave the fisheries
and some of
department and industrial concems a sense of the direction of research e f f o ~
the basic findings. For purposes of analysis, it also contains a good deal of useful, if
uneven evidence, from which to draw conclusions about the organization and course of
research in these years.a

In summarizing their work, fisheries scientists found it notewonhy to record the
extent of cooperation between institutions in the course of any single investigation.
Cooperation was both a practice and a matter of observation. Of one hundred eighty-five
projects summarized by the research sub cornmittee, numerous of them were cooperative
in design. Based on the listings of the primary investigator institution and their research

partners, it is possible both to weight the importance of cooperative projects to different
institutions and identify the range and importance of research linkages.

NAC. RG 23, Vol 1230, File 726-1 1-14. part 2. AI Whitmore, Director, Pacific Area to Deputy IKininer
of Fisheries, December 10, 1958; BCARS,GR 442, BC Energy Board, Box 52, "Summaries of Research
on the Fish-Power Problem and Related Work by Fisheries Agencies in British Columbia," Prepared by
Research Sub-Cornmittee, Fisheries Development Councii (Department of Fisheries, Vancouver, Revised
Decembw 196 1 ) pereafter "Summaries of Research"] In interpreting this document 1 have followed the
cornmittee's definition of research relevant to the fish-power problern. Some of the research listings are
incomptete. or do not foIlow a consistent pattern (for example in terms of project cost reporting). I have
attempted to account for such difficulties as far as 1 am able.

Table 5: Research Institutions and Cooperative ~rojectd'

Primary Investigator
Institution

Research
Projects

Department of Fisheries, Canada
BC Fish and Game Branch
Fisheries Research Board of
Canada
Intemationai Pacific Salmon
Fisheries Commission
University of British Columbia

76

) Co-operative
~rojects

% of Total

31

Table 5 suggests the wide extent of cooperative projects across the institutional
landscape, with the strongest cooperative emphasis appearing in the work of the UBC
Institute of Fisheries and the federal Department of Fisheries. In these cases. access to
research facilities and field locations proved important for university researchers, while
matters of j unsdiction and technical expertise drove the federal department's cooperative
needs. The fact that the majority of research projects on fish and power were conducted
within the Fraser basin, for example, drew the federal department into cross-jurisdictional
relationships with provincial authonties and the IPSFC."'
Tuming to the emphasis of cooperation between institutions. however, one finds
stronger linkages between certain key groups. The Department of Fisheries, with the
greatest nurnber of cooperative projects, recorded fifieen separate cooperating agencies,
f?om the US Fish and Wildlife Service to the BC Power Commission to the UBC Institute
of Fisheries. Its greatest links were with the provincial Fish and Game Branch (eighteen
cooperative projects) and the IPSFC (twelve cooperative projects). For other agencies,
the Department of Fisheries proved to be the most important cooperating partner: it
" Baseci

on information contained in the "Summariesof Research."

ranked as the lead cooperator for the Fish and Game Branch, the Fishenes Research
Board of Canada, and the IPSFC. Only the Fisheries Institute at ü B C did not maintain
strong research cooperation linkages with the federal deputment; its major cooperating

agency was the National Research Council, in keeping with its academic orientation.

Thus in parallel with the important coordinating fùnction camed out by the federal
department through the research sub-committee of the Fisheries Development Council,
the department also acted to connect different institutions on a practical, research project

leveP9
If cooperation was crucial to the expansion in research and the conduct of a more
unified program, it did not solely define the institutional nature of research in this period.

Over the 1950s, there was a rough fi@-fifty balance maintained by institutions between
cooperative and individual projects. Cooperation occurred at what might be descrîbed as
a middling band of research funding. Projects with budgets under ten thousand dollars
recorded a majority of individual projects, and over fi@

thousand the balance was almost

equal. Between those posts, however, the majority operated with a cooperative element.
Smaller projects, such as individual Stream sweys, for example, did not require
cooperation. The biggest projects, on the other hand, tended to have some mitigation
aspect, specific to a particular agency, which may not have been of great import for
research, but generally had high capital costs. The major research effort, in the middle
band, however, was squarely cooperative. It tended to involve more personnel, extended
over longer petiods and involved two or more cooperating agencies. Thus while
--
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Based on information contained in the "Summaries ofResearch."

individual institutional projects continued and increased over the period, the cooperative
projects proved of particular importance to expanding research horizons.50
Cooperation meant different things in different contexts. In the case of the LTBC

BC Electric research grant, for example, there was a strong emphasis on blending the
work of engmeers with fisheries biologists so that the di Rerent insights of both might be
brought to bear on the problem and help to sharpen the weak sides of both disciplinary
approaches. Yet, despite this attempt to create inter-disciplinaiy cooperation, little effort
was made by the Ul3C research team to link their projects with other fisheries agencies.

In part this was conditioned by the nature of the grant donor. BC Electric was not
interested in hiring or funding govemment scientists or science, but looked to the
university as an impartial research institution, elevated from the politics of fish-power
disputes in which govemment agencies were presumably embroiled. Peter Larkin in a
preliminary planning document for the project stated that the univenity was looked upon
as a disinterested observer; its pronouncements on the fish-power issue were neither
invited nor desired? Where the university did play a cooperative function that is not
observable in the figures of cooperative projects was in playing host to a number of
research conferences on the fish-power issue. One such conference, funded by a special

gant h m HR MacMillan, included scientists from the federal and provincial fishenes
agencies? In this case, the donor hoped to integrate results and expand the discussion.

Based on Uiformation contained in the "Sumrnaries of Research."
Power Development and Fish Conservation. p 38
" The conference was held April29 and 30. 1957 and will be diseussed below.

" Peter Larkin,

Cooperation could thus operate at a vanety of levels and with different emphases
depending on the nature of the political and institutional contexts.
Cooperation had a transnational element, but not as strong as one might have
expected. Some general sharing of research results occurred between scientists and
agencies in both Canada and the US, and transnational cooperation remained a
comcntone of the IPSFC mandate and program. Joint research projects also proceeded
where sharing personnel or facilities made sense. One project, for example, pooled the
skills of scientists from the [PSFC, Department of Fisheries and the Washington State
Department of Fisheries to investigate the survival rates of downstream migrants through
dam turbines at a suitable Arnerican facility, Baker dam in Washington state.j3 Yet

beyond such examples, cooperative research with Amencan agencies did not become a
major priontv, despite the similar concems and problems of American researchers. In
part, Canadian researchen hoped not to duplicate American projects needlessiy and so
envisioned their work in conscious distinction from American precedents. More
cntically, some Canadian scientists believed that Amencan research remained mired in
an overly applied phase. In his review of fish-power research, for example, JR Brett
cnticized Arnerican research on the Columbia as ovenvhelmingly focused on local
technical problems relating to particular dam structures rather than on general questions

of fish physiology and e c o ~ o Canadian
~ ~ . ~ research
~
displayed a more fundamental
element, in his view. While this conceit is questionable, given the scale of applied work
-

"

-

--

.

-

JAR Hamilton and FJ Andrew, "An Investigation of the Effect of Baker Dam on Downstream-Migrant
Saimon," Bulletin VI (New Westminster:PSFC, 1954)
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NAC, RG 89,Box 672, File 25584 Ji2 Brett, "Salmon Research and Hydro Power DeveIopment,"
Fisheries Research Board of Canada, Biologicai Station, Nanaimo, BC,Jdy 1 5, 1956, foreword.

in Canada in the same penod, it is also true that much American research fûnding
remained tied to mitigation work at the Columbia dams in the 1950s for the very pressing
reason that salmon numben were falling and scientists wanted tu know why and how the
situation could be improved. It should also be remembered that Canadian and Amencan
research grew out of different political and institutional contexts. Joseph Taylor argues,
for example, that arti ficial propagation research dominated American research over the
first half of the twentieth century, while it played almost no role in Canada following the
cancellation of federal hatcheries in 1935. American research remained tied to hatcheries
and mitigation work, while Canadian research followed a more flexible

Thus

while the nature of the problern of fish and power could have provided a basis for much
transnational research cooperation, the conduct of fish-power research proved to be much
more focused on the integration of national, provincial and international institutions,
rather than Amencan or stated-based counterparts.

**********************
In the early 1%Os, fisheries scientists had called for more research to solve the tishpower problem. They had attempted to manage expectations and explain the extent of
their ignorance. By the closing years of the decade, however, granting agencies,
govemrnents, public cornmentators and dam developers called for answen. The research
money had been spent, now where were the results and lessons? Fisheries scientists
faced, in some sense, only the same dilemma in more heightened form by the late 1950s

as they had encountered before. They understood the demands for answen and they
55

JosephE Taylor III, "Making Salmon: The Political Economy of Fishery Science and the Road Not
Taken," Journal of the Histop of Bioloqy 3 1 (1 998): 33-59

responded in kind with conferences, special synthetic reports-on-progress, academic
papen and commentaries. In general, it might be said that fisheries scientists offered no

panaceas and spoke cautiously about the capacity of technical contrivances to overcome
the fish-power dilemma. There would be no miraculous discovery as at Hells Gate and
no immodest predictions of the capacity of fishways to domesticate dams. Instead,
scirntists came to a fuller appreciation of the limits to remaking salmon under new
environmental conditions. This was hardly the ringmg response that promoters and
power companies had hoped for and vanous challenges to scientific authon& and
knowledge occurred. In response, fishenes agencies and institutions confronted critics
and policed the boundanes of scientific authority.
A conference held at ClBC in 1957 to explore the problems of fish and power

demonstrated the reticence of fisheries scientists to declare a solution and their desire to
underline the extent of the difficulties. Introduced by the distinguished TJBC fisheries
biologist Wilber Clemens, the conference proceeded with a sense of gravity about the
role of fisheries biology in public policy. Clemens eqressed the concem thus:
. ..[Tlhe biologist is asked whether or not Amon may be passed over or around dams; if they can, how; and
if not, why not; and in the latter case whether there is any method of maintaining the salrnon stocks and
having hydro-electric dams. Upon his answers hang very important engineering, econornic and social
consequences. Upon his answers rest decisions that will affect the lives of very many people for v e q many
grnerations to corne."

Evaluating the many dam proposais before the public, Clemens rattled through the
solutions aired in the press: trucking salmon around dams, massive tish passing devices

" WA Clemens,T h e F m r Riva Salmon in Relation to Potential Power Development." in&J'
investination of Fish-Poww Problems ed Peter Laricin (Vancouver: üi3C Institute of Fisheries, 1958). pp 310

and liA machines. He wondered how any such plans could cope with the massive scope
of passing up to tens of thousands of fish per hour in main stem dams during peak
migration times, or whether the imaginable changes in water temperature and quality,
current and diversion would impose too great a burden on salrnon. He did not Say that
these problems could never be solved, but his menu list of difficulties suggested his
current pessimism.
In subsequent lectures speakers addressed the problems awaiting solution. EH
Vernon, a biologist with the BC Game Commission, analyzed the impacts on lakes of
reservoir flooding. WR Hourston, Chief Biologist with the Department of Fisheries,
Pacific Area followed Clemens in a general assessrnent of the many problems attending
changed water and passage conditions. Stream ecology came under scrutiny from Fems
Neave of the FRBC, problems of lactic acid build up in delayed fish fiom Edgar Black. a
W C physiologist. I R Brea of the FRBC outlined a general theory of stress effects,
while G Collins of the US Fish and Wildlife Service described the course of experiments

in existing Columbia River dam fishways. FE Fry of the Ontario Fisheries Research
Laboratory discussed how to measure performance in fish, and William Hoar of üBC,

how to analyze behavior.j7 Here then was a summary of much of the on-going work of a
variety of different agencies, concerned with relateci, but different scientific and

'' M Vernon, "PowerDevelopment and Lakes in British Columbia,'*pp 1 1- 14 in U;WR Hounton,
"Power Development and Anadromous Fish in British Columbia," pp 15-24 in m;Ferris Neave, "Stream
Ecology and Production of Anadromous Fish," pp 43-48 in m;Edgar C Black, "Energy Stores and

Metabolkm in Relation to Muscular Aaivity in Fish," pp 5 1-67 in ibJl; JR Brett, "Implications and
Asessrnems o f Environmental Stress," pp 69-83 [check original]; G Collins, "The Measurement of
Performance of Salmon in Fishways," pp 85-91 in
FE Fry, "Approaches to the Measurement of
Performance! in Fi4" pp 93-97in i&i; William S Hoar. "The Analysis of Behaviour in Fish," pp 99-1 1 1 in
Ibid.
-

w;

regulatory problems. These were reportssn-progress, but also statements of concem
about the possibility of answering the questions posed. DS Rawson, a fisheries biologist
at the University of Saskatchewan, introduced a self-critical reference in the course of a
general discussion of limnology that revealed the level of doubt about answenng the
problems, or of even asking the right questions:
Another obstacle to the solution of our problems is that we are not too much concemed with the primary
biological production but rather with the production of fish; and not even the total production of fish, but in
the production of cenain kinds of desirable fish. Biologically speaking, the fisherman takes a very narrow
and prejudiced view of productivity. Thus, if we cannot predict productivity in a natutal lake, should we
try it in a dimirbed lake, where in any case. we are only interened in a very special kind of production?5"

Rawson's question might be said to summarize well the concems held by these
biologists, not only about the ability to maintain fish mns in the event of dam building,
but also about their capacity to understand those changes in their full significance. They

offered their best answers to the pressing public demands, outlined initially by Clemens.
What they could not do was offer finai answen or imagine their possibility in the short

During the 1950s supposed advances in fisheries science commanded newspaper

copy, and this conference was no exception. in the midst of the event and for days
afienvards, metropolitan newspaper articles and editorials reported the scientists' findings
and tried to make sense of them. In contrast to the skepticisrn evident in the text of the

lectures, editorialists found much to suggest optimism. Indeed most newspapers reported
that a solution to the fish-power problern loomed. As the News Herald enthused "Fish

'' DS Ramon, "Indices of Lake Pmductivity and Their Signifiaince in Predieting Conditions in Reservoirs
and M e s with Disturbed Water LeveIs," pp 27-42 in m.

Docton work out lines to put Salmon in the ~ i n k . " 'The
~ lecture presented by Fems
Neave of the FRBC attracted considerable attention and dominated coverage to the
exclusion of the keynote address and other major papers. Its subject-strearn ecologywas not the reason, but a casual rernark Neave offered to the effect that dams as dams are

not necessarily harmful to fish, but can in some instances help to protect spawning
grounds from floods. When pressed on the point during questioning, Neave stated that
not al1 dams performed this function, certainly not hydro dams, but he playfully imagined
that dams could be made with a view to regulating flow to enhance salmon production."
Transmogrified into newspaper print, however, this idea becarne a statement that fish and
dams could CO-exist.Better still: dams could benefit fish. Headlines extolled "Beneficial
Dams" and remarked that "Proper Dams Help ~ish.'"' The only articles that engaged
scientists' skepticism used their views as an argument for expanded research to solve the
problem and quickly. The

reported '*the h n k confession of man's ignorance about

the ways of Pacific saimon," and concluded that the conference "raises the need for
salmon research almost in the crisis category.'"' What research had been done and what
its implications were for the fish-pwer problem remained matters of less comment.

The range of newspaper coverage in this instance-its
selectivity-found

emphasis and optimistic

parallels in the general public discussion of fish-power research. Like

the focus on the beneficial effects of dams, numerous optimists suggested that, fisheries

'' BCER CF, News Hedd, May 1. 1957
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scientists to the contrary, the fish-power problem was virtually solved. One of the most
vocal proponents of this view was Val Gwyther, a Vancouver consulting engineer,
member of the Fraser River Multiple Use Committee and self-educated expert on the
fish-power issue. On a number of occasions during the late 1950s, Gwyther attracted
publicity for his heterodox views on solutions to the fish-power problem. He was
described in private by one fishenes lobbyist as "either a mental case or a confined

'tirne-waster"' for the simple reason that his views ran utterly contrary to the skepticism
of fisheries scientisü and that he received considerable attention for those views."
Gwyther's central contention was that an engineered river would prove more beneficial to
salmon production than the 'natural river7.<*'He had read and mastered much recent
American research on fish passage techniques and presented it in digested form for
Canadian engineers; he had made calculations of the monetary value of the Fraser River
per acre foot according to different industrial uses; he had also become much impressed
by the artificial propagation methods employed by US fisheries regulators to perpetuate

runs lost to dams? Dams and fish could live together, he concluded, and salmon nuis

could be expanded once natural spawning "with its random and inefficient yearly
production," was improved by the scientists7helping band? In newspaper articles, the

UBC Special Coiiations and Archives, Fisheries Assuciation of BC Papen, File 45-34. unsigned
statement dated June 8, 1958 conceniing Gwyther's p a p a Some Facts-Fish and 0 t h Resources"
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Val Gwyther, "Watershed Resouce Value: The hsociated Development of Fish and Power,"
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engineering press and to the chagrin of UBC fisheries scientists, even in the UE3C Alumni
Chronicle, Gwyther's ideas received wide public notice.67
If the attention to Gwyther's ideas suggests the eagemess of the press to latch on
to notes of optimism, the counter-reaction to his ideas offered by fishenes scientists
speaks to the anxieties of established scientific authority when dominant conclusions
received widely reported criticism and opposition. In order to stem the positive press
reports of Gwyther's ideas, fisheries scientists and officiais systematically worked to
destroy his reputation. Amencan scientists knowledgeable about artificial propagation
wrote public declarations condemning Gwyther's interpretation of their work and asked
him privately to cease his declarations; Tom Reid of the IPSFC publicly decried
Gwyther's work as "trash"; and fisheries oficials privately contacted Gwyther criticizing
his views? To al1 of this Gyther could only reply that fisheries scientists did not have
privileged access to the truth. "1 suggest to you," he wrote to Dr AL Pritchard of the
federal Department of Fishenes, "that developmentç of any kind cm only be evoived
with a broad logical approach to the problem; an approach that must take in and analyze

al1 data that is available fiorn any standpoint and resolve impartial

conclusion^.'^^ In the

most substantial critique, CH Clay, a federal fisheries engineer and Peter Larkin of UBC
co-authored an article later distributed to MPs, MLAs, the press and radio, with a bold
title intended to stop Gwyther's ideas in their tracks: "Artificial Propagation is NOT the
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~nswer."'~The concern of fishenes interests not only to attack Gwyther's ideas, but also
to label him as a non-expert without the capacity to judge, is suggested in the authorial
background to this critique. CH Clay of the federal Depamnent of Fisheries wrote the
piece independently. Members of the Fisheries Development Council, however, believed
that the power of the rebuke would be strengthened if another respected scientist, beyond
the federal department, appeared as the paper's CO-author. Peter Larkin was approached

as a result and ageed.'' This addition, as well as Larkin's willingness to have his name
used in this way, suggests how 'cooperation' could mean working hard to exclude othen
as well as joining together. It also demonstrated the direct links between supposedly
disinterested scientists and the unapologetically interested fkheries lobby.
Gwyther suffered considerable public shaming at the hands of these fisheries
scientists, but he shared Company with othen. Hany Warren, long one of the most vocal,

and, From a fisheries point of view, reckless dam promoters, faced considerable and
sustained public and private attacks on his integnty. Labeled publicly as "a geologist
who knows nothing about fish," in Tom Reid's dismissive phrase, Warren also suffered
attacks within the university." In 1958 after a series of public speeches on the Momn
dam, federal Fisheries Minister James Sinclair warned UBC President Norman
Mackenzie of looming public cnticism of the univenity if he did not rein in Warren.
70
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''

1 write this letter to advise you that w M e the spokesrnen of the fishing industry have so far been restrained
in commenthg on the fooiish utterances of Professor Warren in this field which is foreign to his training,
restrained mainly out of respect for the University, you cannot expect this restraint to be maintaineci if the
Professor continues to use his standing as a Professor of a great University to advance the interests of
American promotas.n

in a parallel episode, engineering professors Eugene Ruus and .iF Muir came under attack

fiom fisheries defenden for their views and supposed links to power interests. Both
professors were members of the Fraser River Multiple Use Committee and authors of an
optimistic review of engineering research on fish-power matters that proposed, amongst
other things, that hydro developrnent in the Fraser canyon would solve the Hells Gate
problem by flooding it under a reservoir.'" Tom Reid, chair of the IPSFC, claimed
(incorrectly)to the press that the two engineen were apologsts for BC Electric because
the Company funded their research. Although the engineers received research fun& from

the üBC President and the Fraser River Multiple Use Committee, they in fact had no
It is difficult to imagine that Tom Reid, with close
comection to BC ~lectric.'~
connections at UBC and in fisheies science more generally did not know this point, but
was attempting instead to discredit opponents however he could. In a related and
extraordinary act, Loyd Royal, scientific director of the IPSFC wrote to UBC President
Norman Mackenzie and without naming Ruus and Muir called for the President to
-

" UBC Special CoUectio~and Archives, Fisheries Association of BC Papers. File 75- 1. James Sinciair.
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intervene and redirect the research prograrns of certain professors engaged in areas
beyond their area of expertise. 'Tt is my persona1 request," wrote Royal, "that you give
senous consideration to eliminating the curent trend of activity by these men and give
personal support to an expansion of activity by them limited to their respective fields of
endea~or."'~Apart from searching for a solution to the fish-power problem, fisheries
scientists and of'ficials made considerable efforts to police the boundary of their authority
and denounce individuals who offered contrary views, whether they held scientific

credentials or not.
A di fferent challenge to scientific authority emerged from the many unsolicited

solutions proffered by amateur tinkeren and inventon to the fish-power problem in the
1950s. Ongmating from outside any formal educational or professional setting, various

designs for rniraculous fish passage devices made their way into newspaper pages and
landed on the desks of bemused scientists engaged in fish-power research. The total
number of designs of this kind is unknown, but it was sufficient to cause cornplaint from
the scientists who were asked to assess them and led former federal Fisheries Minister
James Sinclair to remark in 1958, "AImost every inventor in Canada seems to have had a
crack at tryng to devise some way to pass fish around high level

The problem

of passing fish over dams proved irresistible to a wide range of backyard inventors, who
included, for example, Cecil Wilkinson of Victoria, an estimator for a moving firm, who
developed a massive water wheel with "six pivoting blades, which swing open on one

" NAC. RG 23, Box 1224, File 726-1 1-5, part I 1, Loyd Royal. Director, PSFC to Dr Mackenzie.
President, UBC, December 6, 1956
n BCER CF,"Develop Power Resources on Non-SaIrnon Rivers," West Coast Advocate Apnl23, 1959

side and remain rigid on the other as the wheel nims."'* Such offen of assistance were in
one sense entirely innocuous, genuine, sometimes ingenious and fiequently bizarre. But
the manner in which such solutions were judged by scientists and handled by the press
spoke to broader issues of defining expertise.
One of the most widely publicized designs, the sosalled 'Devlin fishway'
invented by Powell River machine superintendent, AG Devlin, quickly becarne a minor
cause celebre for small town dam promoters critical of scientific studies of salmon
conservation. Following a demonstration of the device at W C in 1959 that led scientists
to judge it wanting, nurnerous local newspapen canied articles on the fishway and its
inventor, complete with a crude line drawing showing a mode1 dam with angular
passages, full of arrows and small penned salmon swimming through effortlessly. Hany
Taylor, witing in the Ashcrofi Journal noted the unhelpful response of UBC scientists to
this remarkable design ("AH the fisheries experts can Say is 'it won? work."'), despite
positive reactions fiom some unnamed engineers. He ended his article by asking "what
more do the experts demand?"79 Similar articles followed in newspapers as diverse as the
Whalley Herald, the Powell River News and the socialist paper Western ~dvocate?
Afler some of these reports, IPSFC representatives pemed replies that spoke to some of
the dificulties of fish passage.8' In the Western Advocate, Tom Parkin of the United
Fisherman and Allied Workers? Union wasted no time in expiaining the Devlin design as
'8
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an ideological tool of the power establishment: "Despite the daims of self-styled experts
who speak for the power people, trained fishery biologists and engineen both in the US
and Canada claim there is no solution to the problern even in the foreseeable future.'"'
This condemnation accepted the authority of science as impartial and ideologicaIly
neutral, and categorized lay inventors as pawns of power. Although the Devlin design
led nowhere, the debates over its efficiency suggest the hstration of certain interests
with the seeming intransigence of 'expens' to cornmon sense designs and the importance
to fisheries interests of insuring that those designs were understood as amateurish.
Despite much criticism from the likes of Harry Taylor, üBC scientists involved in
fish-potver research showed remarkable patience in taking time out from their pnmary
responsibilities to play host to a variety of amateur dernon~trations.'~
On one such
occasion, UE3C engineering professor Edward Pretious hosted three visits from one
Albert E Dane, a Canadian First World War Veteran and California resident, who had
developed theories about fish passage. "My background," Dane explained in a
preliminary letter, "is non-academic, yet for many years i have been engaged in what
may be t e n e d a hobby, having pnmary significance wherever the term duid' has
meaning. Apart fiom other developments, 1 have applied my understanding to the
problem of fish passing 'at any desired angle and under varying conditions of flow
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Dane's letter first reached General McNaughton, following on the much
publicized proposa1 to divert the Columbia into the Fraser. It then passed to the
Department of Fishenes and fiom there to Edward Pretious at UBC, who said he believed
in the importance of remaining open to ideas, no matter their so~rce.'~But Dane's
prrsentations to Pretious did not impress. Reporting on the meetings tu federal fisheries
officials, Pretious explained that
Mr. Dane was anxious to impress me at first with the fact that he is not particularly concerned with fish as
such. but only in the behaviouristic responses of al1 living creatures to the fluid medium in which they live.
whether it be air or water. This rather general treatment of animal creation made me cautious and 1
subsequently discovered that his knowledge concerning the charactennics of anadmmous salmon was
rather hazy. I say this because. recently I have had the rather onerous task of corresponding with members
of the public at large, who feel very confident that they can solve the tlsh-passage problems of salmon
migration much better than ai1 the conservationists, engineers and biologists who have spent so much time,
money and talent on these problems. Maybe they cm, but until their ideas are put to the test the world will
never know, because unfortunately no one is willing to gamble on these ideas. Furthemore. these wellmeaning individuais put me in rnind of people who are quite prepared to perfonn an intricate and delicate
surgical operation without even the benelït of an introductory course in first aid. They personally do not
stand to lose anyrhing which makes them very ~onfident.~

Monitoring the ideas of amateur inventors, giving them a hearing and explaining their

faults drew both From a sincere willingness to accommodate ideas from unexpected
places, but also a concem to nip naive suggestions in the bud. The expert bore
responsibility and obligations, Pretious argued; the amateur did not.
Despite the many such challenges presented to fisheries scientists and their
authority, the opposite condition of an uncritical acceptance of fisheries scientific
expemse imposed a different set of difficulties. During the late 1950s after an initial
stage of fisheries research suggested the sheer complexity of the problem, numerous
tuNAC, RG 23. Vol 1229. File 726- 1 1- 10[2], Alben E Dane. to General AGL McNaughtoq Canadian

Chaiman, International Joint Commission
NAC. RG 23, Vol 1229, m e 726-1 1- 10(2]. Edward Pretious to CH Clay. Department of Fisheries.
October 29, 1956
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interests, from widely different political perspectives,joined in calling for an expansion
in researching funding. It seemed to many interests that funding for fish power research
had now reached a -crisis stage,' as the Sun declared following the üBC fish-power
research conference in 1958. "Unless Canada is prepared to accelerate its research for a
solution to the growing problem of fish and their peaceful CO-existencewith power,"
stated BC Electric executive director Harold Merilees, sounding like a cold warrior, "it

may be too late-BC's
the

raser.'"^

economy may demand commencement of hydro development on

Hamy Warren supported more research, so did John Deutsch, chair of the

üBC economics department; the Westem Fisheries Magazine, the Fisheries Association
of BC and former federal fishenes deputy minister Donald Finn al1 made it known that

more research funding would go a long way to overcoming the current dificulty"
Gordon Shrum, Chair of the BC Power Commission and a public supponer of developing

the Fraser, proposed a govemment led 6 10 million research progam in 1958 to put the
matter of tish and power to r e ~ t . ' ~With a 'joint federal-provincial research program,.'
ran an editorial in the

the same year, a solution to fish and power might be possible.w

The benefits to fishenes scientists of this widespread support for an expanded
research program were obvious enough; what womed them was that it operated on the
assumption that a solution apossible. For despite the seeming interest of power

"BCER CF, "Power Expert Urges Fraser River Resuvch" Cariboo Observer, March 18, 1959
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supporters in developing fisheries research, a strong current of brlief existed that what
was needed was an end to excuses and an expansion in large scale and effective research

to force a solution. When Loyd Royal made the public statement in 1958 that a solution
to the fish-power problem was still far in the future, for example, Gordon Shrum asked in
a letter to the editor of the Province why fisheries scientists accepted such generous
research funds when they seemed incapable of imagining a way ahead? "Fortunately," he
asserted, "al1 scientists and engineen do not approach this problem with the same
pessimistic and defeatist attit~de."~'His proposal for a major research program would to
the contrary, develop a solution within five years, a veritable fish-power "crash
program."9' S h m , stated a Province editorial, held the 3cientist's conviction that
science can do almost a r ~ y t h i n ~ .Fisheries
"~~
officiais and scientists thus had to treat such

support for research with caution and without accepting the responsibilities for instant
results that power supporten wished to see. "Hydro authorities," said Tom Reid.
chairman of the IPSFC, in one attempt at deflection, "are trying to create the impression
that a solution of the fish-power problem is just a matter of probabilities, and that if
enough people are gwen enough money, the problems will be solved in no time at a11."~~
But what was needed, he and othen repeated, was time and a greater appreciation that, as
fisheries scientist RN Gordon put it, not al1 problems can "be solved by engineering

' BCER CF, Letter to editor Corn Gordon S h m , "It Takes a Smart Salmon to Fool a Scientist," Province.

May 8, 1958; Royal's statement is contained in, "Science Can't Fooi Salmon," Province, May 2, 1958
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principles a~one."'~in a major synthetic report of fishpower research published in 1960,
FJ Andrews and GH Geen wrote, &Extensivebasic and applied research in salmon
biology and fish-power problems is now being undertaken but there is no justification for
expecting early solutions to al1 of the particularly complex Fraser River fish-power
problems."" Against what he viewed as a naive techno-optimism, Peter Larkin put his
own scepticism bluntly in 1960: "Anyone who believes that a pat universal solution to
fish-power problems is around the corner is living in a fool's paradise.""
It was not until 1971, when the BC Energy Board, under the chairmanship of
Gordon Shrum, reopened the possibility of a dam at Moran that fish and power again
dominated the politics of the Fraser River and drew tisheries science into the orbit of
provincial power policy. Yet on this later occasion, not only had the politics of power
shified wkh the rise of a new environmental movement in BC, but also the knowledge of
the biology of salmon and the environmental consequences of dams had changed in
significant ways. Now, the problem of fish and power on the Fraser was framed with the
background experience of large dams worldwide. Scientists traveled to Egypt to study
the effects of the Aswan dam on the Nile to gain a sense of what might be the result of a

dam at Momn on the Georgia Straight. More directly relevant, the experience of fish and
dams on the Columbia River inspired less confidence than formerly. Fisheries scientists
learned after the 1950s that dams change fish, not just delay or block hem. Reservoirs
on the Columbia, for example, altered undenvater gas conditions, producing imbalances
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in fish nitrogen consumption with the effect of producing large bubbies in fish bodies,
which, when ruptureci, killed fish. During the Moran investigations in 1972, Peter Larkin
insisted that BC had the strongest research specialty in the world in problems of fish and
power, that no solution could be easily imagined, that fish and dams could not simply coe~ist.'~

The authority of fishenes scientists, notions of their expertise and perceptions of their
ability to transform nature rose, faced challenges and was vigorously defended over the
1950s. The problem of authority proved critical in the politics of fish and power. Who

could Say how salrnon might react to environmental change, who had privileged access to
the biology of salmon, and who could judge the nght from the wrong impacted the public
discourse of this environmental debate? ui the early 1950s fisheries scientists gained
widespread praise and trust for pst successes. When initial results of investigation into

the fish-power problern dernonstrated only a more complex sense of limits, however,

power promoters, inventors, amateurs and enthusiasts sought to overcome a perceived
pessimism and press the boundaries of established knowledge. These efforts resulted in

few solutions, but several contests of both minor and more general importance on the
grounds of expertise and authority. Fisheries scientists defended their reputation and
attacked those of apparently unqualified challengers as a means of rnaintaining a
privileged and coherent voice in public discussion.
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The insistence of fisheries scientists on denying their capacity to know, while at
the same time denigrating the knowledge claims of othen, points to the politics of their

studied claims of ignorance: no answer

an answer. By implying that science had no

clear solutions, scientists displaced responsibility into the political realrn and the hands of
developers. Should politicians or deveiopers wish to proceed, they did so with no
scientific legitimacy or apology. They would have to admit frankly their willingness to
nsk destroying fish mns. Only the more flamboyant and marginal power promoters such

as Harry Warren took this tack. Dominant hydro interests like BC Electric attempted to
resolve the problern by funding science in search of a soiution. Following the undecided
reports on this research, and in the late 1950s the rising possibility of development on the
Columbia, BC Electric backed off, stating its long tenn interest in the Fraser but insisting
that no development would occur before scientists could solve the fish-power problern.
Throughout the 1950s, WAC Bennett avoided a direct judgmenr on the Fraser River issue
by consistently claiming that he would not support power development until the fishpower problem had a scientific solution.

By altering the emphasis of the fish-power debate and resisting the deployment of
science towards a development agenda, BC fisheries scientists took a different approach

than their Arnerican couterparts on the Columbia in the 1930s and after. Whereas in

Canada fishenes scientists insisted on predevelopment studies and withheld approval of
numerous dam projects, US fisheries scientists had helped to legitimize dam development
by taking active roles in dam construction and planning and in boosting their own

capacity to save nins by means of fishways and artificial propagation. This role was in

part related to the long-standing dependence of fisheries science in the US, particularly
within the federal govemment, upon hatchev research. It was in light of this experience
that BC fisheries scientists and Amencan scientists within the IPSFC sought to insist that
these earlier soîalled solutions were no solutions at al1 and that understanding of the
relevant problems only became more complex over time.
Apart frorn shifhng the discoune of the dsh-power debate and positioning science

within it, fisheries scientists found it possible to play a more active political role in
resisting specific development proposals. As discussed in Chapten 6 and 7, scientists
gained powefil positions within the Department of Fishenes, the PSFC and the Fraser
Basin Board to assess dam projects and comment on their rnents and demerits during the
planning stage. Scientists played more than the role of advison in this capacity because

of the legai authority of the Department of Fisheries under Section 20 of the Fisheries
Act, which allowed the department to insist on remedial measures in river structures.
Although, as in the Aican case, scientific assessments could be ignored or over-ridden,
even in this case, some important and expensive changes were made to the original
project design. in the case of the BCPC's Quesnel River project in the early 1950s,
fisheries scientific advice played a stronger role and dam development was displaced.
When the project was cancelled, Premier Johnson co-opted fisheries scientists of the
IPSFC to bnef him and used scientific findings to lend credence to his political decision.
Fisheries scientists' views had instrumental power within institutions and the planning
process. They could not simply deny developrnent projects, but they could suggest

imposing expensive mitigation exercises on developers or place potential projects in such
a poor light as to instigate political difficulties.
The influence of science on the fish-power debate was not unidirectional. Politics
changed science and its knowiedge. Throughout the 1950s, the search for a solution to

fish and power-both

in fundamentai and applied studies-occurred within a new

institutional framework. In response to this looming problem, funding for fisheries
science increased. institutions emerged and cooperative linkages were created. These
shifts had variable impacts. UBC probably benefited the most fiom expanded funding;
the Department of Fisheries became the institution with the most porous boundanes and

strongest cooperative links and coordinating function. Scientists in these institutions
made and gained new roles within the Pacific fisheries science community as a result.

The results of research had more significance and rneaning than the instrumental
goals to which some wished to direct thern. In 1970, Peter Larkin reflected on the course
of research during the 1950s and observed "From a biological point of view, the fishpower problem spurred interest in physiology and behaviour, bringing to light a better

appreciation of the many adaptations of salmon to their environment and mode of ~ife.''~~

h 1956, William Hoar stated that the fish-power debate had acted as a forcing ground for
drawing fish behavioiists into the broadec community of fisheries science; pol itical

pressures erased former disciplinary barrien.

The cooperative project of fish-power

" PA Laskia "Management oPPaeific Salmon ofNonh Ameriw" in A Cmtury ~f Fisheries in Noah
Ameria eds. Norman G Benson (Washington, DC:American Fisheries Society, Special Publication No. 7.
1WO), p 232
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William S Hoar, "Power Developrnem and Fish Conservation on the Fraser," Technical ReportBiologicai, Septaber 15, 1956

research and the intersecting of different intellectual avenues of approach produced
significant side effects for the developrnent of biological thought. What remains unstated
in Larkin's observation, of course, is that the focus on problems of inland waters and the
questions of changing fiesh water environrnents produced a different and less salutary byproduct in a concomitant inattention to problems of ocean migration and oceanography.
Although research surrounding the negotiations of the International Convention for High
Seas Fisheries of the North Pacific Ocean signed with Japan and the United States in
1952 produced new knowledge of ocean habitats of salmon, the fish-power problern

emphasized a bias towards riverine environmendO' There is no doubting that the
increased funding of applied problems on fish and power produced important
fundamental findings about salmon life history as well; but it also the case that the
emphasis of funding, institutional research programs and scientists' political contexts
directed science in ways that did not necessarily overlap with questions of a fundamental
character. It may well be impossible to know, as Robert E. Kohler suggests in a study of
scientific institutions, what would have happened to science without the impetus of
institutional funding and the pressures of the political conte-.

'O'

But it is tempting to

wonder: Given the fieedom to pursue their own questions, would fisheries biologists have
focused on the study of salmon responses to environmental change under dam
development? Or would they have taken a broader view, encompassing the ocean and
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the river, and not Iooking io irnrnediate ends, but long-term topics of ecological
si gni fi came6?

Conclusion

The fiee flow of the Fraser River bears the consequences of history, but, with its rich
rnuddiness, reveals none of its causes. Over the twentieth century, this river has played
host to dreams of liberation and transformation; to physical changes and social
consequences; to protective actions and inactions. Yet against the predictions of most
observen in the early and middle parts of the century, the river runs fieely in its main
course. The river plays host to dreams, but not to large dams.
How and where the Fraser could be darnmed came into focus in the early
twentieth century. Pioneering hydrologists mapped the Fraser's waterpower, measured
the river and its tributaries and sold the public on potential. The river, they explaineci,
could be dammed on its main stem, or large tributaries in the upper basin could be tumed
into reservoin, reversed and sent to power generators on the Coast. Camed out by both
the provincial and federal govemments?these water surveys aimed to rationalize water
rights and spur development. Before the 1940s, they performed the former function
better than the second. What dams were built in the Fraser basin remained srna11 in scale
and limited to tributaries.
Fisheries scientists conducted similarly inventoriai projects in the early years of
the century. They sought to determine where salmon migrated, if they migrated and what

conditions benefited and harmed them. Just as hydrologists hoped to spur growth,

fisheries scientists aimed to produce more fish and conserve those in existence. They
built hatcheries, toured the Fraser basin, observed conditions and collected informal
knowledge. Both provincial and federal governments contributed to these ends. By the
1920s, the federal govemment, with its research station at Nanaimo, assurned a

leadership role, while the provincial effort declined. In the water field the oppsite
federal-provincial emphasis took hold. Federal initiatives in water surveying fell off,
while the province took on the major role. As institutions evolved and conditions came
under closer scrutiny, the instrumental knowledge of BC 's resources grew.
British Col umbians realized the river's waterpower incrementally. In the upper
bmisin extractive resource development introduced a mining dam on the Quesnel River
and a lumber splash dam on the Adams. In the lower basin, an expanding metroplis,

serviced by the monopolistic utilities concem, the BC Electric Railway Company,
reached into its immediate hinterland and darnmed the Coquitlam, Stave and Alouette
Riven. Some promoters imagined darnrning the Fraser's main stem in 19 12. Compared
to other jurisdictions such as the US Pacific Northwest, where cornpetition drove
development and state investments laid the groundwork for major hydro projects, in BC
the monopoly aspect of the utilities field served to limit rapacious expansion and exclude
a strong state presence. While large dams appeared on the Columbia in the 1930s, on the
Fraser the BCER faced the depression with a conservative policy of canceling plamed
developments, the better to be led by demand.

How dams would affect the river's salmon did not figure prominently in the
planning and building of these eariy projects. Although the federal Department of
Fisheries possessed legal authot-ity to demand the installation of fish passage facilities, it
did not exercise this power consistently or with much technical abiliry. The regdatory
framework was not yet well defined. Regulation generally followed fisheries protest. In
some instances, provincial oficials, without jurisdiction, played a prominent role.

Sporadic attempts sought to domesticate dams to the river. The Quensel dam had
fishways added to it, but not before nins suffered severe damages. Fishways at the
Coquitlam dam proved unworkable; they were jettisoned with dam expansion in 1912.

No mitigation works were used in the Stave Lake or Alouette projects, and some mns
disappeared. Only in the 1920s did provincial and federal oficials begin to study the
problems of fish passage, jurisdiction and regdation in a concerted manner. What is
remarkable is that more damage did not occur. In part, the conservative growth strategy
of the monopolistic urban utility, that created a concentrated program of dam
development in two watersheds, inadvertently limited the range of dam building and its
deleterious consequences on fish.

The most important dam in the river's modem history in terms of salmon
conservation amved by accident, not design. Between 191 1 and 1914 rockslides at Hells
Gate, triggered by railroad construction, filled one of the river's narrowest gorges. In the
summer of 19 13, the largest salmon migration of the century reached Hells Gate and
confronted a nearly impassable earth dam. John Pease Babcock, BC's Assistant Fishenes
Comrnissioner stood above the gate and watched the writhing, red bodies of thousands of
mature sockeye dying below. For decades afienvards, Babcock and his fellow fishenes
scientists would study how to restore fish to the river.
The slides proved a tragedy for more than aspiring fisheries scientists and
regdators. Native fishen in the canyon and beyond who fished at the Hells Gate site
found their access to resources transformed. Former ways of making a livelihood were
denied, former practices forbidden or limited. Government oficials, promising, but only

belatedly delivering, conservation, annexed former fishing places belonging to kin
groups. For commercial fishen the slides undercut supply begiming in 1917. In the
future the indusûy would change the focus of its fishing pressure to other species, and,
for a variety of reasons, re-orient to the nonhem fishing grounds. The slides impacted
the water, the fish and the salmon's many human claimants.

The political consequences of fisheries depletion on industrial fisheries concems

in both Canada and the US provided the impetus to international negotiations in the
1920s and 1930s. Following on a protracted round of diplomatic discussions, pitting
different groups of fishen as well as national interests against one another, the Pacific
Salmon Convention was finally approved by both national govemments in 1937. This
convention divided the sockeye salmon catch between the US and Canada and provided
the bais for a new restoration and regulation program under the auspices of a bi-national
commission. The commission's responsibility began with an eight-year scientific
program to establish the contours of the resource problem. Just as science impacted
political discussions about how resources should be conserved and treated in the early
years of the century, the PSFC's scientific program delivered advice about how the river
should be managed, and how the salmon should be captured and saved.

The commission's most important discovery occuned at Hells Gate. Canadian
oficials had examined the site afler the slides and again in the late 1920s in an intensive
set of engineering studies. They had declared the gate restored. The commission found
evidence, however, of continuing blockages at the gate and begged another look. By
tagging fish above and below the gorge, they tried to create a mirror for nature. What

they found instead were approximate signs, confhsed by social and cultural
complications. Native fishea collected tags, fished for them deliberately and used them

as local currency. Fishenes scientists tried to counter the effects of these practices on
their results, but did not expiain fùliy how they did so. The tagging studies suggested that
many fish could not pass the gate at certain water levels or did so only after considerable
delays. When William Thompson, the scientific director of the commission, observed the
blockade below Hells Gate in 1941, he believed that he was witnessing a repeat
performance of the famous blockade of 19 13. Thompson read the history of the rise and
fall of the river3 salmon as a stoiy of dams and their impacts. The great leveler was
Hells Gate, he said, not the industrial fishery. Fishways became the answer to this
problem and in the late 1940s the commission constructed fish passage through the gate
as its major restoration effort. Of couse, al1 were not content with Thompson's
explanation. Canadian fishenes scientist William Ricker disagreed with Thompson's
arguments and questioned the PSFC's methods and data. He and Thompson engaged in

a polemical debate that drew in their respective institutions and national fishenes
scientific communities. Speaking to the concems of a new era, Ricker asked whether the
fishways were expected to Save fish or block dams?
Before 1940 British Columbians held modest expectations of their ability to dam
the Fraser, but during the war attitudes shifted and hopes soared. On the Columbia

during the 1930s massive dams at Bonneville and Grand Coulee had transformed the

river into one of the New Deal's moa spectacular examples of social and environmental
experimentation. Whereas in the US Pacific Northwest during the war yean alwninum

projects blossomed as well as large industrial plants, in Vancouver lighting restrictions
and occasional brown-outs marked the period. Constrained by BC's limited power

supply and restricted industriai growth, British Columbians looked enviously to the
Columbia and began to question the efficiency of the existing utilities. BC enthusiasts
like Harry Warren pored over the water surveys conducted in the 1920s and 1930s and
imagined possibilities. Across the province a leftward shifl in political sentiment and
activity combined with a broad social vision of rural electrification to create an
impressive non-partisan public power movement. Against this wave, the center-right
coalition government did not stand but sought instead to re-direct the flow. And this it
did with modest success. In 1945 it created a public power commission that would
service hinterland areas, but leave the major urban monopoly intact. The agenda met the
demands for expanded electrification, while preserving private capital. When the Fraser
River flooded in 1948, the cal1 for dams gained another aspect and another bureaucratie
home. The Fraser Basin Board joined other river institutions in imagining and debating
the river's future. By the Iate 1940s a new dam project at Bndge River to supply
Vancouver's bursting demand set the tone for a new era. British Columbians embraced
power and sought more of it.
Following the war, the Aluminum Company of Canada (Alcan) delivered on some
of these expectations and inaugurated the fish vs. power contlict in its post-war form.
Seeking a site that would deliver power to a major srnelter facility, Alcan followed up on

the early provincial waterpower surveys and examined sites at Chilko Lake and on the
Nechako River. Public enthusiasm and the unwavering support of the provincial

governrnent greeted Aican's investigations, and so too did fisheries protest. The prospect
of a major dam development in the Fraser Basin and possibly on a major spawning
ground like Chilko Lake, provided a focus for political organization across the fishing
indtsûy and between different governrnent departments. When the determination of the
provincial govemment to back the alurninum developrnent over the interests of the
fisheries became apparent, however, aspects of this defense fractured and mem bers of the
cannery elite brokered a secret trade-off agreement with Alcan and the provincial
govemment. The Chilko would be saved and the Nechako sold. Once Alcan gained its
water license, the federal Department of Fishenes sought to regulate the building process
using its authority under Section 70 of the Fisheries Act, but without great effect. Alcan
officiais proved obstinate and brilliant in negotiation; they lowered expectations as well

as their level of cornpliance. With strong provincial backing and high public approval for
the project, the formal process of the fisheries mitigation exercise fell victim to the
development imperative.
This result threatened to but did not ponend the future of the river. A parallel
episode involving the BC Power Commission (BCPC)on the Quesnel River
demonstrated that the organized fisheries interest could also trump the development
game. The aim of the BCPC, in this instance, to develop the interior's power supply on

the Quesnel ran into the organized force of the fishenes interest in a case that offered far
less power and promise than the alurninum project but represented a major loss to the
fisheries. Fisheries interests marshaled public and political support and inserted fisheries
representation into a provincial commission convened to consider the project. The

PSFC and the federal Department of Fishenes played a major role by insisting on the
necessity of expensive mitigation works for the project and, critically, by offenng
alternative sites for investigation. Without the financial clout of Alcan, or its political
leverage, the BCPC proved unequal to the concerted challenge of the fishenes interest.
The balance of fish and power tilted in the opposite direction to the aluminum precedent.

These were the opening contests of the pst-war period. They established
examples, focused attention and opened some of the major questions in public policy, but
what of the major gamr-the

Fraser River's main stem? This is the question which

prescient observen were asking as the 1950s arrived. With electncal demand soanng and
examples of successful programs of hydro-led development elsewhere, they wondered
how long it would be until the Fraser was converted into a major power generator and
with it the province into a glonous industrial heartland? The proposais mounted with the

years. Harry Warren, a professor tumed promoter, joined with Amencan investors and a
group of local business people and engineen to form a Company with the goal of

damming the river at Moran and other places besides. General McNaughton, Canadian
Section Chair of the International Joint Commission, aimed to disnipt negotiations with
the US over the Columbia and reap returns for Canada by proposing to divert the upper
Columbia into the Fraser and throw up a senes of major hydro dams on the Thompson
and Fraser Riven. BC Electric exarnined development sites in the canyon and funded
research in aid of a solution to the fish-power problem. Engneen for the Fraser Basin
Board sited numerous flood control dams in the upper basin and lent credence to the

dream of a multiple use river. Little wonder with so many interests pressing for control
of the river's power that many thought the damming of the Fraser inevitable.
The notion of inevitability invited debate. During the 1950s, the tish vs. power
debate raged in the press, in letters to the editor, in high school debates and the provincial
legslature. The dilemma of choosing between rival resource uses expanded to become a
discussion about the future of the province. British Columbians asked could there be
fish, power or both? Those who answered fish suggested that there was no proven way to
Save salmon, that dams would pose an insurmountable challenge. The? argued that
salmon connected al1 British Colurnbians to their heritage, provided food in a world filled
with want: they pomayed hydropower as old-fashioned and celebrated the atnmic future.
They insisted there were alternatives. They tried, in short, to pomay the fishing interest
as the general interest. Those who claimed that both fish and power could cwxist
believed in the ideals of multiple use conservation. They saw the nver's transforming
power as more valuable and grander than fish, a relic of an older economy. Power

promoters believed that dams would build industry, lead the way for further expansion
when atomic energy becarne available, and tum BC's resource export economy into a
core region. They did not wish to destroy the fishenes but held optimism in the promise
of a technological solution and asked why salmon could not be retrained. They labrled
the fisheries a narrow interest against electrification for all.

Those with someîhing to gain or loose sought to organize coalitions. Fisheries
forces feared that momenhim was against them during the 1950s, but devised a coherent
political campaign to defend the river and the salmon Led by the federal Deparnent of

Fisheries, cannery groups, unions, the Native Brotherhood, sports fishers and
representatives from al1 of the relevant govement deparmient5 and fisheries scientific
institutions formed a fisheries lobby. On the other side of the debate, power interests
failed to corne to any unified platform on the fish-power question. Only the Fraser River
Multiple Use Cornmittee provided the pretense of a cross-industry lobby. The Fraser
Basin Board, an institution of bureaucratic representatives, probably played the greater
coordinating role. Cornpetition between different concems within the industry made
cooperation dificult to imagine. The fisheries interest reaped the rewards.
The fish-power problem on the Fraser articulated with development politics on
the Columbia. Columbia politics fed off the fish-power controversy and the Columbia
prospect changed the nature of the fish-power discussion. The Columbia program began
independently of the Fraser as an extension of Arnerican development into the upper
basin. But General McNaughton's plan to divert the Columbia into the Fraser made the
political flow of these two rivers meet in a tumultuous confluence. A f er initially
marshalling the support of key federal interests and the major utility BC Electric,
McNaughton's plans faded with the lack of support of the province and the reaction of
threatened American interests. The possible impact of the diversion on salmon made the
provincial government skeptical, led BC Electric into a major scientific program in an
attempt to solve the problem of fish and dams on the Fraser and caused Canadian and
American fishing interests to support a coordinated US-Canadian development program,
the better to save the Fraser. In the fish-power debate, fisheries interests increasingly
believed that the battle over the Fraser could be won if the Columbia program went ahead

in the short term. Under these and other pressures, the diversion plan did not corne to
fruition; it did nevertheless bear important consequences for BC river politics.
McNaughton's intervention served not to Save Canadian water for Canadians, but instead
to strengthen Canada's negotiating position with the United States over downstream
benefirs. When the Peace River prograrn gained attention in 1957, this position was
strengthened further. Using funds earned through the Columbia Treaty, the provincial
government moved to develop both the Columbia and the Peace under the auspices of the
newly invented BC Hydro in 1961. This plan of action stepped over the fish-power
problem, as it were, developing the interior and north in favour of the salmon-bearing
rives of the Coast. When these hydro projects came on line. providing massive new
blocks of energy to the province, the political and economic pressure on the Fraser faded,
at least for a decade. When the Moran project reappeared in studies of the BC Energy

Board in the early 1970s, the politics of power had changed and the proposal dissolved
rapidly.
Scientists played an important role in the fish-power debate and found their
approach to science changed in the process. Who could Say what a salmon was capable
of? This question proved contentious in a debate over harmonizing conflicting river
interests. Whether a fish could pass a dam and under what conditions became a crucial
matter. In order to support a scientific 'solution,' different interests within goverment,
the fishing industry and the utilities field fùnded research. Fishenes scientists expanded
their institutions and projects. They tried to coordinate research in new ways and evolved
a new level of cooperative science. Yet, to the annoyance of hydro developen,

politicians and promotea, scientists rehsed to supply an answer. They did explain that
the problerns involved were complex. And over time they came to understand aspects of
the complexities. Science could not, however, provide a solution. In refusing to offer a
solution, scientists made a kind of declaration and resisted the CO-optationof science to
development. They left promoters and politicians to explain how developing the river
would not lead to the end of the fisheries. When challenged on this position, fisheries
scientists underlined their expertise and criticized amateur critics. The context of this
dtbate changed scientific institutions, the linkages between scientists within and between
institutions and the focus of scientific study. Just as fisheries scientists tried to change
the fish-power debate, so too the debate changed science.

*****************************
Was the fish-power debate on the Fraser unique, or did it bear parallels to other Nonh
Amencan river disputes in these years? Why did the Fraser, to make the problem more
specific, not follow the path of the Columbia,a river with which it shared many
similanties? Five key differentiating factors bear underlining: the productivity of salmon
populations and the fisheiy; the aspect of timing; the scale and character of state
intervention; the relative power of fisheries and power interests: and the existence of
alternatives.

'

Salmon did not stop dams,but their numben demanded attention. On the
Columbia even before major dam development, the s a l e of the fisheries never reached

the heights of the Fraser's productivity. The Fraser was and is the greatest salmon Stream
1
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in the world. Although the Hells Gate episode and 6ther factors depleted the fisheries
sharply in the early decades of the cenniry, by the 1950s and, significantly, at the height
of the fish-power debate, they experienced a rebound, delivering, many presurned, the
benefits of scientific restoration and promising unending growth. Whereas fishing
interests faced the power challenge on the Fraser in a growth position, on the Columbia in
the 1%Os, salmon numbers were in free fall. In one case, the fishing industry could be

portrayed as strong and growing, in the other it appeared diminished and shnnking.
Numben mattered for political and economic reasons, but also for biological and
technological ones. Whereas on the Columbia, fisheries scientists could imagine
technical contrivances to pass fish over dams, on the Fraser the nature of the problern was
larger. Passing tens of thousands of fish through a dam in a single hour was a problem of
unprecedented proportions.
Timing changed the tish vs. power debate and it linked the Columbia and Fraser

in important ways. Dam building on the Columbia's main stem began in the 1930s
before British Columbians could imagine darnming the Fraser on such a scale. Besides
modeiing a progressive future and the merging of technology and nature, the Columbia
dams depleted salmon runs, a fact which few could deny or ignore. The Columbia
experience hung like a 'shadow' over the Fraser, as one journalist said. The earlier
Amencan experience infonned and impacted later Canadian decisions. The early
restoration of the Fraser River, before the highpoint in the fish-power debate, also served
the fisheries interest well. Building the Hells Gate fishways produced new knowledge of

salmon, enhanced the fishery and laid a clairn for the fisheries interest to the river as

spawning habitat. The fishways program also increased Arnerican influence in Fraser
affairs as an interested party defending the fisheries at the same time as the US pursued
development on the Canadian Columbia. These goals coincided and cornplemented one
another. By fighting development on the Fraser, the Amencan govenunent helped to
limit Canadian options on the Columbia. By pressing for coordinated development on
the Columbia it a h diminished the potential or rationale for development on the Fraser.
The earlier development of the Columbia recast the boundaries of possibility on the

Fraser and it tied two national histories together.
The role of the state proved crucial in both cases. On the Columbia, the federal

govemment, bent on demand stimulation and public works in the New Deal era, pressed
the development agenda fonvard and paid for it. Powerful bureaucracies like the Bureau
of Reclamation and the A m y Corps of Engineen favoured the Columbia dam progain.
Weaker bureaucracies like the US Bureau of Fisheries and fisheries departments at the
state level found themselves forced into positions of compromise and capitulation.
Private utilities initially resisted state intervention, but then changed course when it
became apparent that public development would entai1 selling publicly generated power
to private utilities, not displacing them. On the Fraser by contrast, no New Deal forged a
development consensus or proposed to pay for it. Federal power on the riverinstitutionalized p r i m d y through the Department of Fisheries, Fraser Basin Board and
IPSFC- generally favoured fisheries preservation to hydro development. The provincial

government, with jurisdiction in water development, had neither the institutions to guide
such a program (the BCPC was too small and undercapitalized) nor the political will to

mortgage the province on such a contentious issue. The Fraser Basin Board, one possible
vehicle for dam development, and for bridging federal-provincial differences, operated as
a bureaucratic shell, ad hoc in al1 respects, without independent political power or
purpose. State power proved more important on the Fraser in terms of stopping the
power threat.
Interest groups shaped this debate and &ove it; their relative strengths proved
critical. In the 1930s when development occurred on the Columbia, the fisheries interest
managed a marginal stniggle. It was riven internally, had little support from powerful
bureaucracies and found fisheries scientists willing to accommodate development rather
than question it. The power agenda on the Columbia had on iü side an active public
power movement and the force of numerous govemrnent bureaucracies and po liticians.
Power was greeted as a social savior by folk singen like Woodie Guthrie; it inspired
utopian visions by the likes of Lewis Mumford; it compelled a broad and powerful
constituency to transfomi the river into a massive 'organic machine' puning the river's
work to society's gain. In Canada, the fishen' protest in the 1950s proved stronger and

more united; it had the backing of the federal Department of Fishenes, the IPSFC, and
the provincial Fish and Game Branch. Fishenes scientists advised the industry, joined

cornmittees to provide technical advice, anci, critically, did not allow their knowledge to
be put to the ends of development. One Amencan fisheries lobbyist observed in a
personal letter in 1956, "1 undentand the fishenes people of British Columbia are making

a much stronger fight against power dams on salmon streams than the Amencans have
been making down here in connection with the Columbia River which is gradually, year

by year, king destroyed as the great salmon riverw2 No such unity of purpose drew
power supporters together on the Fraser. Power promoters and hydro utilities remained
divided in these years, their interests cornpetitive; no state bureaucracy provided the
auspices for organization. Besides unusual cases like the Alcan project, support for the
power agenda could not simply overcome fisheries protest. Whereas on one river
fisheries interests were weak and power forces strong, on the other river, the opposite

bias obtained.
In the Amencan case, the Columbia was the single focus of development. In the
Canadian case, alternatives existed. Because the Columbia was & river in the Amencan
Pacific Northwest, the one core power possibility, salmon preservation, not power
developrnent, went in search of alternatives. Fish passage devices, fish micking around
dams, hatcheries and artificial spawning channels were some of the many alternatives
proposed for Columbia salmon. In BC, water development alternatives appeared to
release the pressure on the Fraser. The upper Columbia and the Peace River provided
British Columbians with other promising sites, beyond the reach of salmon, and
uncomplicated by fish-power politics. Although before the early 1950s these sites
appeared far too distant from the urban southwest to provide technically feasible or
economically viable transmission, by the mid-1950s technical advances and the shifting
political economy of power in BC changed those limiting conditions. British Colurnbians
saved the Fraser's salmon by displacing development, not by canceling it.

************************
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If this study speaks to the comparative experience of the Columbia River and offers a
different perspective on the course of river, fisheries and resource development in
western North America, then it also seeks to redraw some of the ways in which the
relevant analytical problems are frarned, particularly in the Canadian context. Ln seeking
to ask how confiicting resource demands shape science, society and the rest of nature,
this study attempts to reopen and reanimate the staples paradigm. By pursuing questions
on the margms of staples analysis- how nature is defined and remade in the course of
economic development, how the resource needs of different groups are contested and
represented, and how ideas and politics shape resource use and allocation- Ihave tried
to rethink central assumptions in the study of economic development. Although, to some
degree, the impact of hinterland resource development on the environment has been a
recumng concem in the staples literature, the rest of nature is çenerally treated as a
bundle of commodities that can be depleted through misuse or profligacy, but which does
not shape history, except through human refashioning.
Natural change, however, is more complex than a depletion tale would suggest.
Consider the Hells Gate slides. Here falling rock remade a critical natural portal in the
river-as-salmon migration route. The site was not simply destroyed, but altered in subtle
ways. The slides introduced a new and variable element into the complex system of
relationships that make up the life history of pacific salmon. At different times, changes

in the gate triggered cascading consequences in the natural system of salmon migration,
leading salmon populations to rise and fall. The salmon's human ciaimants on the shores
undentood these shifls within different cultural traditions, according to different

economic perspectives and drawing upon different levels of scientific understanding and
misunderstanding. The slides case should be read not simply as a story of depletion with
economic ramifications (although it was that) but also as an episode in the transformation
of relationships in which natural changes reshaped the possibilities of hurnan economic
and cultural life and introduced confusion into established bodies of knowledge and
science. None of these relationships were separate, but intertwined and reshaped one
another, as the multiple meanings of fish tags would suggest. Humans' relations with the
rest of nature were thus shaped not only by material connections but also by perceptions

and representations of the rest of nature and by diverse forms of social interaction.
Where my analysis fits more squarely within the staples tradition is in the attempt
to understand the changing spatial relationships created through the conflicting demands
of fish and power. Throughout Innis's work and in the later writings of historical
geographers and economic historians, problems of distance and time in the Canadian
space economy have remained enduring questions. Metroplitan-hinterland relationships
shaped the expansion and contraction of the early staples trades. The costs of
transportation and the 'stniggle with distance' helped to constitute society in ~ ~ a c e . ~
What 1 have tried to add to this analysis is an expansion in its domain of concem: by
considenng how metropolitan-hinterland relationships shape science, for example, and
how political and economic disputes over the proper locations of hydroelectric
development intenected with cultural perceptions of region and nation. To some degree I
-
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have attempted to follow William Cronon's lead in Nature's Metrooolis by seeking to
undentand how processes of economic expansion in space and cultural perceptions of
nature and commodities interacted and shaped one another." Economic space, 1 have
sought to suggest, is not a geometric field in which various contingent variables impede
expansion across that field. It is a social creation, shaped by ideas and politics, natue

and society.
This thesis also offers another perspective on the role of the state in economic
development that bears parallels to other studies in the staples and political economy
~iterature.~The fish-power debate reveals a federal system in conflict and a variety of
interested lobbies trying to harness those divisions for their own ends. The provincial
state, like many other provinces in the postwar era, demonstrated a client -1ike
relationship to large capital, particularly of' international origin, and proved to be open to
influence at a variety of levels. Where this study offers a new perspective to this field is
in its attention to the role of science in public policy. At various stages of the fish-power
debate, scientific ideas proved to be a crucial justification for, or a limitation on, political
initiatives. In turn, state planning initiatives helped to shape science.
While attempting to look at problems of staples analysis fiom different vantage
points, this study does punue lines parallel to many recent works in American
environmental history, fiom which it has taken inspiration. The pioneenng te-

of
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the possibilities of integrating the rest of nature within more traditional historical
approaches.6 Of course, this body of literature contains its own divisions and nuances
and it is well to register briefly my position within it. On the question of the social
construction of nature, and al1 of its related concerns-human-nature
different cultural attitudes to nature, univenalism vs. localism-I

boundaries,

have attempted to chart

a middle ground between the increasingly realist position of Donald Worster and more
skeptical positions that investigate multiple rneaningp.' 1 have tried, in particular, to look
carefully at scientific knowledge to undentand the bases of its creation, and the shifts in
its content and interpretation of the rest of nature. Because environmental history relies

so heavily on a sarnpling of the contemporary scientific literature in order to gain a sense
of past environmental change, there is a challenge latent in this endeavor to mess how
such ideas and their intellectual histories should impinge upon or shape current historical
analysis. There is no easy answer to this question. My own approach has sought to treat
scientific knowledge as changing body of ideas, subject to both social and natural forces
in its making. This allows for a modest fom of realism in weighing and adopting current
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scientific analysis, but also protects against a nalve acceptance of science as received
wisdom. Scientific ideas should be placed in context and learned from also in context.
Ail of these concems, of course, border on the histonography of science. In

seeking an appropriate approach 1have learned fiom recent debates in science studies
about consmictivism and the influence of the rest of nature in shaping the scientific
process.u While 1 believe that environmental histonans could hitfully adopt some of the
approaches £Yomthis body of literature to quali@and rnhance their understandings of
scientific knowledge, 1 would also argue that historians of science could benefit by closer
attention to questions of environmental change. Many of the most famous constnictivist
studies concem careful analyses of laboratoiy science.' Environmental histonography,
however, offers cases of science in the field and sciences of large resources that press the
questions of the role of environmental change clearly to the fore. Nancy Langston's
study of the changes in the Blues Forest, for example, explains how the object of
scientific concem -the forest- changed over decades under the influence of scientifically
driven fire and forestry policy.lu Here the case, not just a philosophical position,
demands attention to the dynamics of ecological change in the forest in order to
understand the extent to which scientific ideas helped to shape this forest, and changed in
response, or developed with little direct relation to the subjects under consideration.
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Although some positions within the historiography of science tq to account for the role
of nature in the making of scientific ideas-actor-network
the label of 'agent' to the rest of nature--these

theory, for example, assigns

efforts seem somewhat modest in light of

much recent work in environmental history that argues convincingly for the importance
of a changing nature in shaping society and economy.

' ' A thorough going integration of

approaches has yet to occur and this thesis is one rnodest contribution in that direction.

*****************************
This study ends in the early 1970s when the last Moran dam proposal sank with its
predecessors. But the debate of fish vs. power continued- and continues- to create
controversy in British Columbia, one of many resource debates that seem to dominate
this province's political and social life. Shortly before this study was begun, the
provincial government cancelled Alcan's Kemano completion project. an extension of the

first development begun in the late 1940s; the Iegal debate over compensation continues.
During the research stage, British Columbia's news filled with stories of BC's salmon
fights with the United States, the outcome of a breakdown in the carlier catch-sharing

regime that had provided the IPSFC with its coherence and legitimacy. Towards the end
of the writing of this thesis, a boulder slide on Canadian National's track in the Fraser

Canyon resulted in the clearance and explosion of a number of transformer rocks sacred
to native peoples. Protests foilowed-one instance of a renewed politics of native
resistance in British Columbia. Ali of these problems grow out of BC's hctious history

-
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of development politics, repeating old patterns and inserting new concems and
complications.
Visit Hells Gate today and you will find a metaphor of Our continuing problems,
our search for solutions and our flight to the pas1 as escape. Where once rocks slid down
the d i ff, a Swiss-built gondola now cames busy loads of photograph-snapping tourists
(myself included), capturing still images of a gorge and its fishways below. Fudge,
barbecued salmon, a fisheries museurn, and a film showing the river raft voyage of Simon
Fraser's Arnerican descendant aim to entertain, educate and engage audiences in a heady
mixture of experiences- for a fee. It is now possible to purchase a t-shirt wth the phrase
emblazoned on the front' "Hells Gate I did it!" On the day of my visit fisheries oficials
monitored the passage of salmon through the fishways. From the viewing platfonn
where 1 stood salmon were difficult to see, despite large arrows prompting my sightline.
1999 registered one of the lowest retums of the sockeye in the river's recent history. The
commercial catch was cancelled for the first tirne. Warm ocean cunents. pollution
problems, habitat destruction, overfishing: the list of contributing factors goes on and on.
Of course, none of this could cancel the fun. A man in a plaid kilt sang folk songs on
guitar, and through the postmodem kaleidoscope of past and present, slippery surfaces

and intangible absences and silences, the river and the fish appeared as they would on a
pst-card: a spectacle of nature, a spectacuiar nature, a new commodity for our relentless
appetite.
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